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PREFACE

This volume presents the characteristics of Polish axiology

in the twentieth century. Attention is focused on the essential

axiological problems discussed in Polish philosophy by its most

outstanding representatives. This is supplemented with a

comprehensive account of Polish ethics and aesthetics in the

twentieth century.

The authors of these essays are research scholars of the

Institute of Philosophy at the Maria Curie-Sklodowska University

in Lublin. This was founded in September 1944 (as the second

university in Lublin, the first being The Catholic University, founded

in 1918). The first philosophy lecturers were two positivistically

orientated professors: Narcyz Lubnicki and Stefan Harassek. The

Department of Philosophy and Sociology was founded as late as

1990. The Institute of Philosophy with its ten chairs functions within

the Department and employs twelve professors and nearly sixty

other academics. It presents courses in theoretical philosophy,

philosophy of culture and the cognitive sciences. Together with the

Institute of History it mounts a joint program of philosophical and

historical studies.

The Institute carries out research in ail the basic fields of

philosophy, including ethics, aesthetics and axiology. Many works

are concerned with the research on the history ofPolish and Slavonic

philosophy.

The Institute has published numerous books, including^ Lillie

Dictionary^ of Ethics and A iJitle Encyclopaedia of Philosophy.

This volume contains some of our most recent works on

Polish axiology in the 20"' century. Each author presents his/her

own original approach, based on his or her own research thereby

introducing the problems of Polish axiology at the turn of the

millennia.

1 wish to thank the authorities of the Department of

Philosophy and Sociology for their financial support of the translation

ofthis collection into English and The Council for Research in Values

and Philosophy for carrying through the editing and publication.

Stanislaw Jedynak

Institute of Philosophy

Maria Curie Sklodowska University

I.uhlin, Poland
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INTRODUCTION

This work follows the recent publication of the landmark

study edited by Leon Dyczewski of the Catholic University of Lublin

entitled, Values in the Polish Cultural Tradition: Polish

Philosophical Studies III. That work focused upon the heritage of

values borne in the Polish tradition. This was shaped especially

through the Christianization of Poland a thousand year ago and

hammered out on the anvil of the partitions into a valiant sense of

Polish identity and its universal mission: “for our freedom and yours.”

Its democratic charter, contemporary with the American
“Delcaration of Independence”, and participation in the American

Revolutionary war by K. Pulawski and T. Kosciuszko and other

Polish patriots bear witness to the visionary democratic character

of the Polish tradition.

It is no accident therefore that in the liberation of Central

and Eastern Europe from its enslavement during the last half of the

XXth century it was Poland which played the key role. United as a

Catholic people in opposition to a foreign occupation and the regime

it imposed, Poland was able to bear up under the most intense

repression, struggle to its feet, burst the bonds of an alien materialist

ideology, and with its first free election in 1989 spearhead the

liberation of the entire region. By the end of that year all its sister

countries in the region had been liberated; within two years even

the Soviet Union toppled to be succeeded by the Russian Federation.

This is the glorious story of values in Polish culture.

The present work: Polish Axiology: the 20''’ Century and
Beyond, Polish Philosophical Studies, IV, edited by Stanislaw

Jedynak, tells a much more troubled story. The work comes from

the Maria Curie-Sklodowska University built post World War II. It

looks back to the brief period of inter-war independence through

post World War II glasses. Its message is indicative of the struggle

of the Polish soul to reestablish an identity as it embarks upon the

new millennium. The insight it provides is unique and essential for

understanding the tangled effort to employ the heritage of the past

in constructing the future.

The work is organized into four parts. The first reflects at

once the complex manifold ofwork in axiology and the difficulty in

finding direction today. The second is painted with the somber more

pessimistic colors reflecting the thought of Nietzsch and Spengler
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2 Introduction

on the collapse ofEuropean civilization. The third, in contrast, reflects

the optimism of those who would see light in this world reflecting

and be guided by an absolute ideal. The fourth is situated between

these, pointing out positive ways for ethics and aesthetic in and

through the reasons for pessimism described in the catastrophic

thinking of Part II; this is a path of salvation.

Part 1, “The Struggles for a History of Polish Axiology,”

consists of two valiant efforts at assembling a vision of this vast

field. In Chapter 1, “Polish Aesthetic Axiology in the Twentieth

Century ( 1 890- 1 999),” Tadensz Szkolut unveils the amazing richness

of Polish thought in this area. He pays tribute to the many Polish

thinkers noting that there was hardly a position on the subject which

they did not intensively elaborate, defend and critique. Szkolut

surveys the vast panorama of work on aesthetic values. The work

on ethical values is documented bibliographically in Chapter II,

“Elements of Twenties Culture Polish Ethics,” by Leszek Gawor

and Lech Zdybel. Both establish the intent with which Polish

intellectuals followed the modem struggles to find and create meaning

through the harsh, even catastrophic, history ofPoland in the twentieth

century.

Part II, “Disillusion and Catastrophe,” shows a more

pessimistic side of Polish work on axiology. Chapter III by Anna

Zuk, “Stanislaw Brzozowski a Romantic Pragmatic,” describes the

assumption of Nietzsche’s critique of values by a key Polish

intellectual, and his search in exile, through the thought ofJohn Henry

Newman, to rediscover meaning through an interior path.

Stanistaw Brzozowski would claim after Nietzsche that

struggle is the context for the realization of value, then Poland has

had an ample window through which much has been seen and

Chapter 111 shows how great a toll these tragic circumstances have

taken. One remarks that in that history the dimensions of confusion

and nihilism often are overlaid or underlaid by other compensating

currents. But one finds as well the elaborate, if not entirely willing,

engagement of scholars in the development and application of

ideologies. Perhaps most disconcerting, one finds that today the ability

to understand the classical metaphysical underpinnings of such key

20"“ century Polish axiologists as Roman Ingarden have been lost.

This renders simply unavailable some of Poland’s most creative

insights. The deadening effects on Polish culture and character of

40 years under a materialist ideology continue and that in axiology

Copy 1
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Introduction 3

and its traditions they are very serious impediments.

Surprisingly, Chapter IV by Zdzislaw J. Czarnecki, “The

Axiological Foundations of Polish Catastrophic Thinking in the

Intervwar Period,” follows a not unrelated path through an excellent

analysis of three Polish thinkers: M. Zdziechowski, S.J. Witkiewicz

and F. Znaniecki. In broad strokes this story begins with engagement

in the Spenglerian vision of the coming collapse of Western

civilization, and gradually works its way to a new possibility of

renewal through the opening of sensitivity to culture.

Part 111, “Visions of the Absolute,” follows work of a quite

opposite, optimistic character. This does not, of course, reflect a

predication or even an option, but rather a conviction that there is

an absolute good or value and that this can be accessed by humans

and reflected in their lives.

Chapters V, VI and VII follow a line of thought from the

work of Franz Brentano in Vienna and taken up by K. Twardowski

and W. Tatarkiewicz in Poland. Chapter V by Josef Debowski, "On

Absolute Truth; K. Twaardowski and W. Tatarkiewicz,” opens a

new path to human intentionality elaborated by another student of

Brentano, Edmund Husserl, who laid the foundations of

phenomenology. For Twardow ski this led to the recognition of an

absolute truth whose intuition served as source, guiding star and

goal for ethics. This enabled it to gain scientific standing while

retaining a role for human feelings.

In Chapter VI, “Kazimierz Twardowski’s Ethical Approach,”

and Chapter VII “The Conception of Goodness as an Absolute and

Objective Property in Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz’s Ethics,” Anna
Drabarek studies the same two figures in greater detail She shows

how Twardowski struggled to open the dimension of intentionality

and hence of subjectivity, while still protecting the scientific character

of ethics against the dangers of subjectivism, relativism, skepticism

and, in part, determinism. This effort as extended by his student,

Tatarkiewicz, is the subject ofthe following chapter, which examines

his elaboration of a broad topology and hierarchy of goods, as well

as of a theory of happiness.

Part IV, “Paths for a Pilgrim People,” presents three figures

who recognize the somber tones of Part II and the optimistic horizons

of Part III, and work on a path which the Polish People can tread

on their perilous journey.
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4 huroduction

Chapter VllI by Leslaw Hostynski treats in competent detail,

“The Axiological System ofHenryk Elzenberg,” which distinguishes

strongly between utilitarian values and values in a perfect sense.

The latter is based on an absolute sense of the good as the ultimate

value from which all are derived in a substantial axiology.

Chapter IX by Zofia Majewska, “Crucial Problems ofRoman
Ingarden’s Axiology,” does not present so much a synthesis of his

views, which were always in a process oftransformation and turned

to axiology proper only later in his work, but looks rather at some

specific problems. However, due to the crucial importance of

phenomenology for the study of cultures, and cultural identity, the

reader will need carefully to assemble the clues to this central building

block of Polish axiology in the 20*'’ century from this and other

chapters. Indeed it may exceed in richness and subtlety the present

Polish mind.

Chapter X by Cezary Mordka, “God and Goodness: The

Evolution of Leszek Kolakowski’s Ethical Views,” follows an

inductive pattern of thought indicative of the rich potential ofMarxist

thought when treated penetratingly by the philosophical mind. His

pilgrimage begins with an attempt to open Marxism to its humanistic

roots in the “early Marx”. This move was strongly objected to by

the doctrinaire Marxists who insisted that the objectivist setting of

his work by Engels was its true and consistent articulation. In

contrast Kolakowski opened the way to uncovering the subjectivity

requisite for any authentic humanism.

By a process of elimination he moved beyond communism,

utilitarianism, instinctivism and Kantianism to a sense ofGod. This

was the result not ofa process of reasoning, but of his Jewish culture,

belonging to which made it possible for him to understand: belong

that you might understand. Thus his ethics has its foundation in

religion, the absence of which would set the terrifying specter that

“everything is allowed.”

Chapter XI by Jadwiga Mizinska, “Astonished by Man:

Karol Wojtyla’s Theory of Values,” must constitute the culmination

of any work of 20"' century Polish axiology in view of the historical

impact which his philosophy of solidarity played in closing off, not

only the ideologies ofthe century, but the four centuries ofrationalism

which characterized the whole modern period. K. Wojtyla sees the

challenge as being to enrich the classical philosophy of being by the

contemporary philosophy of consciousness. The former, reflecting

Augustine’s Christian Platonism as enriched by Thomas with the
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Introduclion 5

Aristotelian sense of substance and subject, is essential for grounding

in being the autonomy, dignity and freedom of the human person in

the image of God. The latter, notably as mediated by Roman
Ingarden’s phenomenology rooted in the Catholic Brentano is an

essential enrichment of this sense of the human person, enabling

human consciousness to be read and directed from within. The

resulting insight into aesthetic creativity, and hence into the sources

of culture, characterizes contemporary human life. This entails new

access to, and hence responsibility for, the formation of our human

self-identity and relations to others. In turn, it makes both possible

and resolvable the clash of civilizations which stalks the new
millennium.

Indeed, it was this objectively founded metaphysics of the

person as inviolable substance, when combined with the phenom-

enological sense of the importance of the engagement or participa-

tion of the human will in any decisions regarding the Polish people,

that required the famous “round table” which in 1989 led to the

crucial first free elections in Eastern Europe.

Jadwiga Mizinska here takes us part way by beginning with

the humanism of the Enlightenment and its deification of man which

ultimately became the tyrannical communist state. This must be

contrasted to the liberated and liberating sense of the human person

in the thought of Cardinal Wojtyla and his Krakow School of

phenomenology with Adam Tischner, Marian Jaworski and

Wladyslaw Strozewski (not to mention its advanced school of

contemporary cosmology inspired by Michel Heller, JosefZycinski,

et ill).

The chapter is most insightful in drawing the connection

between Person ami Ad and Love and Responsihilily, as one

bespeaks the other. Yet the key to all his would be missed if it were

taken simply as a new, but still reductive, humanism. Instead the

strength of K. Wojtyla - as of Solidarity and later of Kolakowski -

was that all this was set in the ultimate horizon of the divine,

understood now as being as much immanent as it is transcendent.

This is the key to the mysterious term, “incommunicable,” central

to Wojtyla’s notion of the person and drawn from the Scholasitcs

and the earlier Church Fathers. It refers to the utterly unique

autonomy of the human person which, as grounded in the divine,

cannot be invaded, manipulated or substituted by any created, much
less by any material power or ideology. When enriched and

implemented by Ingarden’s phenomenological method, this insight
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6 Introduction

gives access through the human spirit to the truth of Being which is

the Spirit of love and reconciliation.

Polish axiology has given much to the world in the 20"’

century and the present work does much to bring this to light. But it

also raises the question of how damaging has been the half century

under the extreme negation of its longer heritage of values. Both in

content and in horizon there is reason to believe that the involuntarily

imposed restrictions in the past leaves limitations on present insight.

Kolakowski’s by-word, ‘belong that you might understand,’

echoing Augustine’s “crede ut intelligas” (Believe that you might

understand), suggests the need to positively reaffirm the Polish value

heritage in order to move ahead. If so this work, Polish Axiolo^’

ofthe 20"' Century and Beyond and the work from the other Lublin

University, Values in the Polish Cultural Tradition, must echo

back and forth in a creative dialectic essential for Poland in the

new millennium.

George F. McLean
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CHAPTER I

POLISH AESTHETIC AXIOLOGY IN

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (1890-1999)

TADEUSZ SZKOLVT

THE EARLY YEARS

The sources of modern Polish axiology can be traced back to

the Young Polish Artistic programmes (1890-1905), formulated in

protest against a Positivist concept of the social function of art,

which took a utilitarian approach to art in political and civil, moral

and educational service categories. The modernists’ (the term is

used here in a purely historical sense, referring to the period of

1890-1914) rebellion, expressed in their watchword 'art for art’s

sake’ aimed at liberating artistic work from all kinds of social

easements and restoring art to its authentic nature, that is, to

reconcile art with its inner essence. The purpose or primary objective,

which defined the real meaning of art, maintained the authors ofthe

Young Poland’s programmatic texts, was to discover a higher

spiritual reality beyond the sphere of things perceived by the senses.

It sought to arrive at metaphysical, transcendental contents

inaccessible in any other manner; hence, symbolic art located the

value of art in its symbolic character. Thus Modernist aesthetics

naturally became involved in epistemological, philosophical and

metaphysical assumptions, usually of Schopenhauerian or

Nietzchean provenience.

This is most clearly manifested in the statements by two

leading philosophical representatives reflection at that time-Zenon

Przesmycki (Miriam) and Stanislaw Przybyszewski. For Miriam an

element of ‘Infinity’ constitutes the object of artistic cognition, for

Przybyszewski it is ‘a naked soul,’ corresponding to Schopenhauer’s

'blind will’. Both theoreticians believed that art should reveal the

eternal, unchangeable essence ofa primary being, showing through

the material world and also manifested in the conscious mental life

of an individual. The best way to communicate the results of this

mystical, intuitive and emotional cognition is a symbol. “Art, wrote

Przybyszewski, is a reconstruction of what is eternal, independent
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10 Polish Aesthetic Axiology in the Twentieth Century

of any changes and fortuitousness, independent of time and space.

Thus, it reconstructs the essence (‘beingness’), that is a soul which

appears in the universe, mankind or a single individual.”

Since the constitutive element of great art is its metaphysical

content conceived in this way, the objection of formalism

(aestheticism) to modernist aesthetics is based on misunderstanding.

The principle of the autonomy of art, expressed vividly in the

watchword ‘art for art’s sake’ means only that art cannot serve

any purposes alien to its ‘true’ nature, whereas it can and should

convey significant cognitive content. Hence, the aesthetics of the

leading representatives of Young Poland was, as a matter of fact,

not an aesthetic of pure form, but an aesthetics of form specifically

approached (K. Rosner). In their view form is a very significant

(even primary) value in art, but not the only one. The significance

of a form results from the fact that it is a reflection of the eternal

reality and enables one who perceives it to touch the Absolute.

The Young Poland’s aesthetics constituted a fundamental

step by Polish art towards modernity:

1 Modernists proclaimed themselves strongly against a

mimetic (realistic) model of art, advocating, instead, a creative model.

They were the first in Polish aesthetics to question the view that

cognitive values of art depend on the truth of the reflection of non-

artistic reality in a work of art (typically that of the events and

situations depicted). This was to guarantee that the work was ‘true

to life,’ which was the main obligatory rule ofthe nineteenth century

model of realism. Breaking with one of the fundamental claims of

classical aesthetic theory, namely, the superiority of the beauty of

nature over the beauty of art and-connected with this-with the

imitation of the objective world in art, they paved the way to

subsequent formal experiments (the creative transformations of the

image of the world in art).

2. Thus, the principle of individualism and of the expression

of an artist’s personality could become a ruling principle in art. The

artist becomes a creator of a new reality. In an untethered way he

or she manifests his creative freedom, expressing his deepest

spiritual experience. Preaching the cult of an artist-genius (an

extraordinary person since metaphysical experience is not open to

everybody) modernist theoreticians and art critics spoke of a

Romantic tradition.

3. Another characteristic of modernity in the theories of
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Tadeusz Szkolul 11

some modernists is the abandonment of classical ideal of perfection

(classical beauty based on symmetry, rhythm, harmony etc.) in favour

of the beauty ofexpression, sometimes in violent, dissonant, ‘sharp’

forms (S. Przybyszewski).

4. This primacy of creation, freedom, expression,

imagination, and creative individuality resulted in a constant updating

of the means of artistic expression, reviving the established forms

and aiming at the achievement of full artistic expression. Novelty

regarding a form becomes a major value in art: art is simply defined

by novelty. For instance in Przybyszewski’s view ‘Art was born out

of fantasy which is an intuitive capability for creating new things.’

Witkiewicz

Among the aesthetic conceptions of the period in question,

striving against ‘parochialism’ (provincialism) of Polish art and

attempting to add a universal dimension, is that of Stanislaw

Witkiewicz, painter, writer, critic, architect and philosopher. His role

in promoting principles of modem art cannot be overestimated. As

an art critic, distinguished by extremely broad theoretical and ethical

horizons, Witkiewicz aimed at the rejection of the old and the

formulation of new criteria for evaluating a work of art (especially

in relation to painting). This was in his polemics with the leading

representative of posthegelian aesthetics-Henryk Struve.

Witkiewicz attacked Struve’s belief that the significance of an

artwork depends, first of all, upon the importance of the idea (‘a

concept, content, or central idea’). Where Witkiewicz’s

contemporaries generally considered religion and history as the

primary subject matters in painting, he demanded an equal status

for all subject matters in art. At the same time a similar campaign

was carried on France by Th. Thore, G. Flaubert, G. Courbet, E.

Zola, in Germany by H. Conradi, H. Hart; and in Russia by N.

Chernyshcvsky. In Polish aesthetics a demand to abolish a hierarchy

of the subject matter in art had been formulated earlier by Antoni

Sygietynski in his article ‘Art at the Exhibition in Paris’ (Ateneum,

1878), but it was Witkiewicz, who finally refuted the view that the

artistic value of an artwork depended on the significance of the

contents it expressed.

Accordingly art with realistic aspirations should reflect the

whole variety of contemporary life; the only universal measure of

its value is its artistry. In other words: the complex value of an
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12 Polish Aesthetic Axiology in the Twenlielh Century

artwork consists of various life values, but the place of an artwork

in the hierarchy of cultural values is determined by its artistry as the

‘absolute value’. However, this does not mean as depreciation of

various life contents conveyed by works of art. ‘A painter-remarks

the critic -is also a man’ and has an intransferable right to express

existential content in his art (the expression of one’s soul) as well

as social and national contents (‘the soul of a nation lives in him’).

But he must do this according to the universal requirements of

artistry. This operates with ‘the material’ (that is, shape, light and

colour) engaged by an artist to achieve perfection. As nature remains

a measure of perfection, Witkiewicz still belongs to the advocates

of the classical theory of art and beauty, although for perfection in

art he does not demand a true imitation of nature. It is by adhering

to the logic ofchiaroscuro, harmony ofcolour and precision ofshape’

(the criterion of which ‘logic’, ‘harmony’ and ‘precision’ is

constituted by nature) that a work of art deserves to be called

‘truthful’ or-as Witkiewicz would say~to share in the ‘impression

of truth’. In such a way for Witkiewicz a universal criterion for the

evaluation of art, regardless of its subject matter is truth (or more

precisely; verisimilitude) which is identified with artistry (a perfect

formal shape of a realistic work of art, deriving its models from

nature).

‘Truth’ conceived in this way constitutes the essence of art,

not beauty. Although present in many works of art, beauty is not a

determinant (constitutive value) of art. In Witkiewicz’s belief, beauty

cannot determine the essence of art, mainly because it is a subjective

phenomenon, dependent on people’s changing tastes. However, this

does not mean that Witkiewicz, as a critic, is not concerned with

‘subjective matters’, i.e. problems of psychology and creation along

with reception of art. As critic he strongly emphasizes the

importance of a creative individuality, always considered in a close

relation with spiritual life of a society (nation). Approaching a work

of art as the expression of an artist’s psyche and directly the

experience and aspiration of national community, Witkiewicz verges

upon the model of art criticism followed by the theoreticians of the

French school, Guyau and Hennequin, and their Polish

contemporaries A. Sygietynski and I. Matuszewski.

Brzozowski

At the turn of the nineteenth century Polish aesthetics
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Tadeusz Szkolul 13

abounded with interesting aesthetic conceptions, formulated by art

critics, art theoreticians and publicists, dealing with social issues. In

the 1 890- 1918 period, apart from the already mentioned figures (S.

Przybyszewski, Z. Przesmycki, S. Witkiewicz) this group included:

Artur Gorski, Feldman, Potocki, Lange, Ludwik Fryde, Ostap Ortwin,

Ignacy Matuszewski, Edward Abramowski, Karol Irzykowski, Jakub

Segal, Michal Sobeski (the latter two can be included in an academic

aesthetic). Marxist theoreticians: Julian Marchlewski, Ludwik

Krzywicki, Kazimierz Kelles-Krauz dealt with art too; Marxism was

an inspiration for Leon Winiarski and Stanislaw Brzozowski.

S. Brzozowski is undoubtedly the most distinguished figure

in this circle. Fie is considered to be one of the most original

philosophical minds of that epoch. It is difficult to present the

aesthetic views of the author of Ideas in a coherent set of statements,

due to the fact that the critic never wanted to build a system. He
changed his ideological orientation several times, resulting in a

continuous reorientation of his views on art. However, in spite of

that it is possible to indicate, in his aesthetic views, certain constant

ideas which, though variously articulated and modified in the course

of time, retained the power to organise all of his thinking on the

problems of art. One such key idea is the ethical sense of art.

Brzozowski began his investigations on art from the premises

concerning the world of human values. He believed that ‘for

humankind nothing has value apart from what it attributes value to:

hence the only value is humankind itself and its creative work’.

Brzozowski remains faithful to this radically anthropocentric and

activist attitude regarding the issue of value. This is connected w'ith

his ‘anti-Platonism’, directed against all concepts of ‘a ready-made

world’ of allegedly objective and unchangeable values, norms and

ideals. The major values of human life-truth, goodness, beauty- are

not ‘things’ but ‘tasks’; the incessant challenge for man w ho should

‘fulfil’ them in a concrete creative work. Hence, he opposes all

kinds of normative criticism, claiming the right to pronounce

judgements against eternal values which arc, in Brzozowski’s

perspective, only the petrifaction of historical norms ofhuman work.

Thus the objective of authentic criticism is to strip away

these pretensions of normative criticism, shatter its illusions

concerning the absolute character of values-patterns, and thus to

broaden the sphere of creative human freedom. This also concerns

art criticism that should co-operate with ambitious art, aiming at

continuous transgression of the existing forms of life, activating
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14 Polish Aesthetic Axiology in the Twentieth Century

imagination that searches for the still unknown. It imposes a

particular moral responsibility on an artist and critic. This cannot be

responsibility to a social tribunal, for the requirements set by society

to an individual come from the outside and are formulated on the

basis of ‘objectified’ or absolutized values. Brzozowski treats such

heteronomic and restrictive morality, though indispensable for

regulating interpersonal relationships, as less voluntary and more

forced submission of an individual to ‘convenient regulations’. An
artist submitting to this would betray his vocation which is constituted

of a continuous aspiration beyond the horizon of the e.xisting world

of values, fully responsible to his own conscience. As an artist’s

morality is based not on being faithful to principles settled by the

legislators of social life, but on the ability to accept absolute

responsibility to and for himself for the realisation of the values he

affirms and thus the confirmation of his personal value. One’s duty

with respect to oneself is to aspire towards individually chosen values

and the accomplishment of the fullness of his personal life. The

demands of real social life set severe restrictions on the possibility

of man’s free self-creation. Hence art, creating free space in a

world governed by non-personal, abstract principles, plays an

extremely significant role in protecting endangered individual values.

Art allows an individual to experience such sensations which

compensate for the deficiencies of everyday life; it makes possible

the expression of the whole personality, whereas the community

reproduces only a one-dimensional man.

The way in which Brzozowski approaches the compensatory

role of art excludes any escapism. Art is not an accidental

entertainment, an escape from the painful problems of a real life.

On the contrary, anticipating life as it should be, confronting people

with an ideal of life, in which the key position is granted to the

ultimate values in Brzozowski ’s outlook on life (creativity, freedom,

self-creation of personality), art brings man back to reality, summons
him to reform the world here and now. The first requirement for the

transformation of the world is a joyful acceptance of life with its

drudgery and toil, with all its burden and limitations imposed by society

and nature itself However, to accept life does not mean to be

reconciled to what is mean and how, and threatens human dignity.

As a sanctuary of values, necessary for man’s development and

growth, art plays an utopian role in the good sense of this word; it

shows man who he could be if he has the courage to be completely

free, ifhe took total responsibility for shaping his life. Thus there is
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no contradiction between the formulas of art as anticipation of a

better life and art as affirmation of this concrete form of life, which

we happen to live. In expressing basic approval of life one also

accepts as an inseparable part of this life an imperative of fighting

with oneself and all that constitutes obstacles in the development of

humankind. Therefore Brzozowski’s activism can be called a difficult

optimism.

Brzozowski’s philosophy of life is filled with a peculiar kind

of ethicism. The author of The Legends of Young Tolcind believes

that there does not exist a single sphere of life which can be excluded

from moral evaluations: ‘As soon as ethics ceases to be everything

it becomes nothing’. Not only activities and experiences which have

significant consequences in the sphere of interpersonal relationships,

but also the individual’s intimate experiences which are not

externalised in any way, co-create his personality. Thus, in

Brzozowski’s view, they acquire an ethical meaning; everything that

co-constitutes a personality (eveiy' act, thought, feeling, impression)

enters the circle of ‘the moral essence of man’ and transforms this

essence. Hence, it is evident that art, which constitutes the evaluating

expression of man’s experience, is of extraordinary moral

significance. Art consists in an artist distinguishing certain

experiences, recognising them as deserving to be expressed in his

work and giving them an aesthetic form, thereby performs their

special sublimation. An artist, who sanctions one or the other form

of life, values and ideals, feelings and thoughts, assumes a definite

axiological position and is fully morally responsible for his choice:

“Artistic creativity is an attempt at establishing the relationship

between an artist and the world of value. It is an attempt to see and

show what one considers of value in himself, it isjudging oneself”

The ethicism of Brzozowski’s aesthetics does not lead to

questioning the autonomy of art and subordinating it to the morality.

Emphasising strongly the inalienable ethical sense of art, Brzozowski

firmly opposes moralization, understood as imposing on art the duty

of serving the official morality of society. There can be no moralising

in authentic artistic creativity, which always aims at transgression

or going beyond the circle of the established values and broadening

the world with new values that have been only sensed thusfar. Art

rises from the depths of the human creator’s moral self, but it is

also a never-ending Judgement on axiological decisions made by a

sovereign moral subject whose not satisfied with his achievements

and aims courageously at still unknown horizons. Ambitious art carries
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in itself an idea of change and determines its irreplaceable role in

culture.

Another theoretician who approached the objectives of art

in a way similar to Brzozowski was Karol Irzykowski. He began

his career before the First World War, but his major critical works

were written in the period between World War 1 and World War 11.

In his view art is an anticipation of life, a transcendence of its

established order of generally accepted values, and an attempt at

establishing a new set of values constituting a manifestation of

incipient experience. This mechanism of axiological transformation

taking place in art was described by Irzykowski as oscillating between

two ‘axes’-one of ‘hierarchy’ and the other of ‘timeliness’. The

first one means the officially sanctioned values (the hierarchy of

artistic subject matters operating in a given epoch); the other includes

values which are still at the stage of crystallisation in the awareness

of people living in a certain epoch and stresses social recognition.

Art which ‘discovers and assimilates new areas of life’, brings to

light spiritual contents, unknown before and gives them an original

aesthetic shape thereby contributing to a revision of the existing

arrangements of values, it protects them from fossilisation. In

Irzykowski’s approach artistic cognition aiming at the world ofman’s

most intimate feelings and thoughts acquires moral significance.

Fulfilling its autonomous cognitive tasks, authentic art makes an

essential contribution to the reconstruction of the world of human
values; it stimulates actions directed at the improvement of

interpersonal relationships. In this way Irzykowski intended to

reconcile Young Poland’s ‘art for art’s sake’ with the idea of ‘art

for life’s sake’ (art for society’s sake) put forward by the leftist

intelligentsia.

Marxists

Polish Marxists introduced new elements to these important

modernist discussions on the place of art in the purely aesthetic and

social order. Ludwik Krzywicki was the most outstanding

representative of Marxist sociology: Chair of the History of Social

Systems at Warsaw University in the twenties, the first Polish

translator of Das Capttal, and author of an original conception of

the journey of social ideas. He presented his aesthetic views in a

cycle of short articles, published in weekly magazines (mainly in

‘I’ravda’) in 1886-1903. Krzywicki employs the instruments of
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sociological analysis to explain and evaluate such contemporary

artistic trends as impressionism, naturalism, symbolism, and

modernism. For instance he looked for the genesis of modernism as

an inevitable collapse of traditional social structures brought about

by the growing urbanisation and industrialisation. The lonely artist,

alienated from the existing social bonds, producing for an anonymous

market, concentrates on his spiritual experience, to which he

attributes a status of metaphysical revelations. In this perspective

‘art for art’s sake’ is only a form of the escape, undertaken by

bourgeois artists, from brutal social reality into the sphere ofelevated,

mystical experience. This is a kind of ‘class counterpoison’ deprived

of any significant social ideas; it is created by sybarites for sybarites.

Its proper social function is to ‘render rest pleasant and digestion

easier’ for the philistine art consumers. Such an explanation of the

sources and functions of modernist art does not manifest special

originality for similar diagnoses were formulated at that time by the

theoreticians of the Second International-especially Mehring,

Lafargue, Plechanov. But Krzywicki does not confine himself to

disclosing the genetic and functional dependence of modernism on

the social and aesthetic ideals of the urban bourgeoisie. He

emphasises strongly the positive influence of some modernist

programme watchwords and creative practice on the wider circles

of the contemporary audience. Their revolt directed against the

established aesthetic canons, their protest against capitalist reality

degrading the artist’s role to the role of delivering goods, their

uncompromising ‘demand for a voice expressing the pain of man’s

soul’ has a deeper and more universal meaning. It is an appeal for

creative freedom, demanding art’s full independence from utilitarian

tasks and any class servitude. At the same time Krzywicki is

convinced that the autonomy of art will result in using its freedom

for spontaneous and sincere involvement in humanistic ideas. In the

classless society of the future art will constitute a realm of human

relaxation and rest; the sphere in which the creative potential of

human nature will be realised (physical labour will remain the

‘tribute’ which man pays to society). An important motive in

Krzywicki’s statements on aesthetic subjects is the crisis ofaesthetic

culture (aesthetic alienation) as a consequence of the urbanisation

and development of the high finance industry. In 1909 he wrote

“Visiting the United States and observing their culture, which has

been formed almost exclusively under the influence of powers

characteristic of our epoch, 1 realised the great truth that
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industrialisation and beauty are not co-ordinate things, nor can they

be.”

The Marxist reflection on art is enriched with new theoretical

ideas by Kazimierz Kelles-Krauz in his work, Kilka glownych zasad

rozwoju sztuki A Tew Main Principles ofArt Development {\90S).

As opposed to the dominant Marxist aesthetics of the time, he

approached art as an imminent product ofa definite socio-economic

formation, the role of which is reduced to a defence of the interests

of a privileged class within a given formation. In Russia typical

examples of a similar approach are the works by Plechanov,

Bogdanov and Friche. Kelles Kraus emphasises the absolute

autonomy of artistic creativity in relation to the so-called economic

base of society. Without neglecting the issue ofgenetic and functional

connections of art and the class differentiated structure of social

life and its economic base, he was aware also of the extremely

complex character of the connections between art and other social

and cultural phenomena. Art is at the top of an ideological

superstructure; thus the influence exerted on it by social and

economic factors is strongly mediated by other forms of culture.

This results in art constituting a domain of creative freedom, an

independent search in the formal and technical, as well as ideological

sphere. This is why some artists who function in the capitalist society

can declare themselves against this society. What is more, art’s

ability to evoke disinterested feelings in the audience is a prerequisite

for art to fulfil its social role. Thus Krauz is no stranger to the key

paradox connected with the problem of the social nature of art; art

can be an effective instrument of forming socially desired beliefs

and attitudes only when it remains pure, disinterested aesthetic

pleasure Art as a specific ‘ethics of instincts’ is for the author of

Socjologiczne prawo ret rospekcji -Sociological Law of
Retrospection ‘a system of activities or thoughts and feelings

conductive to obeying the orders of social ethics, thanks to that

which constitutes the character of art, namely, that any trace of the

original utilitarian attitude ofthese deeds and feelings has vanished.’

Psychological Witkacy

The picture of Polish aesthetic thinking in the period of 1 890-

1918 would be incomplete ifwe did not mention the psychologically

orientated aesthetics of Michal Sobeski although he was active

throughout the whole interwar period, the basic elements of his
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philosophical conception of art were formed during the Modernist

epoch. When his Modernist fascination was over, he only changed

the language of his lectures from literary to academic.

Under the unquestionable influence ofGerman psychologists,

Sobeski believes that the key to understand art-its essence, cultural

role and value-can be found through psychological research on the

creative process. Art is an expression of an outstanding, unique

personality, equipped with an ability to find a proper form for inner

emotional experience. Besides, an outstanding artist has the right to

transform the picture of reality in art so that the results, while

maintaining the value ofcommunication, are distinguished by ultimate

originality and suggestiveness. This very property Sobeski calls its

truthfulness. A determinant oftrue art is first of all a coherent ‘inner

architectonics’ of the work of art, making one who perceives it

experience beauty. This means that one feels the form of an artwork

as suggesting itself as the only possible (necessary) shape for

conveying emotional contents. This does not mean that there exists

only one pattern of artistic perfection, a set of unchangeable rules

governing the forms of expression. Aesthetics in Sobeski’s view

has to be free from normativism; it cannot canonise any form of

artistic beauty. Another significant characteristics of his aesthetics

is its strong emphasis on the autonomy of art: that it is unacceptable,

to impose on an artist any non-artistic tasks or evaluate works of

art from the point ofview of their non-aesthetic utility whether moral,

political, cognitive.

Sobeski’s philosophy of art is Modernist in origin and

therefore belongs partly to the nineteenth century. However, it is

possible to indicate certain elements which show it to be open to the

new phenomena of twentieth century art. Particularly convincing is

his anti-mimetic approach. His rejection of imitating reality in art

and looking for a determinant of great art in the consequent

construction of ‘new reality’ by an arti.st did not result in a change

ofthe theoretician’s unfavourable attitude towards abstract painting.

Sobeski breaks with traditional belief in the superiority of nature

over art and in treating the beauty of nature as the measure of

artistic perfection, he evaluates highly the invention of creative

individuality manifested in the continuous search for new forms of

expression; he proclaimed himself in favour of change and progress

in art

Much more courageous in this respect is the conception of

Stanislaw Ignacy Witkiewicz (Witkacy), Stanislaw Witkiewicz’s son.
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The core of Witkacy’s philosophy of art was formed before the

First World War and in the early twenties. One of Witkacy’s most

essential works Nowe formy w malarstwte i wynikajace stad

nteporozumienia New Forms in Painting and Misunderstandings

Resulting from It was written in 191 8 and published in the following

year. That Witkacy belonged to the Modernist school is proved by

the fact that he attributed a great cultural role to art as a means to

reach the essence of being, the Mystery of Existence. That is why
Witkacy was an adherent of the essentially Modernist myth of the

priest-artist; hence his strong emphasis on the genetic connection

of authentic art (pure art) and metaphysical feeling. It is true that

Witkacy approaches the metaphysical element in art in a different

way than, for example, Przybyszewski or Miriam. But the idea itself

that art makes access to the sphere of metaphysical experience

possible is undoubtedly Modernist in origin. Like other Modernists

(but in opposition to his father) Witkacy believes that realism is the

wrong path for art to follow. This does not mean at all that it is right

to confine Witkacy’s aesthetic conception within the limits of

Modernism. On the contrary, the radicalism of some of Witkacy’s

theoretical solutions, especially his original artistic works in which

he tried to realise in practice his conception of the Pure Form

(Witkacy was an extraordinary painter, playwright and novelist),

make him in many respects a forerunner of twentieth century avant-

garde art movements. The transition of Polish art from the nineteenth

century modernity to the twentieth century modernity, was to a

considerable extent due to Witkacy’s creative efforts.

A central category in Witkacy’s aesthetic theory is the notion

of Pure Form. This constitutes a keystone connecting his philosophy

with artistic practice. To express it differently: an idea of Pure Form,

anchored in Witkacy’s philosophy, is defined precisely in an aesthetic

consideration, and then is ‘translated’ (in more or less convincing

way) into concrete artistic solutions. Art’s objective, in Witkacy’s

view, is neither to provide pleasant sense impressions nor to evoke

life emotions (moral, religious, patriotic, etc ). The proper attitude

ofone who views a work of art is a disposition to perceptive ‘formal

values’ (formal beauty, aesthetic beauty), not the experience of ‘life

values’. In this respect Witkacy is ahead ofthe postulates formulated

by J. Oretaga Y. Gasset in his famous essay “The Dehumanisation

ofArt” of 1 925. However, it would be a misunderstanding to include

him, on this basis, in the group of radical formalists. Ignoring a

certain ambiguity of Witkacy’s views on the issue of whether formal
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(aesthetic) value is a primar>' value or the only value in a work of

art (some of his formulations allow the latter interpretation), in general

he attributes a privileged status to formal values as ‘the essential

value of an artwork’. In Witkacy’s belief, formal values (Pure Form)

are not autotelic, but constitute a means to achieve what determines

the sense of the creative and the perception of art by one who
perceives a metaphysical feeling of a ‘directly given unity of

personality’ rather than ‘a fundamental law of existence’ such as

‘oneness in multiplicity’. Thus B. Dziemidok, one of the interpreters

ofWitkacy’s aesthetics, rightly notices that the author ofNew Forms

in IFtinling combines (moderate) formalism with expressionism

and emotionalism. (This brings Witkacy closer to formalism ofClive

Bell than Eduard Hanslick.)

According to Witkacy the essence of a work of art is

constituted by a from, and the ideal towards which Witkacy aspires

is Pure Form. Pure Form is not an ‘empty’ form deprived of content;

on the contrary it includes the artist’s metaphysical feelings and

evokes such feelings in one who perceives it. Thus when Witkacy

states that ‘the form of an artwork is the only essential content’ he

means that a form is for him a symbol of the Mystery of Existence.

It expresses eternal truth on ‘the monstrocity of lonely existence in

an infinite world, constituting tragic beauty as its only existence.’

Pure Form is not totally detached from the ‘dirt’ of man’s everyday

experience. In the process of evoking a form into being the w'hole

personality of an artist takes part. Metaphysical feeling, arising in

the depths of his psyche, gradually seizes the sphere of life’s feelings,

imagination and intellect. Thus the richer the personality of an artist

in which his metaphysical feeling clarifies and finds its expression,

the greater the chance to create a valuable work of art. This would

be the most individualised work of art which at the same time is

endowed with a property of commonness: a unique work at the

same time impressing everybody with its ‘ideal beauty’. If this

spontaneous metaphysical feeling, constituting a source of all

authentic art, did not go through the filter of creative individuality.

Pure Form in art would always realise itself in the same shape.

‘Dirty’ elements of life are also indispensable as an auxiliary

element to construct Pure Form (e g., ‘tensions of direction’ in a

painting, ‘dynamic tensions’ in a theatre play). The sphere ofobjects

represented in painting does not have autonomous significance. It

does not enrich by itself the value of a work of art (which as w'e

know, is constituted by Pure Form). But it plays an important role in
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the artistic universe as making it easier for an artist to determine

the direction of the movement of form. Witkacy does not advocate

abstract art. If he criticises realistic (naturalistic, illusionist) art he

does so not because it contains life contents, but because it forgets

the true objective of art; through concentrating on the imitation of

the visible world it becomes detached from its original source-

metaphysical feelings. But agreeing to an addition of life contents

in Pure Art (in painting or music, as only in these two fields is

Witkacy’s ideal close to realisation), the philosopher imposes a

condition: only that much of reality or elements of real world as is

necessary to set up a clear form, filled with emotions. Human
contents (‘life material’) in art is only ‘a pretext for a certain formal

combination’, a scaffolding which is necessary to erect an edifice

of Pure Form and which is thrown away when the edifice is built.

When they appear, e g. in the structure of a theatre piece, they are

not subjected to the ordinary ‘logic of life’, psychological patterns,

or rules governing social events, etc., but are totally subordinated to

the immanent requirements of the theatre construction. Therefore

what from the point of view of life is the ultimate absurd, in the

world of artistic fiction is something normal and does not arouse

astonishment.

Witkacy’s theory of art comprises many notions and

formulas of a general character, (‘unity in multiplicity’ as deciphering

Mystery of Existence, ‘metaphysical feeling’ defined as intense

experience of the unity of personality, unity ofcontents and form as

a prerequisite for artistry etc.). The way in which Witkacy

approached Pure Form locates his aesthetics in the cxurrent of

classical theory. Witkacy emphasises the integral character of an

artistic form is a comprehensive, closed, finished form. This does

not mean at all that the philosopher recognises only a harmonious

form. Introducing a notion of ‘a perverse composition’ (i.e. a formal

structure containing consciously introduced elements ofdisharmony,

violation of balance and even sharp dissonance and effect that strike

with their blatancy) Witkacy transcends the categories of classical

beauty. However, even ‘perverse’ (wild, hectic, appalling) forms

have, in his view, to fulfill the condition of wholeness. A ‘non-

harmonious whole’ is acceptable, but it is always a whole; the

opposite elements have to be ‘co-ordinated’, subordinated to a

homogeneous artistic intention.

Accomplishing theoretical validation of disharmonious

aesthetic values in art, Witkacy opened the door for avant-garde
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experiments and explorations. His philosophy of art is an apology

for an avant-garde attitude (as an artist he adopted an unquestionably

avant-garde attitude) to which the dogmatism, characteristic ofmany

representatives of the avant-garde at that time, is alien. Witkacy is

an advocate of avant-garde, but does not approve novelty at any

price. He insists on the artist’s sincerity, emphasizing the moral

dimension of an artist’s responsibility for creating a work of Pure

Form. These features of his aesthetic thinking make it unexpectedly

alive nowadays when we observe the exhaustion of the creative

potential of a model of the twentieth century avant-garde.

MID CENTl'RY

The interwar period witnessed the expansion of numerous

elaborated theories of aesthetic (artistic ) values. The most eminent

representatives of aesthetics present an analytical approach. They

try: to formulate controversial notions and problems in the most

precise w'ay, to subject them to comprehensive analysis, to isolate

various aspects of the issues in question, to introduce necessary

semantic and objective differentiation, and attach importance to

maintaining distinctions between various related, although not

identical, attitudes. An example of a genuine analysis of this kind is

Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz’s historical and aesthetic studies, from

which it is still possible to ‘interpret’ their author’s approach to many,

highly significant, axiological issues. An analytical and sociological

orientation is represented by Stanislaw Ossowski, while Roman
Ingarden, phenomenologist, is a representative of systematic

aesthetics.

Practically every settlement of any fundamental axiological

questions has its followers among Polish aestheticians of that period.

For example, in the controversy over the way in which aesthetic

values exist Ingarden, Henryk Elzenberg and Tadeusz Czezowski

are in favour of objectivism, Edward Abramowski, Stanislaw

Witwicki and Jakub Segal support subjectivism. Tatarkiewicz

(originally a follower of objectivism), Mieezyslaw Wallis and

Ossowski are in favour of relationism. On the issue of the criteria of

evaluations and a status of evaluating judgements: Witkacy, Leon

Chwistek and Segal declared subjectivists who in turn were criticised

by Elzenberg, Tatarkiewicz and Ingarden. To the question whether

values and aesthetic evaluations are relative or absolute (changeable

or unchangeable, particular or universal) various answers are given:
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absolutist (Elzenberg, Ingarden), relativist (Witkacy, Chwistek,

Witwicki), pluralistic (Ossowski, Tatarkiewicz, Wallis). Of course,

each of these positions has different variants from extreme to

moderate. Moreover, the general statements of the theoreticians

were not identical with the actual conclusions of their more detailed

investigations (e g, the radically relativistic statements by Witkacy

and Chwistek finally are not confirmed in the whole system of their

views).

Let us look more closely at aesthetic axiology as interpreted

by these theoreticians who made the greatest contribution to the

development of contemporary aesthetics. Usually these scholars

continued their research after the Second World War, elaborating

upon their earlier ideas: (1) Ingarden, (2) Wallis, (3) Tatarkiewicz,

(4) Ossowski, (5) Elzenberg.

(1) Ingarden's theory was undoubtedly one of the most

significant and most recognised among Polish aesthetic conceptions

of the twentieth century. The basic settlements of particular

axiological issues were outlined before the war. For example,

distinguishing the work of art as schematic with an aesthetic

superstructure first appeared in his treaty. Das Itterarische

Kunstwerk, written in 1927/1928 and published in 1931. In his 1937

article ‘O poznawaniu dziela literackiego’ Ingarden differentiated

between artistic values attributed to a real artistic object and

aesthetic values attributed to an intentional aesthetic object. The

author of Spor o istnienie swiata A Controversy over the

Existence ofthe World began dealing with axiological problems in

a systematic and thorough way in 1948 when his article ‘Uwagi o

w'zglednych wartosciach’/’Remarks on Relative Values’ was

published. In the fifties and sixties the philosopher publishes the

following studies; Uwagi o esietyernym sadzie wartosciujacym

Remarks on Aestheltc Validating Judgement, Wartosci

artystyezne i wartosci estetyezne, czego me wiemy o

wartosctach Artistic Values and Aesthetic Values, What We Don I

Know About Values?

In Ingarden’s view the most significant problem to be settled

by axiology is the way in which values exist. The philosopher bases

himself on the objectivity of aesthetic values. In his approach this

resolves itself into showing in what way this is grounded in the

qualities of an aesthetic object and, going further, in the physical

existential foundation of a work of art. Ingarden stresses an active

participation of the perceiver in constituting an aesthetic object and
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at the same time he distances himself from relationism. An aesthetic

object created in an act of aesthetic concretisation is a transcendental

being (just like the work of art itself) in relation to the perceptive

and his experience. Aesthetic values exist in the already formed

aesthetic object, and are only discovered and distinctly expressed

by a subject.

Bohdan Dziemidok, a discerning interpreter of Ingarden’s

aesthetics, observes that the philosopher constructs an ideal model

of aesthetic experience that has not much to do with the real

perception of a work of art. In the real process of communion with

a work of art (e.g. a film) the acts of aesthetic concretisation and

the visual grasp of values happen simultaneously. This means that

an aesthetic object (i.e. the aesthetic concretisation of a work of

art) along with the aesthetic values characteristic of it, is never

completely autonomous e.xistentially in relation to the experience of

the perceiver. In other words: Ingarden’s moderate aesthetic

objectivism, according to Dziemidok, is, in fact, a relationism, although

the author of Das lilerarische Kunsiwerk never admits it.

Demonstrating the fact that values are rooted in properties of objects,

Ingarden attacks extreme (subjectivistic) aesthetic relativism, while

at the same time involved in defending the thesis claiming that the

existence of aesthetic value cannot be ‘existing for somebody’. It

is true that Ingarden does not isolate the sphere of values from real

human life with as much determination as do other absolutists (e g.

Elzenberg). But by ignoring the historical, social and cultural context

in which a work of art encounters a real subject, who always carries

mentally concrete experiences, expectations, desires etc., the

philosopher deprives himself of a chance to explain w'hy, in various

epochs, societies and cultures, aesthetic significance was attributed

to these and not to other properties of objects. Meanwhile, as

Dziemidok remarks, “without taking into account social and cultural

conditions: man’s needs, modes of experience, evaluation, artistic

conventions, semantic codes, etc., it is impossible to find the answer

to the question why, e g. dynamism, expressiveness, originality, clarity

or subtlety (enumerated by Ingarden as aesthetically valuable

properties), can or even should be considered aesthetically valuable.”

That is exactly w'hy, let us add. Ingarden’s aesthetics,

constituting a perfect instrument for describing and evaluating

traditional art (that can be located in an aesthetic paradigm) turned

out to be theoretically helpless in relation to the new phenomena in

artistic life after 1955, called the new avant-garde. The revolt of
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the supporters of anti-art, directed against the aesthetic sacrum,

was mainly a form of cultural protest, inspired by new intellectual,

social and political trends, referring to new moral patterns, etc.

Attacking art as an isolated form of symbolic culture that aimed at

producing aesthetic values, resulted from the total transformation

of the life needs and ideals of a new generation of artists. This

radical change of view on art, its cultural role and key values, etc.

was prepared to a considerable extent outside the field of art. In

this situation Ingarden’s aesthetics could only entrench itself,

defending aesthetic values of art and ignoring new forms of creativity

or approaching them only as forms of cultural expression having

nothing in common with authentic (high) art.

(2) M Wallis represents a psychological version of

relationism. For him aesthetic value is not an independent being,

existing independently of a concrete object (as maintained by Henryk

Elzenberg, a radical axiological objectivist). It cannot depend

exclusively on the subject’s experiences either, as claimed Segal

and Witwicki, who identify an aesthetic object with experience; they

believe that value is created by experience. Wallis writes in

Przezycie t warlosc/Expertence and Value (1968): “Aesthetic value

is not an independent being-neither real, ideal, intentional nor

anything that ‘is valid’, ‘is in force’ without existing in a common
sense. It is only an ability of certain objects to evoke in a perceiver

the special experience we call ‘aesthetic’. It is a property of these

objects and it does not exist outside of them.’’

Such an approach to aesthetic value allows Wallis to

formulate his conception of ‘true’ and ‘untrue’ aesthetic experience.

Untrue experience is not fully valuable; it does not find enough

support in the properties of an object itself The author of Secesja'

Secession distinguishes three groups of such experience:

‘undersaturated’ experience (an essential potential of an artwork

which does not get realised), ‘oversaturated’ experience

(characterised by a certain excess of emotional content;

disproportion between the intensity of a perceiver’s sensations and

the real contents of an artwork); and experience totally detached

from the formal and semantic properties of an artwork (in this case

a work of art serves only as a pretext for free associations). It is

obvious that validating judgements or aesthetic evaluations

formulated on the basis of these ‘damaged’ experiences (mainly

due to insufficient qualifications ofa subject) cannot have the same

epistemological value as thejudgements formulated by a competent
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perceiver located in a conducive environment. Hence Wallis’s

conception of true and untrue aesthetic experience could be directed

against extreme aesthetic relativism.

Fighting against unjustified statements of radical relativism,

Wallis still remains a moderate relativist. He reconciles this moderate

relativism with aesthetic and artistic pluralism. Wallis considers

the thesis advocating that there are many different but equally

valuable ‘types of art’ (‘styles’, kinds of ‘semantic structure’, ‘ways

of organising the matter’) as a basic characteristic of modern

aesthetics. He is involved in defending this thesis and carrying on

a polemics with monistic conceptions considering one ‘type of art’

(for example, classical art) as absolute. The author of Poznu
tworczosc wielkich artysiow/The Late Works of Great Artists is

guided in part by a desire to be faithful to empiricism as the

multiplicity of various forms of art is a fact confirmed by research

in the field of culture. But he also desires to broaden the sphere of

creative freedom in the face of a monism which not only ignores

the actual differentiation of art in its historical development, but

also has a detrimental impact on artistic practice by imposing a

restrictive definition of art.

Wallis’ pluralism finds its expression in his conception of

two classes of aesthetic objects and the corresponding types of

experience. There exist objects which evoke harmonious, gentle

sensations throughout and objects evoking violent, partly

disharmonious sensations. The former correspond to ‘aesthetically

gentle values’ (beauty, loveliness and charm), the latter to

‘aesthetically violent values’ (loftiness, tragism, grotesqueness,

characteristic and expressive ugliness). Association with the objects

equipped with violent values finally results in a sense ofcontentment,

too, this is accomplished in a ‘roundabout way’, preceded by

depression, disorientation and even repulsion. In this way Wallis is

one of the first Polish aestheticians to introduce a concept which

allows for a description of tendencies taking place in modern art.

He sees the abandonment of aesthetically gentle values, and

fascination with what is ‘weird, grotesque, astonishing, shocking,

aggressive, brutal and even detestable and abominable,’ as a

characteristic feature of the twentieth century art.

(3) Tatarkiewicz. It is a peculiar paradox that the most

outstanding historian ofPolish aesthetics, Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz,

showed his understanding and sympathy towards modern art to a

much greater extent than many critics who because of their
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profession were obliged to follow the most recent artistic phenomena.

However, when we look more closely at the comprehensive,

extremely erudite historical studies of Tatarkiewicz this ceases to

be a paradox. His profound knowledge of the complex history of art

and of the aesthetics accompanying it bring the philosopher to a

conclusion on ‘the variety of what we call art’, allowing him to see

and appreciate the variety of what we call contemporary (modern)

art.

The aesthetic pluralism of the author of Dzieje szesciu

pojcc A History of Six Notions is expressed at its fullest in his

alternative definition of art and a work of art: ‘Art is a rendering of

things or constructing of forms or an expressing of experiences if a

product of this rendering, constructing, expressing is capable of

entrancing or moving or shocking.’ Analogously a work of art is “a

rendering of things, a constructing of forms, or an expressing of

experiences, only if such a work is capable of entrancing or moving

or shocking.” It is easy to point to various deficiencies of this

definition. One of them is that it does not indicate how to separate

artistic forms of expression from non-artistic forms (eg. a passionate

sermon and a poem expressing violent emotions). Besides, not every

rendering of a thing, not every formal construction or expression of

feelings (even if somebody is entranced or moved or shocked by it)

deserves the name ofhigh, authentic or ‘good’ art. An unquestionable

advantage ofTatarkiewicz’s definition is the fact that it open, capable

of including new artistic phenomena; ones which may turn up in the

future as well as ones arbitrarily classified by critics or theoreticians

as ‘plebeian’, ‘second-rate’, ‘not ambitious enough’, ‘commercial,’

etc.

In this perspective also its lack of suggestions in relation to

the criteria of artistic evaluation can be considered an advantage.

Actually Tatarkiewicz opposed the reduction of the range of art to

its ‘high’ forms; he also disapproved eliminating from the area of

art such disciplines as design, decorative art, works of clearly

entertaining nature, etc. The historian’s remark that “in various

epochs, countries, trends, styles works of art not only take different

forms, but fulfill different functions, express different intentions and

produce different effects” refers also to the present time. Assuming

an attitude of consequent pluralism, maintaining that the variety of

artistic phenomena can be grasped only by an open (alternative)

definition, and expressing his scepticism towards attempts at building

a uniform conception of aesthetic experience or aesthetic value.
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Tatarkiewicz does not give up his efforts at describing, analysing

and explaining the differentiated world of art. He saw the possibility

of at least a partial arrangement of the sphere of artistic and aesthetic

phenomena by defining accurately the applied terminology, by

precise typologisation of the major attitudes relating to respective

axiological issues and by indicating various shades (variants) ofthese

phenomena.

(4) S. Ossowski also is in favour of pluralistic solutions in

aesthetics. Ossowski derives his arguments in favour of pluralism

from the analysis of concrete, historically and culturally determined

connections between art and its perception, as well as differentiated

forms ofthe organisation of social life. Thus the researcher’s attitude

is purely descriptive: he aims at establishing a correlation between

certain arrangements of social relations and respective forms of

creativity and aesthetic experience. Why this correlation occurs is

not included in his research programme. In Ossowski’s sociological

(and more precisely in a sociological and psychological perspective)

the sphere of aesthetic phenomena is not at all homogeneous; there

is a clearly marked division between ‘evaluating with respect to

beauty’ and ‘evaluating with respect to artistry’. We attribute value

to certain objects with respect to what feelings we experience in

their perception or with respect to how they come into being (what

is the ‘contribution’ of one’s creative efforts in them). Thus there

exist two separate types of values (aesthetic and artistic) and two

corresponding ways of evaluating (with respect to beauty and with

respect to artistry). This first type of values is characteristic of a

relational way of existence, although they are grounded in objective

properties of an object; these are tested by the aesthetic experience

ofan individual subject. The second type is objective as we recognise

them on the basis of certain properties attributed to artistic objects.

This is an objectivity of a special kind a ‘social and cultural’

objectivity-which is revealed especially in the acts of evaluation

(or hierarchization) of values.

For Ossowski the issue of the objectivity of aesthetic

evaluations seems simple: an ‘objective’ hierarchy of artistic values

is ‘a hierarchy accepted in a social environment to which belong

those who believe in the objectivity of a given hierarchy’. For in

one’s perception of works of art an individual is guided not only by

purely individual criteria, but also by criteria derived from the social

environment in which one lives. This means that our aesthetic

experience connected with works of art is subjected to essential
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modifications under the influence of ‘the aesthetic culture of the

environment’. For this reason, in Ossowski’s view, aesthetic

experience (under certain stipulations) constitutes a test of artistic

value, but is not its measure. In other words: hierarchies of artistic

values are not arranged only (or even mainly) according to the

intensity of the experience a work of art gives to its perceiver.

Establishing the rank of artistic values (locating them in ‘a scale of

values’) is not based on the strength of aesthetic experience, but

requires a certain level of competence, acquaintance with rules of

creative work, knowledge of the historical evolution of art, artistic

forms and techniques etc. Therefore artistic values are, by their

very nature, exclusive (aristocratic) while aesthetic values are

democratic in character. Besides, both are quite different. For

instance, high artistic rank is attributed to works of art on the basis

of such different features as the originality of an artistic concept,

technical skill, innovatory formal solutions, the significance of ideas

included in them, the faithful reflection of reality or departure from

reality, stylization, etc.

(5) Henryk Elzenherg occupies an independent position in

Polish aesthetic axiology of the interwar period and after the war

In the epoch dominated by pluralistic tendencies (Tatarkiewicz,

Ossowski, Wallis, Leon Chwistek and partly Ingarden) the author

of Klopot z tstnieniem A Trouble with Existence assumes an

attitude of radical axiological absolutism in the spirit of Plato, M.

Scheler and N. Hartmann. He includes aesthetic value in the class

of ‘true’ values (i.e. in his terminology, ‘perfect’). This means that

it does not satisfy any needs, desires, aspirations of man, but exists

‘as something independent from us and any relations between us

and an object’. It could be attributed to an object even ‘when it was

the only one that existed in the world’. The same ontic status is

shared by aesthetic value. Elzenberg believes in the identity ofmoral

value (goodness) and aesthetic value (beauty); in a Platonic way

he includes truth here, too. This three-in-one value (value in general,

being at the same time beauty, moral goodness and truth) is absolute

(timeless, unchangeable). As it is not defiled by any human needs, it

floats over the world and man, from there calling to us, encouraging

us to undertake efforts to create culture, i.e. calling into being

‘valuable things’. According to a not particularly precise definition

formulated by the philosopher such valuables are things ‘as they

should be’. Shirking from the categorical duty to aspire towards

absolute values is ‘a sin’ against culture and against mankind.
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Beyond doubt, Elzenberg’s aesthetics is burdened with

excessive speculation; it is characterized by detachment from the

real life of art, and for the recognition ofvarious and changing human
needs fulfilled by art throughout history and in various cultures and

communities. When the most eminent Polish aestheticians were

searching for contact with contemporary art, trying to include the

most recent artistic phenomena into their theoretical generalisations,

Elzenberg proclaimed himself in favour of a classical ideal of

aesthetic perfection, imposing on an artist the duty of ‘pursuing the

only and most beautiful form’ This artistic ideal is a work of art

“finished in itself, perfect, formed.” This artistic academism

expresses the normative inclination of his aesthetics. In spite of the

fact that Elzenberg opposes attempts at subordinating art to definite

moral requirements, sometimes he brings these two fields ofculture

too close. For example, when he states dogmatically that ‘the whole

great literature is a noble literature’, that ‘ man’s fortitude gets

transformed into the fortitude of style,’ and by analogy: ‘finding the

deficiencies of an artistic form, we discover in them some
deficiencies of the author’s moral attitude in the long run.’

POST WORLD WAR II

After the Second World War Polish aesthetics was

dominated by the Marxist approach in an extremely dogmatic

version. We should distinguish here the years 1944-1949, when the

supporters of the Marxist approach to art in their polemics with the

followers of other theoretical and methodological orientations still

tried to maintain the rules of an academic discussion from the years

1949-1956, when one model of Marxist aesthetics in Zdanov’s

version was applied by administrative methods under the orders of

the political authorities. This resulted in breaking the bonds with the

tradition of Polish aesthetics, as well as with the heritage of Polish

Marxism. Under the banner of the art ‘national in its form and

socialist in its contents’ the nineteenth century realism was raised

to the rank of a general canon and strict restrictions were imposed

on art with respect to the range of subject matters to be dealt with,

ways of presenting them, construction of literary hcros and the like.

Thus, it is not surprising that those Marxist theoreticians, who after

1956 wanted to loosen the bonds of socialist normative aesthetics,

concentrated their efforts on various attempts at broadening the

category of artistic realism (Henryk Markicw icz, Stefan Zolkiewski,
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Stefan Morawski). The most advanced was S. Morawski’s proposal

to consider all formal devices including those developed by

respective avant-garde trends to be conducive of a deeper grasp of

the essence of reality. Not much later Morawski undertook an attempt

at formulating a definition of art from which any element ofmimesis

is completely eliminated. Claiming that mimesis is neither necessary

nor sufficient prerequisite of art, he opposed the model of Marxist

aesthetics w'hich considered reflecting reality to be a necessary

component art.

The late fifties and the early sixties witnessed the revival of

traditional academic aesthetics; professors returned to their

universities: Tatarkiewicz (Warsaw), Ingarden (Cracow), Wallis

(Lodz), and Elzenberg (Torun) In 1961 there appeared the first

issue of Estetyka, a yearly magazine (later Studia Estetyezne), open

to various aesthetic orientations. The point of reference of many

discussions at that time was constituted especially by Ingarden’s

aesthetic conception. While criticizing the theoretical solutions

offered by the phenomenologist, many theoreticians included certain

elements of his philosophy of art in their own conceptions. This is

true of: S. Morawski, B. Dziemidok, H. Markiewicz, Jerzy Kmita,

Zofia Lissa, Alicja Helman, Jerzy Peic, Katarzyna Rosner, Michal

Glowinski and others. Ingarden also had some faithful followers:

Janina Makota, Jerzy Galecki and especially Maria Golaszewska.

In many of her books (and especially in: Swiadomosc piekna.

Prohlemcilyka genezy, funkcji, siruktury i warlosci w estetycel

The Awareness oj Beauty. The Problems of Genesis, Eunclion,

Structure and Value in Aesthetics, 1971; Zarys estetyki.

Prohlematyka, melody, leorie/An Outline ofAesthetics. Problems,

Methods, Theortes, 1973) she analysed the phenomenon of

‘aesthetic situation’, i.e. the arrangement ofthree closely connected

elements: an artist, a work of art and a perceiver or viewer. “What

connects them and unites is aesthetic value which performs a

superior function in relation to them: determines a specific aspect,

in which each of these facts is approached, when it belongs to an

aesthetic situation.” Roman Ingarden and Contemporary Polish

Aesthetics. Es.says, edited by Piotr Graff and Slaw Krzemien Ojak

(Polish Scientific Publishers, Warszawa, 1975), is a recapitulation

of Polish discussions on Ingarden’s aesthetics. Among later works

we should mention the valuable studies by Jadwiga Ciszewska and

Anita Szczepanska.

It is difficult to formulate an explicit evaluation of the
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contributions by individual researchers’ to the development of Polish

aesthetic axiology in the twentieth century, the more so as many of

them have not pronounced their final statements in their respective

fields of aesthetics. At the turn of the millennia Stefan Morawski

appears to have played the most significant role among Polish

aestheticians. He is an author of many valuable works on the history

of aesthetics (Rozwj mysli esielycznej ud Herdera do Heinego

The Development of Aesthetic Thinking from Herder to Heine,

1957, Studia z historii mysli estetyeznej XVIll i XIX wieku Studies

from the History of Aesthetic Thinking of the IHth and 1 9th c.,

1961, supplemented by many treaties on the history of Marxist

aesthetics, especially his book on G. Lukacs). Morawski presented

his meta-aesthetic considerations in a book 0 przedmiocie i

metodzie estetyki On an Object and Method of Aesthetics, 1974,

published a fundamental study on Andre Malraux’s existential

aesthetics Absolut i forma The Absolute and Torm and a work on

Soviet aesthetics Miedzy iradyeja a wizfa przyszlosci/Between

Tradition and a Vision of the T ulure. His book ll marxismo e

I'estetica (Roma 1973) had revised editions in Mexico (1977),

Bucharest (1978) and Titograd (1980). In 1974 a volume of

Morawski’s studies Imptiries into the fundamentals ofAesthetics

was published in Cambridge. S. Morawski approaches aesthetics

as a discipline that is validating in character, but not normative. He

formulated this most clearly in an introduction to his book Na
zakrecie: od sztuki do po-sztuki/At the Turn: From Art to After-

Art (1985), constituting a recapitulation of his many long years of

research on the most recent phenomena of art, called neo-avant-

garde. He claimed there explicitly:

1 do not care if I deserve the name of a scientific

theoretician of avant-garde in a strict sense of this

term. It seems to me more important that humanistic

knowledge serve the purpose not only ofexplaining,

but also of explanatory demystification and

defetishisation of social awareness from the

perspective of the values considered to be most

significant. Thus I do not pursue a theory in a sterile

pure state, philosophically and axiologically neutral.

On the contrary this type of a criterion of the

genuineness of the research and verifiability of its

results seems to me too restrictive and impoverished
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in relation to the contents. Therefore I am involved

in the strategies and solutions of neo-avant-garde

which are most strongly disposed towards

counteralienation and the future.

It is worth adding that while evaluating the analysed

phenomena of anti-art, Morawski carefully separates descriptive

judgements and explanatoryjudgements from validating statements.

He does not treat his evaluations as normative principles for all art.

He adopts similar procedures when he writes about postmodernist

art, of which he is one of the most severe critics.

The best traditions ofanalytical aesthetics in Tatarkiewicz’s

style are represented by Bohdan Dziemidok, author of a book on

the comical character as an aesthetic category (translated into Polish

and English), a discerning researcher of the history of Polish

aesthetics {Teorta przezyc i warlosci esieycznych w pulskiej

esielyce dwudziestolecia miedzywojennego The Theory of

Aesthetic Experience and Values in Polish Aesthetics of the

Interwar Period, 1980). The main area of his interest is the

emotional impact of art; his study on the cathartic function of art

has been the most comprehensive in Polish literature so far. In his

latest book Sztuka emocje-wartosci 'Art-Emotions Values (1992)

Dziemidok presents a comprehensive survey of various approaches

the issue of the aesthetic essence of art. An unquestionable value

of this book is a clear presentation of the opinions of the followers

and opponents of the so-called aesthetic conception of art, producing

a precise typology of major attitudes related to this issue and

indicating sometimes extremely subtle differences between individual

variants of these basic attitudes.

Dziemidok is reticent in articulating his approach towards

the issues in question, but he does it very clearly. Generally speaking

and like S. Morawski, he is in favour of aesthetic relationism in a

historical and sociological version. A criterion of aesthetic values

should be sought in the relation between an object equipped with

certain valuable qualities, and a subject with defined natural

dispositions and needs, but always modified by historically changing

socio-cultural arrangement. For Dziemidok, art is an aesthetic

phenomenon, considerably determined by the current conte.xt of

culture and civilisation. This socio-cultural environment determines,

among other things, whether aesthetic values are a necessary

component of an artwork, how artistic and aesthetic values are
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related in an artwork, what is the character of the latter (if, e g.,

aesthetically gentle or violent values dominate), etc. In neo-avant-

garde art, Dziemidok claims, this connection between aesthetic and

artistic values has become so loosened that some works of art are

completely or almost completely deprived of aesthetic values, but

nothing suggests that this state of affairs will last forever.

Among Polish aestheticians of the older generation working

successfully on various aspects of aesthetic axiology we should

mention first of all: Teresa Kostyrko, author of significant studies

on the place of an artwork in artistic culture, the cognitive values of

art, the methodological status of evaluating statements etc.; Alicja

Kuczynska, an outstanding expert on Renaissance aesthetics {Sziuka

jako filozqfia w kiilturze wloskiego renesamu Art as Philosophy

in the Culture ofItalian Renaissance), Irena Wojnar, dealing with

a problem of ‘education through art’; Antoni Stepien, professor at

the Catholic University of Lublin, a follower of the philosophy of

Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas with references to Ingarden;

Wladyslaw Strozewski, professor at the Jagiellonian University in

Cracow, author of a foundational work Dialektyka tworczosci/

Dialectics ofCreative Work, an extraordinary expert on the history

of aesthetics, particularly of Medieval aesthetics.

Interesting research dealing with various issues from the

area of aesthetic axiology is found in reflections on the situation of

art in culture today, often called postmodernist culture. Its leading

figure is undoubtedly Anna Zeidler-Janiszewska from the A.

Mickiew icz University of Poznan, author of numerous publications

on the philosophical and axiological problems of the meaning of art

in the epoch ofpostmodernist transformation. We should also mention

such other researchers working in this area as: Krystyna

Wilkoszewska, Anna Jamroziakowa, Iwona Lorenc, Ewa Rewers,

Teresa Pekala, Barbara Smoczynska, Anna Kaczor, Grzegorz

Dziamski, Roman Kubicki, Piotr Kawiccki, Jan 1 ludzik and Tadeusz

Szkolut.

translated by Malgorzata Sady
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CHAPTER II

ELEMENTS OF TWENTIETH CENTURY
POLISH ETHICS

LliSZHK GAWOR and UiCH ZDYBEL

1900-1939

At the threshold of the twentieth century Polish ethics was

concerned mainly with the current philosophical formations

connected with people’s outlook on life, some of which had just

been crystallized.

There were still some philosophers who supported Positivism;

Aleksander Swietochowski (1848-1938), publicist, novelist and

philosopher; Julian Ochorowicz (1850-1917), philosopher and

psychologist.

Swietochowski considered morality to be a historical

phenomenon, formed along with the evolution of society and springing

from humanity’s innate altruism (ZroJIa moralnosci The Sources

of Morality, 1912). The fundamental function of morality was to

regulate the relationships among people, in the name of respect for

the rights of others (() powsiawaniu norm moralnychlOn the

Orif>ins ofMoral Norms, 1 877). He advocated progress in morality,

a process he saw manifested in the growing universality of the rules

of moral behaviour He was one of the pioneer supporters of

independent ethics in Poland. According to him the fundamental

tasks of an autonomous ethics were; (a) to free moral laws from

the power of authorities; (b) to base moral laws on naturalistic

foundations; and (c) to critique all metaphysical and theological

theories of ethics.

On the other hand, Ochorowicz in his treatise 0 metodzie

w etyce/On a Method in Ethics (1906) presented an original

programme of scientific ethics. Ethics as an autonomous science

should consist ofthree fundamental areas. The first area, descriptive

ethics, is to be concerned with problems pertaining to: (a) the origin

of notions, feelings, views and moral habits (so-called

“ethnogenesis”); (b) the morality of a community specified by time

and space (so-called ethnography of morals); (c) the common history
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of morality; (d) religious ethics; (e) attitude of ethics towards other

sciences; and (f) political ethics. Descriptive ethics conceived and

elaborated in this way is to constitute the foundation of scientific

normative reflection.

The second area, normative ethics, formulates the ideal

models of moral behaviour; and as such it can be subjected to

scientific research. Ochorowicz called these two areas “ethology”.

The third area of scientific ethics, so-called “ethoplastia”,

is a reflection on the ways of realisation of ethical recommendations.

Ethoplastia does not require anyjustifications, governed by the rule

of “love for neighbour” it puts the assignations of ethology into

practice.

Within the academic circles treating Catholic ethical

reflection, Jacek Woroniecki (1878-1949) deserves our special

attention. He was a Dominican friar, philosophy professor at the

Catholic University of Lublin, and was inspired by Neo-Thomism.

He attempted to formulate a rationalist ethical and pedagogical

doctrine, aiming at moral education (Elyka/Ethics, 1929; Katolicka

etyka wychnwawcza/Catholic Educational Ethics, Vol. 1-2, 1948).

Woroniecki maintained that only Catholic ethics was universal in

character, allowing it to overcome the one-sidedness and

particularism of systems ofnormative ethics formulated by individual

philosophers. The superiority of Catholic ethics is also inherent in

the fact that pedagogy constitutes an integral component. According

to Woroniecki, ethics should not only persuade people to a given

group of values, but must form individual moral character as well.

Formation of moral character consists mainly in forming

social attitudes in individual people, and instills the belief that social

benefit is superior to individual benefit. Woroniecki believes that

putting the emphasis on social attitudes is sanctioned by human nature

and the duties implanted in man by God. Ethical education directed

towards forming a moral character should be in the spirit of a Christ-

centered ideal (not a theocentric one which would model itself after

an abstract God).

Jacek Woroniecki and Idzi Radziszewski (1871-1922) were

among those Catholic philosophers who laid the foundations of the

Neo-Thomist School of the Catholic University of Lublin.

Witold Rubczynski( 1846-1 938), philosopher and professor

of the Jagiellonian University in Cracow, in his Zarys etyki An

Outline of Ethics (1916) and Filozofta zycia duchowego/The

Philosophy of Spiritual Life (1925) emphasises the freedom of
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the individual. However, he believes that the freedom ofan individual

cannot be used to realise exclusively hedonistic and utilitarian values,

as is generally assumed. For the individual is required to undertake

certain tasks in favour of the values which are of particular

importance for the whole of humanity namely friendship,

brotherhood, and altruism. Increase in the range within which these

values are obligatory is a measure of moral progress, whereas the

participation of an individual in this process of creating values for

the common benefit, obviously often being against the principle of

individual freedom, determines an individual’s perfection.

Rubczynski sanctions this whole effort on a general scale

(moral progress) and on an individual scale (perfection) by pointing

to the objective of these activities. According to him this objective

is a vision of the way w hich leads man to God. This constitutes an

interesting manifestation of Polish religious thinking on ethics.

Another philosopher belonging to the Christian circle was

Marian Zdziechowski (1861-1 938), philosopher of culture, w ho from

1919 onwards was professor at Vilnius University. His work focused

mainly on the theory of literature in Slavonic countries. He was the

leading figure identified with Catholic Modernism in Poland. In his

numerous works Zdziechowski devoted much attention to the moral

considerations of a person’s place in the Western world, w hich he

recognised as secularised and materialistic driving the person away

from God. Starting with St. John’s thesis that the world is beset

with evil, he propagated the attitude ofChristian heroism, emphasising

that a Christian had to undertake some activity widening the range

ofChristian values within Western civilisation, which - he maintained

- was aimed towards destruction. Heroism should be inspired by an

individual’s personal, non-institutionalised approach to God.

According to Zdziechowski, the way to save the West - being at

the same time an individual’s moral obligation - was to apply to

social life the principles of "Christian politics”, consisting of

international justice, peace and a uniform morality in interhuman

relationships.

As regards morals the most representative works of

Zdziechowski are: l^esymizm, Romantyzm a podslawy
chrzescijanstwa Pessimism, Romanticism and the Foundations

of Christianity (1915); H’' ohliczti konca swiata Lacing the End

of the World Wtdmo przyszlosci. Szkice historyezno-

puhlicyslyczne (ihost of the Future. Historical and Puhheist

Sketches (1939).
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From the turn of the nineteenth century until 1939, a

nationalistic orientation, in particular the National Democracy

Movement, played a significant role in Polish social and political

life. Among the conceptions forming the basis of national ideology

was an original and controversial ethical theory called the ethics of

national egoism. Its philosophical aspects were best described by

Zygmunt Balicki (1858-1916), lawyer and sociologist (member of

the Rend Worms Institut International de Sociologie). The major

ideas of Balicki’s ethics were hedonism {Hedonizm jako punkt

wyjscia etyktfHedonism as a Starting Point of Ethics, 1900) and

nation {Egoizm narodowy wohec etyki. National Egoism in

Relation to Ethics, 1902). A nation is defined here as the most

perfect and complex group form, created in the process of social

evolution. Therefore a nation constitutes the highest good “on earth”.

It is a peculiar moral absolute. Advocating the thesis that common
awareness is superior to individual awareness, Balicki maintains

that activities ofan individual should be orientated towards national

benefit For apart from the pleasure experienced by a concrete

individual, there exists also a state of national hedonism. The latter

cannot be reduced to individual experiences. This state is derived

from national egoism.

The theory of national egoism was further developed by

Roman Dmowski (1864-1939), leader of “National Democracy”

(although he tried to avoid this term). This outstanding politician (a

leader of the Polish delegation at the peace conference in Paris in

1919, and holder of an honoris causa doctorate from Cambridge

University) formulated an idea ofthe “nationalization” of ethics and

politics (Mysli nowoczesnego Polaka Thoughts ofa Modern Pole,

1902-1903). The idea was initially based on English models of

individualistic ethics. Later he changed his views and referred to

the Japanese pattern which valued society more than an individual

(Ex oriente lux, 1904-1905; Podstawy polityki polskieJ/The

Eoundations of Polish Politics, 1905).

Surveying Polish ethics of the first decades ofthe twentieth

century, we should also pay attention to the reflections on morality

which originate in socialist circles. Stanislaw Brzozowski (1878-

1911), writer and literary critic, is one of the most interesting

philosophers representing this trend. The activist anthropology,

always present in Brzozowski ’s writing’s, deserves special attention

in his continuously evolving philosophy. According to this approach,

human beings are fully free, having at their disposal an ability to
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exert a creative impact on the surrounding reality. Making use of

these characteristics, humans not only transform the world but, thanks

to their work, they simply create it. This conception is called the

“philosophy of act” or “philosophy of work”. Brzozowski maintains

that the dimension of a person’s activity, that is oriented externally

is moral in character. The impact on reality is nothing else but the

generation ofvalues ofthe specifically human world, namely culture.

In this sense, the transformation of reality is a person’s moral duty

in relation to the species. The directions of this effort should also be

approached from a moral perspective, for the shape of a people’s

social and moral environment depends directly on them. Hence every

human activity should aim at benefit, and change in the modern

world means either moral progress or moral regress. The most

complete formulation of Brzozowski’s philosophy, pertaining both

to anthropology and morality, is included in Monistyczne

pojmowanie dziejow’ i filozofia krytyczna Monistic Approach

lo History and Critical Philosophy(\ 904) and Idee Ideas, 1910.

Socialist ideas had a tremendous influence on the evolution

of the views of Edward Abramowski (1868-1918), philosopher,

sociologist and publicist, an active member of the Association of

Polish Socialists Abroad. He was an organiser of the so-called ethical

philosophers’ movement and propagator of a moral revolution that

was to evolve into a social revolution {Htyka a rewolucja'Hthics

and Revolution, 1899; Usiawa Slowarzyszenia "Komuna"'The

Act of the "Commune" Association, 1900). He combined the

critique of “the old political formation” {Program wykiadow nowej

etyki Programme of Lecture on New Ethics, 1 899) with a proposal

introducing non-state socialism {Socjalizm i pansiwo/Socialism and

Stale, 1904; Idee spoleczne kooperalyzmu Social Ideas oj Co-

operation, 1907). Abramowski referred to the concepts of man of

K. Marx, H. Spencer’s ambiguity of the concept of happiness, P.

Kropotkin’s spontaneous non-reflexive character of moral behaviour,

and F. Nietzsche’s activism and individuality. He maintained that

the basic principle of moral behaviour is constituted by an idea of

brotherhood which he defined as the ability to feel the interests of

others, their good fortune and their misfortunes. Thus brotherhood

is a unification of individual and social interests. Abramowski’s

social, philosophical, political and ethical views evolved from

Marxism towards syndicalism and anarchy.

Marx exerted a particular influence on Ludwik Krzywicki

( 1 859-194 1 ), one ofthe first outstanding sociologists and ethnologists
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in Poland, publicist, active social worker, and lecturer at several

universities and colleges he had studied with W. Wundt, R. Rocher

and R. Avenarius at the Ecole d’Anthropologie in Paris. In his

numerous sociological, anthropological, economic and demographic

works he applied a method of historical materialism and moderate

evolutionism. He concentrated on the problems concerning social

development and social bonds, as well as on the genesis and

development of morality. Krzywicki opposed those theories which

identified the instinctive behaviour ofanimals with the simple moral

behaviour of humans, reserving the moral sphere for humans only.

In his view the foundations of morality were constituted by three

elementary factors: the value estimation of an act, the emergence

of doubts concerning the choice of values, and bad conscience. The

final source ofchange in “social ideas”, for example, legal and moral

systems, is economic {^Idea a zycie/Idea and Life, 1884; Rodowod
idei spolecznych'The Griffins of Social Ideas, 1891). Apart from

descriptive ethics, Krzywicki was concerned with normative ethics

propagating, among other things, the moral ideals of a young

revolutionary {Sic itur ad virtutem, 1904).

Another trend represented by early twentieth century

philosophy in Poland was a special kind ofMessianism, a continuation

of Romanticism. Wincenty Lutoslawski (1863-1954) was its most

outstanding representative. He was professor at the Vilnius

University in 1920-1929, famous for his works on Plato (for example,

Erhaltunff iind IJntergang der Staatsverfassungen nach Plato,

Aristoteles und Machiavelli, 1887; The Origin and Growth of

Plato's Logic, 1897), who maintained close contacts with W. James

and H. Bergson, and advocated the revival of spiritualistic

metaphysics {The Ethical Consequences of the Doctrine of
Immortality, 1895, Preexistence and Reincarnation, 1928).

Recognising a nation as the spirit ofsome higher order, he considered

the Polish nation a moral ideal to be followed by other nations {The

Polish Nation, 1908). Tolerance, love of freedom, and Catholicism

- the characteristic features of the Polish nation - were approached

as the moral nucleus for the revival of the future European

community. Lutoslawski believed that these ideas should guide

people’s behaviour in the spirit of brotherhood, justice, love ofone’s

neighbour, and acting for somebody else’s benefit, at times even at

one’s own expense. All these contribute to the spiritual perfection

of human existence. Lutoslawski endeavoured to put his moral

programme into practice. He initiated numerous activities that aimed
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at practising ethical virtues, in the form of vows of abstinence from

alcohol, tobacco, gambling, and sexual freedom.

In the first decades of the twentieth century the Polish

School ofAnalytical Philosophy was founded. Originally it was called

the Lvov School and after 1918, when Poland regained its

independence, it changed its name to the Lvov and Warsaw School

of Analytical Philosophy. K. Twardowski, T. Kotarbinski, M.

Ossowska, T. Czezowski and W. Tatarkiewicz were the members

of this School, whose research was also concerned with ethics.

Kazimierz Twardowski (1866-1938), founder of the School,

disciple of F. Brentano and professor at the University of Lvov,

formulated a programme of ethical research {() zaJaniach etyki

naukowej On the Tasks of Scientific Ethics, 1907). He introduced

the differentiation between a science dealing with morality (and

employing methods characteristic of sociology and psychology) and

proper scientific ethics (composed of two parts: theoretical and

practical). Theoretical ethics defines on the basis of the analysis of

facts (which are accessible to us only empirically), a criterion for

conditions which allow one to restrict or eliminate conflicts and

controversies among people. On the other hand, practical ethics by

formulating ethical norms shows how to apply scientific ethics to

social life.

The most famous ethical philosopher of the Lvov and Warsaw

School, Tadeusz Kotarbinski (1886-1981), logical, founder of

praxiology as a scientific discipline, philosophy professor at the Lvov

University and (from 1919) at Warsaw University. He formulated

the intuitionist conception of an independent ethics not restricted to

other philosophical, political and in particular religious arguments

(O tak zwanej milosci hliznief'o.On the So-Called l.ove of Thy

Neighbour, 1937; Zasady etyki niezaleznej. The 1‘nnciples of

Independent Ethics, 1958; Medytacje o zyciu godziwym/
Meditations ofthe Decent Life, 1966). Moral values do not require

any justifications or evidence, but are revealed intuitively as obvious

judgements. Access to knowing values in this way is universal. The

differentiation between two basic types of moral values, namely

respectable values; and disreputable values which are deserving of

contempt is also common. Every moral choice, made on the basis

of one’s conscience (the opposite of moral insanity) concerns these

systems determining opposing qualities: kindness-cruelty, honesty-

dishonesty, courage-cowardliness, prowess-slowness, self-control-

yielding to temptations.
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Positive moral features determine the perfectionist pattern

of “an agreeable protector”: one you can always rely on a person

faithful to positive values and therefore always kind-hearted. Apart

from cultivating their own moral predispositions, “agreeable

protectors” must act in a the deontological dimension; they should

protect all those in need. By acting in such a way, which is like a

vocation, guided by their own consciences "agreeable protectors”

mediate in conflict situations according to the principle of practical

realism, taking circumstances into account.

In the sixties, Kotarbinski’s conception of independent ethics

was one of the central problems discussed by Polish ethical

philosophers, both Catholic and Marxist.

Maria Ossowska (1896-1974), professor at the Warsaw

University was Kotarbinski’s disciple. Her most significant works

were published after World War II. She did not work on normative

ethics, refusing to recognise its scientific character, and concentrated

on constructing the science of morality (Podstawy naulci o

moralnosci The Foundations of the Science of Morality, 1947).

Its was to be a science concerned with an analytic description of

the elements constituting morality and establishing the relations

between morality and other phenomena of social life.

4 he research programme within this “science of morality”

was determined by three groups of problems:

1 Logical analysis of a language of ethics, dealing with the

issues of defining reality; research on a language of evaluation and

moral norms (among others in their mutual relationships); establishing

the ways of justifying ethical Judgements and building systems of

normative ethics (this was treated in the book named above).

2. Psychology of morality, dealing with the motives of

behaviour (psychogenesis and moral pathology), moral evaluation,

moral experience, moral types and conscience (Motywy
poslepowania. Z zagadnien psychologii moralnosci/The Motives

ofBehaviour. From the Problems ofMorality Psychology, 1949).

3. Sociology of morality, dealing with the factors influencing

the development of morality, the historical differentiation of morality

figures, morality of respective social groups, the impact of morality

on other areas of social life (Socjologia moralnosci/Sociology of
Morality, 1963).

The area of Ossowska’s research that deserves particular

attention is her classification of moral norms (Normy moraine.

Proha systemalyzaeji Moral Norms. An Attempt at
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Systematisation, 1970). Apart from the moral norms classified in

groups according to the criterion of the range of their application

(for example, moral norms in protection of life, privacy, and biological

existence), she distinguished virtues understood as recommendations

or directions of moral behaviour, which do not have the character

of orders or prohibitions (for example personal virtues and those

guarding peaceful co-existence).

Apart from logic and the methodology of science, another

representative of the Lvov and Warsaw School interested in ethics

was Tadeusz Czezowski (1889-1981), professor of the Vilnius

University before World War 11; and from 1945 at the Torun

University. He was awarded an honorary title of “Just among the

Nations of the World” by the Yad Vashem Institute in Jerusalem

From a meta-ethical point of view Czezowski classified all

ethical systems into two categories, axiological and deontological.

The first category, based on direct experience ofmoral values, strives

towards inductive generalisation of the principles of moral behaviour

(for example, requiring truthfulness or demanding that courage be

combined with caution). Deontological ethics, on the other hand,

defines moral obligations, justifying them by means of universal moral

axioms accessible to intuition (e g. in the form of Kant’s categorical

imperative, evangelical love of one’s neighbour or the principle of

common kindness).

A structure of this classification of ethical systems reflects,

on the one hand, the descriptive and normative character of ethics;

and, on the other hand, empirical and inductive as well as hypothetical

and deductive ways of forming ethical concepts (Jak hudowac

lof^ike dohr How to Build the Lo^ic of Goods, 1960;

Aksjologiczne i deontyczne normy'Axiological and Deontical

Norms, 1970).

A separate area of his interests in ethics is the professional

ethics of a research worker (W sprawte deontologii pracownika

naukowego On the Issue of Deontology of a Research Worker,

1967). He emphasises the fact that a research worker should be in

possession ofthe following values: constant aspiration towards truth,

genuineness of research, and freedom from political, economic and

religious constraints.

Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz (1886-1980), professor at the

Warsaw University, was loosely associated with the Lvov and

Warsaw School. His main concerns were the history of philosophy

(he is an author of the famous Histona fUozofit A History of
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Philosophy [volumes 1 and 2, 1931; volume 3, 1950]); and axiolog>',

in particular ethical values and aesthetic categories (after World

War 11, he published Hisloria estetyki/A History of Aesthetics,

vol.1-3, 1962-1967; and Dzieje szesctu pojev: sztuka-piekno-

forma-tworczosc-odtworczosc-przezycie estetyczne A History of

Six Notions: Art-Beauty-Form-Creativity-Reproduction-Aesthetic

Experience, 1975).

Tatarkiewicz did not consider ethics an empirical science.

Its fundamental categories of goodness and evil were in his view

indefinable, inaccessible to our sense cognition and absolute; they

could not be subjected to relativist and subjectivist interpretations.

During the Nazi occupation (1939-1945) he wrote the monograph

() szczesciu On Happiness (1947).

At that time other interesting ethical concepts were presented

by W. Bieganski, L. Petrazycki, B. Wroblewski, L. Chwistek and F.

Znaniecki.

Wladyslaw Bieganski (1857-1971), medical doctor and

logician, was the first to undertake the problem of medical deontology

in his work Mysli i aforyzmy o etyce lekarskiej Thoughts and
Aphorisms on a Doctor's Ethics (1899). In Elyka ogolna (General

Ethics) of 1918, he presented the programme of teleological

normative ethics. Happiness was its ultimate goal, and in order to

achieve it one had to endow it with attributes of durability (through

controlling oneself and working on the strength of one’s character)

and universality (through preference for general kindness and

justice). Happiness conceived in this way serves as a basis for

deducing practical recommendations on behaviour.

Leon Petrazycki (1867-1931), professor of law at the

University of Petersburg, and from 1 9 1 8 at the Warsaw University,

initiated research on the relationships between morality and law.

He formulated a conception showing close connections between

law and morality (O pohudkach postepowania i o istocie

moralnosci i prawa/On the Motives of Behaviour and the

Essence ofMorality and Ixiw, 1930). Within the framework of the

postulated science of “politics and law”, he proved psychologically

that human emotions constitute a source for all legal and moral

principles He perceived the rational influence on the emotional

sphere of life as a fundamental instrument of civilising the human

species and at the same time of advancing interhuman relations in

the spirit of disinterestedness.

In his considerations of the relationships between law and
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morality, Petrazycki introduced a significant differentiation between

a legal norm and a moral norm. A moral norm imposes only duties,

without giving any rights. A legal norm has a reciprocal character,

defining reciprocity of obligations (of duties and rights).

The same trend in ethics is represented by another professor

of law, Bronislaw Wroblewski (1888-1941) from the University of

Vilnius. In Sludia z ctziedzmy prawa i etyki Studies on Law and

Ethics (1934), he contrasted legal and moral evaluations. Legal

evaluations refer exclusively to the effects of human actions,

whereas moral evaluations are concentrated on one’s intentional

acts regarding a person's deeds.

Czeslaw Znamierowski (1888-1967), professor at the

University of Poznan, situates himself within the same area of

investigations. Under the influence of the Lvov and Warsaw School

as well the British school of analytical philosophy, he classified and

analysed different kinds of evaluations and norms (Oceny i normy/

Evaluations and Norms, 1957; Zasady t kierunki etyki Principles

and Trends of Ethics, 1957; Kozwazania wstepne do nauki o

moralnosci i prawie Tniroductory Considerations to the Science

ofMorality and Law, 1964). He dilTerentiated between secondary,

global, comparative, existential evaluations on the one hand and

customary, civilising, legal and moral norms on the other.

Znamierowski was interested also in normative ethics. He

considered common kindness and its major norm the principle of

“equal distribution of happiness” This norm, expanded as a postulate

for refraining from acts that contribute to the suffering of others, is

a sufficient practical imperative for human behaviour and does not

require any further justification.

Leon Chwistek ( 1 884-1944), logician and philosopher, painter

and art theoretician (the theory of “formism") was among the most

bizarre figures in the pre-war philosophical circles. He was

concerned with logic as well as epistemological and ontological

investigations. The area of ethics {Zagadmenia kultury duchowej

H- Polsce The Problems of Spiritual Culture in Poland, 1933), he

searched for ways ofjustifying moral norms, and finally used critical

rationalism as a method of relative approach to the truth that was to

guarantee tolerance in social life. According to Chwistek, tolerance,

along with a Christian “good will and justice”, create basic

foundations for the required moral attitude. This attitude should bring

about egalitarianism, that is the ultimate moral principle of absolute

reciprocity in relation to others. This principle is completed with an
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instruction not to increase suffering, but to add joy to humanity’s

existence not in a hedonistic sense, but in the sense of satisfaction

coming from a creative attitude towards reality. Dogmatic rationalism

{defacto, an irrationalism) is the opposite of critical rationalism. It

judges reality on the basis of an a prion principle of social life,

which is rigid and the most adequate one (for example, the divinity

of a ruler). In Chwistek’s opinion, such an attitude leads to

intolerance, lawlessness, tyranny and totalitarian systems, that is,

to a situation which excludes any moral principles from social life.

World-famous Polish sociologist, professor Florian Znaniecki

(1882-1958), who lived in the United States from 1940 an wards

and from 1953 to 1954 chairman ofthe American Sociologist Society,

paid much attention to ethical problems. He put forward a conception

of sociology called the “culturalist” theory of value. It approached

cultural phenomena from the point of view of a so-called humanistic

factor {Cultural Sciences, 1952). He considered the possibility of

formulating a philosophical ethics which would aim at finding a

fundamental moral principle {Etyka filozoficznu i naiika o

warlosciach moralnych/Philosophical Ethics and Science on

Moral Values, 1910). He researched the logic of values, analysing

the structure of a moral system and its basic elements: norms,

dogmas, and ideals.

In September, 1939, Poland was invaded by German and

Soviet troops The institutionalised, creative activities of academic

circles practically ceased to exist for six years. Many distinguished

Polish scientists died, most frequently as a result ofthe extermination

policy of both enemies. Some managed to escape from Poland and

settle abroad. During the war, Polish culture existed in the form of

teaching in secret, underground publishing, and individual research.

1945-1998

After the Second World War, especially after 1948, the new

political situation was the most important factor determining the

character of the humanities, philosophy and ethics. The fact that

Poland found itself in the orbit of Soviet domination brought about

the dictatorship of Marxist ideology. Social sciences, like the whole

of social and economic life, were approached by the new government

according to the categories of ideological correctness. In practice

this meant censorship, official support for research on Marxist

philosophy and ethics, the promotion of the issues connected with
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the “communist or socialist morality”, or “socialist humanism”,

criticism of“bourgeois morality”, a secular ethics and atheism, though

the application of the methodology of historical materialism to ethics,

etc. Other philosophical options and directions were treated with

prejudice and hostility.

Already in the late forties there arose the first confrontations

on theoretical grounds between the supporters of “socialist

humanism” and Christian philosophy, continuing pre-war currents

of his trend. The Catholic priest Jan Piwowarczyk (1889-1958),

lecturer in the Catholic social sciences at the Jagiellonian University

in Cracow (Katolicka nauka spoteczna Catholic Social Science,

1957-1962), was a leading Journalist of Catholic weekly “Przeglad

Powszechny”//’//6//f Review. He accused Marxist ethics of

relativism and fanaticism, and rejected the connection Marxism with

humanism. Piwowarczyk was fired from the university for

pronouncing such opinions. In the early fifties similar restrictions

affected the Warsaw University. Professors Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz

(1890-1963), T. Katarbinski and W. Tatarkiewicz were accused of

practising and propagating a philosophy “incompatible” with

Marxism. However, these professors were rehabilitated in a short

time and Kotarbinski was even appointed chairman of the Polish

Academy of Sciences.

In general it can be said that subsequent political events in

Poland in 1948, 1956, 1968, 1970, 1980/1981 and 1989/1990

contributed considerably to the dynamics of the research in the area

of ethics. They were connected with censorship which at different

times was strict or weak, the circulation of information, freedom of

speech and expression which also concerned Marxist ethical

philosophers, access to foreign publications, and the mode ofanalysing

current social and moral problems. In the political changes initiated

in 1989/1990 Marxism lost its position as the official ideology and

the majority of its theoreticians and proponents have w ithdrawn from

that philosophy and its ethics.

However, it should be emphasised that social sciences in Poland

during the period ofthe socialist regime were never monopolised by

Marxist methodology to the same extent as in the majority of other

countries of the so-called Eastern Bloc. Hence researchers of

various orientations were able to contribute to the image of Polish

ethics even during the last half a century. These diverse groups of

researches were:

1. Marxist ethical philosophers.
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2. ethical philosophers continuing a positivist and analytical

approach; in particular ethical philosophers continuing

methodological traditions of the Lvov and Warsaw School,

3. Christian ethical philosophers concerned mainly with the

Catholic ethics;

4. ethical philosophers referring to other philosophical sources

such as, phenomenology or proposing their own directions

of research and investigations.

Due to the many years of the long opposition between

Marxist and Catholic ethics, the representatives of the second and

third orientations are often called independent ethical philosophers,

regardless of essential differences between them.

One of the most distinguished figures of Marxist ethics was

undoubtedly Marek Fritzhand (1913-1 992), professor ofthe Warsaw

University, author of many original works attempting the

reconstruction of Marx’s ethics {Mysl etyczna mlodego Marksa'

Ethical Thinking of the Young Marx, 1961; Czlowiek, humanizm,

moralnosc. Ze studiow nad Marksem Man, Humanism. Morality.

From the Studies on Marx, 1961) and defining the principles of

Marxist ethics (W kregu etyki marksistowskiej. Szkice i polemiki

etyczne./Within the Circle of Marxist Ethics. Ethical Sketches

and Polemics, 1966; O niektorych wlasciwosciach etyki

marksistowskiej/ On Some Characteristics of Marxist Ethics,

1974). According to Fritzhand the principles of Marxist ethics include:

an idea of self-realisation and an idea of socialisation along with a

humanist conception of the “individual”, “concrete” and “real man”.

Apart from normative ethics Fritzhand was interested also in the

problems of the psychology of morality and meta-ethics. In his book

(1970) entitled Glowne zagadnienia i kierunki metaetyki. O
metaetyce, intuicjonizmie i emotywizmie.'The Major Issues and

Trends in Meta-ethics: On Meta-ethics, Intuitionism and
Emotivism, he introduced meta-ethical considerations into Marxist

ethics, which before had hardly ever discussed this subject-matter.

Another of his works, Wartosci a fakty/Values and Facts (1982),

applied the methods of Marxist ethics to the analysis of the essential

problems of the present time: style of life, problems of personality,

scientific and technological revolution, mental health, tolerance, and

genetic research.

Fritzhand was surrounded by a group of young ethical

philosophers. His students included Henryk Jankowski (b. 1929),

MieczyslawMichalik(b. 1 927), and Stanislaw SoldenhofT(b. 1928).
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H. Jankowski, professor at the Warsaw University, worked

on the ethical views of L. Feuerbach and Marx. He situated them

within the current of secular humanism (hiyka LuJwika

Feuerhacha. V zrodel mcirkisfowskiego humanizmu Ludwig
Feuerbach’s Ethics: At the Roots of Marxist Humanism, 1963).

He also researched the connections between law and morality, as

well as the possibility of the ethical evaluation of law (Prawo i

moralnosc Law and Morality, 1968), problems of freedom

(iVotnosc i moralnosc/ Freedom and Morality, 1970), sociology

of morality, and professional ethics. He was a propagator of ethics

and edited a popular book on ethics (Etyka Ethics, 1973). His book

entitled Etyka marksizmu a praktyka doswiadczen Ethics of

Marxtsm and the Practice Experience (1982), constitutes an

attempt to look at the current political situation of Poland from the

view-point of Marxist ethics.

M. Michalik, general and professor at the Military Political

Academy, dealt not only with the problems of Marxist humanism

(Ohrachunki filozoficzne Karola Marksa m' “ Ideologii

niemieckiej" The Philosophical Reckoning of Karl Marx in

“German Ideology", 1966) and the connections between morality

and definite social conditions (Dialektyka procesow moralnych

Dialectics of Moral Processes, 1973; Moraine czynniki rozwoju

spolecznego/ Moral Determinants of Social Development, 1980),

but also with the principles of professional army ethics {Armia,

zawod, moralnosc. Prohlemy etyki zawodu wojskowego- Army,

Profession. Morality: Problems of Professional Military Ethics,

1971). Michalik’s book Moralnosc i wqjna Morality and War

(1972) was the first monograph presenting the Marxist ethical

approach to the problem of war.

S. Soldenhoff, professor at the M. Kopernik University of

Torun, concentrated on meta-ethical issues (O intuicjonizmie

etycznym. Obowiazek i wartosc w systemic W. D. Rossa On
Ethical Intuitionism: Duty and Value tn W. D. Ross ’s System,

1969) and normative ethics (Wprowadzcnie do etyki Introduction

to Ethics, 1972).

Adam Schaff (b. 1913) was among the most distinguished

Marxist philosophers in Poland, and was also recognised abroad as

professor, political activist, member of numerous international

organisations. He authored numerous works on the theory of

Marxism (including textbooks). He entered into polemics with other

philosophical currents (for example, existentialism) and concentrated
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on the following issues; the meaning of life, freedom, responsibility,

etc. {Filozqfta czlowiekaTThe Phtlosophy of Man, 1965) as well

as alienation, politics, democracy and morality (Spor o zagadnienie

moralnosci/An Argument on the Issue ofMorality, 1967). Schaff’s

much discussed book Marksizm a jednostka ludzka. Przyczynek

do marksistowskiej filozofii czlowieka Marxtsm and the

Individual: A Contribution to the Marxist Philosophy of Man
(1965 ), went beyond the limits of Marxist interpretation at that time

and made him a “revisionist”. Schaff is one of the few Polish

philosophers still working in Marxism. His attitude towards the recent

political and economic changes taking place in Poland is negative

(also in relation to moral phenomena) - Nie ledy droga Nol This

Way (1991), Pora na spowiedz/It's Time for Confession (1993) -

as was approach to a capitalist society in the past (Die

Kommunistische Bewegung am Scheideweg, 1983).

Comprehensive ethical considerations can also be found in

the works of the representatives of other disciplines, for example in

the works of the pedagogues active both before the war after 1945.

One of them is Maria Grzegorzewska (1888-1967), who dealt with

the moral condition of a teacher and educator. Some of them were

close to a Marxist attitude. In the sixties Zygmunt Myslakowski

(1890-1971) in his numerous works (for example, Ksztalcente i

doswiadczenie Education and Experience, 1961; Wychowanie

czlowieka w zmiennej spolecznosci/Education of Man in the

Changing Community, 1964) identified “true” humanism (no

economic and class inequality) with socialist humanism.

On the other hand, Bohdan Suchodolski ( 1 903- 1 992) in many
of his studies published after the war, discussed the problems of

socialist humanism and ethics (for example moral education)

connected with the general theory of education (U podstaw
matenalistycznej teorii wychowaniaMt the Foundations of the

Materialistic Theory of Education, 1957; () program swieckiego

wychowania moralnego/For a Programme of Secular Moral
Education, 1961). He proposed implantation of the proper moral

norms in young people through practical solutions of conflict

situations. Many ethical reflections are included in his works on

human nature, style of life and the meaning of life (Swiat czlowieka

a wychowanie The mans World and Education, 1967; Kim Jest

czlowiekJ Who is Man?, 1974; Ksztalt zycia/A Shape of Life,

1979), in his historical and philosophical works (Narodztny

nowozytnej J'tlozoJii czlowieka'The Birth of Modern Philosophy
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of Man, 1961; Rozwoj nowozyinej filozofii czlowieka/The

Development of Modern Philosophy of Man, 1 967).

Professor Jan Pawlica (b. 1930) works in the seventies were

inspired by Marxist methodology (Konjlikty moraine. Moral
Conflicts, 1972, Postawy i konjlikty moralne/Moral Attitudes and

Conflicts, 1974). He was an organiser of the Jagiellonian Ethical

Symposia.

Many ethical philosophers of a slightly younger generation,

coming from Fritzhand’s circle, did not remain within the area of

Marxist influences. Jacek Holowka(b. 1943) of Warsaw University

works on analytical philosophy and meta-ethics (Relatywizm

etyczny Ethical Relativity, 1981). Professor Zbigniew Szawarski

(b. 1941) of the Warsaw University is both an author and editor (for

example W kregu zycia i smierci/ln the Circle of Life and Death,

1987; Solidarity, Justice and Health Care Priorities, with co-

author D. Evans, 1993) as well as a translator into Polish of the

publications on bioethics.

One should mention here the figure of Leszek Kolakowski

(b. 1927), who was professor at the Warsaw University until 1968,

later lecturing abroad at Oxford and other universities. His

philosophical views have evolved from Marxist dogmatism (until

ca. 1955), through revisionism which was also called anthropologism

(until 1967), to scepticism and transcendentalism (after 1968) which

recently have been called his Christian or heretic stage. Kolakowski’s

interest in ethics, especially in the category of freedom and

responsibility, has been quite clear throughout all the stages,

appearing in various works (for example in his studies of the history

of philosophy Jednostka i nieskonczonosc. H'olnosc i antynomie

wolnosti wjilozofii Spinozy/Individual and the Infinity: Freedom

and Antinomies of Freedom in Spinoza’s Philosophy, 1958; in

essays: Klucz niehieski A Key to Heaven, 1964; Rozmowy z

diahlem Talks with the Devil, 1965). In Etyka hez kodeksu Ethics

without a Code of 1962, Kolakowski’s proposed moral attitudes

arising from a sense of responsibility and freedom which are not

tethered by codes. Apart from considerations of a moralising

character, Kolakowski has been occupied also with an issue of the

methods of ethics and its subject matter (Mala etyka Little Ethics,

1984). His most recent works present Kolakowski’s ever greater

fascination with evil.

Opinions concerning the character of philosophy and

Christian and in particular Catholic ethics in Poland agree that its
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Standard, range and relative independence from political restrictions

were high. However, its development was connected with the political

events in the sense that significant changes in the government were

followed by waves ofwork by the Catholic philosophers, for example

after 1970 or 1980. The major centres of Catholic ethics were

associated with influential universities: the Catholic University of

Lublin with its widely recognised Lublin School of Philosophy, the

Academy ofCatholic Theology in Warsaw, and the Papal Theological

Academy in Cracow. The first two centres are clearly of Neo-

Thomist orientation, whereas the third one shows inclinations towards

phenomenology. However, independent ofthese general tendencies,

individual Catholic ethical philosophers go back to the roots of

personalism, existentialism and analytic philosophy.

In the period between the First and Second World Wars,

Polish Catholic ethics was dominated by traditional Thomism. After

1 945 this line was continued by Adam (his Dominican name, Jacek)

Woroniecki ( 1 878-1949), who attempted a reconstruction ofThomas

Aquinas’s philosophy, mainly with respect to ethics. He considered

some solutions offered by Thomas’s moral philosophy to be live

issues. The Catholic Priest Jan Piwowarczyk, aThomist philosopher,

divided the Catholic social ethics into two parts: the general principles

of ethics, and the principles of social life. It is frequently maintained

that these two sets of principles refer to different sources, whereas

according to Jozef Keller (191 1-2002), author of the neo-Thomist

outline of Catholic ethics {Etyka katolicka/fhc Catholic Ethics,

1957), there is no difference between them.

A numerous group of ethical philosophers is associated with

the academic circles of the Catholic University of Lublin. Cardinal

Professor Karol Wojtyla (b. 1920), from 1978 onwards Pope John

Paul 11, was a lecturer there in ethics. His research on T. Aquinas,

M Scheler, 1. Kant, and Polish Messianism introduced to the Catholic

ethics a new perfectionist and personalistic tendency, employing a

phenomenological method. The basic categories ofthis ethics include:

the “experience” of moral duty, moral goodness and evil, and

affirmation of human dignity, love and freedom. Professor Tadeusz

Styczen (b. 1 93 1 ) is among Wojtyla’s most distinguished disciples.

He wrote several works on the propaedeutics of ethics, numerous

studies on meta-ethics (for example. Problem mozliwosci elykt

jako empirycznie uprawomocnionej i offolnie waznej leorii

moralnosci A Problem of the Possibilities of Ethics as

Empirically Justified and a Generally Significant Theory of
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Morality, 1972) and publications discussing the ethical content of

encyclicals and teachings of John Paul II (for example, Milosc a

sens zycia Love and the a Meaning of Ufe, 1982). According to

Styezen, the problem of moral duty should be approached from the

perspective of the so-called point of departure (independent ethics)

as well as from the perspective of the point of destination (ethics

independent of metaphysics and religion). Setting autonomous ethics

and religious ethics against each other (by disjunction) is not justified

from a methodological point of view. These problems are also

discussed by Priest Professor Andrzej Szostek (b. 1 945 ), who works

on detailed ethics and problems pertaining to the application ofnorms

{Normy i wyjalki Norms and Exceptions, 1980) and freedom

(Natura-roziim-wolnosc/Natiire-Intellect-Freedom, 1989).

Professor Jerzy W. Galkowski (b. 1937), another of

Wojtyla’s students, researches social ethics, political ethics, and ethics

of work (Czlowiek i praca Man and Work, 1980) and freedom

{Wolnosc i praca freedom and Work, 1973). Dominican Father,

Mieezyslaw Albert Krapiec (b. 1921), follower of existential

Thomism, is mainly concerned with metaphysics and philosophical

anthropology. In his work, ethical issues are always connected with

the problems of evil, the individual person, politics (D Indzka

polityke/h'rom Human Politics, 1993, and freedom (l.udzka

wolnosc i jej grantee Freedom ofMan and Its Boundaries, 1997).

Professor Piotr Jaroszynski advocates the use of classical ethics in

the analysis of the problems of modern culture {Ftyka dramat

zycia moralnego/Fthics: A Drama of Moral Life, 1992). Ethical

issues occur also in the works of other academics from the same

circles, including Professor Czeslaw Bartnik, the philosophy of

history, ethics of John Paul II, the current moral dilemma of Polish

political life; Professor Czeslaw Strzeszewski, Catholic social

science, the problem of property; Adam Rodzinski, moral culture,

axiological and ontic status of human being; Professor Stanislaw

Kowaiczyk, a dialogue with the Marxist approach to humanism, the

philosophy of man {Czlowiek w myslt wspolczesnej. Filozofia

wspolczesna o czlowieku Man in Modern Thought: Modern
Philosophy on Man, 1990); Professor Wladyslaw Piwowarski,

sociology of religiousness and morality; Professor Leon Koj, ethics

versus logic semiotics; Jerzy Ralinowski (1916-2000) originally

professor at the Catholic University of Lublin, in France from 1957

(ethical knowledge: Teona poznania praklycznego'A Theory of

Practical Cognition, i960; Te Prohleme de la verile en morale
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et en drott, 1 967; and the selected categories of ethics with a special

emphasis on Neo-Thomist ethics: Intliation a la philosophie

morale: A I 'usage de I’homme d 'action, 1966).

Professor Stanislaw Olejnik (b. 1920) and Professor

Mieczyslaw Gogacz (b. 1926) were the leading figures at the

Academy of Catholic Theology. Olejnik is an author of numerous

publications on general and detailed moral theology {Zarys teologii

moralnej An Outline ofMoral Theology, 1978), a presentation of

the basic assumptions of Christian ethics (Etyka ogolna General

Hthtcs, 1 957) and other original studies (Hudajmonizm. Studta nad

podstawamt etyki Eudaemonism: Studtes in the Eoundations of

Ethics, 1978; Katolicka etyka seksualna Catholtc Sexual Ethics,

1995). Gogacz’s ethical approach is based on his theory of man
(Czlowtek i jego relacje. Man and His Relations, 1985) and the

theory of value. Its central point is a conception of protecting personal

relations with respect to intellectual culture, leading to an improved

understanding of humanism (Ku etyce chronienia osoMTowards

Ethics of Protecting Individuals, 1991). Wisdom is the main

principle of moral behaviour (being guided by realism, truth and

kindness) in the relations of love, belief and hope. Wisdom creates

true personal relations Madrosc huduje panstwo Wisdom Builds

the State, 1 993 ).

One should also mention here the work of Professor Helmut

Juros, Teologia moralna czy etyka teologiczna. Studium z

metateologii moralnosci/Moral Theology or Theological Ethics:

A Study on Meta-theology of Morality, 1980; and the research

carried on by Ewa Podrez (Czlowtek, hyi, wartosc.

Aniropologiczne i melaftzyczne podslawy aksjologii

chrzesctianskicj/Man. Being. Value: The Anthropological and
Metaphysical Eoundations of Christian Axiology, 1989).

Professor Jozef Tischner (1931 -2000), lecturer at the Papal

Academy ofTheology, aroused much interest with his opinions and

approach, which even spread outside academic centres. He was a

tremendously prolific writer, especially after 1980, concentrating

mainly on the philosophical and ethical reflections dealing with

political issues (Polski ksztalt dialogu A Polish Shape of a

Dialogue, 1980; Etyka Solidarnosci/The Ethics of Solidarity,

1981). The philosophy of dialogue constitutes an axis of his

personalistic ethics, combining the elements of existentialism (M.

Heidegger) and phenomenology (E. Husserl, M. Scheler and R.

Ingarden). Ethical values appear in the sphere which defines a
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person’s attitude towards another person: the person is value, as

are various planes of interpersonal relationships {Myslenie wedlug

wartosci Thinking According to Values, 1982). Tischner’s attitude,

sometimes called the ethics of value and hope {Elyka wartosci i

nadziei/The Ethics of Value and Hope, 1982), were present in his

social ethics, ethics of work, philosophical and anthropological

considerations and their frequent moral applications.

The axiological aspects of the philosophy of dialogue are

investigated by Professor TadeuszGadacz(b. 1955). Jan Galarowicz

(b. 1 949) links ethical reflection with the philosophy of man derived

from phenomenology {Fowolani do odpowiedzialnosci.

Elementarz etyczny/Called into Responsibility: Ethical ABC,
1993).

Professor Tadeusz Slipko (b. 1918), Philosophy Department

of the Jesuits in Cracow, is considered the most outstanding

representative of Polish Thomist ethics. He was the first to publish

a comprehensive study of Thomist ethics. He divides ethics into

fundamental ethics, also called general ethics (Zarys etyki ogolnej/

An Outline ofGeneral Ethics, 1974), concerned with the analysis

ofthe foundations ofmorality (axiology, eudaemonology, deontology)

and applied ethics. Applied ethics (Zarys etyki szczegoloweJ/An

Outline ofDetailed Ethics, 1982) is divided into individual and social

ethics. He investigated various problems {Zagadnienie godziwej

ohrony sekretu An Issue of Decent Defence of a Secret, 1968;

Zycie i plec czlowieka Life and Sex ofa Man, 1978) among which

bioethics occupies a particularly significant place (Grantee zycia.

Dylematy wspolczesnej hioetyki'The Boundaries of Life: The

Dilemmas of Contemporary Bioethics, 1988).

Another representative of the Thomist approach is Professor

Jozef Majka, author of many studies on the ethics of consumption,

problems of common weal and moral foundations of co-operation

between nations (for example Rozwazania o eiyce pracy/

Considerations on the Ethics of Work, !980; Etyka zycta

gospodarezego The Ethics of Economic Life, 1980; Etyka

spoleczna i polityezna Social and Political Ethics, 1993).

There are also other influential personalities in the field of

Polish ethics inspired by Christianity . Professor Andrzej Grzegorczyk

(b. 1922), Professor Wladyslaw Strozewski (b. 1 933) and Professor

Stefan Swiezawski (b. 1907). Grzegorczyk, a follower of

personalism, proposes the principles of the maximum use ofhuman
potential (Schematy i czlowiek The Established Patterns and
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Man, 1963; Ftlozofia czasu probyThe Philosophy ofa Trial Time,

1979) and a method of psychological analysis of the experience of

value, providing the foundations to formulate a system of ethics

{Proha Iresciowego opisu swiata warlosci i jej etyczne

konsekM’encje An Attempt at the Content Description ofthe World

of Value and Its Ethical Consequences, 1983). Strozewski,

professor at the Jagiellonian University in Cracow, presents a

conception of the affirmation of goodness and the values of the

human person (Etyka afirmacJiThe Ethics of Affirmation, 1961)

and an idea of integral morality {Trzy moralnosci/Three Moralities,

1978). Swiezawski’s ethical studies were mainly of a historical

character {U zrodel nowozytnej etyki At the Roots of Modern
Ethics, 1987).

Protestant Christian ethics are read at the Christian Academy

of Theology in Warsaw, educating ministers of these Christian

Churches, associated in the Polish Ecumenical Council. Priest

Professor Witold Benedyktowicz published a textbook Co
powinnismy rohic? Zarys ewangelickiej etyki teologicznej What

Should We Do? An Outltne of Evangelical Theological Ethics

( 1 975) Professor Zachariasz Lyko, representing the Church of the

Seventh Day Adventists, published a collection of instructions

Moralnosc na codzien Everyday Morality (1983).

In the group of ethical philosophers that we called

“independent”, the best post-war works (in spite of ideological

restrictions) were published by the representatives of the Lvov and

Warsaw School: Ossowska, Kotarbinski, Tatarkiewicz, Czezowski.

Izydora Dambska (1904-1983), who also belonged to this School,

advocated secular ethics (“scientific ethics”). She analysed the

problem of conventionalism in law and morality {O konwencjach i

konwencjonalizmie/On Convention and Conventionalism, 1975).

In the sixties books {Klopot z istnieniem - aforyzmy w
porzadku czasu A Trouble with Existence: Aphorisms in the Time

Order, 1963; Wartosc i czlowiek - rozprawy z humanistyki i

ftlozofti/ Value and Man: Treatise on Humanities and Philosophy,

1 966) constituted a recapitulation ofmany long years of axiological

and ethical interests on the part of Professor Henryk Elzenberg

( 1 887-1967). This philosopher, who was also a literary critic, lectured

at the University of Torun. He created the original perfectionist

ethics of a meliorative orientation. His individualistic ethics was to

be like a sign-post leading towards the homo ethnicus attitude, the

attitude ofan individual aspiring towards the ultimate domination of
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moral goodness over evil.

Professor Roman Ingarden (1893-1970), Husserl’s disciple

and the most distinguished representative of Phenomenology in

Poland, was lecturer of ethics at the Jagiellonian University. He
continued his research, which he had carried on before the war at

the University of Lvov (Wyklady z etyki Lectures on lUhics, 1989).

Ingarden analysed the ontic foundations of responsibility, the

conditions of moral behaviour, the character of moral values, the

specific character of moral virtues and human nature (Ksiazeczka

o czlowieku A Lillie Hook on Man, 1973). Among Ingarden’s

students whose research is concerned with ethics are: Professor

Adam Wegrzecki (b. 1937), W. Strozewski (working on M. Scheler);

Professor Jozef Lipiec (b. 1942), editor of numerous publications

concerned with ontology and epistemology of values; Professor

Ryszard Wisniewski (b. 1947) was often the co-editor and also

worked on meta-ethics.

Ija Lazari-Pawlowska (1921-1 994) occupied an outstanding

position in Polish ethics. Her research was concerned with the ethics

of the Far East (for example, Htyka GanJhiego Gandhi's Ethics,

1965), moral ideas of A. Schweitzer {Schweitzer, 1976), situation

ethics, professional ethics and meta-ethics, presenting to Polish

readers the newest trends in this area (she edited Melaetyka Meta-

ethics, 1975). Halina Promienska(b. 1 935) ofthe Silesian University

of Katowice put forward interesting propositions on the epistemology

of ethics and the possibilities of going beyond ethics in the analysis

of maturity (or pathology) and in moral evaluation {Poznanie ludzkie

a warlosci moraine/Man's ('of^nilion and Moral Values, 1980).

It is connected with the recognition of the research by psychology

and psychiatry on the psychopathology ofthe human being’s cognitive

structures. This research finds relations between a criterion ofmental

health and a criterion of moral truth ( TrManie i zmiana warlosci

moralnych The Duration and Change of Moral Values, 1991).

Original analyses at the junctions of psychiatry, philosophy of man,

and ethics, were presented by the professor of medicine, Antoni

Kepinski (1918-1972). He believed in the existence of a specific

natural moral order {Rytm zycia A Rhythm ofLife, 1972; LekFear,

1977) and he approached the issue of free will, choice, and

responsibility from the view point of psychiatry {Melancholia

Melancholy, 1974).

Research into the connections between law and morality

has a large following in Polish ethics, exemplified by the works of
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Petrazycki, Ossowska, Bronislaw Wroblewski (1888-1941),

Znamierowski, and many others. Professor Zygmunt Ziembinski

(1920- 1996) occupies a special position in this area. In his numerous

publications he discussed morality as a formative factor of contents,

observation and application of law. He believes that no norm itself

is a legal or moral norm. Norms become such as the result of a

precisely defined way of recognition. Law and morality were the

areas of research carried on by Professor Jerzy Wroblewski and

Professor Wieslaw Lang: co-authors of Wspolczesna ftlozofia i

teona prawa w USA/Modern Philosophy and the Theory of Law
in the USA, 1986. Wroblewski worked on the analysis of legal and

moral language as well as meta-ethics as a follower of non-cognitive

philosophy. Tadeusz Pszczolowski (1922-1999), Kotarbinski’s

student, analyses the connections between praxiological evaluations

and moral, utilitarian, aesthetic, etc., evaluations {Dylematy

sprttwnego dzialania/The Dilemmas of Effective Acting, 1982;

A Praxiological Theory of Evaluation, 1 983).

Bioethics is a discipline which arouses growing interest on

the part of Polish ethical philosophers. Apart from the already

mentioned ethical philosophers, others deserving special attention

are: Jozef Jaron (b. 1933), Ewa Klimowicz (1942-1996), Barbara

Chyrowicz (b. 1960). Professor Henryk Skolimowski (b. 1930)

developed an original reflection on ecological philosophy and

ecological ethics (A Sacred Place to Dwell: Living with Reverence

Upon the Earth, 1993; Eilozofia zyjaca. Bio-filozofia jako

drzewo zycia Living Philosophy: Bio-Philosophy as a Tree of

Life, 1993; Eco Yoga: Practice and Meditations for Walking in

Beauty on the Earth, 1994; Technika a przeznaczenie czlowteka

Technology and Man’s Destination, 1995). In 1995, the Dr Henryk

Skolimowski International Centre for Eco-Philosophy was founded

in Delhi. Professor WlodzimierzTyburski(b. 1943) deals with similar

problems: Pojednac ste z Ziemia. W kregu zagadnien humanizmu

ekologicznego/To Get Reconciled with the Earth: In the Circle

of Ecological Humanism, 1993; Etyka i ekologia/Ethics and
Ecology, 1994.

The history of world ethics, including ancient ethics, is

obviously ofgreat interest to Polish ethical philosophers. One should

mention here the early works of Maria Ossowska (Zarys aksjologii

stoickiej An Outline of Stoic Axiology, 1923) and Adam
Krokiewicz’s works (Moralnosc Homera i etyka Hezjoda. Homer's

morality and Hesiod's Ethics, 1959; Etyka Demokryta i hedonizm
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Arystypa Denwcril's Ethics and Aristip's Hedonism, 1960;

Hedonizm Epikura Epicur's Hedonism, 1961; Sceplycyzm ^recki<

Greek Scepticism, 1964-1966).

Professor Stanislaw Jedynak (b, 1939) of the Maria Curie-

Sklodowska University in Lublin has authored several publications

on the ethics of the Ancient East. His research work is concerned

with a theory of values (editor of an anthology Wartosci: etyka i

estetyka Values: Ethics and Aesthetics, 1991), Polish axiology,

ethics and social philosophy (Czlowiek, spoleczenstwo, moralnosc.

Szkice o etyce polskiej/ Man, Society, Morality: Sketches on

Polish Ethics, 1996). He investigates the development of the same

issues in other Slavonic countries. In his book Etyka w Polsce:

Slownik ptsarzy Ethics in Poland: A Dictionary of Writers (1986)

he presents the ethical views of several hundred Polish thinkers

(starting with the thirteenth century). He is an editor ofMaly slownik

etyczny A Little Dictionary of Ethics (1994), the first Polish

publication of this kind, written by a group of research workers of

the Maria Curie-Sklodowska University (S. Jedynak, Jozef

Debowski, Anna Drabarek, Leszek Gawor, Ewa Klimowicz,

Krzysztof Kosior and Lech Zdybel).

In 1960 the Polish Academy of Sciences began to publish

Etyka /iVA/cs, a yearly publication. In 1957-1990, the monthly SVMt//a

Eilozqficzne Philosophical Studies, including a section on axiology,

was published. Ethical problems have been discussed in the following

periodicals of various orientations and range, for example: Annales

Universitatis Mariae Curie-Sklodowska, Dialogue and
Universalism, Edukacja I'ilozoficzna Philosophical Education,

Ethos: Kwartalnik Instytutu .lana Pawla 11 Ethos: Quarterly of

the ,Iohn Paul H Institute, Acta Universitatis Wratislaviensis',

Kwartalnik Eilozoficzny Philosophical Quarterly (has appeared

since 1922); Logos i Ethos Logos and Ethos, Przeglad

Eilozoficzny Philosophical Review (has appeared since 1897);

Roczniki Eilozoficzne KUL/Philosophical Annals Kill/, Pitch

Eilozoficzny Philosophical Movement (has appeared since 1911);

Wiez The Link; Znak The Sign.

Among almost a hundred current philosophy book series

published in Poland, over a dozen include books on the theory of

values. Ossolineum Publishing House, which makes the greatest

contribution to Polish culture, publishes a series called the Library

of Ethics.

translated by Malgorzata Sady
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ON DISILLUSION AND CATASTROPHE
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CHAPTER III

STANISLAW BRZOZOWSKI:
A ROMANTIC PRAGMATIC

ANNA 7JJK

Stanislaw Leopold Brzozowski is one of the most signifi-

cant figures in the history of Polish philosophy. He was born in

Maziamia near Chelm in 1 878. In 1 907 he moved to Florence, where

he died in 1 9 1 1 . He was a distinguished philosopher, theoretician of

culture, literary critic, journalist and novelist. Brzozowski’s approach

as a journalist and critic was mainly concentrated on fighting against

the manifestations of social and political conformism in Polish soci-

ety. He was particularly critical towards the tradition of the Polish

gentry in ideology and literature. Brzozowski was a supporter of

socialism. His socialist approach was inspired by the ideas of Marx

and Sorel. Brzozowski recognised the working class to be embodi-

ment of the Nietzschean will of power. The working class was sup-

posed to use work and technology, in a heroic and Promethean way,

as the means to liberate the whole society. In the course of time

Brzozowski moved from the class categories to national categories

and considered a nation the most profound reality, a source of com-

mon will. Towards the end of his life he concentrated on the reflec-

tions dealing with religious problems, studying Newman’s works.

Brzozowski’s most significant works include: Kuhura i zycie

(Culture and Life) -1907, Le^enda Mlodej Polski (A l.effend of

the Youn^f Poland} -1909, Idee (Ideas) - 1910, Glosy wsrod nocy

(Voices Amidst theNiyht) - 1912. He wrote several novels touching

upon social and moral problems, which were very popular at that

time, including H'iry (Whirls) - 1904, Plomienie (Flames) - 1908,

Sam wsrod ludzi (Alone Among People) -1911 and several dramas.

CONTEXT

His views on axiology underwent continuous evolution, but 1

shall not focus on this development but look for the systematic

dimension of his thought. To present the Polish character of

Brzozowski’s philosophy from a sociological perspective. 1 shall draw
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on his own reflections as a philosopher with a well-developed

creative self-knowledge. According to him the anti-rationalistic

character of Polish philosophy, including his own, is accounted for

by the influence of wars and, going further, by a military subculture.

This can be approached in two different ways. On one hand, a

Polish feudal system functioned until the nineteenth century with a

weak position of burghers. It consisted of the gentry, the peasants

and the Jews, whose social status was higher than that ofthe village

peasants. The gentry culture was a continuation of the chivalrous

traditions, and considering the fact that the gentry dominated Polish

politics and economy, its patterns ofthinking dominated Polish culture

as a whole. Due to its geographical location and political position

Poland was in a constant danger of wars. After Poland lost its

independence in the eighteenth century, Polish patriots initiated

several uprisings against the Partitioners. The best part of the nation,

largely determining the national consciousness, either was fighting

or thinking about fighting.

Brzozowski approaches war as a source of knowledge and

a way of building consciousness and thinking about the world. He

writes that, as a war situation puts a man in constant danger of

losing his life, life itselfbecomes the highest value. Hence, a key to

understanding life is constituted by the emotional side ofman from

which he derives his perseverance, courage and faithfulness to

himself Danger becomes an ever present element of life, man’s

second nature. The antirationalistic and antimaterialistic character

of the philosophy formed in the circle of consciousness shaped by

wars finds its culmination in spiritualism.

War is a school of spiritualism since it creates the world in

which the forces determining life and death are able to move man’s

soul. * This kind of spiritualism, according to Brzozowski, foredooms

the character of the Polish way of thinking. His remarks on the

influence of the mental environment of war upon the shape of

philosophy are a valuable prerequisite to the sociology ofcognition.

They can be supported by the profoundly idealistic character of

philosophy in Germany or Japan, which were then the most

militarised countries, whereas the Ancient Chinese or Jews, being

deprived ofthe tradition of military subculture, manifest materialistic

tendencies in their philosophy.

Considering the fact that Nietzsche’s philosophy consists in

making the elements of the chivalrous tradition philosophical, it can

be understood why this mental background created by war was
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entwined with his philosophy. Nietzsche exerted a tremendous

influence on Brzozowski’s philosophy and on the philosophy of his

times, called Modernism.

Another factor, unquestionably Polish, determining

Brzozowski’s philosophy in the nineteenth century, was
Romanticism. Polish national awareness was formed during the

Romantic epoch, under the influence of such poets as Mickiewicz,

Slowacki and Krasinski. Mloda Polska (the Young Poland), the

philosophical and literary trend, the orbit of Brzozowski, was adirect

continuation of the nineteenth century Romanticism which he

reinterpreted. The ideas of individualism, heroism, tragism and

extreme subjectivism, so significant in Brzozowski’s works, are

derived from Romanticism, which believes that the ego and way of

feeling is the basic criterion. - Having mentioned briefly two main

sociological trends forming the Polish philosophical awareness of

Brzozowski’s epoch. Romanticism and the mental environment of

war, let us proceed to his most significant ideas, namely his views

on the world of values.

THE WORLD OF VALUES APPROACH TO
PHILOSOPHIZING

Emphasising the active nature of thinking Brzozowski

believes that philosophy aims at ruling life by developing the notions

of potential political systems. A sole absolute truth does not exist,

even in philosophy; each philosophical system is true as an extension

of a certain possibility.

Each of us belongs to, and is a small particle of a potential

world that comes into existence, the realisation ofthe potential world

to which one belongs is man’s philosophical task.^ That world is

deprived of any meaning unless due to our cognition and activities.

Every man does this separately, engaging the creative power of his

subjectivism. Therefore “philosophy is not a form ofcognition, but,

more profoundly is a form of life or of act coming into existence”'^

It is also a Promethean awareness of responsibility and a struggle.

Life

Life is a value of the highest order; it is not a philosophical

concept, but a fact of life, even in the form of scraps of conceiving

and feeling. This high estimation of the value of life is connected
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with the outlook on life influenced by war or such other kinds of

threats as illness, disability, social rejection leading to mental

breakdowns, etc. Only one who was in danger of losing his life,

either in a physical or mental way, knows how valuable life is from

the point of view of simple existence: since one exists everything

becomes possible.

According to Brzozowski life is a struggle, both heroic and

tragic. In the philosophical tradition this concept of life is encountered

in two main sources. The first is stoic philosophy: Marcus Aurelius

writes: “Life is war, afterlife memory - forgetfulness”; for Seneca

to live and to fight is the same thing. Life is a fight with fate as well

as passions. Its goal is to live in harmony with nature and maintain

a perfect indifference towards one’s own existence. If struggle

cannot overcome fate then the final solution is suicide.

The second source of approaching life as struggle is the

chivalrous tradition, introduced into the development of philosophy

by Nietzsche. Contrary to the stoic tradition it is not a fight against

passions: on the contrary, it is a fight steered by passions. Its

objective is the realisation of oneself and the aspiration of one’s

own ego towards power.

Brzozowski postulates courage in life, “especially when life

is too cruel to make man afraid ofanybody but himself”^ The tragic

character of life cannot be overcome as the world is so unhuman.

Hence on the basis of purely human values, the life of every man is

lost and sacrificed to the world. The only connection between us

and the world is the fact that we are capable of creating something.

We are made by fighting, “the marriage ofthe non-human with man”,

and this fills our life. Taking this into account Brzozowski believes

that sentimentality, objectivity and altruism are a kind of spiritual

parasitism. Objectivity is a spiritual illusion: to be objective is not to

be alive because life is fighting and creative subjectivism, driven by

force. On the other hand sentimentality consists in deriving life values

not from something 1 do, but from something beyond me. It is the

degeneration of awareness, the essence of which is constituted by

hidden apocalypses. Its mechanism consists in perceiving the force

outside man, in which case, according to an apocalyptic mood,

nothing can be done. One should just watch and wait until everything

will be destroyed by itself Altruism also is an illusion, since as long

as a man is alive and wants to live, he is to some extent an egoist

The highest principle of life resides in fight, in the suspension

instinctively and independently of the whole world over the abyss:
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victory is the prize. Man is to keep himself over the abyss.^ For

man the large non-human world is an abyss in which it is easy to

lose oneself. To be able to keep one for oneself through combat is a

victory. In other words, life is a fight to rule this life - a struggle not

to let our life dissolve into dry leaves scattered by the wind.

Truth

Brzozowski conceives truth as does Nietzsche as a value

dependent on life. His definition of truth confronts pragmatism with

biology:

Truth leads to action in a way that corresponds to the

maintenance and development of the species.^ All truths including

the scientific, are forms ofadaptation of a human mind to the world,

not a faithful reflection of an objective state of affairs. Their value

and at the same time their significance is constituted by the fact

that for an individual as well as for a mankind they are landmarks,

thanks to which we do not wander around in the chaos of events.

Brzozowski emphasizes the active and procedural character

of cognition and therefore also of truth. Relativism, resulting from

profound subjectivism, is connected with this property as well:

“Everything is always in relation to us, which relation we
establish by adopting a certain point of view.”^ The boundaries of

cognition are determined by creativity, work and struggle; the most

profound reality in life as creation. At this point Brzozowski is

inclined towards some kind of agnosticism. We do not get to know
anything apart from our life and life cannot be known. ^ This

inscrutability of life results from the fact that it cannot be subjected

to conceptual rational know ledge. Brzozowski’s approach to truth

is marked not only by the above mentioned pragmatism and biology,

but also by subjectivism, relativism and irrationalism.

T'orce

Since truth serves endurance, that is. a certain force based

on the changeability of things, therefore force as such, corresponding

to the Nietzschean will of power, will be value. “Not to want to

think in a category of force, means, as a matter of fact, not to

think.” Here force should be conceived of as power, that is, an

ability to realise the impulses of will.

Permanent things - writes Brzozowski - can originate only
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occasionally or under the influence of tremendously strong, heroic

will. If we do not want to trust in chance, all that we are left with is

the force of will. This constitutes the essence of creative culture

which he conceives of as a system of requirements through the

satisfaction ofwhich we make our mental qualities permanent, that

is, we objectify the subjective.

Force as value is indispensable for ensuring the effectiveness

of our actions, and therefore has a pragmatic quality. Brzozowski is

much inclined towards evaluating various forms of reality as the

manifestations of force, that is life with its impetus and aspiration.

For example the Catholic religion, which he considers a human

creation, is the manifestation of force, among other things; on the

other hand, he criticises Christianity for its excessively conservative

attitude towards life. Love is also a manifestation of life force.

Contrary to the pattern of ideal, tragic and sexually unfulfilled love,

which dominates in literature, Brzozowski prefers a normal human

dimension of love in which body, as the manifestation of ordinary

life, is extremely significant. Neglecting such love is a manifestation

of infirmity in relation to life and a threat to its dignity. What is

more, eroticism as such is an indispensable element of creative

passion, manifested in work and culture. Neglecting and omitting

life’s erotic dimension is, in Brzozowski’s opinion, a negative property

of contemporary Polish literature, resulting from prudery.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ACT

The philosophy of act was introduced into Polish national

philosophy in the nineteenth century. This idea was described by

August Cieszkowski in a particularly original way. He was inspired

by Hegel’s philosophy, which at the same time he considered an

unfinished creation. It was to be completed by a philosophy of act,

which can be described as the special Polish Romantic and idealistic

variant of pragmatism. According to Cieszkowski an act is not a

simple action, it is a way to overcome the duality of being, divided

into thought and body, ideal and real Through an act a thought

changes into being and vice versa, an ideal is realised and reality

corresponds to the ideal. Referring to the classical definition of truth

formulated by Aristotle, according to which truth is the

correspondence of thought to reality, an act described by

Cieszkowski is just truth in practice, in action.

Brzozowski thinks in a similar way; man is a master of the
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universe. Struggling with non-human reality through work, he gains

his domination, which is the kingdom ofculture. Work is the foundation

of thought and at the same time, a necessary attitude ofman towards

the universe. Human thoughts are important as long as they manage

to work and through it are realised. Work is the foundation of an act

that is practical truth, the way between thought and being, not every

action deserves the name of an act, w hose characteristic is measured

by the permanence it gains in human culture. Time clears the refuse

from the stage of history; only what is left deserves the name of

act. What is left is w hat develops, builds and is good; bad memories

are left by the destroyers, not their work. Therefore, if an act is this

truth which connnects thought and existence, the ideal and reality

in action, time constitutes a criterion of this truth.

Brzozowski defines his country with a category of truth.

He writes: “Poland is an organism of Polish work, fighting for its

survival, facing the violence of people and matters.’’* *

Of himself he says: “Your dog’s duty is to work whether

vou like it or not, whether you see an aim of this work or you

don’t.’’*

-

In Brzozowski’s time attributing such a great role to work

played a significant educational role, as in Polish tradition work and

physical effort were much neglected This resulted from the fact

that the Polish feudal society consisted of two groups: the szlachta

(the gentry) and the peasants, neither of which, for different reasons,

liked to work. The aristocratic honour of the gentry forbade them to

work: for example ifa member of the gentry was involved in trading

he would lose his noble status. On the other hand, the peasants, in

the bonds of low service, hated w ork as a form of slavery imposed

upon them. In Poland there did not exist a social group endowed

with an ethos of work, as, for example, the Protestant burghers.

Another function of the Polish philosophy of act was their

constant grief over the lost independence. They blamed for it the

indolence, laziness and egoism of the ruling class, that is the gentry,

and with good reasons. Brzozowski’s philosophy, continuing the ideas

ofthe nineteenth century Polish philosophy called national philosophy,

attempted to fill the gap in Polish mentality, by instilling an

accomplished passion for effort and work in the nation. On the other

hand, he encouraged people to act, to accomplish the great work in

the area of culture and capable of changing the course of history.

Such great act and courage are required in order to allow Poland to

regain its independence. According to the Polish leaders of the
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Partition period this was to be, among other things, a soldier’s act.

Already Adam Mickiewicz, one of the greatest poets of the

nineteenth century, ordered the Poles to pray for the great war of

the nations. However immoral it sounds, it constitutes a realistic

recognition of the fact that, while killing people, war resurrects

nations. And it happened like that: Poland regained its independence

following the great war of the nations - after the First World War,

which changed the political geography of Europe.

AMOR FATI

The most significant motif in Brzozowski’s philosophy of

life is his creative development ofNietzsche’s idea advocating

fati - love of fate. This may be where Nietzsche’s revaluation of all

values and his postulate ofman’s superhuman power is best revealed.

Love of fate is to conquer this fate. Power has to be inherent in it,

since fate does not recognise anything apart from force capable of

creating life. This programme is entirely different from a stoic

programme: here life is also a struggle and what cannot be conquered,

even with the greatest possible errors, is fate. To conquer it is to

attain indifference towards all the events in one’s life in order to

avoid suffering. However one who is not capable of suffering, is

not capable of rejoicing either. Hence Nietzsche proposes another

strategy in relation to fate, which is fully developed in Brzozowski’s

philosophy. This manifests his heroic concept of life: man is to be

ready to accept all of it - the good as well as the bad, fortune and

misfortune, pleasure and pain, as if they were of equal value. This

can be reduced to a revaluation of the values so that the history of

mankind lives on. A common property of all living organisms -

including man - is a natural inclination towards the search for pleasure

and avoiding pain. Brzozowski’s attitude is totally anti-eudaemonic:

man’s predestination is not to pleasure and peace, but to suffering

and struggle, because only in this way can he draw for himself the

desired values from the monstrous non-human world. One of the

most profound conclusions formulated by Brzozowski is his belief

that misfortune does not create privileges in life, and that harm has

to be reconciled with a lack of compensation.

This view is directed against the natural inclination ofpopular

psychology whereby unfortunate and harmed people continuously

demand compensation from other people and the world. This brings

about a negative attitude, taking the form of psychological and
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emotional blackmailing, a desire of physical revenge, various forms

of resentment, etc. According to Brzozowski one should assume

the same attitude towards fortune and misfortune, pain and joy, and

do so as in Nietzsche’s philosophy through love of life and its power.

This is love which will bear everything, the love which we encounter

in fairy tales. It is the love characteristic of religious mystics who

are ready to bear anything, humiliation and pain, disease and death,

through their love of God.

However, for the atheistic approach shared by Brzozowski

and Nietzsche, this is a rare phenomenon as it is against human

nature as a physical organism. As man just wants to live and does

not want to feel any pain, he is not ready to bear everything. Perhaps

only motherly love - if that really exists - is capable of bearing

everything. The heroic attitude towards life, postulated by

Brzozowski, defines it as a constant sacrifice and dedication aiming

at getting power in this life. It is possible only for some extraordinary

individuals whom we call heroes or martyrs, and whom Nietzsche

called supermen (uherman).

In Brzozowski’s philosophy we come across various idea:

pragmatism and belief in technology placed next to Romantic

individuality and heroism, biology and man’s dreams about power

which question his natural biological constitution. Brzozowski is a

profound philosopher of life, approaching in an existentialist style

the nature of man’s struggle w'ith the surrounding world and himself

translated by Malgorzata Sady
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CHAPTER IV

THE AXIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF
POLISH CATASTROPHIC THINKING IN

THE INTERWAR PERIOD

ZDZISLAWJ. CZARNECKI

CATASTROPHIC THINKING

One of the essential differences between historiography and

philosophical reflections on history is that in the former the axiological

assumptions are present only somewhat indirectly. They are hidden

in principles of selection and interpretation of historical facts; most

frequently referring to the particular sphere of interests or

experiences of given nation. In the latter, when an object of reflection

is not constituted by some particular history but by a historical

process approached as a whole, values constitute the direct scale

of reference for generalisations in the history of philosophy. This is

the case, especially when this process is considered

a. as progress on the course of which definite values are

realised;

b. as degeneration or decadence of formerly existing values;

or

c. in periodic theories of history, as fluctuations between

reconstruction of value creative periods and their subsequent

inevitable destruction.

The presence of axiological content in ontological reflection is

manifested most indirectly in the hopes and fears related to the

future. In the extreme cases of utopian or catastrophic thinking it

appears as the time of ultimate realisation of all ideals or the visions

of their total destruction.

Due to such obvious reasons as the loss of independence

by Poland in the late 1 8th century and the futility of several attempts

by almost every generation, to regain it, for a long time Polish

reflection on history was focused on the problems which set the

character of the Polish historical situation. This attention to the
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particular values of a nation is characteristic when its identity and

existence are in danger. Thus in past Polish philosophical writing

there are only two attempts at reconstructing a historical process

centred around certain universal values in world history; both

occurred in the early 19th century. The first was S. Staszic’s Rod
ludzki (Mankind) of 1 8 1 9, an Enlightenment vision of the historical

progress of the mankind, stimulated by the development ofcognition,

the generation ofnew needs and new forms of satisfying them which

shape new social structures. This was followed by Z. Cieszkowski’s

Prologomena zur Histonosophie of 1 830, an ambitious attempt at

the revision of Hegel’s system. This shifted the sources of values,

that were to create history and be realised entirely in the future,

from Hegel’s sphere ofabsolute thinking into the sphere ofconscious,

social and historical praxis. Polish Romantic thinking, with

Romanticism in Western Europe, was an evident manifestation of

concern with the philosophy of history.

The basis for this orientation was the idea of a national

Messianism This was the belief in Poland’s vocation to be a Messiah

among the nations, who through its suffering, followed by

resurrection would redeem the sins ofthe neighbouring nations. After

the Vienna Congress, in spite of the Prussian-French war and local

wars in the Balkans and Italy, the West harboured the hope for an

imminent everlasting peace, suitably modifying an Enlightenment

vision of the historical progress in the spirit of Positivistic optimism.

Polish Romanticism in contrast passed to the next generations the

dream of a world war which would bring about an act of historical

justice.

“For the arms and national colours we pray, oh Lord, For the

great war of the nations we pray, oh Lord’’ wrote Adam Mickiewicz,

the greatest Polish Romantic poet. His prayer was joined by an

anonymous text of national prophecy, written allegedly in 1 894, that

is twenty years before the outbreak of the First World War, as a

result of which Poland regained its independence:

In two decades the time will come/ When the

fire will spring from the sky/ The whole world

will get choked with blood/ Wemyhora’s songs

will come true/ Poland will rise from the

ravages of world war.

In Polish philosophy there were obviously some attempts at
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more general reflections on the history of philosophy. This reflected

the systems of values characteristic of Positivism (Swietochowski)

or Marxism, which was far from any orthodoxy (Krusinski,

Brzozowski). However, only when Poland regained its independence

in 1918, was Polish philosophy able to approach the philosophy of

history from a more general perspective than the tasks which had

been restricting its axiological and theoretical horizons. As various

axiological systems are revealed in different constructions of the

history of philosophy, Polish reflection on history faced the conflict

of universal values different from its heretofore particular contents.

To start with it can be noted that the dominant tendency in

the Polish philosophy of history during the interwar period was the

belief that the history of Western culture in the last two centuries

was a scene of the advancing decadence of the values which

constitute the foundations of social life. This was analogous to

Western European philosophy which began that period with

Spengler’s Dcr Unterj’un^ des Ahendlandes as an aftermath of

the First World War, and finished with the second triad of A.

Toynbee’s vision of the philosophy of history A Study of History,

published just before the outbreak of the Second World War. The

titles themselves, for instance F. Znaniecki’s IJpadek cywilizacji

zachodniej/ The Fall of Western F.uropean Civilisation (1921)

or M. Zdziechowski’s (1861 -1938) W obliczu konca Facing the

End (1937) or Widma przyszloscF Ghosts of the Future (1939)

express that tendency, but the idea itself was of a much broader

range. It dominated the works on the philosophy of history by J.K.

Kochanowski (1869-1949), the philosophical and literary works of

S.l. Witkiewicz (1885-1939), one of the most original writers and

artists of the intervvar period, and it was also closely related to the

views presented by F. Koneezny, who created a theory of the

multiplicity of historical subjects (() wielosci cywilizacyj/ On the

Multiplicity of Civilisations, 1935).

In a way this clear catastrophic current in the period which

began with the national euphoria on account of the regained

independence can be astonishing and had several quite different

reasons. On the one hand, liberation from the restrictions caused by

a specific historical situation in the recent past, constituted a transition

into a state shared by all European culture This was marked by the

collapse of traditional systems of values, experiences of World War

I and the social and political destabilisation of the established order,

all of which were conductive to pessimism with respect to the
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philosophy of history. On the other hand, although the whole

European culture was shocked by the Bolshevik revolution in Russia,

generally interpreted as the most evident symptom of a total value

crisis, Poland was most directly subjected to the dangers, it had

brought about and a considerable number of its citizens suffered

from it. This revolution, especially its real threat to the Polish

independence in the Polish-Russian war of 1920, constituted a direct

historical experience. Finally in the circumstances the reconstituted

state lacked social stability, due to its ethnic differentiation and the

world economic crisis of the thirties which also affected Poland,

and left it far from accomplishing all the values and living up to the

expectations of the historical reflection of the previous generations.

These diverse factors generating the pessimistic and

catastrophic visions of the future in Polish interwar philosophy

diversify visions axiologically. Thus, they consider the collapse of

sometimes completely different values to be a threat to European

civilisation and they look for possible ways to preserve it in the

realisation of opposite values.

I shall restrict myself to the presentation of three theories of

Polish philosophy in the interwar period confident that reveal how
three very different systems created their axiological foundations.

They are the theories of M. Zdziechowski, S.I. Witkiewicz and F.

Znaniecki.

ZDZIECHOWSKI-HISTORY IN THE PERSPECTIVE OF
THE RELIGIOUS VALUE CRISIS

Zdziechowski and Spengler undoubtedly had one thing in

common, namely, their great belief in the inevitability of the end of

European culture. From this point of view Zdziechowski was the

most extreme catastrophist in Polish philosophy. Like the author of

l)er Untergang des Abendlandes, he claimed categorically that

European culture was at the verge ofan inevitable end which nothing

could stop. Like Spengler and in common with the modern
catastrophic approach Zdziechowski saw in the Renaissance the

sources of the most significant factors leading to an inevitable

catastrophe. With Spengler - but here in the contrast to the

catastrophists - he saw the most evident manifestations of the end

of European culture in the growing democratisation of society, the

establishment of egalitarianism, development of technology,

industrialisation and popularisation of scientific awareness. Apart
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from his diagnosis of the present state of the world, everything

differed Zdziechowski from Spengler as the classical representative

of modern catastrophic thinking. The major difference was the

system ofvalues constituting the axiological basis of his theory. For

Spengler the decline was essentially the degeneration of the highest

value, Lehen, as along with subjection of the human being the

mystical bond Blul und Boden was broken. By contrast for

Zdziechowski the only source of value was not the relationship of

man with nature, but with God. In his view the turn towards values

confined to the sphere of earthly life was the fundamental reason

for the crisis of European culture. This concerned the values both

for making the life ofan individual meaningful, and for the necessary

foundations of community life. Thus his axiology is evidently

religious. It is pervaded w ith the awareness of the primacy of

soteriological aims over all others. Therefore his diagnosis of the

crisis of the foundations of European culture in the last centuries

and the presage of its coming end is a description of the process of

secularisation of social life and man’s attitude which has been taking

place in Europe since the Renaissance. This is manifest also in the

axiological revolution that began to manifest itself very clearly at

that time. For Zdziechowski the reason of the subsequent

degeneration is the transition from theocentrism to anthropocentrism,

accompanied by the spread of Renaissance humanism, which

approached man as the source and measure of all values. The

Renaissance mistake drew him away from the God and gradually

liberated the individual form the bonds of religion, state and society.

From that there followed destruction of values, on which the life of

an individual and the whole social life should be based. In the first

case, he writes “Money becomes [.. .] man’s objective, and the ideal

is not saving one’s soul, but a high standard of living’’. In the second

case, the transformation ofan individual into an autonomous subject

of collective life breaks the social hierarchies, grounded in tradition,

resulting in "world’s future being an invasion ofdemocratic barbarity,

its victory and the end of civilisation’’.

As the source of values is in the sphere of the sacrum, to

assume that these values whose subject is man himself are not real

but opposite is to consider the processes of secularisation taking

place in Western culture in the last centuries to be one of

degeneration leading to the collapse of the spiritual foundations of

social life. Within the framework of Zdziechowski ’s axiology, this

constitutes the end of the world which had constituted an ideal.
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However, the axiological foundations of the philosopher’s

catastrophic prophesies are much more complex both theoretically

and with respect to specific character of his religious belief 1 shall

present only three of these aspects.

1. Zdziechowski’s negative evaluations of contemporary

culture are based on tradition of German humanities, emphasising

the opposition between spiritual and material values, attributing

essential significance only to the former. This contrasts community

life which is pervaded by spiritual values, with its opposite civilisation,

ruled solely by material values. Together with his conviction that all

spiritual values are essentially related to the sacrum, all other values

are depreciated. According to the tradition of

Geisteswissenschaflen, they are considered to be not only lower,

but simply negative because by leading one towards satisfying only

natural or worldly needs, they deprive one of his aspirations towards

religious values which, he believes, are alone real. On this account

Zdziechowski’s critique of Positivism, scientism, technology,

industrialisation, etc., is intended to reveal the sources of

metaphysical evil, which disintegrates human personality and the

vital religious identity of culture.

2. Even during the period preceding the stage at which

Zdziechowski arrives at univocally catastrophic conclusions, there

appear in his works ideas directly connected with them. One is his

pessimism, assuming that evil constitutes a real element of being,

unlike the Augustinian tradition for which it was a lack of goodness.

Rejecting the ontological assumptions of Schopenhauer’s

metaphysics of will due to their naturalistic foundations, as well as

the conclusions derived from the absolutisation of will by the author

of Die Well als Wille und Vorslelung, Zdziechowski accepts

Schopenhauer’s belief that evil, pain and suffering are inherent in

the essence of being, conceived of as nature. The Wille zur Leben

is bound to be unfulfilled for it can achive no lasting values as it is

of the very nature of being that man’s participation is a fight with no

winners, but always leads to defeat. It is ofno particular importance

that Zdziechowski looks elsewhere than Schopenhauer for the

justification for his belief, that evil is vested in the ontic character

of the world which is immersed in evil. He looks to the gnostic

tradition of patristic philosophy and hypostasizes evil as the world’s

soul detached from God. In the light of such ontologisation of evil

as an immanent property of nature, he sees the growing supremacy

of natural sciences in modern culture, in positivism and scientism.
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along with human activity being derermined by its achievements

and directed towards the acquisition of entirely worldly goods. Thus,

man’s natural existence turnes out to be not only a withdrawal from

the sphere of sacrum, but also to find its activity combined to the

sphere of which evil is an inseparable element.

3. Finally the third characteristic of Zdziechowski’s

axiological system is his concept of man, influencing directly his

critique of the contemporary world and the catastrophic prophecies

accompanying this critique. In its light the gap between man, as the

philosopher saw him, and the actual state of cultural reality, appeared

tremendously dramatic. Close in his respect to the ideas European

modernism Catholic and Russian Orthodox philosopher, Soloviov,

Zdziechowski makes use of an image typical of the Judaic and

Christian tradition that man was created in the image and likeness

of God. This softens the opposition between the transcendent

perfect being and man as a fallen creature in favour of a belief in

the presence ofa divine element in man. The idea of man’s ‘similarity

to God’ derived from this is close to the Russian Orthodox idea of

‘human nature of God’, developed by Soloviov and later by N.

Bierdaiev. This was crucial to Zdziechowski’s philosophy of history.

On one hand, it strengthens the contradiction between man so

conceived and the world in the very' nature ofwhich evil is inherent.

It even intensifies his negative evaluation ofthe whole modern culture

in which, turning towards the sensual world and mundane values,

man contradicts his nature. In this way the real objectives of man
turn out not to be objectives of this world. On the other hand, the

immanence of a divine element in man himself, opens a possibility,

evidently taken up by Zdziechowski, to overcome history. Of itself

history is realised in the sphere in which evil, as its characteristic

element, has to lead to the corruption of all values. Divine immanence

raises his vision to an eschatological completion or worldly history,

with a soteriological vision of the Divine Kingdom However,

Zdziechowski’s negation of history in favour of that religious

soteriology implies religious values, conceived the context of

Zdziechowski’s conception of evil, nature and man, annihilate the

sense of worldly history.

WITKIEWICZ - CULTURE BETWEEN TWO SYSTEMS OF
VALUES

Only apparently, at the level of phenomenological description.
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the image of the present state of European culture, presented in

Stanislaw Ignacy Witkiewicz’s philosophical and aesthetic writings

and in his dramas and novels does not differ substantially from

Zdziechowski’s description. He considers social egalitarianism,

secularisation the decline of religion, the popularisation ofa scientific

model of cognition, mass culture, liberalism and parliamentary

democracy, etc. to be manifestations of a crisis. Both see these as

symptoms of an inevitable end of culture. However, the analogies

end here. For Witkiewicz the basis for a negative evaluation of the

present time is constituted by an entirely different system of values

and a different axiological and theoretical context than that of

Zdziechowski.

For Witkiewicz the source of all values is the individual himself,

but only those who are able to realise the mystery of what is special

about human existence. Rooted in man’s concious character, this is

inherent in a possibility, which is not accesible by everybody, namely,

the realisation of the fundamental - and never finally settled -

existential issues for man. These are questions on the relations

between one’s individual existence and that of multiple and shared

existence. A sense of the separateness of one’s ego in a world of

infinite diversity as one resists being finally reduced to acts of rational

calculations makes man face the mystery of existence. In

Witkiewicz’s view it is most significant challenge facing man while

at the same time constituting a source of the highest values

attainable by an individual. Some, but not all, by their own efforts

are able to rise to experience the metaphysical mystery of being.

These values constitute the deepest foundations of the entire culture,

appearing in its three fundamental manifestations - religion,

metaphysics (philosophy) and art.

In Witkiewicz’s view culture is based on entirely spiritual

values, it is rooted in the metaphysical experiences of distinguished

individuals who are capable of experiencing them. These values

conflict with utilitarian values, directed towards satisfying the needs

of everyday life, achieving well being and selfcontentment, as well

as accepting the world as it manifests itself at the level of practical

human activity. Persons who are not open to the metaphysical

mysteries of existence, are incapable of experiencing their own
uniqueness as individual beings.

This specific individualistic and exclusive conception ofvalues

both founds the deepest meaning of individual life and constitutes

the source of the development of the whole culture. In Witkacy’s
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writings it provides the basis of his comprehensive vision of the

historical process as of his critical evaluation ofcontemporary culture.

He approaches the history of mankind as a kind of historical

drama, which began with the emergence of leading figures. By

concentrating power in their hands, they ended the homogeneous

tribal communities of non-historical e.xistence. The subsequent course

of history is determined, in his view, on one hand, by the subjective

activity of distinguished individuals in the sphere of political life,

philosophy, religion, art etc., and on the other hand, by the essentially

passive aspirations of the majority, reducing their role, and replacing

the individual’s creative will forming history with social egalitarianism

and standards of mediocrity directed entirely towards the realisation

of utilitarian values of eveiyday life.

He was not extremely original in this respect, and it is easy

to find corresponding ideas in the writings of his predecessors:

Carlyle or Nietzsche or in the works of such contemporary writers

like Ortega y Gasset, Toynbee or Pareto. They shared his belief in

the unique role of extraordinary individuals and his negative

evaluation of the masses as entirely inert and essentially destructive

in relation to cultural values of a higher order. Such an approach to

history founded his diagnosis of the present state as the peculiar

end of history, closing the cycle of a historical process. The cycle

was to ascend the ladder of culture, but it is ending now with the

loss of individuals capable of experiencing their own exceptional

nature and the uniqueness of their individual existence in the

anonymous and uniform crowd. This levels all attempts to rising

above mediocrity and thus is the end of creative history and of high

culture. All returns to a unified society in w'hich an almost vegetative

rhythm, connected with satisfying the utilitarian needs of everyday

life, provides an individual with only the generally recognised values

and common standards ofeasy thinking. There is no place for mystery

and metaphysical reflection on one’s existence or ritualised patterns

of praying. Instead trash and applied art as the basis of mass culture

eliminate effectively and finally any possibility for distinguished

individuals to emerge and fulfil their culture’s creative functions.

Witkiewicz’s diagnosis of a cultural crisis culminating in his vision

of the end of existing culture is found in his theoretical and literary

works. It refers not directly to history itself which is to last at the

reduced level of the mean - spirited activities of everyday life,

deprived of the sublime, the creative and the extraordinary’. Rather,

it applies to the values which have been created throughout the
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history and destroyed by history itself, along with the degradation of

creative individuals in favour of the mediocrity, no longer capable

of creating new ideas and therefore also incapable of stimulating

any further development of culture.

F. ZNANIECKI - VALUES AS THE FOUNDATIONS OF
CULTURE: DANGER AND SALVATION

It is only apparently easy to show a connection between the

ideas ofZnaniecki, Zdziechowski and Witkiewicz. This is constituted

by the statement that European culture faces a crisis, opening upon

its total destruction. It is also possible to add Znaniecki’s clear

conviction that this is a crisis of the culture creating elite so that the

masses who are deprived of all higher ideals begin to play a

dominating role in modern culture. The most important analogies

end here for there are many more and more essential differences.

They result from the fundamental dissimilarity of Znaniecki’s

theories. He was active in the intellectual life of Poland and the

United States and derived his inspiration from the traditions of the

German humanities, Bergson’s philosophy, and Anglo-Saxon

pragmatism. But mainly he was a distinguished sociologist, on one

hand, searching for deeper philosophical foundations to analyse social

reality, and, on the other hand, deriving his diagnoses concerning

the .state of Western civilisation from actual research on social life.

From his evaluation of modem times as a state of being at

the verge of cultural catastrophe we may claim that his diagnoses

definitely had direct axiological foundations. Before he concentrated

on sociological research, he pursued an academic career in

philosophy. He investigated the basic problems of a theory ofvalues

and presented an outline of his original approach. The philosophical

solution at which he aimed in the sphere of axiology determined

permanetly his special way ofapproaching all including social reality,

which eventually became the most important object of his research

as well as diagnosis of its state.

Znaniecki’s theory of values originated from his objection

to two extreme approaches, the consequences of which are only an

apparent antimony. They are naturalistic in all its manifestations,

including positivist and evolutionist naturalism, as well as rationalist

metaphysics, combined with transcendental philosophy. The first

approach, which is dominant in modern intellectual culture, situates

man as a passive object in relation to objective, material reality.
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Given to him in a finished form this reduces one to only one of his

elements whose potential is determined by the necessary laws of

nature. In contrast an idealistic approach referring to the Absolute

as an ontological principle of superior unity, or - as Znaniecki

interprets it in the tradition of Kant and Fichte - absolute pure

subjectivity, deprives an individual’s subjectivity of any significant

meaning. Thus in both cases man is incapacitated although in an

entirely different way. Finally, he is left tete-a-tete with either the

pure objectivity of nature or the absolute subjectivity of an intellect.

In this way object and subject were estranged from each other. In

Znaniecki’s view, their relationship is a fundamental condition of

any creative activity which, in turn, is the only possible foundation

of culture.

This concept of value, neither as a natural property ofthings

themselves, nor as rooted in the essence of the Absolute or universal

principles of Pure Reason, is inherent in man himself. On one hand,

this is Znaniecki’s attempt at breaking the opposition between subject

and object, on the other hand, it allows him to outline the foundations

of his own concept of social reality. Value is ‘what happens to be

evaluated either negatively or positively, depending on what attitude

a subject assumes. The world, which allegedly is only objective,

undergoes subjectivisation because in its perception and in the

perception of its individual elements there is reflected man as an

ever evaluating subject. He reveals his own subjectivity not against

the empirical world, but in his evaluations of it. It expresses man’s

evaluated attitude towards his environment, which is the necessary

foundation of the acts of will. Human perception of the world

concerns the world in this way, which already is specifically human

because saturated with the values. Without this no empirical reality,

that is, no reality experienced and perceived by man, is possible.

For human activity always aims at the realisation of some
axiologically indiO'erentiated states. Since estimations and evaluations

constitute a special prism, through which man’s experience of the

world is refracted Znaniecki concludes that ‘only values are given

to us directly and nothing else’.

What is significant here is only the consequences of this

belief These can be found in Znaniecki’s understanding of social

life and manifest themselves in his diagnoses concerning present

times Firstly, it generated an activist conception ofman as causative

subject, a creator whose evaluations are objectified in the results of

his activities. Secondly, in turn these objectivisations constitute a
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real foundation ofculture; at its foundations lie values which stimulate

all human activity. Thanks to cultural consolidation these get

transformed into special trans-subjective realities. Moreover, it

constitutes the area in which an individual realises himself over and

again. Its system of evaluations and estimations, characteristically,

is not unrestricted, dependent entirely upon one’s particular

aspirations, but each time is anchored in the axiological foundations

of the culture which are passed on by tradition. They are manifested

as objective by existing realities, but at the same time the subjective

character of an individual opens to new aims and inherited systems

of values, the ways of experiencing and approaching the world

generated by them, as well as the aims and directions of man’s

activity grounded in them. Such aims broaden the scale of values

constituting the foundations ofa culture or have their basis in values

that have not existed before and are generated in response to new

needs by the creative power of the social elite.

In this way culture is for Znaniecki a certain peculiar

structure, determined by values which are at the same time:

a. historical, because they reflect the whole range of

culturally established past experiences and the evaluations

conditioning them, and

b. dynamic, because inherent in them is the open prospect

of new possibilities to realize human objectives.

This character of culture as a historical and dynamic arrangement,

on the one hand, makes values relative without leaving any space

for timeless absolute values, and, on the other hand, determines a

special role of creative individuals and the creative elite, capable of

creating new values or preserving values which are traditional and

of particular importance for the stability and welfare of the society,

whose foundations they constitute.

This kind of axiology, worked out even before Znaniecki

concentrated his research directly on the problems of sociology and

the theory of culture, provides the basis for a diagnosis of the present

state of European culture outlined in The Fall of Western

Civilisation. Every civilisation is seen to be determined by values

higher than the merely biological, yet related to needs common to

men and animals. Hence, Znaniecki regards the identity ofEuropean

civilisation as the harmony of basis inherent ideal:
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1 . an ideal of ruling over nature as a means of broadening

the range of man’s practical potential to be accomplished through

cognition, expressed in technology and inventions;

2. an ideal of individual and social wealth, constituting the

basis for individual and collective activity multiplying the resources

a social group can have at its disposal; and finally

3. an ideal of overcoming human suffering by means of

improving material and social conditions of life.

Already on the basis of this arrangement of ideals that are

to constitute the foundations ofEuropean civilisation one can notice

the essential content of this conception in comparison with the

majority of catastrophic theories of the twentieth century. What

these had seen as signs of a crisis Znaniecki considers positive values,

namely, the development of technology, economic activity,

subjectivisation of an individual democratic society or emphasizing

the role of material factors in social life. He sees these values as

true stimulators of Western civilisation. Indeed, the special character

of his diagnosis is that he sees the approaching catastrophe as

inevitable because it is rooted in the permanent conflict rising from

with man’s lower instincts. The source of values animating every

culture is man’s creative ability to transcend the biologically

determined sphere of needs. This ability to create new, higher values

is given only to some creative individuals who alone constitute the

basis for a culture creating an elite, generating new ideals and thus

higher stages of the development of civilization. These values are

threatened by everything which questions or deforms the elite’s

creative activities. The fundamental threat on which Znaniecki

grounds his claim that Western civilisation is in a state of crisis is

the complex collapse in the modern world of the creative character

of the elite This is matched by masses which aim at satisfying only

their basic needs. Unable to join the conscious realisation of values

constituting culture, they become an irrational element reducing all

ideals to their dimension. In this way the creative elite which

determines new directions in the development of civilization and

defines the state of culture, is replaced by the passive masses

incapable of any creation, but only of consumption.

Znaniecki presented in a quite extreme way the opposition

between the creative elite and the passive masses as the foundations

of a cultural crisis. This was a common opposition in his epoch,

discussed by a number of people from Nietzsche, Le Bone and
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Ortega y Gasset to Toynbee. He analyses the mechanism of the

decline of the values constituting European civilisation as a cultural

conflict between man’s creative and passive inclinations. His theory

ofculture results in the fact that as soon as man’s passive inclinations

began to dominate, the ideals he considers to be the values

constituting the dynamic core of Western culture start to degenerate.

Thus the ideal of ruling over nature, when separated from the belief

that man’s creative subjectivity constitutes nature as a sphere of

human evaluations and activities, collapses in a materialistic outlook

on life. This sees man as an extension of nature itself and imposes

a primacy of material over spiritual values and of physical work

over the intellectual.

The ideal of individual and social increase of wealth through

the individual’s own efforts is doubly degenerated. Firstly, when

possession is separated from this work and the elite benefiting from

it is transformed from the creative into the parasitic. Secondly,

because the reaction to this situation is the aspiration of masses

towards total egalitarianism. But leveling social differences excludes

the possibility of creative individuals emerging in social life. A
democratic national ideal based on the community ofcultural heritage

and of realised values, when connected with a primacy ofownership

and the economic objectives of a state, degenerates into nationalism

- a xenophobic altitude in relation to other states, the existence of

which is treated as a threat to the interest of one’s own nation, and

one’s imperialistic inclinations. Facing suffering in a degenerated

form, gives rise to a common aspiration of the masses to be liberated

from all the bonds, to destroy the whole social structure, to break

with all values passed on by tradition, to the disclosure of ‘a human

beast’ guided by primitive instincts and admiring only hedonistic

values. This is a liberation only of man as reduced to materialistic

outlook on life with a system of values related exclusively to his

natural dimension. This is the direct source of the approaching

catastrophe of civilisation. The sudden outbreak of an egalitarian

social revolution as in the Bolshevik revolution in Russia, served

Znaniecki as an example of the destructive role of the liberated

masses, capable of destroying all higher cultural values and along

with them the whole of European civilisation.

This is a vision ofaxiological catastrophe, the end ofEurope

as that special cultural whole formed by the dynamic character of

values generated by creative individuals and elites. In spite of that

Znaniecki’s philosophy cannot be entirely placed in the catastrophic
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current of the twentieth century reflection on the state of European

culture. He attributed too much importance to the creative role of

human activity to assume the inevitable end of European culture

based on the recognition of destructive forces at its foundations.

The diagnosis he formulated, acknowledging the collapse of the

fundamental values is according to him not the only possibility. In

the opening sentences of The Fall of Western Civilisation he had

stated that his analysis ofdestructive currents in modern civilisation

results from his fear that this civilisation is in danger of approaching

destruction, but only when conscious efforts at saving it are not

undertaken. According to the philosopher to undertake these efforts

means to open a second possibility. It is the possibility ofovercoming

the crisis of values which destroys the modem world, liberating

creative energy of the new elite and creating conditions conducive

ofan harmonious spiritual development ofman himselfand creating

a new civilization, free from the dangers which Western civilization

now faces.

What essentially distinguishes Znaniecki’s catastrophic vision

from the prophesies of Zdziechowski and Witkiewicz, is the fact

that it is only a warning against what can, but does not have to

happen. This warning is firmly grounded in his recognition of the

actual existence of the destructive tendencies in European culture,

but it is formulated as an appeal, showing that these tendencies can

be elTectively opposed. Accordingly in his later writings, especially

his book Ludzie terazniejsi a cywilizacja przyszlosci/ Modern

People and the Future Civilisation (and also Wspolezesne narody

Modern Nations -1952) Znaniecki develops a perspective of the

rise of a universal inclusive civilisation in opposition to the

hypothetical end of Western civilization. According to his anti-

naturalistic and anti-absolutist theory of values this perspective is

inherent in a complete liberation of the subjective character of a

human being. In the philosopher’s view this liberation requires

overcoming the domination of naturalism in European culture in

favour of its humanization. This liberation through generating a new
values culture creative through the activity of individuals can

overcome the cultural inertia of civilisations based on naturalism or

absolutism, and stop the spread ofthe disintegration processes which

threatens our culture. Considering that almost all representatives of

the twentieth century theories of cultural crises saw the sources of

final catastrophe, among others, in the development of technology

and industrialisation paradoxically Znaniecki finds here rather the
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essential premises of the humamsation of culture and the

estabhshment of a common civilisation in the future. Technology

and industrialisation are not dangers ofobjectifying man, but satisfy

basic human needs they lead to freeing creative spiritual energy. In

this way the radical opposition between the small elite that generates

culture and creative values, and the passive masses destroying them,

is considerably attenuated.

However, the axiological foundations of Znaniecki’s vision

ofa universal civilisation for the future, as the foundation ofa further

positive development of culture, are connected with overcoming other

tendencies he recognised as the sources of its potential collapse. At

the level of national civilizations, he observes expansionist tendencies

in different civilizations, generating xenophobia and a desire to

dominate To create a higher and more harmonious civilisation we

need to abandon the conflict of particular national values, while the

same time preserving the values characteristic for each national

civilisation. Znaniecki maintains that the basis of this integration is

not constituted only by the elements common to all national

civilisations, i.e. levelling the wealth and diversity of culture, but by

combining 'the most precious elements of various national

civilisations in an extraordinary synthesis based on previously

excluded forms of social co-existence and evolving in heretofore

unknown directions.

CONCLUSIONS

The confrontation of three catastrophic visions of the end

of Western culture and the axiological foundations of these three

different diagnosis of the cultural crisis in Polish thinking of the

interwar period allows the formulation some more general

conclusions. In Zdziechowski values are founded only on the relations

between God and man, whereas the sphere of natural existence is

burdened with immanent evil, the end ofEuropean civilisation comes

through an inevitable process of secularizations. The only way to

endow history with any sense is to annihilate it in an eschatological

vision of God’s Kingdom. Witkiewicz questiones the values which

attribute sense to man’s everyday life and sees culture and its creative

power only in the metaphysical disposition accessible only to the

small elite. This role is so limited in contemporary mass culture, that

there emerges a vision of the end of culture of spiritual values

replaced by future history deprived of values. But when, as with
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Znaniecki, the foundation ofthe axiological system consists in finding

the sources of values in man’s active practical approach to life, the

recognition of destructive trends threatening Western civilisation

concludes not to inevitable catastrophe, but to the belief that man
as a culturally creative subject of history is capable of organising

social life around new values, integrating the whole civilisation and

opening a perspective of its further harmonious development.

translated by Malgorzata Sady

NOTES
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VISIONS OF AN ABSOLUTE
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CHAPTER V

ON ABSOLUTE TRUTH:
K. TWARDOWSKI AND W. TATARKIEWICZ

JOZEF DEBOWSKl

Since the recent increase of the intluence of various rela-

tivistic doctrines which at times reach a total destruction of truth it

seems necessary to reconsider the philosophical bases of these at-

titudes. For this purpose - yet only as a foreword or introduction to

a full discussion - 1 should like: first, to renew particular arguments

quoted by 20th century critics of the concept of a relativist truth

(especially Twardowski and Tatarkiewicz), second, to differentiate

clearly this relativism from other theories with which it is often

unjustly confused; third critically to consider the effects of criticism

of the relativism by Twardowski and Tatarkiewicz; and fourth to

present the absolute character of truth also in a context broader

than the logical, one that is strictly axiological, but which usually is

altogether omitted by 20th centur>' critics of logical relativism (in-

cluding Twardowski), All these factors are necessary to broaden

the theoretical self-awareness of both the adherents and the oppo-

nents relativism.

TWARDOWSKI

1 , What is meant by truth as an absolute value? Are certain

theses, especially logical judgements, absolutely true? It seems that

absolute truth may be discussed in a double sense: first - when we
talk about truth in the logical meaning, second - when truth becomes

a value for its own sake (autotelic value).

In a parallel manner, however, as Kazimierz Twardowski

( 1 866-1038)* argued in his renowned dissertation, “hardly anyone

questions the existence of relative truths”. Since the conviction of

truth’s relativity (at times the whole ofhuman truth is included here)

is really so widely spread, as Twardowski suggests, it is worth

considering the foundation of the conviction. Popularity is not decisive

for reliability, although undoubtedly it creates a useful starting-point

for reflection on the nature of truth.
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On the other hand, it should be realised that the absolute

character of certain phenomena (features, qualities or states) is

manifested when we qualify them by use of the adjective true, for

instance; true friendship, true love, true gem, true wisdom, etc. The

use of the word true in the above examples is certainly only loosely

connected with the strict sense, accepted in logic or philosophy and

referring most often to judgements, more rarely to thoughts and

language, and in one case stressing absolute, categorical and non-

problematic values.

2. From the viewpoint of formal logic, which, among its

primary principles, includes the principles of (in)consistency and of

excluded middle, the differentiation of relative and absolute truths

is nonsense, and every groundless and unacceptable. It destroys

the rationality of the human efforts for it involves us in a conflict

with what has been considered the canon and main measure of

rational activity, thinking and learning.^ So far, any endeavour to

question the principles of (in)consistency and excluded middle has

always ended in a similar way: to the extent that it was consistent in

its radicalism or nonchalance, it was at the same time theoretically

destructive, fruitless in cognition, and in extreme cases totally

nihilistic.^

Despite this perspective, which can hardly be deemed as

encouraging in any sense including the psychological, the theory of

the existence of relative truths has somehow always found its

spokesperson. Even today, especially today some say that relativism

possesses a considerable circle ofadmirers, and an even wider circle

of covert, silent and, so to say, shy followers.^ For, at least at first

glance, the claim that there are no “eternal truths”, “supreme truths”,

“unchangeable and unquestionable claims” (scilicet dogmas)

generally sounds sensible and evokes sympathy and favourable

interest.

In the dissertation () hezwzglednosci dobra (On the

absolute of truth) Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz (1886-1980),

characterizing the twentieth century relativist and subjectivist trends

in ethics and axiology stated: “Fake arguments and fake subjectivist

theories create an atmosphere of sympathy and adulation for

subjectivism. ... Subjectivism in general, and ethical subjectivism in

particular, reflect a state of mind perceived as being critical; while

the objectivist stand is marked by dogmatism. And yet, there is no

constant relation between subjectivism and being critical; indeed,

there have been periods of human thought when, on the contrary.
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the subjectivist stand was perceived as lacking in criticism”.^

3. Although it is significant, let us omit the broad cultural

and social context which fuels the creation and dissemination of

views expressing a favourable understanding for all relativity,

including relativity of truth. Inclusion of that context is rather the

task of a sociology of a culture, knowledge, or social psychology.

Here following the example of our Polish twentieth century

philosophical classics (Twardowski, Tatarkiewicz, and Ingarden),

let us consider only the purely theoretical context. In their footsteps

let us begin from introductory, yet basic, terminological propositions.

Firstly, truth will be understood here according to its classical

concept found in Isaac ben Salomon’s (IXth century) formula,

reinforced by Saint Thomas Aquinas {Contra Gentiles I, 159; De
veritate 1,2). This may be defined generally as follows: Veritas est

adaequatio intellectus el ret, secundum quod inlellectus dicil

esse quod est vel non esse quod non est. Secondly, such conceived

“truth” (to be more exact: the feature of “truthfulness”) will be

related exclusively to judgements in the logical sense, where the

word “truth” will mean the same as “truthful judgement”. Resulting

from this, thirdly, “relative truth” is “relatively true judgement”, while

“absolute truth” is “absolutely true judgement”. Fourthly, following

Twardowski, and also in accordance with the traditional meanings

of “relative” and “absolute”, let us assume that the absolute truths

are those judgements which “are true absolutely, w ith no objections,

irrespective of any circumstances, which are truths at any time or

place”.^ Accordingly, relative truths are those judgements, "which

are true only under certain conditions, with restrictions imposed,

due to certain circumstances: and judgements are not true

irrespective of time and place”.^ The basic meaning of the words

of “relative” and “absolute” can be proved by the same reasoning,

not only in logic and theory ofknowledge but also in ethics, aesthetics

and customs, i.e. when, for instance, talk about the relativity or

absoluteness of good, beauty, or obedience.^

4. The most frequently applied method of philosophical

reasoning is the elenchus, which is often known as “indirect proof

or “reduction to the absurd” (reduclio ad ahsurdum). This method

is especially useful for criticising, but notonly that. Also when tiy'ing

to prove the primeval character of a value or argument, the so-

called “first laws of thinking”, we are usually forced to use the

elenchus method to prove their truthfulness as was well understood

by both Twardowski and latarkiewicz. They thought that, at least
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for those who do not question the principle of (in)consistency and

excluded middle, this way of proving is equally as effective and

valid as other classical ways of proving, especially the deductive

one. At first glance it can be perceived that, as they argued, in the

dispute on the nature of truth there are three possibilities, ether [1]

the nominalist stand, i.e. assume that truth and fallacy do not exist,

or [2] the relativistic thesis, that is, that truth and fallacy are merely

relative features ofjudgements in the logical sense, or [3] truth and

fallacy are the absolute features of judgements. Hence to reject

nominalism and at the same time we prove the irrationality of the

relativistic thesis, we must consent to righteousness of the anti-

relativistic stand or, if one is not afraid of being straightforward ,

the righteousness of absolutism.^

5. Twardowski may be said to have argued against the

followers of relative truths by what some call relativism, by others

say is epistemological relativism,'® and in four basic manners.* *

Firstly, he pointed out the lack of differentiation of

judgements in the logical sense (Latin: propositum, German: Urteil)

from their external verbal expression, i.e. sayings or utterances

(Latin: enunliatio, German: Aussctge).^^ However, only the

perception of the difference between a tangible utterance

(enunttalio-, Aussa^e) and a judgement which it expresses

(propositum: Urteil) makes it possible to avoid a series ofdisastrous

misunderstandings and to support the rationality of material

argumentation. The fact of multiple meaning words and expressions

in every language is well known. The same is true of expression

which probably stem from the fact that language serves first of all

practical needs: communication in the simplest possible way, using

the smallest number of lexical items.

In this situation it seems obvious that a particular linguistic

expression may represent many different judgements in the logical

sense - both true, and false. Relativists are therefore wrong in

considering the sameness of external expression to entail the

sameness of the judgement based on it. For, although there are close

relations between the linguistic expression and the relevant

judgement in the logical sense {scilicet: the matter ofthe expression),

the sameness of the external expression or utterance only (saying -

as used by Twardowski) of a judgement has never been a sufficient

guarantee of the sameness of the judgement (propositum).^^

Hence, when they state that certain claims are true at a particular

time, but false at another, and they do not prove that “a true and
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false judgement expressed by the same saying is indeed one and

the same judgement”, then we can expect that we are not dealing

with one and the same judgement, but with two different ones,

although expressed with exactly the same lexical items (or equally

shaped expressions). All the examples of so-called relative truths

favoured by relativists (e g. “The flower smells nice”, “It is raining”,

“Father is alive”, etc.) - after application of single meanings to the

lexical items composing the sentences and elimination of ellipses -

are by no means true at one time and false at another (depending

on the circumstance); on the contrary, either they are always true,

or always false. The claim cannot be supported that - resulting

from the sameness of linguistic utterance; identical phonetic aspects

or equally shape expressions (or inscriptions) - the samejudgement

turned from true to false (or the reverse), when at closer analysis it

may be proved that an expression which is apparently identical (the

same inscription), in reality expresses totally different judgements.

Obviously, in accordance with the principle of excluded middle, the

judgements may be either true or false, yet never (against the

[injconsistency principle) both true and false.

Secondly, Twardowski proves, although in a modest way,

that the adherents of the relativist theory of truth confuse the logical

value applicable to judgements (their truth or fallacy) with the

knowledge of the value, i.e. its cognition. ^ ^ The most frequent and

striking example of this are the attempts to make truth and fallacy

relative to the current level ofhuman experience and the development

of general knowledge.

Indeed, the view is often disseminated that truths included

in scientific theories and hypotheses drawn inductively also possess

a relative character. Above other things it must be realised that

those theories and hypotheses are characterised by greater or lesser

degrees of probability, yet they are never certain. Thus it would

seem improper to interpret them as absolute judgements. This

happens often in everyday life, but is not a rarity in science. We are

fully convinced that “In a week’s time we are going to Cracow” or

that “The Earth revolves around the Sun”.'^ However, such

hypotheses cannot be defined as true, but only as probable. This

means that the judgement included in a particular hypothesis cannot

be defined as true or false, though at present level of knowledge we

are inclined to treat it as true. In spite of this, it may not be ruled out

that some day it will not turn out false with full certainty.

Twardowski writes “Ifwe encounter a case that a particular
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hypothesis or theory was - as the relativists say - true only for a

certain scope of experience, the fact is that the hypothesis or theory

was not true at all, but was false from the very beginning. However

at the time when it was accepted some facts proving its fallacy

could not be perceived, and it was accepted, for at that time the

hypothesis/theory was deemed more probable than all the others. ^ ^

Thirdly, as some authors try to deduce the relativist thesis

from the epistemological subjectivism - Twardowski invariably

proved such a foundation to be a total delusion. Indeed, this is a

very effective direction for criticism. No subjectivism has ever

proved that considering a judgement as true makes it true. For at

least on the grounds of the classical theory of truth - which is pre-

supposed, at least tacitly by any other so-called "non-classical”

theory - its truth is proved by the existence or non-existence of the

object of a judgement, not simply the consideration of it as true.

And this regardless of the person considering, even God! Thus the

problem comes down not to considering (or not considering), but to

the righteousness or validity of the considering (or not considering).

From this point of view - following F. Brentano, and in opposition to

Pythagoras - it may be said that man is the “measure of every-

thing” only if indeed s/he measures righteously (correctly, resp.

validly). In other words, except when it is a poor “measure”, even

though human.

Relativism based on subjectivism was born - as Twardowski

claims - on the basis of judgements of the external world, which

seems its best chance of acquiring a large number of arguments. It

stems from the conclusion that the picture of the external world

perceived by man is a kind of illusion, or to put it straightforwardly

an hallucination. Anything we try to conceive or image will always

stay within our human conception or imagination.’^ Only naive

realism identifies those conceptions or imaginations directly with

external objects. All other epistemological stands clearly differentiate

the world itself from the world imaged by man.

Do the foundations of subjectivism really provide us with

arguments for the relativists’ thesis? Twardowski replies as follows:

“As our judgements on the external world are applicable only to the

objects we image, and cannot reach the world which possibly exists

independently of our imaginations, subjectivism is supported as far

as it makes the features of the external world imaged by man
dependent upon human organisation and claims thatjudgements about

the world depend on the way of imaging the external world. However,
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relativism is wrong in concluding that truths applicable to the external

world are therefore relative. For if a cause existing independently

of us - which may be an object itself, atoms and their movements.

God, etc. - creates in man the object image r, and in another being

the object image r if, resulting from this, man creates ajudgement

on this object r-p, and another being a judgement r '-p
’, there is no

basis for claiming that the judgement given by man is true only to

himself, and untrue for another being. This different being cannot

realise the same judgement that the man gives at all, since the being’s

data consist of /-’and p \ not r and /j”.*-®

As we can see, only following the naive realists’ identication

of objects r and r ’ with object R existing in itself can one come to a

conclusion that man is right in giving the judgement, and similarly

the second being is nonetheless correct in giving the R-p 'judgement

on the very same object. When we endeavour to make the naive

realist’s stand agree with relativistic view of truth we indulge in an

evident inconsistency. This kind of reasoning cannot accord with

the canon of rationality put forward by the logical principle of

(in)consistency.

Finally and fourthly, Twardowski undermines the sceptical

stand. According to the sceptical point of view, man is not able to

reach the world of “objects themselves’’, for as the sceptics’

argument supports subjectivists, one has always fake images

(illusions), symptoms (phenomena), and only certain representations

(visual, notional or symbolic). However, as Twardowski claims,-^

this proves only (and at most) the limits of our knowledge, not the

relativity of truth. The fact that the way man images objects, and

hence the way he judges them, are inevitably dependent on his/her

psychic and physical organization. This is at most the cause for

man giving more false than true judgements. But once a judgement

given by man proves to be true, it will never cease to be true for

everyone. At the same time, lack of agreement between two or

more object images (includingjudgements) most often does not prove

their inconsistency. The inconsistency does not necessarily happen

for every such image (or judgement) could possess its own distinct

object. On the other hand, in the situation in which the object is

indeed one and the same, and the images are still in disagreement,

then, according to the (in)consistency and excluded means principles

only one of them (at most, and also at least!) is true.

Let us notice that, against all pretence, the very disagreement

of judgements given by man (or even their inconsistency) count
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towards cognitive optimism and proves the possibility of discarding

extreme scepticism and cognitive nihilism. For inconsistent

judgements can still generate the certainty that according to the

fundamental principles of rational reason one of them is absolutely

true.

6. In the last paragraphs of the dissertation On So-called

Relative Truths, Twardowski - clearly approaching a general

conclusion - poses the following question: “If relativism indeed lacks

any basis, if the view sanctioning the existence of only relatively

true judgements cannot be argued, how can the fact be explained

that the view is so widely spread and appears often even in everyday

speech and reasoning?”^^

Searching for the explanation of this puzzling state of affairs,

Twardowski notes that this is fueled by an unreasonable

identification of judgements in the logical sense (proposttium;

UrteiT) with their external expression, i.e. utterance or saying

(enuntiatio, Aussage). This trend is visible even in Plato and today

we use such locutions as “sentence”, “statement”, “negation”,

“thesis”, etc. at one time to mean only the products of certain psychic

acts and at another time their verbal expression. What is more,

even such key categories as “subject”, “predicate”, and “copula”

are related both to judgements in the logical sense and to verbal

utterances. Due to this, it is easy for misunderstandings to appear:

what applies to judgements only we state in utterances, and vice

versa. This situation appears especially often when features of truth

and fallacy are concerned.

If then it is the case that we subscribe the truth feature to

utterances, the next feature of truth or fallacy will be relativity, for

it may be claimed about utterances that they are “relatively true”,

or “relatively false”. Twardowski argues, “the truthfulness of a

saying depends on the judgement expressed with this saying being

true”. Since one and the same utterance may usually express many

different judgements (both true and false), the utterance is only

relatively true, or true only under certain conditions; i.e. as much as

it is the expression of a true judgement. In opposition to relatively

true utterances, utterances which are absolutely true may exist only

when they are formulated strictly enough, so that it is impossible to

find a false judgement among them.

Principally then, “the differentiation between relative and

absolute truthfulness exists only in the area of sayings, to which the

truth feature applies only in a figurative indirect sense. When the
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judgements themselves are concerned we cannot talk about relative

and absolute truthfulness, for each Judgement is either true, and

then it is true at any time or place, or it is false, and also false at any

time or place. The existence of relative truths may be sustained

only thanks to the lack of differentiation between judgements and

sayings and loses its basis when the difference between judgements

and sayings is strictly and systematically observed”.-'^ This is the

final conclusion of Twardowski’s argumentation against the theory

of so-called relative truths, scilicet logical or epistemological

relativism.

TATARKIEWICZ

I. Relativism in the form defined above was the object of

fierce criticism also from other twentieth century Polish

philosophers. As this criticism was often undertaken independently

from Twardowski’s interpretation, it made crucial additions. Special

attention is due to the analyses many years ago by W. Tatarkiewicz

in his dissertation On the Absolute ofGood (\9\9). It demonstrated,

among other things, that relativism broadly understood - both

common and partial (e g. only ethical or logical) - is often, though

unjustifiably, confused (scilicet joined or even identified with)

epistemological theories, whose connection with relativism is purely

superficial and accidental (e g. purely psychological). In fact, the

theories are vastly ditTerent. Undoubtedly, some present common
usage of the terms is an encouraging factor for this state of affairs,

as well as certain psychological links (most often differing from the

logical ones), which may be frequently detected between some

epistemological stands (e g. subjectivism or rationalism) and a

relativistic view,^^ Probably, great importance may be given also

to the mixing of terms that is typical of relativists (of various levels

and subjects) as well as theoretical nonchalance, bordering on

disorder (mental and linguistic). A good illustration of all those trends

and preferences is not only the epistemological and methodological

anarchism of P. Feyerabend or the so-called sociology ofknowledge,

but above all the perfectly eclectic post-modernism and

deconstructionism, promoting (in J. Derrida terms) “deconstruction

without reconstruction”.

Obviously, when Tatarkiewicz launched his criticism of

modernism and in defence of the absolute nature of truth and the

good, the phenomena mentioned above has not yet known, and he
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himself did not predict them. Nevertheless, it does not seem that, as

a result of the transformations which took place in the twentieth

century philosophy, his findings (similar to those of Twardowski)

have lost their instructive quality, explanatory power or theoretical

significance. Hence there are strong reasons to note, consider, and,

perhaps, appreciate his findings.

As a result of the existing terminological chaos Tatarkiewicz

considered it necessary to differentiate all relativistic theories -

including the ethical and logical (resp. epistemological) - from the

empirical fact ofthe lack of agreement in people’s convictions: lack

of accord on good and evil, truth and fallacy, beauty and ugliness,

etc 26 Without going into great detail, the differentiation should be

implemented on exactly the same basis used for the differentiation

of theories from facts. It is even better grounded, as the scope of

our interest includes truth and fallacy (i.e. logic and epistemology

research objects), as well as the facts of the discrepancy of people’s

convictions (i.e. psychology, sociology, history and similar so-called

“factual sciences”). Moreover, the mutual discrepancy of people’s

convictions and Judgements, which must also to be taken into account,

lends itself to easy explanation in other than relative manner.

Nominalists provide us with different interpretations ofthe fact (truth

is only a metaphorical definition of psychic states of particular

individuals found in different people), and so do sceptics (truth cannot

be found, but only inferred; hence the natural discrepancy of

judgements) as well as provenancialists, fundamentalists (truth is a

cognisable feature ofjudgements, yet as the human mind is limited

and often erroneous at times discrepancies appear).

2. Naturally, no probabilistic concepts constitute relativism

of the type considered, for it concerns the probability of claims and

theories, not their truth or fallacy. According to the concept, all

sentences and theses of science are neither true nor false - in any

sense of those words - but are more or less probable. In the field of

ethics the concept is parallel to the comparative theory ofgood and

evil (ethical comparativism), according to which there are no good

or evil objects in the moral sense, but only “better than”, and “worse

than”.-^ Subsequently, in art theory the theories will be parallel to

- per analogiam - aesthetic comparativism, according to which

no artist creates objects which are absolutely and finitely beautiful

(or ugly), but only “more beautiful than” (or “uglier than”). The

need to keep true sentences apart from probable or hypothetical

sentences was already mentioned by Twardowski. To maintain
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order, let us note that as it is not allowed to confuse truth and

probability - correctively - for similar reasons it is not allowed to

confuse: truth theory with probability theory, moral goodness theory

and ethical comparativism, and the theory of beauty with aesthetic

comparativism.

3. Following point 2, in general it becomes clear that

epistemological relativism does not include the so-called

approximative theory of truth. Its adherents - e g, F, Engels-^ -

use the term “relative truth”, but with a particular meaning. Firstly,

they do not question the sense of evaluating particular statements

from the point of view of truth and fallacy in their classical sense.

What is more, some such as F. Engels allow the possibility also for

logical and mathematical statements, which proves that they consider

science of this kind as synthetic, not only analytical as, for example

neopositivists assume. Secondly, they are ready to accept as

“eternal truths” or “supreme truths” some catalogue of truths

collection or entry statements which are the simplest and most

basics.^* W.l. Lenin is a representative of the same stand within

Marxism. It seems that the stand of Lenin himself is even clearer

and more definite. He states unambiguously that all objective truth

(truth in the classical sense) is always absolute. “The relative

element - as he writes in Materialism and empiriocriticism - may
be negated in different, human representations, which not negating

the existence of objective truth”. Thirdly and finally, the notion

of relative truth - most often understood as an infinite series of

approximative links, none of which may claim to be full, finite and

complete knowledge - does not seem to be a third logical category

in competition with the two traditional values because it applies either

to “the total of human knowledge of a certain epoch”, or to a “certai n

comprehensive domain”, e g, a certain science or at least scientific

theory.^^

To pul it simply, the approximative theory of truth cannot be

synonymous with the type of relativism discussed because the object

of its assessment are larger theoretical entities (theories, scientific

disciplines, science, and finally the entire human knowledge at

particular stages of its historical development), not particular claims,

scilicet judgements in the logical sense. According to the

approximative theory of truth, relative truth equals truth which is

limited, partial, changeable in the historical perspective as it is

constantly updated and perfected, never complete and absolute.

Clearly, the term “relative truth” is used here in a specific sense
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which stresses the incompleteness both of our (human) knowledge

about the world and of our knowledge about knowledge (resp. truth).

4 As Tatarkiewicz notes, the relativistic concept of truth is most

frequently confused with epistemological subjectivism,^'^ though

they are two separate theories. The first states that truth and fallacy

are relative features ofjudgements, thus features not applicable at

any time or place. The second states that truth and fallacy belong

to the same category of features which depend on a certain object,

thus are subjective. At most a psychological relationship exists

between relativism and subjectivism, while the logical relationship

(in the sense of relation: if S then R or - if R then S) cannot be

detected, for a relative feature may be objective, and a subjective

feature may be absolute.

5. According to Tatarkiewicz, relativism and subjectivism

are also divided by another important issue. If all sentences and

theories (including primarily scientific sentences and theories) may
be divided into two basic groups -

[ 1 ]
sentences about state particular

states of affairs on the basis of direct data and [2] sentences {resp.

theories) which are deduced from other sentences or theories, then

relativism is a theory belonging to the first group, while subjectivism

is a theory belonging to the second group. The fact that truth and

fallacy are relative or absolute features can be detected directly on

the basis of the analysis of the very features themselves. It is

impossible to determine in a direct way {sell, without using reasoning

or some form of discourse) if truth and fallacy are subjective

features. The relativist’s task is only to show - scil. reveal and

assert - a particular state of affairs, i.e. that truth and fallacy are

relative features ofjudgements and sentences in the logical sense.

Hence, the natural tendency of relativists to quote various examples

ofso-called relative truths - examples illustrating only the postulated

relativity of truth and fallacy. On the other hand, the subjectivist’s

task is to prove the righteousness of his/her thesis. The above

difference is found also when theories opposite to relativism and

subjectivism are concerned, that is, in the case of epistemological

absolutism (re.sp. fundamentalism) and objectivism {re.sp. realism).

Absolutism and fundamentalism only reveal, show, illustrate and

assert certain states of affairs; objectivism, on the other hand, proves

its claims, and thus asserts their importance in an indirect and

discursive way (e.g. deductively).

As is easily seen, Twardowski’s observation just quoted

disagrees with those relativists who try to show the rightness of
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their thesis on the existence of relative truths by deducing the thesis

from the assumptions ofepistemological subjectivism, which would

have to mean the primaeval logical status of the latter. In fact, there

is no logical relationship between subjectivism and relativism.

Relativists simulate the relationship by trying to prove, on the basis

of the discrepancy of judgements given by man, that any truth is

always and only a truth for someone, and thus something relative,

and not obligatory always, everywhere, and for everyone. Yet they

do not take into consideration the fact that the starting point of their

reasoning - the discrepancy of people’s views - may be, and is,

explained other than relativistically. Thus they cannot treat the fact

of discrepancy as an argument for their stand.

6. In the dissertation On the Absolute o/ Grwe/Tatarkiewicz

also proposes that ethical relativism to which his dissertation basically

is devoted should be clearly differentiated from the theory stating

that “Every good object is also evil, and every evil object is also

good’’.^^ Tatarkiewicz writes that the theory has not much to do

with ethical relativism, for stating that objects possess mixed features

- i.e. good and evil - is not equal to the thesis that good and evil are

relative. They would be relative only when the appearance of a

feature ofgood or evil in an object was dependent upon the relation

of this object (PI) to another object of the same or different type

(P2). According to Tatarkiewicz, this does not take place in the

case of good and evil. According to him, good and evil in the moral

sense (as well as all other ethical values) possess an absolute

character because of the fact that they are applicable to different

objects independently of the relation of these objects to any other

objects.

At this point a question appears: Is this kind ofabsoluteness,

which according to Tatarkiewicz is the feature of good and evil,

also characteristic of truth and fallacy? If we keep to the terms

“relativity” and “absoluteness”, which were formulated by

Twardowski, the answer is negative. In other words, truth and fallacy

- as distinct from good and evil, as well as other ethical values^^ -

do not possess absoluteness in the sense of non-relationality. The

reason for this is simple. Truth and fallacy, according to their classical

definition, are by nature relational: for a judgement in the logical

sense to be true, there must exist, apart from the very judgement

(object PI ), some other object (P2) to which it is in some way related.

The relation, or reference, can be named differently: adequateness

{adaequatio), similarity (conformilas). correspondence
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(correspondentia), conventionality (convenientia), overlapping

(German: Deckun^) or something else. Generally the view prevailed

that only its appearance causes a certain category of objects

(thoughts, sentences, or judgements in the logical sense) to have

the feature of truth. Thus the classical definition treats truth as a

specific type of relation - i.e. the relation between a judgement

(resp. a thought or sentence) and a certain state of affairs (to which

the judgement is applicable).^^

The relativity of truth does not discredit its absoluteness in

the sense discussed by Twardowski. That is because relationism

and relativism in Twardowski’s sense are two distinct matters. It

may be agreed that the latter, in opposition to Tatarkiewicz’s stand,

may be equalited with a particular, specific variant of the theory

stating that objects possess mixed features (e g. at one time they

are true, at another time false),'^® but relativism in the sense of

relationism excludes this kind of connection. To put it briefly, for

Tatarkiewicz relationism is relativism par excellence, while for

Twardowski relationism is not relativism and does not have to lead

to relativism In Twardowski’s view relativism includes the view

that one and the same object (e g. a judgement in the logical sense)

- depending on various circumstances - at one time possesses a

specifically defined feature (e g. it is true) and at another time does

not possess that feature (sctl. it is untrue).

DOUBTS AND PROVISIONS

I . The arguments presented by Twardowski {vide part A)

and the differentiation made by Tatarkiewicz (vide part B), may
give the impression that both logical relativism and ethical relativism

are completely groundless and based on a confusion of notions,

distinctions and entirely divergent areas of theoretical reflection. 1

do consider this impression to be correct, namely, that indeed all

relativism (both comprehensive and partial, e g. only logical or

ethical) originates only from (or above other things from) a lack of

clarity, precision and discipline of reasoning. Perhaps to avoid

difllculties and theoretical traps to which different “relativisms” lead,

it is enough to follow the route of differentiation set by Tatarkiewicz

or to create such subtle differences for oneself Perhaps. However,

despite all the advantages which Tatarkiewicz’s and Twardowski’s

criticisms of relativistic doctrines provide, at the same time they

create many doubts and reservations. 1 would like to present briefly
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some ofthese reservations and doubts. Due to the thematic limitation

of this paper {vide title), the only addressee of those doubts and

provisions will be Twardowski.

2. As we already know, Twardowski is a strong adherent of

the anti-relativistic {resp. absolutist) concept of truth and fallacy.

This means that truthfulness and fallacy are considered as absolute

features of judgements in the logical sense. However, even if we

skip the argument on the nature of truth and what constitutes its

dwelling place (thought, the matter ofthought, or appropriate linguistic

expression?) and agree with him that the feature of truthfulness

belongs only tojudgements in the logical sense, still a most important

question remains: what is a judgement in the logical sense?

Judgement is not the same as a linguistic expression or

utterance, saying that this is what we know. In this area Twardowski

does not leave a hint of doubt. We do not know, however - for the

problem was not solved by Twardowski in a definite and clearway'^*

-the status ofjudgement: if and, if so, to what extent it is a creation

of the psychic act ofjudging, something subjective or (despite genetic

dependence from psychic phenomena and processes) something

objective? In case of the latter - which can be supported by

significant hints in Twardowski’s reasoning'^^ - the question remains:

are those judgements what Husserl calls “ideal meaning” {ideate

Bedeulimg), or what K.R. Popper included in the so-called “third

world”? Perhaps they should be provided with the purely intentional

existence which, according to R. Ingarden, is characteristic of all

works of art?

It seems that before we decide if truthfulness and fallacy

are relative or absolute features of judgements, we should under-

stand what a judgement itself is, as well perhaps as other objects

which may be declared true or false. Twardowski did not fulfill this

duty for he did not set what other features - necessary and possible

- are applicable to those objects being declared true or false.

3. In connection with that is the following doubt: Does

Twardowski’s concept ofjudgement, as a creation of certain psychic

activities, lend itself to being interpreted in a purely anti-psychologi.st

and objectivist spirit? This worry results from, among other things,

Twardowski’s psychologistic language and way ofthinking. One thing

is certain here: Twardowski never questioned the psychic genesis

ofjudgements (in the sense that their origin is a psychic act ofjudging

by a particular empirical human being). On the other hand, his openly

declared anti-psychologism in the theory of judgement was never
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sufficiently radical to place it, without a shadow of doubt, in the

mainstream of theory-cognitive concepts developed by such fierce

anti-psychologists as B. Bolzano, G. Frege or E. Husserl. If so,

what constitutes the distinctiveness of Twardowski’s anti-

psychologist proposition? The answer to the question will be achieved

only when Twardowski’s view on the character and level ofautonomy

ofjudgements in the logical sense is defined. However, today that

task is extremely difficult, if at all possible.'^^

4. Thirdly, Twardowski - according to the methodological

manifesto of the Lwow-Warsaw school - is a representative of the

optimistic view (later characteristic of British analytical philosophy)

that it is possible to make people’s utterances clear by simple analytic

and linguistic activities to such an extent that the multi-meaning

feature of common language, as well as ellipsis, may be avoided.

Admittedly Twardowski makes attempts in this direction, but at the

same he does not note that the result of each of those attempts is

far from the assumed ideal. It seems then that, at least on the grounds

of colloquial language (from which certain disciplines such as the

humanities will never be able to set free) the ideal possibility pointed

out by Twardowski may not be achieved. For, as it seems - without

mentioning all the technical difficulties: heavy, long sentences,

multitude of expressions and discourse markers, etc. - it usually

occurs that either we say less than we realise, or we realise less

than we say. Analogical phenomena happen also in interpersonal

communication; e g. the interlocutor infers more than we have said,

and we have a clear feeling that although we have produced a large

number of words we did not state much. As a result a question

appears: When and what utterance (eniinliaiio, Aussage) adheres

to particular judgements in the logical sense? When is a particular

utterance an absolutely unambiguous and full external representation

of a particular judgement in the logical sense? In other words: Is,

and if so in what situation (under what conditions), the language

able to fulfill the role of a “transparent medium” - i.e. constitute a

medium quo. and not only, always and exclusively, medium quotf}^^

5. Fourthly, Twardowski did not explain the axiological status

of truth. Truth is most often declared to be a logical value. This

common (at least among logicians and philosophers) use ofthe word

“value” in connection with truth shows that it is something which

we crave, that we want to reach and obtain. Fallacy, on the other

hand, is something we try to avoid, to overcome, or by pass.

Twardowski either does not see the perspective, or intentionally
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skips it. He says that truth is a logical value, but in a very peculiar

axiologically neutral sense of the word “value”. Truth, as he writes,

is a true judgement, and truthfulness is a feature (which is absolute

and cannot be rejected) of a highlighted group ofjudgements in the

logical sense. The assessment ofjudgements from the viewpoint of

truth and fallacy is not, however, an axiologically valid assessment.

It means an ordinary statement of a certain state of affairs, as when
we try to set a particular mathematical (numeric) value, a particular

physical value or an economic parameter. Twardowski does not

endeavour to analyse the circumstances in which truth and fallacy

appear as non-logical values: once as an instrumental value that is

only relative, and at another time as an autotelic and absolute value

(“in itself and for itself').

To complete the philosophical perspective in which truth

appears as an absolute value and at the same time as value in the

full meaning of the word, being the subject of axiological as well as

logical or theory-cognitive analysis, I will allow myself to formulate

several ideas on the context avoided by Twardowski. The ideas are

to a great extent inspired by the axiological considerations ofRoman
Ingarden, yet today it is difficult to separate what is my own from

what is Ingarden’s.

TRUTH AS AN ABSOLUTE VALUE

1. In fact truth (resp. true knowledge) appears as a direct

utility value, and the necessary' condition for is existence is commonly

known (and appreciated). Hence, there is no need to convince

anyone that truth (true knowledge, especially science) is often an

instrumental value: it is appreciated for its importance to the life

(utility) of a particular subject of activity - whether individual or

community. Such conceived value of truth is obviously only a relative

value. The knowledge of value in this sense is not always and

everywhere of value, but only as much (then and there) as is

important for life as it justifies particular activities and makes these

activities empirically possible.

Without going into full detail here, I will but mention that -

firstly - truth may, but does not have to, serve the utility function.

The possibility or fact of empirical usefulness of certain knowledge

is not a necessary marker in order for the knowledge to be true.'^^

Secondly, in order for some purposeful activity to appear at all it is

necessary (obligatory, though not sufficient) for the subject of the
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activity to possess true knowledge. The knowledge may be useful

in certain situations, and useless in others. Yet for any activity to be

effective, some true knowledge must be possessed by the subject

(although at the same time one does not have to realize that it is

possessed). True knowledge is then the basis and necessary condition

of any life-supporting activities, but not vice versa.

This claim may seem to be a paradox. It is obvious that to

know something one first has to live and undertake activity; primum

vivere, deinde philosophari as the ancient wisdom claimed.

Undoubtedly, they were right. However, I suppose they were

perspicuous enough to see that this is only a genetic relation. 1 shall

repeat: to acquire knowledge you need to live first. However to

quote E. Husserl’s metaphor: “As for the value of the gold we

possess it is unimportant what way we have achieved it, for the

value ofknowledge which we have at our disposal its origin is equally

insignificant”.'^^

2. Returning to the temporarily forsaken subject of

absoluteness of truth in a non-logical sense, firstly 1 would like to

note that it would be difficult to talk about the absoluteness of this

value (as difficult as in the case of other senses: both cognitive and

non-cognitive) in any radical sense, for example: that it is directly

an ideal object, or something existentially dependent from objects

of this type (Platonic tradition, and in the 20th century probably

most clearly represented by N. Hartmann, and less clearly also by

M. Scheler). The circumstances that all values (including truthfulness

and fallacy) are always values of something, e.g. a feature of

Judgements in the logical sense, determines it beyond doubt. This

means that to exist values need some existential foundation: a basis

or carrier. At the same time this circumstance determines that they

are somewhat instrumental and made more or less objective:

independent (transcendent) of accidental psychic states of the

subject of the activity and cognition; irresponsive to the relation of

the subject to the state of affairs assessed. In this sense there is

some truth to claim that sometimes (and Ingarden was Just one to

hold such conviction) man only discovers values, that is, according

to his/her abilities uncovers their objectively conditioned presence

and then reacts to it. Truth and fallacy would be such values.

In extreme cases human reactions to the revealed presence

of truth or fallacy may be strong and powerful to the extent that in

the name of the need to provide “evidence of truth” (or fallacy)

people tend to devote a great deal: at times even their own or someone
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else’s lives. Examples ofthis kind, though they happen sporadically,

prove strongly that truth is being regarded (also de facto) as an

absolute value. Thus the order mentioned in the old Latin proverb

is sometimes reversed (primum philosophare...).

3. Some may notice that the absoluteness of truth has been

confused here with the absoluteness of its worship, which in certain

situations widely known may easily transform into, e g., mindless

fanaticism Indeed, this remark would be fully correct if the example

given (of life because of truth, and hence in its shadow) was to be

treated as an argument for the thesis of the absoluteness of truth.

However, this is unnecessary and was not supposed to be so. 1

quoted the example because it can easily lead us to a different

understanding of the absoluteness of truth. Namely, certain

judgements (e.g. scientific claims, especially mathematical) are true

or false irrespective of the fact that man realises their truthfulness

or not. They are true or false also irrespective of the fact that one

is or is not able to prove their truthfulness or fallacy (e g. to prove

the Pythagorean theorem). If so, truth is also absolute in the sense

that it exists irrespective of human knowledge about it. In its

truthfulness ajudgement is also completely independent of the fact

of people wanting it to be true, or the opposite- wish it to be false.

No human power - whether authority or community such as a

president, parliament, nor even a genius such as A. Einstein - is

able to alter anything in the matter of mathematical theorems, e g.

cause 2+2 to be equal to the pi ratio. No dictator or authority, even

the General UN Assembly is able to render the Pythagorean theorem

from the third millennium AD false or half-true. Wishes, orders,

decrees, sentiments and the usual lack of consciousness (no mind

and no decree) will be able to alter the fact that certain thesis are

really true and others are really false. In this domain any dictator

or authority individual or collective is indeed powerless; whether

Nobel prize winner. Sophist, or even Providence.

4. Finally, we can discuss the absoluteness of truth also in

the sense that it is independent of the fact of existence (or lack of

existence) ofother values: both cognitive and semi-cognitive (ethical,

aesthetic, economic, customary, etc.) The fact that between some

values there exist certain relations - both crucial as well as

insignificant (accidental) - cannot be questioned; often they are

functional in character. Some value may appear only “at the

expense” of another, but the appearance of one value may be a

necessary condition for another value’s appearance (or
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Strengthening). Relations of this type may easily be observed among
aesthetic, ethical and utilitarian values.

There also exists a certain category of values which seem

to be definitely insensitive to the presence of other values of the

same or different type. Truth belongs among them. The truthfulness

or fallacy of a judgement does not change in respect to the company

ofany other values: ethical, aesthetic, or utilitarian - whether positive

or negative. It cannot be claimed (except metaphorically, or in a

non-precise, colloquial sense) that as a result of the appearance of

some other values truth “goes pale” or, on the contrary, that it glows

or becomes more intensive. In colloquial language we find this kind

of expressions, yet strictly speaking people stating such opinions

usually mean only (or first of all) the degree ofpopularity or common
use of some knowledge. Perhaps they mean also the level of

readiness to admit something to be true, but probably nothing more.

5. An additional question appears, however: is truth

insensitive to the fact of appearance or lack of appearance of values

from the same purely cognitive family values? It seems so. Such

cognitive values as logical consistency (coherence), certainty,

communicativeness, generality, ability to be proven, strictness, clarity

(simplicity), completeness, and others are either fully independent

of truth, or its consequence. If some relations between truth and

the rest of cognitive values may be detected, it is equally visible that

the relation is not a symmetrical (soil, mutual), but one-sided or

non-symmetrical. It leads from truth to other values, not vice versa.

To put the issue differently it would seem to confuse the cause and

the effect (the right with the consequence), and to take the symptom

for the nature of the object.

NOTES

1 . The dissertation mentioned is O lak zwanych prawdach

wzgtednych (On-So-called Relative Truths), written between 1 899

and 1900, published first in Ksie^a Ramiatkowa Uniwersytelu

Lwowskiego ku uczczeniu piecselnej roczntcy T'undacji

./agiellonskiej Uniwersytelu Krakowsktego (The Lwow Univer-

sity Memorial Book to Celebrate the 500th Anniversary of the

.Jagiellonian Foundation), (Lwow, 1900). In 1902 a German trans-

lation of the dissertation was published (transl. by Prof M.

Wartenberg). The Polish second impression was released in K.

Twardowski. Rozprawy i artykidy filozoficzne. Zehrali i wydali
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Uczniowie (Philosophical Disseriaiions and Articles. Gathered

and Published by the Students), (Lwow, 1927). The third Polish

impression released during Twardowski’s life, in 1 934, is used here.

Cf. K. Tvvardowski. () tak zwanych prawdach wzglednych (On

so-called relative truths) (Lwowski Oddzial PTF, “Ksiaznica -

Atlas”, Lwow, 1 934). This dissertation was also included in the post-

war edition of H^branc Pisma l ilozoficzne (Selected Phtlosophi-

cal Works). (Warszawa: PWN, 1965), pp. 315-336.

2. Cf K. Twardowski, O tak zwanych... (On so-called...),

p. 30 onwards.

3. The attempts to omit or question the so-called ”primar>'

reasoning principles”, mainly the principle of (in)consistency and

excluded middle have appeared in the history of philosophy rather

sporadically, although the earliest of such attempts appeared even

before the formulating of the principles by Aristotle (Antisthenes,

erastics of Megara, Heraclitus’ and Protagoras’ students). Cf
Aristotle. Metafizyka (Melhaphysic.s), transl. by K. Lesniak

(Warszawa, 1983), pp. 77-101 (I005a-I012a). In modern times a

second attempt of this kind was undertaken by G.W.F. Hegel. In

Jan Lukasiewicz’s opinion this was as equally fruitless an attempt

as the first , and also proofless. Cf J. Lukasiewicz. O za.sadzte

sprzecznosci u Aryslolelesa (On the Aristotelian Inconsistency

Principle), (Warszawa, 1987). p. 6. In the same work (p. 7)

Lukasiewicz predicts the third such attempt Indeed, the 20th cen-

tury brought, first of all, numerous attempts to create semantics of

possible worlds; semantics and logic describing worlds containing

classic contradictions. Cf N. Rescher, R. Brandon. The Logic oj

Inconsistency (Oxford, 1980). Cf also J. Pasniczek. O
przedmiotach sprzecznych (On Inconsistent Objects), Studio

Tilozoficzne (Philosophical Studies) no. 8, 1984. Secondly, the

adherents of the now famous epistemological anarchism more and

more remorselessly pose the question “Is there really a need to

remove any inconsistency from science?” The question is posed

not only by Paul K. Fcyerabend, but also other more prominent

representatives of the philosophy of modern science. Cf G. Munever.

Dopuszczanie sprzecznosci w nance (Allowing inconsistency in

science) in K. Jodkowski (ed.). (’zy sprzeeznose maze bye

racjonalna? (May Inconsistency Be national?), “Realizm.

Racjonalnosc Relatywizm (Realism. Rationality. Relativism)” se-

ries, vol. 4 (Lublin, Wydawnictwo UMCS), pp. 209-214. Cf also

P. K. Feyerabend. Watpliwy autorytet logiki w dyskusjach
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przyrodniczych i metodologicznych (Doubtful authority of logic

in natural science and methodological dtscussions), in Ibid., pp.

215-223 Attempts to question the (in)consistency principle appear

today also among extreme supporters of evolution, inspired by Dar-

winism and the idea of the Hegelian dialectic. Cf. G. Politzer.

Wyklad filozofti (Lecture on Philosophy) (Warszawa, 1950), p.

154. Generally, the tendency prevails to make the classical binary

logic compatible to multi-value types of logic and with Hegelian

dialectical logic (which lands itself to continued interpretation, e.g.

in Rogowski’s four-value categorisation). The attempts to make dia-

lectical logic compatible with classical logic have also been made

by some Marxists. Cf. A. Schaff Dialektyka marksistowska a

zasada sprzecznosci (Marxist Dialectic vs. the Inconsistency

Principle), Mysl Filozoftczna (Philosophical Thought), no. 4,

1955; and J. Ladosz. Wtelowartosciowe rachunkt zdan a rozwoj

logiki (Multi-value Sentence Accounts and the Development of
Logic). (Warszawa, 1961), pp. 251-280.

4. This modem trend may be illustrated by the well-known

maxim of P. K Feyerabend Anything goes' and the methodological

programme constructed around the idea. For broader treatment of

the problem, see K. Jodkowski. Nauka w oczach Feyerabenda

(Science in the Eyes of Feyerabend), in idem, Czy sprzecznosc...

(May Inconsistency...), pp. 227-270. For the philosophical atmo-

sphere, however, in certain Polish philosophical circles, the state-

ment of participant of the “Marxism Today” conference (Jadwisin

near Warsaw, November 1986) is very illustrative. During discus-

sion on Prof. M Hempolinski’s paper: The age oftruth is coming

to an end!, the speaker stated; “We don’t have to fight for objectiv-

ity, for the truth. Nobody asks for the truth anymore. The issue of

subject support for knowledge has not been solved. It is therefore

better to accept in epistemology the sociology of knowledge per-

spective or J. Derrida’s deconstructionism”. See M. Hempolinski.

W obronie obiektywnosci prawdy (In Defence of Truth 's Ob-
jecttvity). Philosophical Education., vol. 2, (Warszawa, 1987), p.

52 onwards.

5. See W. Tatarkiewicz. O bezwzglednosci dobra (On
the Absolute of Good), in idem, O filozofti i sztuce (On Philoso-

phy and Art) (Warszawa, 1986), p. 107.

6. Cf K. Twardowski. O tak zwanych... (On .so-called...),

P 5.

7. Cf Ibid., p. 5.
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8. This does not mean, however, that the “relative - abso-

lute” opposition has not been understood differently, e g. in the sense

of rationalism. The problem will be dealt with in the second part of

the paper (B).

9. Obviously, Twardowski and Tatarkiewicz were not se-

cluded in their methodological strategy. This way of reasoning and

the use of this strategy has been applied by nearly all critics of

relativism (regardless of their variety). The strategy seems to be

the only right one especially when, for doctrinal reasons, the possi-

bility of direct intellectual insight {inlellecluele An.schaiiung) into

states of matters which are dealt with by logic or so called (by

phenomenologists) pure cognition theory is being rejected. De facto,

even those who allow intellectual insight or a certain type of intel-

lectual perception (resp. intuition) into the cognition of primeval

principles or mathematical and logical objects do not reject indirect

methods of argumentation, including the elenchus method and indi-

rect proof This route was taken, for example, by the most signifi-

cant 20th century critic of various types of relativism, subjectivism,

psychologism, scepticism and agnosticism, namely Edmund Husserl

(1856-1938). Cf E. Husserl. Logixche llnlersuchiingen, I. Band.

{Prolegomena zur remen Logtk), Dritte Auflage, Halle-Saale 1 922.

Cf also J. Debowski. Husserlowska krylyka psychologistycznej

i relalywistycznej inlerpretacji logiki (Husserl crilicism of psy-

chologist and relativist interpretation of logic), in K. Jodkowski

(ed.) Czy sprzecznosc..., op. cit., pp. 173-192.

10. Cf W. Tatarkiewicz. O hezwzglednosci Johra (On

the Absolute of Good), p. 79, 83 onwards.

1 1 . The criticism of the relativist concept of truth was car-

ried out by Twardowski mainly in O tak zwanych... (On so-

called...) A few years later he revived and broadened the criti-

cism in a series of lectures on ethics, published recently in an I.

Dambska edition of O sceptycyzmie etycznym (On ethical scepti-

cism). Cf “Ethics” 1971, no. 9. As the basis for the latter are con-

siderations devoted to ethical issues, while the one of most interest

to us is in the background, the centre of our attention will be occu-

pied by O tak zwanych prawdach wzglednych (On so-called...).

12. Cf. K. Twardowski. O tak zwanych..., (On So-

called...) p. 8 onwards.

13. Cf Ibid., p. 9.

14. Cf Ibid., p. 27-28. The common and continually re-

peated error of lack of perception of the difference between “truth”
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and ‘truth cognition” was comprehensively analysed by Rudolph

Carnap (1 891-1970), one of the main adherents of so-called redun-

dant theory of truth. Cf., on this subject, R, Carnap. Remarks on

Induction and Truth., “Philosophy and Phenomenological Re-

search” 1946, vol. IV, p. 590-602. Cf. also R. Carnap. Truth and

conformation. In “Readings in Philosophical Analysis”, H. Feigl,

W. Sellars (eds.) (New York, 1949) pp. 1 19-127.

15. All the above examples are taken from Twardowski.

16. Cf K. Twardowski. O tak zwanych (On So-called...),

p.27.

17. See Ihid., p. 27.

18. In the context, cf also the criticism of subjectivism

(genre and element) by Husserl. E. Husserl. Logische..., op. cit.,

pp. 117-124 and other.

19. The dramatic situation outlined here may be reflected

by the basic question of any classical epistemology: “What can we
know about the objects themselves on the basis of their reflections?”

This old Kantian question was often made invalid in the 20th cen-

tury (considered as a derivative of myth, thus non-scientific, or even

nonsense), or it was modified in numerous ways (e g. in Neo-Kantian

or phenomenological transcendentalism). On this matter, cf L.

Kolakowski. Ohecnosc mitu fThe Presence ofMyth), (Paris, 1972),

pp. 18-26 (II, Mit w pytaniu epistemologicznym [Myth is an epis-

temological question]).

20. See K. Twardowski. O tak zwanych... (On So-called...),

pp. 35-36.

21. Cf Ibid., pp. 31-34.

22. For criticism of so-called “sceptical relativism”

(skeptischer Relativism) cf also E. Husserl. Logische..., pp. 110-

1 54 (paras 32-38).

23. Cf Ibid., p. 42.

24. See Ibid., pp. 43-44.

25. Cf W. Tatarkiewicz. O bezwzglednosci... (On the Ab-

solute...), pp. 83-95.

26.. Cf Ibid., p. 83.

27. Cf Ibid., p. 84.

28. Cf. K. Twardowski. O tak zwanych... (On So-

called...), pp. 26-27.

29. Cf F. Engels. Anty-Duhring. (Warszawa, 1949), pp.

86-90.

30. Cf S. Amsterdamski. Engels. (Warszawa, 1964), pp.
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116-117.
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CHAPTER VI

KAZIMIERZ TWARDOWSKI’S
ETHICAL APPROACH

ANNA DRABARHK

FRANZ BRENTANO’S INFEl ENCE ON
K. TWARDOWSKI’S PHILOSOPHY

After graduating from the Theresianum secondary' school

for the nobility, Kazimierz Tvvardowski began his studies at Vienna

University with Fr. Brentano The title of his Ph.D. thesis, Idee

und Rcrzeptton. Nine erkentnisiheoretische Sliidie aus

Descarlesas well as many of his assumptions show the considerable

influence of Fr Brentano. This is evident also in Twardowski’s

qualifying lecture or assistant-professorship, “Zur lehre vom Inhalt

und gegenstand der Vorstellungen.” Brentano’s teaching on the

intentional character of mental experience constituted the starting

point for his considerations. The special way of cognition proposed

by Brentano consisted in the rejection of subjective idealism,

advocated by the nineteenth century philosophy, according to which

the existence of things depends on mental operations (a lack of

thoughts caused a lack of things and facts concerning these things).

According to him things and facts were not conceived by mind, but

learned by it. This new trend in philosophy initiated by Brentano

opposed speculative metaphysics. In order to maintain fully the status

of science, philosophy required a p.sychological foundation, that is,

insight into inner experience. Descriptive psychology, constituting

the foundations of Brenlano’s philosophical investigations, was not

based on experiment and observation, but on understanding ofwhat

occurs in our thoughts, that is on perceiving our acts of thinking. In

spite of the fact that these acts are not observed, in Brentano’s

view, they could be perceived by inner e.xperience. In this case

awareness was a set of acts and not contents. Fie distinguished the

contents of psychological experience (physical objects, sound, color)

from the acts of seeing or hearing.

In his treaty K. fwardowski followed Brentano, to state

that awareness is constituted by a set of acts and not contents, and
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that every act of awareness is intentional, that is directed towards a

transcendental object. By doing that he recognized the differentiation

between an act and the object of presentation. However, he added

also a third element, namely the contents of presentation, that is the

form assumed by the intentional expression of an object.

Brentano’s conception distinguishing the act and object of

presentation was not the only point accepted and developed by

Twardowski. He also followed Brentano’s theory oftruth. But being

a supporter of absolutism he did not agree with Brentano’s view

that in the case of propositions which are true when they are directly

related to something real, the same proposition may change from

true to false when this real object undergoes a change. According

to Twardowski in such a situation only the sentences, which do not

express clearly the content of a proposition, can be relative.^ The

foundations of Twardowski’s philosophical investigations were

constituted by the assumptions concerning the program and method

of philosophical research. The program, which Twardowski intended

to realise, was aimed first of all at establishing scientific philosophy.

Although never presented comprehensively, it is beyond any doubt

that its major inspiration came from Brentano’s philosophy.

Both philosophers claimed that to philosophy, as in the

detailed sciences, should be applied criteria of rational formulation

and justification of statements. They were convinced of the

possibility and need for scientific philosophy, based on descriptive

psychology and employing an analytic method.^ A detailed

presentation of this method was later presented by T. Czezowski in

his article “O metodzie opisu analitycznego” (On a Method of

Analytical Description).^ He started from a certain example, which

was to represent a typical case of a phenomenon. First an analysis

and description of this should be carried out and on this basis a

general statement formulated. It should be emphasized that this

generalization did not come through induction, but was reached by

intuition, revealing new facts and connections between these facts.

The description obtained in this way was transformed into an

analytical definition, thus introducing an assumption of its truthfulness

as a certain metatheoretical directive. In this way a theoretical

object, corresponding to the meaning of the name, was created.

Brentano’s considerable influence on Twardowski is evident

in the latter’s ethical views. Brentano’s ethics was intuitionist.^ He
employed the notion of true love, true predilection, when looking for

a criterion of what is good or bad in the passions as a certain
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character of human desires Brentano believed that evaluation is a

phenomenon parallel tojudgments and manifested in either negative

or positive attitudes towards an issue. As in the case ofjudgments

only one attitude could be possible. What gave rise to a true judgment

was true and analogously what gave rise to true predilection was

good. In Brentano’s view the only categorical imperative on which

all other principles in ethics depend was to increase goodness in the

world. ^ Moral norms do not require justifications; it is obvious

whether they are false or true, and it is not necessary to justify

them. Hence the truthfulness of moral evaluations was, in Brentano’s

belief, guaranteed by the truthfulness of certain e.xperiences and

suggested itself to man directly.

K. Twardowski, like some others of Brentano’s disciples,^

did not accept all the ethical concepts of his master. According to

them^ ethics was to be based on the theory of values and, as a

matter of fact, on the psychology of values. 1

0

However, some solutions of ethical problems proposed by

Twardowski turned out to be similar to Brentano’s. He followed

Brentano’s conviction on the rule of the concept of truthfulness in

ethics, similar to the role of propositions on existence in logic.

Twardowski also developed the conception of true love, untrue love

and hatred in a way approaching Brentano’s preferential theory.

He discussed this problem in his article “Etyka wobec teorii ewolucji

“/Ethics in Relation to a Theory of Evolution,! I and also in lectures

on ethics. 12 Twardowski followed his master, criticizing various

forms of(relativism, subjectivism and nihilism ) and ethical hedonism,

attempting to reconcile determinism with freedom and moral

responsibility. To complete the picture it should be noted that traces

of Brentano’s influence are to be found not only in Twardowski’s

views, but also indirectly in the views of his disciples.
' ^ W. Witwicki

developed Brentano’s (conception of descriptive psychology and in

particular the problems of sense perception, performances and

judgments J. Lukasiewicz, like Brentano and Twardowski, was

a supporter of scientific philosophy, opposing speculative philosophy

and irrationalism. He postulated the use of the analytical method

and the construction of concepts ba.scd on modern logic. But he

was not a supporter of psychologism, especially in logic; hence he

questioned a central role of descriptive psychology in the

philosophical sciences. * Brentano’s axiological views influenced

T. Czezowski’s conception of empirical ethics, based on the specific

experience of values. Like Brentano, Czezowski perceived the
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connection between perceptive beliefs and axiological evaluations,

and hence the connection between the existence stated in perceptive

beliefs and goodness as well as beauty stated in evaluations.

Judgments on values had analogous cognitive value as perceptive

judgments.

Brentano’s influence is also evident in T. Kotarbinski’s views.

Around 1911 Fr. Brentano formulated the theses which initiated

reism. It is true that he started his considerations on the existence

of things from a question: ‘what are the only objects that can be

conceived of?’ This was unlike Kotarbinski who would ask: ‘what

are the only objects that exist?’, though he tried to answer the other

question as well. Even Kotarbinski himself claimed that the

similarities between Brentano’s doctrine and his theory are far-

reaching and evident.
' ^ Brentano’s philosophical views turned out

to be essential for Twardowski to such an extent that he transferred

many of them into Polish philosophy, developing them and

encouraging his disciples to continue their research along this path.

The popularity of Brentano’s philosophy was so enormous that many

of his statements acquired the status of a kind of ‘opinio

communis’.'^

Therefore it is possible to say that Brentano played a very

significant role in the history of Polish philosophy, and that was

through his direct influence on K. Twardowski’s philosophical

education. How can we account for this special aura surrounding

Brentano, Roman Ingarden throws some light on, noting that

Twardowski caused many of Brentano’s statements to become a

circulating medium among modern Polish philosophers, circulating

and sometimes even worn out.”

Was it but a legend without foundations which shaped Polish

philosophical minds? Ingarden writes about Brentano without any

particular enthusiasm, saying that nobody knows if it was his

philosophy or his personality that exerted such tremendous influence

on those academics. It is a fact that Brentano influenced a number

ofdistinguished people. In spite of their own considerable scientific

output, sometimes much more original and powerful, they eagerly

acknowledged Brentano as their Master. Husserl and Stumpf

claimed that this man believed that his philosophy was the only

valuable philosophy, whereas all others should be treated with huge

scepticism. Brentano had to be a very strong personality; he had

many ardent followers as well as many fierce enemies. Today it is

difficult to say whether Brentano’s views were so revolutionary
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and sensational, his argumentation so efficient and clever, his

personality so fascinating. The only thing certain is that his influence

on modem philosophy has been tremendous. Brentano’s views on

inner experience and inner awareness constituted an attempt at

explaining man’s cognitive foundations and the way ofconstructing

knowledge on conscious experience. These considerations provided

the inspiration for many philosophers including E. Husserl, M.

Scheler, K. Twardowski, T. Kotarbinski and indirectly R. Ingarden,

who did not admit Brentano’s influence. Twardowski was not only

Brentano’s disciple, but also a friend. They often exchanged letters

and Twardowski kept a photograph of his Master and friend on his

desk. The First World War terminated their personal contacts."®

A PLACE OF ETHICS AMONG OTHER SCIENCES

Twardowski maintained that a definite property ofthe objects

with which philosophy deals makes all philosophical disciplines into

one group of sciences. It distinguishing and at the same time common
feature is that philosophy investigates objects either through external

experience or through external as w ell as internal experience of the

manifestations of mental life. Despite appearances it is not only

psychology, but also other philosophical science that are to evaluate

the three planes of truth and falsity, beauty and ugliness, goodness

and badness. “Truth and the rules of evaluation, which is, of course,

a mental process”, writes Twardowski, “are the objects of separate

philosophical sciences: logic and the theory of cognition, aesthetics,

ethics and the philo.sophy of law.”“* Following Twardowski we can

say that if we were not given inner experience and if we did not

know the manifestations of mental life there would not exist not

only such sciences as psychology, but also^^logic, ethics, aesthetics,

the theory of cognition and metaphysics.
““

According to Twardowski the fundamental concepts of

ethics and aesthetics are known to us thanks to psychology which

tells us “what is moral responsibility, a sense of duty, compassion,

incentive, intention, resolution, what is aesthetic satisfaction, ideal,

fantasy and creativity.”"

The fact that Twardowski attributed such a significant role

to psychology in creating philosophical sciences manifests a

psychologism which is not extreme, but moderate and genetic.

Twardowski recognizes psychology as a starting point of theoretical

and cognitive, logical and ethical considerations, since the objects
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of research of these scientific disciplines are given to us in mental

experience. However, he maintains that only the contents of these

concepts are mental, whereas an object of research as such is not.

The act, i.e. a mental activity by which we present something is not

identical with the object presented which is situated outside the

cognizing subject. Thus an object of presentation as an object is

distinctive from the act of presentation as an activity presenting the

object through its contents. Twardowski would not say that

goodness, truth or beauty are mental - objects are given to us only

in mental experience, but are not mental themselves.

In spite of his view that in the theory of cognition and logic,

the foundation ofresearch was to be constituted by the psychological

analysis of cognitive activities, in practice he did not obey this

principle, but often bypassed psychological analysis in favour of

semantic analysis."^ The evolution of Twardowski’s views was

based not so much on a methodological psychologism (i.e. applying

psychological methods in philosophy) but on an ontological

psychologism, that is such objects of judgments as values and

meanings were considered mental objects, and the sciences

concerned with them, logic and axiology, were seen as branches of

psychology. Probably his withdrawal from ontological

psychologism was induced by E. Husserl’s Logische

Untersuchungen and J. Lukasiewicz’s critique of psychologism

during the 1 0th Congress of Polish Physicians and Naturalists (the

Philosophical Section) in 1 907. This withdrawal generated his treaty

“On Activities and Products,” published in 1912. Twardowski

came to the conclusion that the content of presentation is a product

of a conceptual act conceived of as an activity. “What thanks to an

activity, as a result of an activity, that is through this activity comes

into being, can be called a product of this activity.”"^ In this treaty

Twardowski analyses some verbs like ‘to walk’, ‘to shout’, ‘to run’

as words denoting activities. Whereas nouns, ‘a walk’, ‘a run’, ‘a

shout’ are considered as products of these activities. He maintains

that they create characteristic pairs in a given language. The

products of activities can be impermanent if they cease to exist

when the activities stop. They are divided into physical (a walk),

psychical (a thought) and psycho-physical (a shout). However, it

may happen that, in spite of the fact that a given activity stops, its

products still exists. Twardowski calls them permanent products

and divides them into physical and psycho-physical. Permanent

psychic products which are perceived by the senses, do not exist.
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Whereas psychical products (a thought) combined with a

corresponding activity (to write) can bring about a psycho-physical

product (a book) This relation can arise also in the opposite direction

when psycho-physical products bring about psychic products. All

this constituted for Twardowski a starting point to construct a new

conception of meaning, different from the one he presented in “Zur

lehre vom Inhalt und Gegenstandt der Vorstellungen.” For if a

psycho-physical product (a book) is an expression of a psychic

product (a philosopher’s thought) it becomes, at the same time, a

sign of this product. The meaning of this sign (the psycho-physical

product - a book) is a- psychical product (a philosopher’s thought)

expressed by it. To one psycho-physical product (a sign included in

a book) can correspond many psychic products (meanings -

philosopher’s thoughts), but only under the stipulation that these

psychic products do not differ greatly from one another, i.e. they

are linked by a characteristic set of features. 7 his set of features is

constituted by the contents of a sign and defined by its meaning. A
thought can be expressed by means of a written or spoken sign (a

word). Speaking and writing are psycho-physical activities. Thanks

to speaking and writing a philosopher (as a speaking and writing

subject) expresses his thoughts (views) in the form of a spoken

lecture, a book or an article.

It is difficult to decide if this new theory of meaning really

constituted “the victory over ontological psychologism in

Twardowski’s philosophy,’’^^ but it provides the basis for his

conception of the humanities. The distinction between psychic

activities and their products allowed him to avoid (ontological)

psychologism in the field ofthe humanities. 1 hey investigated either

psychic products, considered independently of the psychic activities

(ideas) which produced them, or psycho-physical products (texts,

works of art) considered as expressions of psychic products.^* In

Twardowski’s belief this conception rendered marvelous results when

applied to logic and mathematics where objects are their psycho-

physical products. This approach leveled the differences between

logic and mathematics, as well as between these sciences and the

humanities. Twardowski maintained that each science should be

treated as a complex psychic product whose fundamental task was

to investigate the necessary connections between objects. Due to

the fact that psychic products can be represented in psycho-physical

products and that these psycho-physical products can be permanent

products, the humanities can employ psychic products, making no
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mention of the psychic activities to which these products owe their

existence, to such an extent that they treat these products as an

independent object of their research.
^

Approaching ethics from the point of view of these

considerations one should recognize that it belongs to the humanities

and can be analyzed as a psycho-physical product. Taking into

account the systems of ethics created by philosophers, we can find

there the thoughts on psychical products of these philosophers.

Approached in this way ethics refers to certain objects existing

outside itself or transcendent; therefore its character is intentional.

At this level it is a description of what was grasped by philosopher

in creating a given system of ethics.

However, apart from the fact that ethics can be a psycho-

physical product, it can also be a certain cognitive activity,

investigating psychical products. Such c^nitive activity would result

in judgments and ethical evaluations."^'^ Twardowski thinks that

ethics, logic and psychology, from which this discerning analysis

starts, are the humanities, as the main objective of their investigations

are psychic products. However he sees a certain danger for the

humanities.^"* Namely, the humanities as psychic products acquire

an autonomous status and are approached as if they existed

independently of the psychic life of the subject that created them.

Such an independent ontological status of products is an abstraction,

because psychic products are the results of the corresponding

activities of a subject having his or her own psychic life. Therefore

Twardowski attributed a special place to psychology because in this

science, in contrast to metaphysics, all the threads uniting the

respective areas of human cognition come together into one whole.^^

However, the very fact that Twardowski introduced the concept of

an objective and permanent psycho-physical product, which is either

an effect of psychic activities or reason giving rise to psychic

activities, proves his withdrawal from psychologism. He suggests

that the humanities should concentrate mainly on psychic products

grounded in psycho-physical products, i.e. on the results ofthoughts

and not on thoughts themselves, as their scientific investigations do

not aim at examining the inner reality.

Twardowski believes that the connection between philosophy

and psychology went loose when psychology achieved the status of

a science of man’s psychic life and stopped being a science of the

human soul. But in spite of loosening the bond between these

sciences, psychology still remained a philosophical science.
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fundamental for all disciplines of the natural science and the

humanities. In the course of time Twardowski’s radical attitude

towards the role of psychology in science diminished.

The above analyses concerning the relations between

respective sciences served Iwardowski as an instrument in

formulating a general theory' of sciences and cognition and, what is

of a particular interest for us, in determining a place for ethics in

the hierarchy established by philosophy. A criterion, according to

which sciences are divided, is determined, first of all, by way of

their justification, not by the way of investigating the truth

Twardowski claims^^ that a prion sciences (for example

mathematics) do not refer to experience (perceptive judgments)

when they justify their theorems, as these theorems do not concern

facts of the senses. Therefore he justifies them first of all by-

deduction, but he also arrives at them by deduction and induction

This fact would show that discovering laws in a priori sciences

takes place in a rational way, whereas there exists also a possibility

of intuitive discovery, as happened in the case ofArchimedes. The

final way of justifying a priori sciences is constituted by a set of

definitions and axioms which organize argumentation of the truth. A

posteriori sciences, on the other hand, (physics, psychology) are

justified by induction. Therefore statements formulated by them can

be called probability statements.

Twardowski does not agree that judgments in a posteriori

sciences cannot bejustified on the basis of an individual perceptive

judgment, but only when many individual judgments are generalized.

He thinks that since a priori sciences arc based on axioms, then a

posteriori sciences occasionally have to refer to perceptive

judgments, stating individual facts.

A priori sciences as well as a posteriori sciences have

their ‘final’ or ‘primary’ judgments which are not justified, but

accepted without evidence. These primary judgments constitute the

basis for justifying other judgments within a given science. They

must start these justifications from something, or end them with

something, for otherwise justification would go on endlessly, and

without ending they would never complete their task. The

justification of these final or primary assumptions - if the justification

is considered to be necessary and possible at all - lies completely

outside the domain and assignments of a given science. Thus the

way in which it is carried out as the need and necessity arises, has

no influence on the way in which the statements resulting from a
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given science are justified, and which only determines whether we

deal with a priori or a posteriori science.”^^

Can ethics, according to Twardowski, be called a priori or

a posteriori science? Analysing the object of the study of ethics,

that is, what it wants to tell about reality or reveal in its statements,

can be both a priori and a posteriori, for when Twardowski states

that ’’love thy neighbor” is an evident axiom to organise our moral

life, he considers it an a prion assumption that does not have to be

proved.^^

This does not mean that ethical empiricism is foreign to

Twardowski’ considerations, as he also claims that theoretical

statements are formulated by generalizing the facts that are given

to us through experience. So in order to justify statements we have

to make use of deduction as well as induction.

Ethics belongs to the humanities, because it aims at

investigating the products of a human mind as well as evaluating

these products. But in comparison to other humanities, the degree

of subjectivity of ethics is greater than in the case of other sciences;

therefore any attempt at objectifying its statements encounters

numerous difficulties of which Twardowski is aware. He maintains

that the scientific character of philosophical as well as ethical

investigations is determined by their logical justification, thanks to

which these investigations acquire objective properties. Philosophy

could become a science only when its problems and statements are

formulated on the basis of a strict and precise method, when

terminological differentiation and clarity of a scientific reasoning

are observed. He treats these issues in detail in his article “0jasnym

i niejasnym stylufilozofowania” (On a clear and unclear style of

philosophising), published in Ruch Filozoficzny 'm 1919.

“A human speech,” wrote Twardowski, “is not only the

external expression of thoughts but it is also its instrument, making

abstract thinking possible. We can easily assume that an author,

who is not capable of expressing his thoughts clearly, also cannot

think clearly, i.e. his thoughts do not deserve our efforts to guess

what they mean.”^® Twardowski’s negative attitude towards unclear

expression in science is due to the close connection between thinking

and speaking. This dependence is the greater the more abstract is

the thought expressed. It is impossible to think about a philosophical

subject first and then to express it in words; rather a thought, and in

particular an abstract thought “emerges already in words, in the

closest connection with the words of a speech.” Twardowski, as
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a supporter of clear and communicalive expression in science,

assumes that scientific texts, in order to be fully understood by their

listeners and readers (competent within a given field) should be

written in a common language for a reader/listener and a writer.

This can be achieved by applying proper syntactic and semantic

rules. He was one of the first philosophers in Poland who devoted

so much attention to the semiotic analysis of philosophical language.

This trend of research, initiated by the founder of the Lvov and

Warsaw School of Philosophy, became the dominating direction over

the course of time.

The term ‘clarity’, following the intentions of Twardowski

and his disciples, referred to formal virtues like precision, logical

correctness, and a lack of ambiguity. Hence clarity and a lack of

clarity are absolute properties of texts, theories, notions. Assuming

this approach the critique concerning clarity was logical and

methodological, and the question about the connection between clarity

and cognitive value concerned dependencies between this value

and perfection from the point of view of logical and methodological

norms.'^”

In practice the realization of this postulate of the clarity of

philosophical .style has to be based, first of all, on subjecting unclear

and complicated texts to co-creative interpretation, and thereby

penetrating into its author’s intentions and trying to express his or

her thoughts more precisely and clearly. These results can be

achieved by analyzing it in a group. “Common discussions on some

te.xtual problems were extremely helpful in explaining the difficulties

which resulted from the ambiguity and lack of precision in a

formulation. This practice was popular in Twardowski’s school.

CONDITIO.NS FOR ETHICS BECOMINC A SCIENC E

If we want to know what ethics should be, first of all, we

have to make its terminology precise, introduce an order into the

views concerning this subject and critically analyze them.

K. Twardowski discussed these issues mainly in his lectures,

expressing his theoretical interests and his passion as a teacher.

The ethical problems presented in his earlier works (1895-1899),

published by “Turn” magazine in Vienna, "Przyjaael Mlodziezy"

magazine and “Irys" artistic-literary magazine in Lvov, which

concerned mainly the area of normative ethics. The lectures on

ethics delivered by Twardowski in 1905-1928 constitute the
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fundamental source on which we should base our research

concerning his ethical views: they included almost all his publications

on this subject.^^

Twardowski starts his analysis of ethical problems by

explaining the origin ofthe word ‘ethics’. He distinguished two forms

of the word ‘ethos’ in Greek. ‘Ethos’ with ‘epsilon’ meaning habit,

routine and ‘ethos’ with ‘etha’ meaning a permanent place of stay,

which in the course of time started to mean a constant way of

conduct or a custom. Twardowski considered these two words to

be interchangeable. As ethics is not a science of customs, therefore

there exists a close connection between the word ethics and the

word ethos (written with etha). He writes “Ethics is concerned with

investigating, formulating, justifying general human behavior. Ethics

is not concerned with all behavior but, with a certain range of

behavior. ... It is interested not with whether someone is a good

teacher, a good philologist or a good dancer, but with whether he is

a good man.'^"^

Twardowski also analyses the words ‘morality’ and ‘ethics’.

According to him these words are synonyms, broadly speaking. They

can be considered synonymous as they speak about the general

views on behavior Therefore we often use these words

interchangeably and talk about ethical or moral problems, about a

moral or an ethical level of a given deed, and finally about, for

example, tradesman’s ethics or morality. However, it should be

emphasized that using these words in these contexts we make no

evaluations, we only make the range of the problems more precise.

The terms ‘ethics’ and ‘morality’ can also occur in such a

sense when they cannot be treated interchangeably. Twardowski

thinks that this happens when these words concern definite properties

of behavior and intention, and thus acquire a positive character in

the respective contexts. Then the term ‘moral’ refers to a certain

category of deeds which are considered positive and where opposites

are ‘immoral’ The word ‘ethical’ itself means here a certain theory

of behavior, a theory of morality.^^

Twardowski aspired to treat ethics as a science, as

“philosophia moralis’. It was to be a theory concerning morality,

including also some normative instructions. Thus Twardowski’s

aspiration was to acquire objective moral knowledge contradicting

the statements of relativists and sceptics.

Ethics analyses man’s behavior, investigating, formulating,

justifying and Systematizing such judgments. However, not all human
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behavior can be subjected to moral evaluation, because ethics

evaluates them only with respect to whether it is good or bad. In his

lectures on ethics Twardowski pays much attention to the basic

division of the founders of ethical theories into two groups, one

concerned with descriptive ethics and the other with normative

ethics.

The representatives of descriptive ethics refuse

normative ethics the status of a science, while

representatives of normative ethics maintain that

ethics investigates whether norms are justified, and

deals with the evaluation of behavior. It is obvious

that the germ of a norm or rule of behavior consists

in evaluation. The representatives of descriptive

ethics think that ethics as a science can speak only

about what exists and any evaluation is beyond its

competence. Many scientists tried to construct

normative ethics, attempting at a scientific

justification of what is good and what is bad."^^

Ethics should include theoretical analyses in order to meet

requirements ofa science. But it is an extremely important discipline,

pertaining to life, as it forces some ethical philosophers-theoreticians

to formulate certain practical instructions, for there is no way to

confine oneself to axiological judgments. One should also present

some judgments concerning obligations. In this case Twardowski

talks about ‘the philosophy of life’ and gives examples of Socrates

and Plato, who combined their theoretical considerations with

practical instructions. But this may threaten the scientific character

of ethics because when, apart from theoretical assumptions, there

appear also instructions concerning obligations, which depend on

one’s outlook upon life, some irrational elements come to be

included.^^

Analyzing Twardowski’s ethical views, we can come to the

conclusion that there is no way to construct an ethical system that

is complete once and for all. For all systems pretending to be perfect

and completed become dogmatic and Twardowski was adverse to

all dogmatism. Therefore, in order not to lose its scientific character

somewhere along the way ethics has to be an open system. This

entails, first of all, the possibility of continuous, rational discussions

on ethical problems, without falling into a trap of moralizing and
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uncritical subjection to the recognized authorities. In order to adopt

to the requirements of rationalism “scientific ethics, like every

possible system of scientific statements, has to follow the principles

of logic, step by step investigating and continuously justifying.”^^

Thus scientific ethics is a theory in which judgments are formulated

according to the principles of logic. It has to be objective, meaning

that it has to employ statements which are absolutely true. A
fundamental condition specifying the theory of ethics will be the

clarity and uni vocous character of its formulations. These true, clear

and univocal statements, constructed according to the principles of

logic should also be equipped with a quality of universality. If these

conditions are fulfilled, one will definitely be able to call ethics a

science. But how to generate ethical statements fulfilling these

requirements: is it possible, as in logic or mathematics, to construct

certain basic truths or axioms and on their basis construct the theory

of ethics'’

In the beginning Twardowski considered the statement, ‘thou

shall love thy neighbour’"^^ as an initial assumption, the absolute

moral truth. This axiom, which was to organize his ethical theory,

was assumed without evidence and considered indisputable.

According to Twardowski the difficulty in accepting this axiom, as

with the difTerentiation between goodness and badness, is grounded

either in mental immaturity or in an unsatisfactorily developed

conscience.

The axiom ‘thou shall love thy neighbor’ is treated by

Twardowski as obvious. He claims, however, that ethics approached

in a scientific way should include the contents, reached either by

logical reasoning, starting from axioms, or by inner experience.^

What is this inner experience can one look for certain analogies in

the approach to this kind of experience by Twardowski and

Brentano?

Brentano maintains that “beyond any doubt the presentation

of good and better has its source in experience”^ ' and that the final

source of our cognition of something good and better is always our

inner perception of true acts of love or preferences directed at

general objects. He defines this view as empirical: inner experience

is direct general knowledge which has the quality of obviousness. It

includes some already prepared contents, completely independent

of the description of real individual facts. These contents are given

as general a priori contents since they depend on individual

perceptions and individual facts. In Twardowski’s considerations.
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apart from the concept of inner experience which, most probably,

was taken from Brentano, there appears so-called moral experience.

According to Twardowski the contents of ethics, apart from the

fact that they are derived from axioms, have to refer to the facts of

moral experience. The philosopher applies this term to bad

conscience, sense of duty, etc., but at the same time the fact that

human behavior is evaluated in various ways, being on one occasion

considered good and on another bad, is also a fact of moral

experience. Thus, the facts referring to morality, discussed by

Twardowski, result from the data of inner experience, but also from

the historical analysis, from the connections between, for example,

the ethical views of a given society and the institutions functioning

in it. Analyzing human behavior at the anthropological and

ethnological level we can come to the conclusion that the views on

morality of various nations and even within the same nation undergo

change.^^

However, Twardowski believes that it is not possible to derive

the rules of behavior from the observed facts. And if not from the

observed fact, then where? Is inner experience going to be this

absolute source of moral norms? Twardowski is not fully convinced

about that, since in his lecture on the tasks of scientific ethics he

states that “the norms, that is, the principles of behavior do not

result form theoretical investigations, but from applying the results

of these investigations to practical purposes.”^'^ On the basis of

this statement we can assume that Twardowski does not make a

clear boundary dividing ‘what is’ from ‘what should be’.

Twardow ski maintains that the task of ethics as a science

is to define an ethical criterion and justify it. Ethics deals with

individual as well as social matters. That referring to individual

matters should be called biotechnology; ethics referring to society

is an extension and realization of instructions on behavior. These

originally occurred at the pre-scientific stage of man’s evolution, in

what we can call species instinct and social instinct. Hence, scientific

ethics cannot begin from regulations, but has first to investigate

certain facts, formulate certain laws and from these laws, as in

mechanics or hygienic, derive regulations. Ethics is to investigate

the conditions which are the most conductive to the reconciliation

ofan individual’s interest with these interests of all other individuals

whom this individual encounters directly or indirectly. It can be

assumed that this program assumption of scientific ethics consists

in minimizing conflicts among individuals. This objective can be
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achieved in two ways, either we restrict our needs and interests to

a minimum or we identify them with the interests of other individuals.

This leads to the next significant problem for this theory, namely,

the reconciliation of various interests. This can be done by imposing

certain restrictions on the members of a given community to establish

the principles ofjustice which is connected directly with a problem

of order and safety. It is possible to reconcile various interests using

a principle of identification with the objectives of another man. Law

and religion can be helpful here since they can serve as an instrument

of realizing specifically ethical objectives. In this context law serves

the common good, introducing certain necessary restrictions, whereas

religion is helpful inasmuch as it teaches love of one’s neighbor.

It should be clearly determined whether Twardowski

believed that the legislators could be so effectively inspired by ethical

ideals that they would recognize the minimization of social conflicts

to be the main objective of law. And going further, that it was possible

for theologians to treat the principle of love of one’s neighbor as a

scientific norm rather than religious, that is inspired by love ofGod.

1 would like to emphasize once again that it is difficult to determine

if Twardowski set his hopes on law and religion, or if his writing

about these issues were purely academic speculations. However,

we can believe that in these ethical considerations he included certain

lines of thinking which should be called utopian or futuristic. In his

much quoted lecture on the tasks of scientific ethics he states that

the ideal would be to arrange for common world disarmament under

the supervision of an international police and an army financed by

all countries and organized and administered by international

authorities. Twardowski calls this vision utopian, but he believed

that it could be realized in the future.

These views remain in conflict with his statements on ethics,

when he claims that ethics does not improve or moralize anyone,

but aims at showing what is good and what is bad. It seems that

Twardowski could not resist the pleasure of imagining that the future

political organization ofthe world would be subjected to the principles

of ethics, minimizing conflicts between people. This brave vision

was not at all a result ofrevolutionary leftist influences. Twardowski

was not a supporter of revolution, which was to overthrow the

existing social order. These changes should be realized in the way

of moral evolution, not revolution. Governments were to resign from

power, restrict repression and come to some agreement with respect

to the general principles of maintaining order and a uniform legal
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system in the world. Were these hopes supported by Twardowski’s

belief that people were guided, first of all, by moral considerations?

We may assume that he believed that ethics, as a science, would

itself provide us with a stimulus, necessary for this kind of actions.

The proposed connection between the idea of freedom for every

man, which can be reconciled with freedom for all people, peace

and social order, based on participation in realizing the life plans of

people who surround us, is also valid nowadays. J. Rawls defines in

this way the idea ofjustice in his philosophical treaty A Theory of

Justice. It is astonishing how little Twardowski’s views resemble

other philosophers’ views at the turn of the nineteenth century and

how much they correspond to those that are more contemporary'. If

we are to consider his views literally - and there is no reason to do

it otherwise - we must admit that Twardowski proposes to undertake

empirical research on the possibility ofminimizing conflicts between

individuals, in order to see what can be achieved by increasing the

number of restrictions, and what can be achieved by popularizing

an attitude of taking somebody else’s aims as one’s own. Empirical

research of this type was carried out, among others, in game theory,

in the psychology of small groups and in a theory of politics and

sociology. The major problem of sociology nowadays is how to solve

conflicts, we can say that on formulating his conception of scientific

ethics Twardowski saw the importance of this problem very clearly.

Apart from him another person who approached this problem

seriously was his disciple, Tadeusz Kotarbinski, who formulated a

theory of praxeology in which the minimization of conflicts became

one of the determinants of effective acting.

In the cycle of his university lectures, delivered in 1901/

1902, “Modern trends in scientific ethics” he mentions utilitarian

ethics, ethics based on a theory of evolution, intuitive ethics (in

various forms), ethics based on a theory of values, individualistic

ethics and the official ethics of the Catholic Church (which is a

slightly modified version ofAristotle’s ethics). None of these trends

was fully accepted by Twardowski. However, in spite of his critical

opinion of evolutionist ethics he also saw its advantages: “one who
wants to work on introducing an ideal state of society effectively

has to work on himself first of all. And although a scientific

justification of one or the other direction of work can be imperfect,

none of us doubts that man lives not only for himself”^' In the

article “Ethical Culture”, published in “Turn” magazine in Vienna

much earlier (in 1 895), he presented the main ideas of the so-called
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Ethical Movement. This movement assumed that ethics was
independent from religion and from philosophical systems; only

conscience was to determine goodness and badness. We can say

that the concept of ethics proposed by Twardowski is an evident

continuation of the view, which originated in the eighteenth century,

described as a theory of moral sense. It was formulated by

Shaftesbury, Hutcheson and Hume, who postulated an autonomy of

the sources of moral cognition. Twardowski was also much
influenced by ethical intuitionism represented by F. Brentano and

G.E. Moore, and considered the independence and autonomy of

ethics to be necessary. “Scientific ethics is frequently defined

independently. Some consider it a pejorative quality. But scientific

ethics should be really independent from authorities, religious

regulations, etc.”^^ Twardowski adds that ethics can be called

independent when it justifies its criterion without referring to the

results of other sciences, when it is self-sufficient with respect to a

given issue. Thus, the way in which an ethical criterion is justified

will determine the dependence or independence of ethics.

Twardowski multiplies, sometimes unnecessarily, certain divisions,

lie introduces a differentiation between «pHor ethics and empirical

ethics, and mentions ethical views of Brentano and Hume as

e.xamples ofempirical ethics. Though, ofcourse, Brentano’s concept

of moral e.xperience is approached in a very specific way.^^

Twardowski separates the justification of ethical criterion from the

influence of authorities and religious assumptions. For if we want

moral rules and prohibitions to operate everywhere, it is a necessary

prerequisite to be egalitarian.^®

What was the independence of ethics from other sciences

to consist in according to Twardowski? Is it possible when ethics

itself wants to acquire the status of a science? Does the scientific

character of ethics not require just a rational attitude towards the

facts described and discovered by other sciences? Twardowski is

not fully convinced whether this independence is possible at all.

“Does it exist, doesn’t it need psychology at least?’’^^

If ethics is to be an independent science, concludes

Twardowski, this can take place only in the case of theoretical ethics

(criteriological) and not descriptive ethics, because the latter has to

take into account the results achieved by the historical, psychological

and social sciences. Theoretical ethics can become autonomous only

when it bases itself on specific moral experience in establishing an

ethical criterion. This autonomy refers to a method which is not
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only characteristic of ethics; it is based on an axiological empiricism

which would provide us with a criterion of goodness. In this case

the proper empirical material would constitute the foundation for

establishing an ethical criterion, on the basis of which it is possible

to begin constructing a moral theory. Twardowski thinks that by a

criterion in ethics we can distinguish goodness from badness. This

is redundant when positive or negative value is given directly or

intuitively, but in the majority of cases the presence of an ethical

criterion is necessary. Here there arise such questions as: what is

this criterions; and what distinguishes the behavior called moral from

many others? According to Twardowski there are two possible

answers to this question, from either the perfectionist point of view

or the eudaemonistical point of view. Behavior which leads towards

some ultimate goal will be good or moral. This kind of criterion can

be called teleological, whose opposite is an ateleological or formal

criterion, that is, the recognition of a certain principle, such as that

saying: behave in agreement with your conscience. This liberates

us from searching for the ultimate goal and in return inclines us

towards finding what is important in our behavior, what is essential

for man. What constitutes the foundations, that is, on what we base

man’s moral behavior? Is the choice between goodness and badness

made on the basis of reason or feeling?

A THEORY OF MORAL FEELINGS ACCORDING TO
K, TWARDOWSKI

It has already been mentioned before that in Brentano’s

philosophy the justification ofa moral choice was based on valuation,

that is, on what we shall call goodness and badness. The truthfulness

of moral evaluation was to be guaranteed by the legitimacy of certain

feelings and suggest itself to man directly. Does Twardowski share

this belief?

To begin with, Brentano’s classification of mental

phenomena into presentations, judgments, emotional and volitional

acts^“ was accepted by Twardowski. The only difference was that

he went further and divided emotional and volitional acts into

feelings and acts of will. Following Brentano’s way of thinking he

claims that before we pronounce ourjudgment on a given object we

have first to present it to ourselves.

“Psychology of desires and will” is the cycle of lectures he

delivered in 1903/1904.^^ In these lectures he referred to Brentano’s
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classification of feelings and on its basis he tried to offer an

explanation ofwhy he decided on a small modification of Brentano’s

division.

Feeling is an important kind of desire. But these two mental

phenomena cannot be identified, since feeling is a component of

desire. Feelings are divided into; 1. sensual, 2. aesthetic,

3. intellectual, 4. altruistic, 5. ethical, 6. religious, and 7. idiopathic.

This classification is based on the cause which evoke these feelings.

Therefore sensual feelings are evoked by sensual impressions;

aesthetic emotions depend on our likes and dislikes; intellectual

feelings are positive (nice) when we learn the truth and unpleasant

when we get lost in this search; altruistic feelings are placed between

the two extremes: love and hatred, the opposite ofaltruism is egoism.

Ethical feelings are based on the acceptance or rejection of our

own or someone else’s conduct. Twardowski notes that the ability

to experience such feelings is called conscience. Finally, religious

feelings result from our attitude towards God, idiopathic feelings

refer to our attitude towards others, but also to the feelings we hold

towards ourselves. Twardowski claims that apart form ethical and

altruistic feelings, which are particularly moral and creative, all other

feelings, he distinguishes, can also constitute the source of moral

feelings.

Apart from this classification Twardowski divides feelings

into feelings which are based on images only, and feelings which

are based on presentation and judgment, that is they are feelings of

belief There are two kinds of feelings of belief intellectual (logical)

feelings and feelings of value. Logical feelings are characterized by

their independence, whereas feelings of value are characterized by

their dependence upon ajudgment, which constitutes the foundations

of this feeling. Twardowski comes to the conclusion that, in principle,

logical feelings should also be considered feelings of value, while it

should be added that knowledge is their object.

The belief, that an object of feelings exists, is a prerequisite

for the emergence of a feeling of value. “A proposition A, stating

the existence of a proposition B (knowledge) on any object, forms

the foundations of a positive feeling of value, and a proposition A,

contradicting the existence of a proposition B (knowledge) of any

object forms the foundations of an unpleasant feeling of value.

The fact that there emerged a belief concerning the

existence of an object of feelings is not necessarily connected with

an estimation of value. It may happen that value estimation is
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formulated in relation to an object that does not exist. Twardowski

states that an object which evokes feelings in us by means of a

pronounced judgments is valuable for us. Positive value arises when

a positive feeling is a consequence of a proposition stating its

existence; negative value when a feeling is negative.

In Twardowski ’s considerations of feelings we can notice a

substantial influence of Brentano. Let us recollect that Brentano

claimed that a feeling constitutes an estimating act, whereas value

itself attributes a name to the intentional directing of a cognizing

subject towards an object. When we analyze the problem of value

we have to take into account, first of all, the experience ofa cognizing

subject and not that ofa thing. Subjects attribute qualities of goodness

or badness to things by realizing their needs and feelings. The fact

that positive value (goodness) or negative value (badness) depend

on a subject does not have to lead to subjectivism, according to

Twardowski. It rather proves the fact that a subject realizes the

value of an object towards which his emotions are directed (cognitive

attention).

Only those things that arouse certain sensations can be

considered valuable (having value). Only a subject’s sensations are

valuable or value creative. On the other hand, objects that are

desired, wanted or dreamed about by a subject have to be equipped

with the qualities attracting his cognitive attention. These objects

under given circumstances are equipped with value or acquire value.

Therefore Twardowski states that ‘only the person who knows the

thing’^^ can decide on its value. Thus he comes to the conclusion

that external things have no value by themselves, but get it from

cognizing subjects, thanks to the feelings that are directed towards

them.^^ Finally,just like Brentano, Twardowski says that value does

not constitute a natural quality of an object, as it is a specific quality

which an object gets from a subject as a result of an intentional act.

It is the subject who decides that a given thing is desirable.

We call a thing true when the recognition of a cognizing

subject, directed towards it, is true. We call a thing good when a

subject’s love, directed towards it, is true. This thesis resulting from

Brentano’s considerations had a tremendous influence on

Twardowski. Inclination and desire are subjective reactions of a

subject to an object ofcognition. However, it has to be stated explicitly

that a thing towards which we direct our admiration, love or desire

exists objectively, independently from the feelings addressed at it.

Inclination, desire, passion, attraction are the terms, closely
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connected with man’s emotional dispositions. They are always

directed towards something. Thus there should exist an objective

for sending, emitting these inclinations or passions. Man has to desire

something in order to be able to direct his emotional or cognitive

attention towards it. This description is analogous to Brentano’s

description of an intentional act. Twardowski adds that emotional

acts of hope and fear form the basis on which we build our desires,

ffope and fear are the feelings of belief. Having pictured an object,

on which one’s hopes are focused, one has to enter upon the stage

of a belief that if this object comes into being it will arouse nice

feelings, and if it does not that will bring about unpleasant feelings.

Then there should appear a supposition in our consciousness that

an object of our hopes really exists and is accessible, that it will

evoke a nice feeling.^^

On the basis of this analysis of hopes and fears we can,

according to Twardowski, foresee feelings of values that have not

yet come into being and anticipate them. Thus we foresee

theoretically a feeling which is given to us in a given experience at

a given moment.

It can be assumed that Twardowski took from Brentano an

expanded concept of feeling, and like him did not identify it only

with pleasure. For Brentano feelings range "from the simplest

inclination or repulsion at the very thought, to joy and sadness based

on a belief and to most complicated phenomena of a choice of aims

and means.’’^*^

Thus we can desire only those things which are not

indifferent to us. We do not desire what we have, because only a

lack of something can evoke a feeling of desire. We can desire not

only what we can get or achieve, but also things that we cannot get.

Desire can evoke a feeling of hope (perhaps we will get it) or fear

(perhaps we will not get it), but also feelings which aim at avoiding

something,

Twardowski ‘s consideration of feelings confirm Brentano’s

thesis, the significance of which was compared to Copernicus’

revolution in the theory of values. Brentano claims that one can talk

about values only in relation to consciousness. Thus value called

goodness is a feeling directed towards an object; it is an intentional

act. Goodness is a property of an emotional act, as the truth is a

property of a judgment.^®

Twardowski’s conclusion can be reduced to the statement

that value does not depend on an object, because it is not embedded
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in it. An object is only a medium of value. Values are transcendent

in relation to objects and therefore we can talk about the

independence of concrete embodiments in objects. Values exist in

the subjective world. We acquire knowledge of values intuitively

thanks to inner experience. It is direct knowledge, obvious and

absolute. In experiencing a thing as good, a subject experiences an

act of direct approval of the thing or the qualities embedded in it.

THE ROLE OF INTUITION IN RECOGNIZING
GOODNESS ACCORDING TO TWARDOWSKI

Twardowski wanted ethics to become independent and refer

only to axiological empiricism. This axiological empiricism requires

neither an ethical criterion nor justification of this criterion, since

we are directly aware of the positive or negative value of our

behavior.

In his lecture ”On Ethical Scepticism” he refers to G.E.

Moore’s ethics and W, Tatarkiewicz’s treatise “On the Absoluteness

of Goodness”. He comes to the conclusion that if we define a color

yellow, a taste nice, we do not think why and with respect to what

we claim that. We recognize this color and taste directly, ”lt is

possible in ethics that we are given directly the positive or perhaps

also the negative value of certain behavior -(then) a criterion is not

necessary.”^*

G.E. Moore assumed that the predicative word ‘good’

disposes him towards treating this word as a simple property of an

object, not requiring a definition since ‘good is good’.^“

W. Tatarkiew'icz suggests that if we justify a judgment on

goodness, we have to treat one of them as the first and accept it

without evidence; otherw ise justification would go on endlessly.

Goodness can either be experienced directly as obvious, or

we do not experience it at all. It can be recognized by intuition,

judgments, which we formulate on it, cannot be verified, they are

necessary and unquestionable. Twardowski never admitted clearly

that he accepted Moore’s ethical views Twardowski was a promoter

of Tatarkiewicz’s thesis qualifying him assistant professor. Thus

we can assume that they often discussed this concept of goodness.

Should it be said that Twardowski’s views concerning the way of

recognizing goodness incline towards intuitionism?^'^

In his lecture “On Ethical Scepticism” he states that “a true

judgment which is once true, is always true.” Taking into account
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the classical definition of truth he claims that all truth is eternal. But

can the argumentation of this kind be applied to evaluations and

moral norms? Is not the existence of scepticism justified to a certain

extent, if the questioning ofthe existence of ethical norms operating

always, everywhere and for everybody, i.e. universal norms, is so

frequent?

Twardowski enters into a polemic with ethical scepticism.

First of all he negates agnosticism as a specific case of

epistemological relativism, maintaining that only absolute truths exist.

Refutation of agnosticism eliminates ethical nihilism. Twardowski

expresses his critical view concerning the relativity of truth in his

treaty “On the So-Called Relative Truths.”^^ He believes that

relativity is a result of mixing up judgments with their verbal

expressions - sayings. It is not that judgments are relative, but by

making use of ambiguous words these expressions become
ambiguous.

Twardowski wrote.

The differentiation between the relative and absolute

truthfulness is justified only in the area of sayings,

to which the quality of truthfulness can be attributed

only in a metaphoric and direct sense. As far as

judgments themselves are concerned, it is not

possible to talk about relative and absolute

truthfulness, since every judgment is either true, and

then it is true always and everywhere, or it is not

true and then it is never and nowhere true.^^

Twardowski comes to the conclusion that relativism in

relation to ethical norms is possible, only when we speak about certain

rules operating at a given time, in a given society, at a certain stage

ofthe historical development of mankind. According to Twardowski,

one should remember that in every ethical principle and in every

norm there are included circumstances, in which the people are

placed who observe this principle. The fact that certain norms and

principles lose their actuality in the course of time is a result of a

continuous development of human reality. Rejecting relativism,

resulting from semantic and logical incomprehensibility, Twardowski

offers convincing arguments in favor of his and relativist attitude.

Apart from that, his negative attitude towards ethical agnosticism

which radically discourages people from looking for a way out of
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the cognitive impasse in the area of goodness and badness raises

the level of acceptance for his ideas.

Does Twardowski propose any concrete ways of

overcoming numerous difficulties, apart from sheer criticism? He
tries to question one more argument of an epistemological nature,

used by subjectivists and agnostics in ethics. They claim that an

ethical criterion cannot be recognized, for nobody knows how things

really are. We base our judgments only on how a given thing or

phenomenon appears to us.

Twardowski maintains that if the thesis pronounced by

subjectivists was true, and we really could not get to know the truth

as it is, but only inasmuch as it reveals itself to us, then this thesis

would be equally false, for what a subjectivist states would refer

only to what is revealed to us, and not to what it really is.

Twardowski claims that the essential mistake made by subjectivists

is to refer the presentations of reality to reality itself, whereas a

true judgment and a judgment considered to be true are not the

same. One can say that he makes a mistake of the same kind when
he states that values exist in the subjective world. But one can say

also, that in spite of the fact that subjectivity is a characteristic

feature of value, since goodness cannot exist in the world ofobjects

- but only in the world of subjects subjectivism does not make
these phenomena dependent on the mental processes of individual

people and thus it does not lead to relativism. Why?
Defending himself against this accusation Brentano was

talking about a specific co-creation of one whole by a subject and

object ofcognition. This can happen only in the case of an intentional

act where, apart from referring to an object of cognition, we also

analyze our cognitive act as such by inner perception (inner

consciousness).

Twardowski as Brentano’s disciple, acknowledging the basic

assumptions of his theory, should agree with this argumentation. I

believe that my supposition is confirmed by the evident similarity

which, in Twardowski’s opinion, occurs between the principles of

logic and of ethics. Analogy accounts, to a certain extent, for a lack

of acquaintance with moral principles, but it does not question that

they exist. Twardowski believes that our situation consists in the

search for the principles of ethics. People are capable of finding

these principles. If, as relativists claim, there are no such universally

accepted principles, it is high time, says Twardowski, for ethics to

start formulating them.
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Twardowski extended his polemics with relativists and

sceptics to determinism. This excludes the possibility that ethical

incentives and evaluations exist and operate, because a sense of

responsibility or bad conscience when facing some necessity lose

their essential meaning. Determinists claim that a person ofa distinct

character, when subjected to certain incentives, has to behave in

this and not any other way. Thus he cannot be responsible for his

deeds, as they are unavoidable and do not result from his free will

and choice.

fwardowski wrote: “ freedom of will is not necessary in

order to justify, from a theoretical point of view, a reason for the

existence of moral feelings and to call people to account. But do we

not need to believe in free will to allow these moral feelings to

emerge.

Twardowski did not aim at refuting a determinist approach;

he even claimed that he considered himself a determinist. However,

he opposed the connection, seen by relativists, between determinism

and the lack of any reason for the existence of moral feelings such

as for example responsibility or repentance. Twardowski maintains

that such moral feelings like responsibility are primary in relation to

the attitudes of determinism. Thus determinism does not reject the

existence and influence of ethical motives, because feelings

concerning past resolutions are reflected in future resolutions in a

better and more perfect form. Thus he believes that it is worth

keeping up even an illusion of free will, for it is in the interest of

ethics. Man has to believe in a possibility of his own moral behavior

and self-improvement. Therefore the theses of sceptics on the

impossibility of the existence of scientific ethics are not true.

Twardowski as a supporter of scientific ethics claims that it

occupies the area between two extremes - a state of sanctity where

it becomes useless, and a state of war with everybody where it is

necessary.

We can say that although Twardowski, as Brentano’s

disciple, bears the ‘stigma’ ofintuitionism his views have very obvious

elements of rationalism. For he states that it is man’s duty to rely on

his reason, first of all, since the best guide in life is rational reflection.

This belief inclines him towards advocating the postulate that ethics

should be a science and towards the negation of relativism. However,

these views are not so extreme as to make him renounce his earlier

assumptions that we can differentiate goodness from badness as

something specific. Twardowski approaches ethics as knowledge.
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He is a cognitivist and evaluations, along with moral norms, are the

effect of cognitive acts. He is not fully satisfied with Brentano’s

thesis on the evidence of evaluations, accomplished by intuition and

therefore not requiring any justification. To the degree that he is an

anti-relativist Twardowski is a determinist. He even claims that the

laws of determinism do not destroy ethics but, on the contrary, the

conception of moral necessity is meaningful only on the ground of

determinism.

Twardowski’s ethical views underwent peculiar

transformation from apriorism and intuitionism to empirism. In his

treaty “Ethics in Relation to a Theory of Evolution”'^ he writes

that the postulate of loving one’s neighbor is an axiom as obvious as

the laws of logic. On the other hand later, in his considerations on

ethics, we can notice that he resigns from a priorism in favor of

empirism. He proposes the formulation of theoretical statements in

ethics on the basis of the generalization of facts provided by

experience. Perhaps he came to the conclusion that a dictate of

love was too demanding. He realizes that justice constitutes this

rational minimum which could be achieved by applying the principles

of scientific ethics. Here is a definition of scientific ethics formulated

by Twardowski in his paper “On the Tasks of Scientific Ethics”

which he read in the Lvov Scientific and Literary Society in 1907.

Attempting to be scientific, ethics does not dare to

include contents, which would not be derived from

axioms or facts by logical reasoning. But by doing

that, it cannot reach norms, rules of behavior.

Contrary to what we all used to think, no science

can provide rules. Science only tells what and how,

but it does not tell what should be there, scientific

ethics can only instigate; it leaves deriving norms on

the basis of its results to the factors aiming at certain

practical goals. Scientific ethics will reach, and partly

has already reached by analyzing and generalizing

certain facts given in experience, a number of purely

theoretical statements.”^

But Twardowski does not say precisely what these purely

theoretical statements are and what facts are given to us in

experience.

Thus we can assume, on the basis of Twardowski’s other
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statements, included in his lectures on ethics, that ethics refers to

human aspirations and contradictions; that ethics is a science on

conditions and ways ofthe ultimate reconciliation of the individuals’

interests or relations.”^' But the notions of ‘aspirations’ and interests

are not precisely and clearly defined. We do not know if they are

conceived as values which are manifested in the interests

approached as moral objectives, or if they are purely empirical facts.

In the quoted lecture Twardowski states that a method to be

employed to investigate these facts is empirical. For ifwe approach

man’s interests and aspirations in this way and experience empirically

the conflicts which people encounter when their interests are

contradictory to the interests of other people then we will be able to

define a certain empirical criterion.

It can be said that two epistemological and methodological

reasons meet in Twardowski’s ethical views. The first inclines us

towards reaching the beliefs, which influence moral choices, by

induction, through experience. The other demonstrates that there

are some intuitively recognized, true principles, influencing the level

and direction of reconciling people’s interests. Therefore his theory

includes at the same time intuitive, empirical and rational elements.

1 he conception of ethics aiming at behavior which does not

do any harm to oneself and others in settling contradictions which

emerge between the interests of individuals and their relations to

others is a peculiar combination of the empirically approached

aspirations of men and the moral principles recognized as axioms.

Perhaps Twardowski perceives moral reality as a structure that

cannot be recognized so easily and explicitly. This reality has a certain

objective and absolute principle oforganization which one searching

for ethics discovers step by step.

translated by Malgorzata Sady

NOTES

1 . At that time (1892) Brentano was deprived of the title of

full professor because of his marriage and lectured as a private

assistant lecturer. Therefore R. Zimmermann was the official
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2. Brentano presented this conception in this paper “Uber

den Begriff der Wahrheit” in 1 889.

3. Twardowski, K., “O tak zwanych prawdach wzglednych”.
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CHAPTER VII

THE CONCEPTION OF GOODNESS
AS AN ABSOLUTE AND

OBJECTIVE PROPERTY IN

WLADYSLAW TATARKIEWICZ’S ETHICS

ANNA DRAHARHK

OBJECTIVITY AND THE ABSOLUTE AGAINST
SUBJECTIVITY AND THE RELATIVE

In considering Wladysiaw Tatarkiewicz’s conception of

absolute goodness it is necessary to recall the fundamental theses

concerning this subject formulated by Kazimierz Twardowski.

Twardowski developed the system of analogies between feelings

connected with moral evaluation and acts of theoretical cognition in

order to oppose relativism in ethics. ' This way of reasoning led

him to the conclusion that since in the sphere ofJudgments there

are absolute rules of logic then they are possible also in the sphere

of moral values. Thus analogous to the true and the false in logic

there are values of goodness and badness in volitional acts. The

conclusion is that goodness, like truth, has to be objective.

Comprehension of the principles of ethics was, in Twardowski’s

view based on the belief that there exist objective ethical criteria,

which define precisely the differences between goodness and

badness, thus the principle of division ofjudgments into idiogenic

and allogenic.

Tatarkiewicz’s approach was similar. In his qualifying thesis

for assistant professor, "On the Absolute Character of Goodness”

(supervised by K. Twardowski) he presented the core of his views

on this subject. In the beginning he stated that the term ‘goodness’

would be used as ‘a property’ of morality and profitability, and not

as morality and profitability. He differentiated between two forms

of relativism. Goodness and badness are relative properties. This

means that if an object is good, it is good for somebody or something.

Thus an object can be good:
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a. in relation to a person or a being that is capable of feeling,

e g. an animal

b. in relation to a state of affairs, e.g. an event

The two forms of ethical relativism do not exclude each

other. Thus it is possible to say that goodness and badness are doubly

relative."

Tatarkiewicz claims that ethical relativism is very frequently

identified with other theories which are not relativist. For example

ethical relativism is not identical with the inconsistency of ethical

judgments pronounced by various people. For a theory concerning

goodness and badness can never be identical with people’sjudgments

on goodness and badness. A fact ofjudgment can bring about onjv

the recognition ofa theory as an essential consequence of this fact.'^

Apart from that we should distinguish ethical relativism, concerning

goodness and badness, from logical relativism demonstrating the

relativity ofjudgments on goodness and badness. This relativity does

not concern goodness or badness, but tells if propositions formulated

by people, places, time or situations are true.

A theory claiming that an object is good or bad only in

comparison with another object (good or bad), is not ethical

relativism. One should also distinguish ethical relativism from a theor>'

claiming that each object which has good properties also has bad

properties. Mixing good with bad properties does not prove that

goodness and badness are relative. Tatrkiewicz wrote:

The one who says that every good object is bad, or

that every goodness is badness, has in mind either

what has appearances of good (and is called good)

or what is considered good or (in more serious

conceptions) what wants to be good, what intends

to be good, what contains efforts towards goodness;

in these latter cases 1 refer to good and bad moral

experience and acts. Of course such views can be

connected with ethical relativism, but they are

neither identical with them nor similar to them.'^

According to Tatarkiewicz, ethical relativism is completely

different from ethical skepticism, but there are people who think

that relativists are skeptics.^ A statement on the relativity of

goodness and badness is for skeptics uncertain, just like a statement
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on its absolute character.

Tatarkiewicz was also concerned with explaining a problem

of subjectivism in ethics. It was claimed that goodness and badness

are subjective properties, that is: good depends on somebody. In the

philosopher’s view there is a certain psychological connection

between relativism and ethical subjectivism, for both theories result

from a similar way ofthinking and almost always are acknowledged

jointly. There is no logical connection between these two theories

since an absoluteproperty can be objective and a subjective property

can be absolute.”

Ethical relativism and subjectivism have a common
consequence as both relativity and subjectivity of goodness result

in its insatiability. It has been mentioned before that in subjectivism

goodness and badness depend on somebody, on a subject. The subject

can be approached either in an individualistic way, where good is

what corresponds to my needs, my ways of thinking; or universally,

good is what corresponds to feelings or ways of thinking and social

needs. In this case an individual judgment on good is subordinated

to a social judgment.

Tatarkiewicz stated that if ethical subjectivism is not

individualistic it is anthropological, for only people can formulate

judgments on values. It is possible also to approach it majoristically,

as a variant of subjectivism by questioning the commonness of the

above mentioned needs. This is limited to demanding that a social

subject only be part of the majority of a social group on a judgment

on goodness.

Tatarkiewicz, like G.E. Moore,^ apart from the above

mentioned attitudes, distinguished also other attitudes concerning

the dependence of goodness and badness on the nature of a subject®

In this case the dependence from a subject can be understood as

the dependence from: emotions of a subject - emotionalism, the

needs and will of a subject - voluntarism; or with the subject’s

judgments - intellectualism. This presents an image of subjectivism

as an attitude according to which the goodness of objects is a

property depending on a definite subject i.e. a subject attributes

value to an object and makes it valuable

Tatarkiewicz claims that subjectivism contradicts the

judgment that objects are valuable from their nature. He also

emphasizes the fact that it is not the existence of a valuable object,

which is subjective, but its value. Tatarkiewicz justifies his critical

attitude towards relativism and subjectivism in ethics in a way very
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similar to Twardowski’s justification. In his view different ways in

which people have behaved in different periods and under different

circumstances did not result from different judgments on goodness

and badness, but from different customs. One who follows customs

in his behavior does not necessarily do so because he thinks that

this behavior is good and some other is bad.’^ A different culture

can make an ethical norm or judgment, which though sounding

identical may have different meanings for different peoples, whereas

a norm or judgment having the same meaning can sound different.

Thus what is considered a difference in evaluating things sometimes

happens to be a difference in comprehension, which results from

the difference of people’s intellectual levels. Therefore it happens

very frequently that people who differ with respect to intellect give

the impression of differing with respect to morality. Tatarkiewicz

repeated after M.Scheler ^ that “Only when the relationships

concerning the level of intellectual advancement, technology and

trade are standardized for comparable peoples, and when their ways

ofexpression of estimations of values, their non-ethical estimations,

their interests, and their ability to suffer are standardized, will we
be able to compare these peoples with respect to their attitude

towards ethical values.”

In Tatarkiewicz’s view the incompatibility of beliefs

concerning goodness and badness is caused by a few more reasons,

for example, the fact that people discover goods progressively, in

connection with their own development and that of events. Apart

from that such a state of affairs is also influenced by the fact that

the human brain is limited and very frequently is not capable of

comprehending all the goods at the same time. For when it is

occupied with a certain group ofgoods it loses its sensitivity towards

others. Atrophy (vanishing) of a sense of a certain good, connected

with hypertrophy (increase) of a sense of another good is a common
phenomenon. An extreme case is the so-called ‘depravation’ of a

sense of the good.

Tatarkiewicz believed that this incompatibility of ethical

views can be accounted for not only from the point of view of

relativism, but of relationism (whatever is good is good only for

somebody) as well as nominalism. According to this there is no good

objects in the world since goodness expresses only the condition of

an individual (satisfaction or prosperity) evoked by some objects,

which are different for different individuals. This incompatibility can

be explained also from a point ofview which maintains that goodness
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is an absolute property. In spite of the fact that it is a cognizable

property, it is not always cognizable and not by everybody. Thus, in

this case man’s fallibility is a reason for an incompatibility of

judgments on what is good.

The conclusion resulting from Tatarkiewicz’s considerations

is as follows: ethical relativism and subjectivism are not true theories,

but only apparently true. First of all they use imprecise language

and confused notions connected with the issues of goodness and

badness, i.e. judgments on what is good and right are only apparently

true. Tatarkiewicz, like B. Russell
*

^ points to the fact that an

opponent of relativism neither has to deny that the word ‘good’

happens to be used in different meanings, nor that a property it

designates is a relative property. He believes that it is enough to

demonstrate that this word is used also in another sense, in which it

designates an absolute property.

Ethical subjectivism should not be identified with relativism

in spite of the fact that the latter is one of the arguments in favor of

subjectivism. Tatarkiewicz claims that ethical subjectivism

corresponds to the mind of modern man, as it is generally considered

that a phenomenon of subjectivism is critical and that ethical

objectivism bears a stigma ofdogmatism. However, there were such

periods in the history if ideas, when a subjectivist attitude was

considered to be just a lack of criticism. The connection between

the theory of relativism and the theory of subjectivism is probably

the result of a similar way of thinking, for it is based on psychological

rather than logical similarities.

Goodness and badness are absolute and objective properties.

Propositions ascertaining that certain objects are good and

propositions on values are accepted without any justification,

because neither by deduction nor by induction can one derive

propositions on value from propositions ofwhich none is a proposition

on value. It is not possible to deduce from the definition ofgood and

bad value what objects are valuable, that is good or bad, since the

are simple terms which do not have their definitions.
* “

Tatarkiewicz’s attitude towards this issue should be called

intuitionism, for it assumes the obvious existence ofthe first principles

of reasoning as a priori truths and axioms. He formulates

statements on values, using general judgments, reached on the basis

ofthe criteria learned by intuition. Thus it can be said that he behaves

like Socrates as there is a considerable similarity between his simple

and obvious ‘first sentences’ and Socrates’ intuitions of good and
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1

1

bad. There is also an analogy to Aristotle’s views, who claimed

that the foundations of every order of knowledge were underlined

by certain ultimate principles that could not be proved. However,

following Aristotle Tatarkiewicz denied the existence of innate

knowledge of the first premises.

Talking about the influence of other philosophers on

Tatarkiewicz’s theory one should refer to the British intuitionist, G.E.

Moore, who at least in The Phncipia Hthica, claims that the term

‘good’ designates a certain specific the only in its kind, simple

property which cannot be defined and is beyond the limits of time.

It cannot be defined because it is simple. Moore, like Aristotle,

thought that only complex notions can be defined.
* ^

Tatarkiewicz in his statements on goodness is an intuitionist

and rationalist at the same time. Goodness is an absolute property,

but it has nothing to do with the absolute, for it is neither the first

source nor the deepest essence of all being, nor does it exist ‘beyond

all being’. Thus neither Plato, nor Plotinus, nor Schelling influenced

his views.

For Tatarkiewicz absolute goodness was goodness ‘by

itself,’ not goodness for somebody. There are many goods in the

world, for there are many things that have a property of goodness,

an absolute and objective property. They are: nobleness,

faithfulness, pride, beauty, harmony, fullness of life, power, joy and

health. The major problems of ethics include demonstrating which

objects have a property of goodness and which have a property of

badness. But it can be done only when adopting the attitude of an

ethical objectivist and absolutist, where good is considered an

absolute and objective property. Knowledge of what is goodness is

not enough to know what objects are good. Propositions, that we
accept without proving as primary propositions, e g., ‘a is good’, ‘b

is bad’, are such propositions in which ‘a’ and ‘b’ are not concrete

objects but properties, and what is more, they are simple properties.

Thus certain simple properties are good from their nature, i.e. they

are positively valuable, while some others are bad, i.e. negatively

valuable. These are primary sentences accepted without proof by

absolutism and ethical objectivism. An important task of ethics is to

specify these primary sentences.

The number of these propositions is finite as they refer not

to concrete objects but only to some primary properties. Not every

property is positively or neg^atively valuable; they can also be neutral.

Tatarkiewicz, like Moor^^ claims that ethical knowledge also
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contains, apart from propositions affirming that objects are good or

bad, propositions claiming that some objects are better than other.

Without proof we accept only propositions on values of

certain properties; only they have the character of intuitive axioms

of obvious propositions, ‘A good property’ and ‘a bad property’ are

abstract equivalents ofgood and bad properties of objects. Goodness

and badness are equally real. An object equipped with only good

properties is good, whereas the one equipped with only bad properties

is bad. Also an object with a majority ofgood properties is good and

one with a majority of bad properties is bad.

Tatarkiewicz does not mean so much a quantative majority

of positive or negative properties. One property of great positive

value can counterbalance many negative properties and vice versa.

It can also happen that an object having a good property is not

good, and an object having a bad property is not bad. A certain

superficial charge against absolutism in ethics can be formulated on

the basis of this statement. For how is it possible that a certain

property could be recognized as absolutely good if only certain

objects having this property are good and others also having it are

bad? This charge is questioned by the fact that from unchangeability

of property value we cannot draw a conclusion that the value of

object is unchangeable, or on the contrary, we cannot draw a

conclusion on the changeability of properties from the changeability

of object properties. “Deceitfulness will remain bad even when
somebody who had this property gets rid of it completely and a

friend’s love will remain goodness even if a best friend betrays

you.’’^^

Tatarkiewicz believes that the relations of values get even

more complicated when we no longer take into account separate

individual objects, but classes of objects. A class of objects, equipped

with a certain good property, is not a class of good objects, a class

of objects equipped with some bad property is not a class of bad

objects; for example, not all hardworking people are valuable

although hard work is always valuable. Whereas a class of objects

with the majority ofpositive properties is a class of positive objects

and a class of objects with the majority of negative properties is a

class of negative objects.

THE HIERARCHY OF MORAL GOODS

Tatarkiewicz believes that the main objective of scientific
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ethics is to introduce order, classification and hierarchy of absolute

values, that is, to establish the order of goods. As a matter of fact

he never presented a complete list of simple good and bad properties.

He only distinguishes those properties, which could constitute the

basis for establishing the order of goods. He believed that the most

important thing in building the hierarchy ofgoods was to divide goods

into absolute and relative.

The foundations of all order are relative goods - that is

simple properties - which are secondary, derivative and dependent.

They are means, conditions, containers or symbols of goods which

are absolute but have not got their own value, being valuable is not

a part of their nature. In contrast, simple, indecomposable and hence

indefinable properties are properties of goodness and badness; they

are, so to speak, good and bad properties of reality. For example

Tatarkiewicz calls nobleness, disinterestedness and justice simple

properties.

During the 9^^ International Congress of Philosophy, Paris,

1937, Tatarkiewicz read his paper “What Do We Know and What

Don’t We Know About Values?”' ^ The main thesis of this paper

was that among external, that is absolute values, there are simple

properties. All other values, moral, intellectual, aesthetic or

hedonistic, can be reduced to simple values. However, he also states

that, for example, moral value includes values which cannot be

reduced to one single value, since it consists of such values as

righteousness, i.e. lawfulness and kindness. In aesthetics, however,

beauty can be a simple and absolute property, as can pleasure in

the sphere of hedonistic values.

In Tatarkiewicz’s philosophical output we do not find any

other works discussing these problems in more details. There are

some attempts at solving these issues in his paper “Von der Ordnung

der Werte” delivered at the meeting of the International Institute of

Philosophical Co-operation in Amersfoort in 1939.

According to Tatarkiewicz values can be arranged in the

following order;

a. honesty-justice and kindness-nobleness, are considered

values of moral behaviour, arising in the context of a deed,

its intentions, results and merits;

b. beauty and creativity are cognisant intellectual values,

c. beauty and its variants are aesthetic values;

d. pleasure and its variants are hedonistic, emotional values.
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e. life, health, strength and beauty are vital values i.e. natural

goods.

Tatarkiewicz thinks that it is best to divide values into three

basic classes; those which are characteristic of people, of things;

and in between. According to him human values are values of

thoughts, i.e. moral values such as nobleness, justice, while values

of emotions are hedonistic values.

Things have only one kind ofvalues, namely aesthetic values.

But Tatarkiewicz attributes these not only to things, but also to people

who often create aesthetic values. In between human and material

values are the values of life and health and the vital values which

concern what is material in man. According to him it is better to

compare concrete goods, applying definite rules for their

classification. As a matter of fact all kinds of values can co-exist in

a harmonious way and one should not sacrifice moral values for

others. Tatarkiewicz discusses the division of goods in his article

‘Goods that do not have be chosen,

In his opinion not all goods exclude one another, thus a choice

of one good does not always result in giving up another. It often

happens that on acquiring certain goods we also acquire others.

But there is one category of goods which is not suitable to be an

object of any choice: they are goods which cannot be acquired by

intentional action.

either one has got them naturally or due to some

particular circumstances, or one has not got them

at all. Not to mention such a modest good as beauty,

creativity belongs to this kind of natural goods. Either

you are talented creatively or not, you will not

acquire them by patience and work. What is more,

in a way good emotions belong here as you can

control your emotions and work on them only to a

certain extent: you can value certain emotions more

than others but. as a matter of fact, you cannot chose

your emotions.

Apart from the already mentioned natural goods among those which

do not have to be chosen, there belong also resultant goods i.e.

moral goods (kindness) and hedonistic goods (happiness). These

are achieved without choosing and without persistent aspiration to-
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wards them.

Apart from the goods, which are not subjected to any choice,

there are also goods which have to be chosen, for example cognition.

Tatarkiewicz writes that it is an unquestionable good, although it is

neither a natural good nor a resultant good. “If you want to acquire

them you can and you should choose them and strive after them,

although of course some people have greater and others lesser

chances to get them. But we have the feeling that it is neither such

a small good to renounce it always in favor of other goods, nor so

big as to give it always priority. You have to be able to compare

them with other j>oods under various circumstances in order to make
the right choice.”^

According to Tatarkiewicz goods can be selected either

directly or indirectly. We choose goods in a direct way when we try

to develop our own talents, improve our character, achieve happiness

or harmony in life, but we do so also when we organize educational

and welfare activities or take care of someone else’s talents.

We can choose goods indirectly when we do not create goods

themselves, but their ‘containers’. According to Tatarkiewicz this

group includes among others: literature, art and law, but also Church,

nation and family. These are containers of goods, in which goods

can be brought up to date many times, in various ways. Thus any

choice should concern this kind of goods first of all.

The way, in which Tatarkiewicz structures the hierarchy of

goods, can be reduced to arranging them according to their rank.

But it seems that he did not conceived of this hierarchy in an absolute

way. It is true that intuitive cognition, thanks to which we get to

know a priori differences in the rank of goods, makes them absolute

differences. But the fact that Tatarkiewicz recognized the possibility

of changing this arrangement in some concrete cases speaks in

favour of an objectivist and, to a certain extent, relative arrangement

of goods. What attitudes are possible, in Tatarkiewicz’s view, when
arranging goods? First he distinguishes the so-called ‘non-

Archimedean attitude’, according to which there exist inviolable

differences between values of respective classes. Therefore values

of a higher rank are infinitely higher than values of a lower rank. As
an argument in favour of this approach he uses Pascal’s statement

in which to three orders of cognition: sensual, rational and emotional

he attributed three orders of being and value: bodily, spiritual and

divine, also called love. The highest goods are, as a matter of fact,

the only absolute goods.
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The “Archimedean attitude” is the second approach,

assuming the existence of higher and lower values. The differences

between the orders are flexible, for a great number of values of a

lower order can predominate over a small number of higher values.

According to Tatarkiewicz this view is typical of secular ethics in

which cognitive and material goods are compared.

According to the third attitude it is not possible to compare

goods in themselves. This results from the fact that if there exists

an absolute hierarchy of values it is incognizable. Tatarkiewicz

maintained that F. Brentano was a supporter of this view.

Apart from the views already mentioned there is another

saying that there are no objective differences between values,

irrespective of whether they are considered to be absolute or relative.

Thus values can be objective, but the differences between them

depend upon people’s evaluations and inclinations, i.e they are

subjective differences, where the rank of values is classified in

relation to a subject. Tatarkiewicz believes that this attitude is possible

when comparing relative goods, that is, media or containers of values

- books, works of art. There is also an attitude, enumerated by

Tatarkiewicz as the fifth, that there is neither an objective nor a

subjective hierarchy of values, as there are no values. Tatarkiewicz

opposes this view.

The order of goods established by Tatarkiewicz takes into

account, first of all, moral values defined as personal values.

However, it happens that these goods are sometimes sacrificed for

somebody else’s good, on this scale they are called social.

Tatarkiewicz claims that a man in his activities should not strive to

possess moral and hedonistic goods, so-called ‘resultant’ goods. This

name suggests that these goods are acquired as a result of owning

a certain .set ofgoods which are indirect objectives of man’s desires.

They can be, for example, cognitive or aesthetic goods.

In principle Tatarkiewicz compares goods depending on

the situation and how they are related to the principle of a right

deed. In the axiological order which he introduces moral values

occupy a privileged position. However, this does not mean that other

values do not take part in creating an arrangement of goods which

constitutes a positive balance of life.

THE CONCEPTION OF A RIGHT DEED

In his work “On the Absolute Character of Goodness”
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Tatarkiewicz approached a deed as every object which can have

positive or negative value. In his opinion a deed, apart from the fact

that it can have value by itself, is also a means to achieve a state of

affairs which can have positive or negative value. He also maintains

that when we do a deed, we care not so much about the deed itself,

but about the state of affairs which is to be achieved by this deed.

Tatarkiewicz analysed a deed in ethics in the context of the possibility

of changing the distribution of goodness and badness in the world

not only by the goodness and badness inherent in the deed itself, but

also that which is beyond it and occurs in what is described as the

effect of a given deed.

Thus if we want to do good, it does not necessarily mean,

that we want to do a deed which has positive value by itself, but

that we want to do a deed which creates a state of affairs which

has positive value.Tatarkiewicz calls ‘right’ such a deed, which in

comparison w ith other deeds, creates the greatest good. He wrote:

“If I want to behave morally, i.e. do as much good as possible, this

means that 1 want to do a right deed. If ethics is to formulate the

principles of moral behaviour, it must formulate principles such that

if somebody acts according to them, he does a right deed”“'*

Tatarkiewicz’s theory ofmorality agrees with his conception

of a right deed. The absolute character and objectivism of the theory

of value results in relativity and objectivity of the rules of right

behaviour. Why does it happen like that?

Tatarkiewicz believes that a deed is right objectively. If in a

given situation somebody makes a deed which brings as much good

as possible, this deed is right objectively and it does not depend on

the objective nature of its maker who attributes this rightness to it.

According to Tatarkiewicz the rightness of a deed can be checked

by adding and taking away positive and negative values, brought

about by this deed. Due to its objectivity rightness is a property

similar to goodness. But there are differences between them. If,

for example, an object of certain properties is good, then every object

equipped with the same properties is good. Whereas, if a certain

deed with definite properties is right under given circumstances,

then other deeds of the same properties can, but do not have to, be

right.-^

The rightness of a deed, according to Tatarkiewicz, depends

on the person who does the deed, the time, the place, other people

and things. Thus the rightness of a deed depends on all circumstances

in which a given deed is done. From this Tatarkiewicz draws the
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conclusion that a deed is right objectively and individually, because

it is right only for certain individuals and under definite circumstances.

Thus, to formulate the rule of a right deed, i.e. a norm acting

according to which we achieve the best possible state of affairs,

we have to take into account the fact that it will be binding

individually and conditionally, i.e. for each situation it has to be

formulated separately. Neither ethics nor any other science is

capable of formulating such a rule. “If people expect rules from

ethics then this does not mean individual rules, but common and

unconditional rules which will demonstrate a right deed to everyone

who wants to behave rightly. But seeing that the situations in which

we live and act are, if not unique, then still volatile and variegated

the possibility ofcommon and absolute rules has to be questioned.”^”

Tatarkiewicz believes that looking for analogies between

the absolute property of goodness and rightness (as a property) is

groundless, because there are no right and non-right properties.

Certain deeds are right only as they bring about the best possible

results, and not because they have right properties. For a deed

evaluated as positive, that is having a property of goodness, is not

always right. In order to be able to differentiate a right from non-

right deed we have to know the effects of these deeds. We need

knowledge of causative relations which we acquire thanks to

experience. Each rule of a right deed has to include an empirical

element and be based on an inductive comparison of individual cases

of right deeds or individual rules. Tatarkiewicz does not exclude the

existence of such an inductive-common rule for right deeds, for it is

possible to generalise individual rules which are similar in sound

and reduce them to one common rule.

It is well known that there exist certain constant

circumstances under which a deed operates, for example a human
life. There are deeds which result mainly in positive states of affairs,

for example deeds caused by love, and that there are deeds of a

particularly high moral value - noble deeds, generous deeds. But

according to Tatarkiewicz, these are no circumstances sufficient to

guarantee the commonness ofa given rule. For “ a rule which brings

about good results in even a tremendously predominant number of

cases, is not binding in a concrete case, in which an even better

result is possible.”^

'

Tatarkiewicz does not see a danger for ethics and morality

in the lack of possibility to create common rules. One who wants to

behave morally cannot be guided only by recognised and common
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rules, but he has to create these rules, i.e. in each individual case he

has to think and work on his deed. Thus theoretically he excludes

the existence ofcommon rules, but in practice it very often happens

that rules which are not common are approached as common. This

leads to inner conflicts in the case of people who do a deed or to

conflicts between an acting person and one who is watching the

fulfilment ofcommon rules.

Analysing Tatarkiewicz’s views on the conception of a right

deed we see that he does not recognise the absolute character of

ethical rules. According to him only goods can be absolute, whereas

rules are always relative. Such an attitude brings him close to the

British school of analytical philosophy since G.E. Moore and B.

Russell have a similar approach to this issue.

It can be said that from the general theory of value, which

determines a need to do good and avoid evil results a moral theory,

formulated by Tatarkiewicz, which derives individual rules of

behaviour from these general recommendations. These rules can

be subjected to generalisation, especially when the situations

concerning them recur. Tatarkiewicz suggests that in our life practice

we do not refer each time we make a choice to the calculation of

goods, but most frequently take into account a verified rule. The

conclusion is that the calculation ofgoods is not often applied as an

instrument which determines norms. It is rather a method of verifying

and justifying our choices.

Tatarkiewicz proposes some ways of determining obligation,

other than the calculation of goods. It can be obedience with

respect to an obvious, general imperative of honesty or kindness or

it can be reference to an intuitive reaction or moral impulse in

concrete situations requiring immediate action.

fatarkiewicz’s attitude can be recognised as an attempt at

constructing ethics based on absolutist and objectivist axiological

assumptions, as well as on experience. Thus it is an ethics which

formulates relative and objective rules of right behaviour. The theory

of a right deed, presented by Tatarkiewicz, agrees with the basic

principle of Brentano’s ethics, recommending the increase of

kindness in the world and G.E. Moore’s theory of the maximalisation

of kindness.

It can be assumed that Tatarkiewicz’s recommendations,

namely, that each moral situation generate right deeds and maximize

goodness in the world, aim at creating a perfect ethics. But

Tatarkiewicz did not maintain that we should aim at perfection at
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any price. Happiness was a much more important idea from the

point of view of life practice.

THE THEORY OF HAPPINESS

In the history of philosophy there have been numerous

attempts at defining happiness and how to achieve it. Tatarkiewicz’s

treatise “On Happiness” includes everything that can be said

objectively about it. Happiness and the ways of reaching it are

considered from different perspectives and at various levels.

Tatarkiewicz places practical analyses next to theoretical analyses,

systematic analyses next to historical analyses, descriptive analyses

next to normative analyses, linguistic, psychological and sociological

analyses next to ethical analyses. His treatise is often referred to

as ‘an encyclopaedia of happiness’.^ ^ The author himself in the

preface calls it “a summa”. But the medieval summas contained

theses and statements, whereas Tatarkiewicz refers to various

attitudes without stating clearly which is right. He does not formulate

univocal theses, but the way in which he considers them, enables

the reader to reach the right solution himself

Tatarkiewicz’s consideration of happiness is a theory of

hedonistic goods. It constitutes a continuum of his theory of value

consisting of a definition, the theory ofhappiness and the evaluation

of happiness. When we ask what happiness is, Tatarkiewicz

answers; “It is a state of full permanent and Justified contentment

with one’s whole life.” Or: “it is life giving full, permanent and

justified contentment”.^"

The first formulation emphasises the fact that in order to be

happy one has to be content with the life one lives, the other states

that on should live a life with which one is content. The difference

between these two definitions is only formal. One could object to a

lack of precision of this definition, but in Tatarkiewicz’s opinion

precision in defining the essence of happiness is rather unattainable.

A reason for the ‘imperfection’ is that the notion of happiness is

complex and multiform in nature.

In order to be happy one person needs more, the other needs

less, the happiness of the one who is satisfied with very little is

neither happiness to a smaller extent nor smaller happiness than the

happiness of the one who demands more from life.^"*

The concept of happiness has a tradition of over two

thousand years and it is impossible to disconnect from this tradition.
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I atarkiewicz bases his own definition on the reconstruction of existing

meanings and tries to define them more in order to get a full picture

of what we usually call happiness. The history of the notion of

happiness oscillated between the two extremes of approaching

happiness either as perfection or as pleasure. Nowadays this

notion has taken a form which includes and connects the two

elements of perfection and pleasure. All definitions and indications

included in the definition proposed by Tatarkiewicz are of an

approximate, model, ideal character.^^

Thus it is only an approximation and simplification of areal

concept of happiness. For it is easier, in Tatarkiewicz’s view, to

define an abstract and ideal happiness constituting a measure of

happiness at which people strive, than to define the one which people

experience and which is a part of their life. The real and therefore

most frequent or average happiness, which is underestimated by

most people, is very difficult to describe If following a definition,

one assumes that happiness is one’s total and permanent contentment

with life, it turns out that unfortunately such happiness does not

exist. For it is only an ideal of happiness which people are not capable

of attaining.

The theory of happiness includes a psychological description

and praxeology, establishing the determinants of happiness

(biotechnics). A psychological description reveals and emphasizes

the subjectivity of happiness, w hereas praxeology demonstrates its

relativity.

Thus happiness is a subjective, emotional state, although it

refers to phenomena that can be objectified. Descriptions of

happiness on a psychological plane, show' that it is a variant of

pleasure, an emotion based on comparing and summing up values

realised in life. But in spite of the fact that happiness is defined as a

mental state i.e, a simple subjective emotion, it is based on a complex

and objective basis, resulting mainly from axiological assumptions.

According to Tatarkiewicz pleasure is constituted by all positive

emotions and unpleasantness by all negative emotions."^ Hence

pleasure and unpleasantness constitute the most general concepts

of the whole sphere of emotions. Emotions always arise on the

ground of impressions, images and thoughts. This statement manifests

the evident influence of K. Twardowski, w ho repeated after Brentano

that emotions are divided into emotions of experience and emotions

of conviction, and that these can be further divided into emotions of

imagination (aesthetic) and emotions of value
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Tatarkiewicz believes that emotions are accompanied by

aspirations, which support a source of pleasure or remove a source

of unpleasantness. Introducing some order into pleasant states,

arranging from simple pleasure through joy and contentment, rejoicing

and happiness we come to the conclusion that the most intense state

is happiness in a psychological sense. According to Tatarkiewicz

the relation between pleasure and happiness changes completely,

depending on the sense of happiness, for example, life happiness

means good fortune, ethical happiness means having moral goods.

But happiness in Tatarkiewicz’s definition as twice connected with

pleasure, for positive feelings are pleasure and the life that is positive

balance must include happiness, too.

In his consideration of happiness Tatarkiewicz does not

ignore an analysis ofthe opposite notion - ‘unhappiness’. He notices

that the negative expression to’happiness’ - ‘unhappiness’ - was

created only in modem languages, probably because philosophers

talked about happiness as an ideal, not as a quality of life. Theories

of this kind did not require the notion of ‘unhappiness’. However, a

reliable description of life phenomena requires, in Tatarkiewicz’s

view, completing the terminology related to happiness with negative

expressions.^® For example, to life happiness, or extremely

favourable events, having a positive impact on mans fate, correspond

extremely unfavourable events having a negative impact. Besides,

to positive experiences ofextraordinary intensity, which Tatarkiewicz

calls psychological happiness, correspond equally intense states of

despair. To life, in which there is much good of the highest rank

(eudaemonia), corresponds life saturated with badness. Finally, to

the satisfaction with one’s whole life corresponds dissatisfaction.

Thus happiness is accompanied by unhappiness. It is not a common
opinion, for sometimes it is maintained that these are phenomena of

a different nature and cannot be divided symmetrically. One disaster,

for example, the death of somebody near and dear, can destroy the

harmony of life that is happiness, whereas one success, in

Tatarkiewicz’s view, probably cannot introduce such a harmony.

The praxeology (biotechnics) of happiness defines the factors, which

are necessary to achieve it, but it also defines what constitutes the

obstacles in the way. Tatarkiewicz believes that “factors” refer to

everything that has a positive contribution to happiness, what

contributes to it one way or another.

The factors ofhappiness are divided into indirect and direct,

indispensable and the ones you can live without and which to a
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certain extent contribute to happiness. The ones which lead towards

perfect happiness and the ones which contribute only to mediocre

happiness.

There is a considerable divergence with respect to views

on the factors of happiness. This results from the lack of

acquaintance with these factors and verbal misunderstandings. The

most essential reason for this divergence is the fact that different

factors are significant for happiness fordifferent people. This results

from different living conditions and the different character of people

which as different need different things to be happy. The approach

to happiness must be relative as certain things are happiness factors

only for certain people, under certain circumstances.^^

Generally it can be claimed that state of a human organism,

such as age, status and relations with others, constitute variables of

one's life the function of which is happiness. They are happiness

factors, but there are obstacles working against happiness. To each

happiness factor corresponds a definite obstacle: disease to health,

old age to youth, ugliness to beauty, poverty to fortune, slavery to

freedom. Factors and obstacles turn continuously into one another.

Obstacles and factors of happiness can be divided into both external

and internal. “A human life is a continuous game of inner conditions

and outer sources of happiness. Their harmonious tuning determines,

to a considerable extent, whether happiness will be achieved.

latarkiewicz believes that happiness, in order to exist, must

have concrete sources of which he distinguished four:

a. external goods such as fortune, power;

b. kind feelings, such as love in a marriage or family

c. work

d. objects of disinterested predilections, such as science,

art and religion.'^^

Sources of happiness are different because not only can

individual goods constitute them, but also the very fact of life.

Besides, if some of these sources are inaccessible to some people it

does not mean that these people cannot achieve happiness. According

to Tatarkiewicz certain sources of happiness can be replaced with

others. However, one has to admit that all four sources of happiness

arc deceptive, as they do not guarantee at all that when we get hold

of them we shall be happy. Sources of happiness themselves are

not sufficient to make man happy; apart from them inner conditions
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of happiness, embedded in man’s personality are needed. Only some

sources of happiness can be used to constitute the basis for

happiness, others are rather superfluous. For people who have

achieved the basis for their happiness, for e.g., family or knowledge,

it is easier to gain sources of happiness. In this context there emerges

the problem of style of life, which influences the way of reaching

happiness. It is possible, in Tatarkiewicz’s view, to reach happiness

based on one foundation, for example pursuit of knowledge.

Sometimes this demands subduing one’s nature, but it gives greater

security that the aim, i.e., happiness, will be achieved. The other

way bases the pursuit of happiness on many foundations and, perhaps

because it is not perfect, it seems more human. Tatarkiewicz, as

humanist and realist, seems more human, and inclines towards the

second way, leaving the first one to people who want to pursue

perfection at any price. Whether man is happy is determined not

only by what he encounters in life, but also by his way of reacting to

what he encounters. One can say that man’s happiness is determined

by his personality, too. Tatarkiewicz conceives of personality as

dispositions"^^ which can be inborn or acquired; they can be created

and disappear. Thus a personality is not something permanent or

unchangeable, as life modifies it continuously: personality influences

man’s fate, which in turn influences personality. Due to the fact

that happiness is a subjective-objective state and the factors leading

to it are relative, in order to create the theory' of happiness we have

to base our efforts on experience, on certain common opinions.

These opinions claim, for example, that happiness is an illusion or

that it does not exist at all, or that what we consider happiness is

only superficial pleasure. Tatarkiewicz believes that pessimism as

well as optimism are unjustified in this respect. And a researcher of

morality who wants to build the theory of happiness who wants to

build a theory of happiness, has to assume the attitude of an

indifferent observer, for one can observe, classify and describe

problems connected with happiness only from a position of

indifference.

In Tatarkiewicz’s opinion, ideal happiness without distress

and suffering does not exist. People experience happiness if they

approach it realistically. Realising that the conceptions of happiness

can be based on asceticism, eudaemonism and finally on hedonism,

Tatarkiewicz thinks that they do not have much to do with real life.

Therefore he advised, after Aristotle, the ethics of moderation. Man
should be guided by happiness and be disposed to be friendly towards
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Other people. Taiarkiewicz finds convincing and justified the thesis

claiming that morality, i.e. life according to moral principles,

constitutes one of the fundamental factors of happiness."^^ For kind

feelings and good conduct bring about contentment and life according

to moral principles helps to control feelings, which therefore become

peaceful and harmonious. Such a life brings a sense of happiness.

Besides introducing order into human relationships in society morality

eliminates, to a considerable extent, the use of penalties which

constitute a danger to happy life. A good man, that is a man living

according to moral principles, not only protects himself against

enemies, but is surrounded by a friendly attitude and sympathy on

the part of others.

Taiarkiewicz claims that theoretically between morality and

happiness there exists a very essential connection, which is not

always confirmed by life practice. Frequent disharmony between

the happy life and life according to moral principles questions the

sense of justice and moral order.

Happiness is the result of everything man experiences and

acquires in his life. It is a reckoning in which what qualifies life as

happy and what qualifies it as good should agree. For it is good

when a good life brings the happiness and contentment one deserves.

But if a happy life is something more than a good or perfect life

then, fatarkiewicz believes, happiness cannot be reduced

axiologically to a sum ofgoods which we acquired during our lifetime.

Happiness is not a result of its constituents for we know the value

of happiness intuitively, a priori. Thus subjective and relative

happiness has objective and ab.solute value. In this case an object

of evaluation is not the whole complex basis of happiness, but the

simple experience of pleasure and contentment relating to a

reckoning of life’s achievements. There is no contradiction in

subjective experience having objective value.**”

Tatarkiew icz’s ethical views can be considered on two planes:

axiological and hedonistic. On the first one the most important is the

perfectionist theoiy of a right deed which constitutes the foundations

for what is obligatory and good, whereas on the other plane life is

evaluated as a general reckoning ofjustified hedonistic feelings. On the

axiological plane Taiarkiewicz takes into consideration individual deeds

and by doing so evaluates only definite aspects of life. On the hedonis-

tic plane life is approached as a whole.

According to Taiarkiewicz morality justifies happiness and

immorality closes the path leading to it. Happiness, like Aristotelian
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eudeamony, consists in acting. The external world, that is, other

people, society and the political system, exert influence on the

individual’s life.

Tatarkiewicz wrote: who can be happy should be happy

because "man is morally obliged to feel happy, at least as happy as

he is given to be”^^

In his conception of ethics and theory of happiness

Tatarkiewicz ennobles a man’s role In the intuitive and absolute

conception of goodness he attributes to man moral autonomy in

formulating norms ofconduct, under the stipulation that these norms

will be the only possible ones under certain circumstances. Thus in

each situation there is only one right deed and this has to be found.

Man is obliged to create norms of right behaviour, making use of

the accessible elements of axiological knowledge as well as his own
life experience, which helps him to foresee all possible results of

our actions.

translated by Malgorzata Sady
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CHAPTER VIII

THE AXIOLOGICAL SYSTEM OF
HENRYK ELZENBERG

LESLAW HOSTYNSKI

BIOGRAPHICAL OUTLINE

Henryk Jozef Maria Elzenberg was bom on September 1 8th,

1887 in Warsaw. His family was Catholic, but his grandfather Jakub

Elsenberg was a member of the Jewish community in Warsaw, an

author and pedagogue, who also taught at the rabbinical school.

Henryk’s father, also named Henryk (1845-1899), was a lawyer,

publicist and active member ofthe Warsaw Positivist circles. When
Henryk Elzenberg was nine his father sent him to Switzerland to

learn foreign languages and related knowledge in an atmosphere of

freedom. He passed his examination for the secondary school

certificate in Geneva in 1905 and in 1909 received his doctorate at

the Sorbonne {Le sentiment religieux ehez Leeonte de Lisle). In

1910-1912 he read French literature at the Neuchatel University in

Switzerland and in 1916 he was invited to write a thesis qualify as

assistant professor at the Jagiellonian University in Cracow. In 1921

he obtained the title of an assistant professor in ethics and history

of philosophy (his thesis was entitled Marcus Aurelius: From the

History and Psycholo^’ of Ethics). When he moved to Warsaw

University his qualification was extended to the whole area of

philosophy and in 1 936 he moved to Vilnius where he was a junior

lecturer at the Philosophy Chair of the Stefan Batory University.

After the Second World War he was repatriated to Poland (its

boundaries having been moved towards the west) and in April, 1 945

arrived in Lublin, where he stayed until autumn, delivering lectures

in French literature at the Catholic University as an assistant lecturer

and teaching French at the Maria Curie-Sklodowska University.

Than he moved to Torun, where he worked as a full professor at

the Philosophy Chair of the Nicolaus Copernicus University.

His rich didactic activity was broken by an administrative

decision of the Communist authorities on the basis of which Henryk

Elzenberg, along with a group of other professors, was barred from
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working with students because he was judged to be “an incorrect

idealist”. He was allowed to lecture again by the decision of the

Humanities Department Board on November 13, 1956. He used the

period of suspension for very intense academic work, carrying on

research in Plato and Berkeley, accompanied by active involvement

in “Library' of Philosophy Classics” publishing series. On October

1 st 1957, Elzenberg was appointed chairman of the Philosophy Chair

at the Torun University tell his retirement on September 30th, 1 960.

Suffering from incurable illness, he spent the last years of

his life writing and editing his three masterpieces: A Trouble; with

Hxislence. Aphorisms in the Time Order, Krakow 1963, Attempts

at Contact. Essays and Critical Studies, Krakow 1966, and Value

and .Man, Torun 1966. He died on 6 April 1967.

ON THE WAV TOWARD PHILOSOPHY

Elzenberg’s close connections with philosophy started with

his interest in aesthetics. A desire to discover the essence of reality

and reflections on the cognitive abilities ofthe human mind directed

him more and more towards philosophy. As his philosophical

knowledge increased, Elzenberg was increasingly reluctant to enter

into considerations of an ontological nature. Finally, as a result of

some personal misfortune, he moved towards Stoicism. Elzenberg’s

attitude towards the world was formed mainly by pessimistic visions

of reality, arising from his conviction that nothing has sense, and his

sense of the decadence of our civilization.

Feeling intuitively an affinity, and even a unity, of aesthetics

and ethics, Elzenberg concluded (around 1 908) that a common factor

connecting the two areas is a value constituting “the first and final

-source of the in.structions for life”. In 1910 under the influence of

Sobeski’s book On an Objective Method in Aesthetics, he realized

clearly that there existed a separate area of philosophy dealing with

the problem of value, namely, axiology.

Elzenberg’s mentality found its ultimate reflection in the

general theory of value, which he used to call general axiology. In

the early thirties he started working very intensely on formulating

and developing the main thesis of this theory. General axiology was

to prove that Henryk Elzenberg’s beliefs were not only individual,

but that his claims were true. It is surprising that Elzenberg’s

philosophical approach, which originated from the beliefs he formed

in his youth, remained almost unchanged until his death. The changes
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he introduced into his theory did not result from any essential changes

of his views, but rather from the advancement of his thinking and

the philosopher’s need to increase their logical clarity.

Elzenberg’s persistent aspiration towards building his own
philosophical system distinguished him from the background of Polish

philosophy at that time. He did not, however, follow the path of

Leibniz. He resigned from solving questions of a metaphysical

nature, confining himself to the theory of value, conceived of as

general axiology. General axiology consisted of two basic parts:

formal axiology, called also the philosophy of value; and substantial

axiology, divided into aesthetics and ethics. His system of general

axiology was never completed. The majority ofElzenberg’s published

works were concerned with the problems of substantial axiology

and therefore it is possible to combine his remarks included in various

articles into one consistent whole. This allows us to isolate and define

his system of ethics, as well as aesthetics, but it is relatively difficult

to render and interpret the principles of Elzenberg’s philosophy of

value.

We can distinguish three stages in the development of

Elzenberg’s philosophy of value. The first stage, arose when the

issues occuned to Elzenberg, as he started his introductory

investigations on possible solutions. This stage lasted from 1908 to

1930. The second stage was when Elzenberg’s system was

formulated and lasted from 1931 to about 1 947. The year 1 939 was

the culmination of this period, when “Value and Obligation’’ was

written in manuscript form. This stage ended with his lectures

delivered in Torun in 1 946/47, entitled “Basic Concepts ofAxiology”

(based on this manuscript). The last stage of Elzenberg’s research

was the period from the late forties until the philosopher’s death in

1967. This stage can be described as the process during which he

developed critical distance towards his system as he became aware

of the difficulties embedded in his views. Elzenberg was also

occupied with the problems of substantial axiology alongside formal

axiology.

FORMAL AXIOLOGY

Elzenberg’s system of the philosophy of value was built on

three pillars. The first is a clear differentiation between two concepts

of value: utilitarian and perfect; the second pillar connects the

concept of perfect value with that of obligation by definition; the
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third approaches obligation pertaining to being as oppose to deed.

The difference between utilitarian value and perfect value,

proposed by Elzenberg, was not a new' idea. It occurred in Seneca’s

philosophy; in his Tellers to Tueilius Seneca distinguished and

opposed two categories of good things: those which have pretiurn

(price, utilitarian value) and these which have di^nitas (dignity,

personal value). This opposition was repeated by Kant in the

Justtficattons of Metaphysics.

Elzenberg did not aim at the analysis of the term value in

order to discuss all its meanings. His main objective w'as to define

and analyze the term of perfect value. But he could not begin to

work on this task directly, because first he had to isolate a certain

group of the meanings of the term "value”, which- as he defined

them - "are of particular interest for those concerned with human

duties and obligations”. This group of meanings is constituted by

utilitarian values. According to Elzenberg an analysis of this kind of

value is necessary in order to reveal the groundlessness of all

endeavors aiming at situating utilitarian values in the area of formal

a.\iology (the philosophy of value). “Utilitarian value” and “perfect

value” are two completely different concepts, as are the disciplines

relating to them.

VALUE IN A UTILITARIAN SENSE

A concept of value is a fundamental concept not only in

a.xiology but also in the whole philosophy of Henryk Elzenberg, “the

arranger of value tables”, as he used to call himself Thus the

problem of defining the term ‘value’ was a fundamental problem

for him. The first step taken by Elzenberg was to differentiate

between the axiological meaning of this word and many other

meanings. Elzenberg assumed that in an axiological sense value is a

certain property of objects:

I it happens to be for me an object of positive reactions: mental

(approval) and emotional (inclination, respect, adoration) and

I am inclined to think that it should be such an object for

others as well;

2. its presence or absence seems to provide me with certain

directions, instructions concerning man’s behaviour. In the

sense that a certain object (or a state of affairs?) is valuable,

the other is not, when ‘creating’ analogous objects or states
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of affairs people try to create an object like the first one,

and not like the second one;

3. beauty and goodness are its variants;

4. it has its pole, negative equivalent: ugliness, evil.
*

The formulation of a definition including all these

requirements was not an easy task and it demanded concrete

methodological assumptions. Elzenberg refers to a traditional,

although not a particularly effective method, employed by Plato in

Sophist, that is, the method of approximation. This consists in a

logical division of individual meanings ofthe term “value”, followed

by the rejection of meanings that do not fulfill the requirements of a

definition of axiological value. The final stage ofthis method consists

in narrowing the range of terms to the range of the term we search

for, the result of which is an approximation of this term.

Elzenberg believes that it is possible to separate two

meanings of the words: “value” and “valuable”, which are basically

different . The term “valuable object” in one sense is used to describe

an object corresponding to “somebody’s needs, desires etc.; such

value is always value for somebody (in case of a broadened

interpretation possibly also for something) and it is relative from its

very nature. It could be called utilitarian or, following Laird’s

proposition, the value of election. The second meaning as some

kind of ‘dignity’, ‘perfection’, ‘respectfulness’ or something similar,

then we can talk about perfect value.”"

Value in a utilitarian sense includes a certain group of

meanings. Generally, the valuable is mainly what is desirable and

attainable, what is capable of satisfying somebody’s desire. As an

example of such value Elzenberg gives a drink to a thirsty person or

a ball to a team that wants to play a football game. Value in a

utilitarian sense does not have to be what is desirable in current

experience, but what happens to be desirable for someone: tobacco

for a smoker, although at the moment he does not want to smoke,

can serve as an example here. There are also theoretical possibilities

of another approach to a problem of this type of value. Hence we
can get rid of a requirement of attainability and what remains is a

formula of satisfaction: “for an ambitious lame person to win the

high jump at the Olympic Games can have value”.^ However, on

the other hand w'hat is necessary can also be valuable “that without

which a being can be harmed, that is, that without which he suffers

or ceases to exist, or at least experiences the reduction of his
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existence: for example sun and fresh air for somebody living in the

forest: and for everyone, food.”^ Analyzing these examples we

can assume that what is necessary can be at the same time desirable,

but it is also possible that a need occurs without a desire and vice

versa. Thus, it is possible to talk about two close, but different

meanings of value. The difference between these two meanings

can be made even more profound if we take into account the

theoretically possible extension ofthe concept ofa need to inanimate

things. Then we could say that a fur coat needs naphthalene for

summer and a crystal needs some dry air. Naphthalene and dry air

constitute conditions of existence for a fur coat and crystal.

Talking about the needs of inanimate objects we should take

into account, first of all, the fact that a need conceived in this way

is an objective state of affairs, whereas in relation to people a need

is also an objective state of affairs w hich can, but does not have to,

include subjective elements.

The definition of utilitarian value cannot be reduced to a

need only. Of course, a need seems to be a very significant element

defining such value, but it is not the only one. When we attempt to

define the concept of “utilitarian value” apart from the term “need”,

there can appear two other categories, namely “pleasure” and

“desire”.

Elzenberg says correctly "that utilitarian value cannot be

always defined in the categories of ‘a need’. It should be added

that sometimes ‘utilitarian values’ refer to what we consider nice.

Following Perr>'’s way of thinking it would be possible to introduce

the term ‘interest’, and say that value is what constitutes the object

of somebody’s interest. Our interest involves:

1. behaviour

2. lack of di^leasure

3. pleasure”^

In this way the ciefiniens of the definition of the term

‘utilitarian value’ was extended to a new category of ‘interest’^
,

closely connected with pleasure. Hence there exist, in Elzenberg’s

view, four related groups of meanings connected with value in a

utilitarian sense:

1. Desire (value is the real or alleged ability of a given

object P to satisfy the desires of a subject):
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a. what is desired now;

b. what happens to be desired;

c. what is desired and attainable;

d. what is desired and unattainable.

2. Need (when somebody or something is harmed without

it, it is a need)

a. a lack that causes suffering;

b. without which somebody or something cannot exist;

c. the without which existence is ‘diminished’.

3. Pleasure

4. “Expanded existence”.

Utilitarian values defined by desire and need are negative

in character, which means that they can only neutralize or eliminate

certain negative states of affairs, but do not lead to the emergence

of any other goods or positive states of affairs. A certain variation

of goods, on the other hand, constitute utilitarian values defined by

pleasure and expanded existence. Trying to introduce some order

in these four ways of approaching utilitarian value, Elzenberg came

to the conclusion that there are practically no obstacles to reducing

all utilitarian values to either desire, need, pleasure or ‘expanded

existence’. At the same time he did not determine which of these

concepts were to be privileged, that is, which were to constitute the

foundations of a definition of utilitarian value. He saw the biggest

chances in ‘the way towards need”.

What distinguishes utilitarian value is, according to Elzenberg,

that it is “from its very nature relative (feature); it is always, a

value for somebody (or something) and the same thing can be

valuable for a person who desires it, needs it or finds pleasure in it,

whereas for another person it is not Do utilitarian values,

conceived in this way fulfill all introductory requirements for the

concept of value in an axiological sense? To put it differently: can

utilitarian values be an object of axiology? First we have to solve

the following problem: whether they are and whether they should

be, an object of positive rational and emotional reactions, and therefore

an object of approval and respect, veneration or love? Elzenberg’s

answer is negative and results from the very essence of utilitarian

value, its relativity, that is from the fact that it is always value for

somebody or something. If emotional states (desires, pleasures,

needs) are often contradictory when referring to different people,

then assuming that “/t should exist” we also have to assume that
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(contradictor)' to A) should not exist”. Hence we cannot formulate

a judgement: “A is useful, therefore it should exist”. Secondly,

utilitarian values, from their very nature as relative in character,

cannot give instructions related to behaviour in situations which

require choice of an axiological nature. Therefore, they do not fulfill

the second requirement either. As a matter of fact neither is the

requirement that beauty and goodness be variants of value fulfilled.

In Elzenberg’s opinion the third requirement is fulfilled, i.e. it is

possible to state that there exists values opposite to utilitarian value.

There are no premises to state that utilitarian values are values in

an axiological sense, because by definition such value is only value

that fulfills all the introductory requirements.

VALUES II\ A PERFECT SENSE

The Concept of Perfect Value and Obligation

Utilitarian values do not fulfill the requirements imposed by

Elzenberg on the concept of value in an axiological sense. Thus

they are not values in a strict sense of this word, capable of

constituting the basis for the philosophy of values (formal axiology).

Contrary to relative utilitarian values, these should be absolute and

objective, enabling us to formulate a truejudgement on reality: first

of all, they should fulfil the requirements already discussed.

In order to understand fully the essence of this kind of value,

it is necessary to reconstruct the way ofthinking which led Elzenberg

to the concept of value in a perfect sense. The analysis of a

proposition: “Spirit is worth more than the matter” constituted its

starting point. Of course this analysis does not focus on the fact of

whether the sentence is true or false. It is important that it was

really formulated and that the person who uttered it was convinced

that it made sense. According to Elzenberg, whether we are dealing

here with a Judgement of value is determined by the expression “is

worth more”, which can mean “is more valuable”. We are not dealing

here with utilitarian value since it is not communicated that somebody

desires spirit more than matter, or spirit gives someone more pleasure

than the matter. The terms “spirit” and “matter” are not here

approached in the same way in which Judgements of utilitarian value

are approached (spirit and matter are not values for somebody or

something). They are the terms conceiving values in complete

isolation, in an absolute sense. Let us consider the example.
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expressed in a proposition about the pleasure derived from reading

a poem is worth more than comparable pleasure derived from eating

a dozen oysters. It is true that one can desire more or one can

desire less reading a poem than eating oysters, but it is not possible

to desire more or need more the pleasures offered by these acts,

since we assume that they are equal with respect to quality. On the

same basis it is possible to say that a man is more valuable than a

dog, that a dog is more valuable than an earth-worm, and that the

state of civilization is more valuable than the wild state.

These judgements on value are, in Elzenberg’s view,

comparative judgements and the comparative character determines

their essence. The fact that a dog is less valuable than a man and

more valuable than an earth-worm does not result from the fact of

comparison, but from the fact that it has a certain value, which

differs from utilitarian value. If we want more clarity on this new
concept of value, we can compare it with its partial synonyms. These

synonyms can be nobility, dignity, respectfulness. Now we can say

that spirit is more noble than matter and the pleasure derived from

reading a poem is more noble than the pleasure derived from eating

oysters.^

"The ‘Value’ in question is as if taking a certain place in a

hierarchy; the hierarchy which is not arranged according to a certain

point of view or with respect to a certain specific property, but is as

if par excellence, independent from any respects and points of

view.”^ Just as in the case of utilitarian value, Elzenberg faced the

problem of attributing a name to value conceived in this way. Neither

“nobility”, “dignity” nor “respectfulness” were suitable as technical

terms. He decided that the most proper term would be an equivalent

of the Latin word perfecticy, thus he proposed the term “perfect

value”.

Elzenberg maintains that value in a utilitarian sense, and

value in a perfect sense with sense of perfectum, are not values

within the range ofone type, as it is not possible to point to a superior

notion which would include, on the one hand, usefulness, and on the

other hand, dignity, noble-mindedness and perfection. They are totally

different concepts and therefore sciences dealing with these values

are separate sciences.

The former explanations referring to perfect value, based

mainly on the analysis of various examples, are not sufficient. It

does not seem sufficient to point to the notions that are partial

synonyms of the term ‘perfect value’. A fundamental question that
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should be asked here, according to Elzenberg, is whether a definition

of perfect value is possible at all.

Before formulating the definition of perfect value, Elzenberg

analyses the attitudes according to which it is not possible to define

this notion because it is considered an empty notion. Elzenberg does

not agree, for ifwe are able to give approximate synonyms of perfect

value, this means that this term can be compared with other terms

in relation to it and their meanings. He comes to the conclusion that

this meaning has to be known. To those who say that they do not

understand the term in question, Elzenberg proposes "to use this

questioned term in ever changing contexts in which, in our opinion,

it can be done in a sensible way, until perhaps after all an obstinate

mind gets acquainted with its content and feels like recognizing its

existence”*® . Approaching perfect value in such a way, one has

to take into account that either "noble-mindedness”,

“respectfulness”, and “dignity” are not its synonyms (as also their

synonyms and synonyms of “perfection”)- ! believe that they are

rather variants of perfect value-orthey are empty terms themselves.

Assuming that they are not synonyms, but as a matter of fact they

define variants of perfect value and are understood in some way, is

it possible to find a definition of this value by comparing its variants?

If the list were completed, then perhaps such a definition would be

possible, but the belief that it is unfortunately an incomplete list is

equally justified.

Elzenberg’s attitude towards the indefinibility of perfect value

is unquestionably positive. But it is connected with the awareness

of the essence of a difficulty which results in the fact that the

formulation of the definition should be proceeded by respective

preparatory considerations. The difficulties in question are of two

kinds: the definition itself contains a difficult notion and therefore it

is not possible to clarify this term in a conclusive way, unquestioned

by all, the definition cannot be fully understood because of the

application of words with which not everybody is familiar in such a

context. Therefore Elzenberg tried to bring closer the discussed

notion, first applying other ways of explaining it. His way of

constructing the definition itself of perfect value was equally

cautious. The fact that he adopted such a method was due, first of

all, to his desire to emphasize that the definition corresponds to the

contents which had been outlined in his introductory considerations.

“In order to do it”, writes Elzenberg, “we shall introduce a certain

intermediary notion which, on the one hand, has some discernible
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connection with the notion of perfect value; on the other hand it is

directed and points towards what we shall propose as a defining

formula: thus it will play the role of an intermediary link which

facilates the passage from definiendum to definiens. This

intermediary link will be the notion of approval. * *

Elzenberg maintains that according to the popular

understanding of words, all positive states apropos of value are

approved of , and all negative states are disproved of In order to

avoid possible misunderstandings he explains what the notion of

‘approval’ means to him This notion does not denote, with reference

to a judgement on value, a certain emotion experienced by a subject

pronouncing the judgement: it means rather that the judgement on

value is an approvingjudgement, that it is just an approval. To approve

and value positively in a perfect sense is basically the same, with

one exception; when approving we take into account additionally a

certain aspect of an act of evaluating. Hence Elzenberg writes:

“Each judgement on perfect value is an approval and each approval

is a judgement on perfect value. Approving judgements other than

positive judgements on perfect value cannot be quoted: an approval

uses itselfup in ajudgement on value just like ajudgement on value

uses itself up in an approval.’’*” The reason why Elzenberg

introduced the term ‘approval’ into his argument, aims at establishing

a definition of perfect value, is a particular semantic shade of this

term, which he describes as satisfying some requirements. Later he

reduces this qualification to the expression ‘as it should be’.

Therefore a thing satisfying some conditions imposed on it, is simply

a thing as it should be. Having accepted the definition of approval,

which is an intermediary notion serving to formulate the definition

of perfect value, Elzenberg was able to give a qualification of the

latter: “A valuable object in a perfect sense is an object as it should

be.”'^

In the definition of perfect value the term ‘obligation’ is a

fundamental notion. Thus obligation is a key category in Elzenberg’s

theory of value. According to Elzenberg when practising axiology

one has to look, among other things, for an answer to a question:

how should one behave in a concrete individual life situation, as

well as in all possible circumstances? Axiology cannot be a guide

leading you by the hand through your life It cannot provide you

with a catalogue of all possible duties that can be encountered by

every individual. It can provide you only with “certain very general,

binding rules of behaviour, rules constituting a framework within
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which the choice of behaviour would be determined bv other factors,

which are not revealed by axiological speculation.”*^

As in the case of the definition of value, when describing

‘obligation’, used acceding to the definition of perfect value,

Elzenberg referred to a method of approximation. There are several

groups of the usage of the term ‘should’. The first group uses such

denotations of ‘should’ which cannot be applied in the definition of

value. It is possible to distinguish three basic denotations of the

term in this group;

1 . A statement of probability (for example “Tomorrow should

be a nice weather”).

2. A statement expressing that a certain feature is a common
feature shared by all members of a given class (for example

1 want to describe a plant which seems to be a buttercup,

therefore I state: ’’This plant is not a buttercup, because it

has four petals and a buttercup should have five ”).

3 An imperative statement in two variations:

a. propositions stating obligation are synonymous to

orders (for example a proposition “You should

apologize to your friend” is equivalent to “Go and

apologize to your friend!”).

b. propositions stating obligation are synonymous to

propositions saying that an order was pronounced

(for example “Jan told you to apologize to your

friend”).

The second group of denotations of this term is constituted

by conditional denotations connected with utilitarian value. Elzenberg

gives several examples to represent this group of meanings: “a

penknife should be sharp”, “food for people should contain vitamins”,

“an Alpinist should have a strong heart”. In these e.xamples “should”

has no specific meaning as can be observed by the fact that replacing

it with ‘must’ does not change the whole expression semantically.

In these examples the state of affairs being obligatory is essential,

but not necessarily satisfactory in the case of some other states of

affairs. A characteristic feature of this state of affairs is that

somebody is really concerned with it, which means that it is a state

needed or desired by somebody.

A formula ‘as it should be’ is, in this case, synonymous to

the term ‘valuable’ not in a perfect sense, but only in an utilitarian
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sense. Hence the denotation of the word ‘should’, qualified in this

way, cannot be of any use in defining perfect value.

Finally, the third group of the usage of the term ‘should’ is

constituted by a true deontological meaning (Elzenberg also used

the expression ‘proper axiological’ meaning). Having considered

simple denotations ofthe term ‘should’, occurring in these two groups

and having concluded that the term ‘should’ applied there cannot be

used in the definition ofperfect value, Elzenberg faced an alternative:

either it is necessary to resign from a separate notion of perfect

value or one has to admit that the word ‘should’ has a different

meaning, which cannot be defined in such a simple way as the one

presented. He rejected the first possibility categorically. Thus he

was left with the second possibility, that is he was forced to define

a true deontological sense of the term. This meaning of the word

‘should’ was used to introduce the term ‘deontology’ to denotate a

discipline which dealt with obligations.

Elzenberg refers to the examples expressing a conditional-

utilitarian denotation such as: “A thief should be clever”, ‘‘A tyrant

should be cruel”. In both sentences a subject (a thief, a tyrant) is

something morally disapproved; a similar situation occurs with the

‘should’ quality. The word ‘should’ is used here in an unnatural and

revolting way. It seems that in a natural way this word can be used

only in a situation when a subject and the ‘should’ quality can be

approved of in a moral sense. Elzenberg justifies it in the following

way: "the use of ‘should’ with reference to a thiefs cleverness or a

tyrant’s cruelty disagrees with a different meaning of this term,

strongly embedded in our consciousness, which is none of the

denotations discussed above (but it is this deontological sense) In

that sense, which strongly suggests itself, a thief should not be clever

and a tyrant should not be cruel, because firstly it would be better if

a tyrant got overthrown, secondly nobody should be cruel.”'
^

This analysis is not sufficient to define a true deontological

meaning of obligation. It is quite difficult to present clear and obvious

examples illustrating this meaning. One of the difficulties consists

in the fact that almost every state of affairs can constitute a condition

of another state of affairs which could serve to satisfy somebody’s

need or desire. Therefore the interpretation of a conditional and

utilitarian character is possible for almost every state of affairs. If

we want to give adequate examples, says Elzenberg, we have to

find the ones in which the ‘should’ state of affairs could not be

considered at all as a condition of the state which would satisfy
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anybody’s desires or needs, that is it cannot be a means for reaching

a certain goal. We should find such an example in which obligation

would not be a mean but an ultimate goal. Having such an example

we can say that ‘should’ occurs in a true deontological sense and

not a conditional or utilitarian sense.

Elzenberg thinks that the following sentence can be used as

such an example: “All my needs and desires should be satisfied”.

For it cannot mean “If 1 am, then my desires will be satisfied etc ”;

that would be a tautology. Thus here ‘should’ certainly does not

mean “If, then...”; and because it certainly has none of the other

meanings, we have still another meaning: our deontological

meaning.”*^

Elzenberg believes that having this fundamental example it

is possible to find this meaning in other examples, in which it would

be possible to apply an utilitarian interpretation, but it would be

unnatural. To justify his opinion he gives the following examples:

“No being capable of feeling should suffer”. “Every man should

have a need of disinterested knowledge”, “Every man should be

rational”. It is true that the last sentence could be interpreted in the

following sense: “If a man is not rational then either some of his or

somebody else’s needs or desires will not be satisfied”, but it would

be a specific interpretation, suggesting itself only under certain

circumstances. However, the sentence: “Every man should be

rational’ is used in most cases in a different sense, namely, that the

reason is the ‘should’ quality of man, a quality attributing perfect

value to it. Elzenberg subjects other examples to a similar analysis

and comes to the following conclusion: “If we recollect this in more

distinct e.xamples and if we train our feeling of deontological sense

on them, we shall see that this sense occurs in a quite natural way

and in a number of other sentences, which can be interpreted later

from an utilitarian point of view (a rose should have a fragrance, a

little hand of a beautiful woman should be white and fragile, a poem

should be rhythmical, a judge should be just, etc.)”'^ On the basis

of these considerations Elzenberg comes to the conclusion that we
can assume that the use of ‘should’ in a conditional-utilitarian

proposition in a probable, imperative and resolving way is possible

only thanks to the fact there exists a certain common element, linking

such different ways of using the term ‘should’, 'fhis common
element is inherent in a certain shade of deontological meaning:

“namely, when it is ‘as it should be’ then it is somehow ‘according

to law’ or to a rule (and if not, there is a conflict with law or a rule)
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, it is ‘in order’, and if not, it is not. And this shade can be found to
IX

various degrees in all those meanings.”

When we approach the deontological meaning of obligation

in such a way, then doubts can arise if it can be applied to things or

only to rational beings. According to Elzenberg this meaning can be

applied also to things. It can be accounted for by the already

mentioned examples but, first of all, we should refer it to the area of

aesthetics. When one refers to this area, one should answer the

question whether aesthetic value, that is beauty, conceived of in a

broad traditional sense, is a variant of perfect value or not.

Elzenberg’s attitude is as follows:

A positive reasoning is essential: that ‘beautiful’ is

perfectly valuable in some variant. ‘Beautiful’, as

we have already said, is not at all a statement on

some external and natural property. It is like a

valuable and good, in a perfect sense, purely

approving word, the immanent-objective meaning of

which is exhausted in approval-like a valuable word.

(Beauty is a variant of this noble-mindedness, dignity,

etc.). What does a difference between it and the

term ‘perfectly valuable’ consist in? Only in

distinguishing a state ofcontemplation.
* ^

Having isolated a deontological sense of obligation, Elzenberg

wonders if it is possible to formulate a definition ofthe word ‘should’.

In his belief one cannot state categorically that it is not possible to

give a definition of the term. He proposes the following method: to

examine all proposed definitions, then to reject them and by elimination

to arrive at a conclusion that the matter evidently cannot be

formulated in a satisfactory way. But also then one should be cautious

in expressing his final settlements, as you cannot be absolutely sure,

that at least one of the proposed definitions cannot be maintained.

According to Elzenberg caution is even more advisable for a

statement saying that the notion of obligation, as a simple notion,

which cannot be analyzed, is of a great importance from the point of

view ofsome philosophical attitudes.

Elzenberg rejects in advance all the interpretations, which

are concerned ex definitione with human obligations only. The

philosopher pays more attention to justifying the interpretation which

consists only in misunderstanding, expressing itself in a tendency
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aiming at basing the notions of“goodness” and “obligation” and, as

a matter of fact, the whole ethics on quasi-logical relations.

According to this interpretation one talks about the “should” state

of affairs when it is justified, i.e. when it has some rational grounds.

The sentence. “A judge should be just” in the justifying interpretation

is equivalent to the sentence “There exists a rational reason for a

judge to be just”. Without getting to the core of the terms “justified”

and “rational grounds” one can ascertain intuitively that if the first

sentence is true, then the second should be also true. Do these

sentences have the same meaning? Elzenberg thinks that they do

not and he justifies it in the following way: “If we start looking for

what could constitute this rational justifying reason, then we discover

that it is just obligation: the fact that ajudge should be just constitutes

grounds and justification for the fact that a judge is just. Thus

obligation (the “should" state of affairs) is not, as the definition

wanted it, the fact that (this) state of affairs has a rational reason,

but it is this reason itself The relationship of the sentences ‘there

exists a rational reason for a judge to be jusf is the following: the

first results from the second (on the basis that obligation is a rational

reason )-it is not a relation ofequivalence (significance)-which would

be required by the definition. (Obligation provides justifications, but

to be obligatory and justified is not the same). (Therefore we have

not formulated here the definition of obliwtion, the notion ofwhich

has not been touched by the analysis).”^

This leads to the conclusion that a justifying interpretation

cannot offer a satisfactory definition of obligation. Justification is

not the essence of obligation, but only its function. Here we are

dealing with a problem ofthe obligation of being and the obligation

of act. Elzenberg’s obligation is the obligation of being, referring to

things themselves, to the states of affairs. The obligation of being is

a primaiy state. At the moment when this primary obligatory state

of affairs can be realized, the obligation of an act appears, but it is

immaterialized and unaddressed. The materialization ofthe obligation

of an act takes place in substantial axiology, and more precisely in

ethics. Thus-according to Elzenberg’s suggestion-we should

ascertain that there is no obligation ofact without obligation ofbeing.

Aiming at explanation ofsuch an approach to obligation he introduced

a certain conceptual construction-a meta-empirical will, which is

different from empirical will, “there is constructed a notion of such

will in man that would not ‘ be subjected to motives” (from emotional

side)-but to reasons, it would be ‘autonomous’ and as a result of
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this unchangeable and identical with various subjects. This will

opposes our will which depends on motives (‘heteronomic’) and is

changeable, strictly individual. And it is said: “1 should” equals ‘T

want the other will”.^* Approaching this problem in a slightly

different way we find that an obligatory state of affairs is such that

every subject would like it to be, if it had an autonomous will. What

is this autonomous will? In Elzenberg’s conception it is a certain

creation, the task of which consists in making our intuition concerning

the objectivity of values- rooted in the obligation of being-rational.

In other words the autonomous will is wishing, in a way that is not

determined by anything apart from rational reasons.

The second type of the interpretation of the meaning of

deontologically distinguished obligation, discussed by Elzenberg, is

made by relating to the notion of perfect value. This interpretation

is basically inconsistent with the earlier formulated definition of

perfect value, but in further analysis it turns out that it can constitute

a specific counterproposition to this definition. In the late thirties

Elzenberg defined value referring to a category of obligation and

then he asked whether it was not possible to define obligation, using

the term “perfect” and accepting a belief, which he had rejected

earlier, namely that value is an elementary notion, and therefore

indefinable. In this case we would deal with something like reversing

the earlier definition, in which the term “valuable” and the term

“should” constitute a combined pair, of which one ofthem is primary,

whereas the other is defined by terms applied to define the first

one. Elzenberg believes that both terms are sufficiently simple, and

that it is only a matter of convention, which of these terms will be

recognized as primary, and which will be defined by referring to the

notions, defining the other term. However, making such a choice

one cannot be guided by a pure coincidence. The philosopher thinks

that these are intuitive beliefs, which speak in favour of considering

obligation a primary term by means of which perfect value can be

defined.

Elzenberg was never free from doubts evoked by the fact

that the definitions of the terms obligation and perfect value were

connected. The difficulties caused by it led him to a theoretical

crisis in the late forties, proved by his notes for the Torun lectures

of 1 948/49: “One can try to reverse the relation and define obligation

by perfect value. It does not work (in my opinion), but again the

possibility of such an attempt throws light an the notion of obligation.

(They account for each other). What is not satisfactory' here is that
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there are only two notions used in relation to each other: it is a

deficiency of this system”."^ Elzenberg got very close to solving

this difficulty, which was made possible by giving up defining value

by means of obligation and obligation by means of value, and

recognizing their relationship as an axiom characterizing both

concepts as primary concepts at the same time.

DERIVED VALUE AND ULTIMATE VALUE

Elzenberg’s definition of perfect value generated quite some

difficulties because in fact not every state of affairs is as perfectly

valuable as it should be. If we accept the fact that a certain state of

affairs is perfectly valuable, i.e., that it is as it should be, we have to

accept that another state of affairs, constituting a prerequisite for

the first one to come into being, should also take place. As an e.xample

of this situation Elzenberg gives a civilized human life, which can be

recognized as perfectly valuable. At the same time it seems that

such a life can exist only in a given climate. We can conclude that if

a climate is a prerequisite for the civilized development of a human
life, then it is as it should be. Would it be perfectly valuable then?

According to the linguistic convention, a climate fulfilling the

described function can probably given a name of a certain value.

But is it value expressing this “nobleness”, “dignity” or "perfection”?

In this case only a negative answer is possible. Thus not everything

which is as it should be is valuable in a prefect sense. Therefore

either the definition formulated before has to be modified or it has

to be admitted that not every perfect value is a synonym of

"nobleness”, “dignity” or “perfection” This being so, Elzenberg

states that we have tw o kinds of objects as they should be and both

are denoted by the term “valuable”* The first type is of objects as

indirectly valuable objects, meaning that they have a certain property

without any further reason for itself The second type of objects

are objects should be such and such, in order for the first ones to be

valuable in a perfect sense. The second type is not indirectly valuable,

their objects are as if directly valuable. In the case of the first one

we deal with ultimate value and in the case of the second one we
deal with derived value: to be more precise, with its main variant-

instrumental value.

If we approach the definition of perfect value rigorously,

saying that a perfectly valuable object is an object as it should be,

both values (ultimate and instrumental) should be treated as variants
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of the same value. At the same time it would not be possible to

state that perfect value and nobleness, dignity or perfection are

synonyms.^^

Elzenberg rejects this solution and claims that not every

thing which is as it should be is perfect value. A thing which has

only instrumental value is not perfectly valuable. Such value does

not constitute a variant of perfect value, but is something else. In

Elzenberg’s notes we can find a slightly more developed approach

to instrumental value. He writes about value as a means to

something (Mitielwerl). There is a certain group of objects which,

not being values themselves, are means to valuable aims. As

examples of such objects, Elzenberg provides a mill, which has

value, since it serves the purpose of grinding corn as well as

producing flour; and words which have value because they serve

the purpose of communication between people. The contents of

these examples can be reduced to a formula: “IfA is valuable and

if B is a means to A, then B is valuable,”^"^ while B can have

other positive or negative values, not related to A. However, defining

derived value one cannot confine oneself to characterizing only

instrumental value because there is no relation of equivalence

between these concepts, for instrumental value is only one type of

derived value.

At the final stage of explaining the meaning of the term

'derived value’, Elzenberg gives a number of suitable examples,

illustrating various cases in which derived value manifests itself

The first case is when the value of the effect turns into a reason,

and value ofa conditioned thing turns into a condition, for example

the presence of iron ore in the earth is valuable as it is a condition

of producing steel, and this is in turn a condition of building machines

(although iron ore is not present in the earth in order to allow men
to build machines). This case can be reduced to a formula: ”IfA is

valuable and if B is a reason or one of the conditions of A, then B
is valuable.

In the second case, the value of a part is moved onto the

whole, and the respective formula is: ’’IfA is valuable and B is the

whole of which A is a constituent, then B is valuable’’. It would

be possible to formulate an objection saying that ifonly one element

of a certain whole is valuable, it does not mean that the whole is

valuable. However, it seems that this objection can be overcome,

for if we deal with a valuable constituent, then we are right to

believe that the whole is valuable.
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The third type is so-called memory value, which according

to Elzenberg consists in the fact that “if an A is valuable and a B is

closely connected with it, then a B also becomes valuable. An
example of this type of value could be the pen which belonged to

Mickiewicz, a great Polish Romantic poet. That pen is more valuable

than the one with which Elzenberg writes.

The fourth type of derived value, discussed by Elzenberg, is

value of national emblems, such as flags etc., or generally speaking,

the value of symbolic objects. Value of this kind consists in the fact

that its objects symbolize something what is of some value, but the

objects do not have this value themselves. This type of value is

closely related to memory value.

Comparing the above cases and the verbal formulas

corresponding to them, Elzenberg comes to the conclusion that in

each ofthem there are two conditions determining that B is valuable.

One of these conditions is changeable and characterizes values as,

for example, means, reasons, conditions, containers or symbols of

valuable things, whereas the second one is constant and common
for all cases (an A is valuable). “Attempting to create a superior

notion, including all others, one should take into account this common
condition Derived value is value which is dependent on fulfilling

this condition and the variants thereof will be the values which have

been enumerated so far. It can be defined as follows; an A has a

derived value if one of the conditions of its value is the value of a

certain non-A, or, an object has a derived value if one of the

conditions of its value is the value of a certain non-A.”^^ Or in a

slightly different way: “As a ‘derived’ value of an object one can

define such a value as one part of the reason for which another

object is of value. For example, an A would be valuable because a

B is valuable, and because either an A is in a relation to a B or

having a property by an A is in a relation to the value of object B,

e g., in a relation of a means to an end. Then ‘ultimate’ or ‘proper’

value will be value for which a part of the reason is not the value of

any other object’’.’ In a special case of instrumental value the

notion of ‘a part of the reason’ turns into the notion of ‘a means’,

and thus ‘a part ofthe cause’. According to Wolniewicz, Elzenberg’s

definition of the notion ‘a means’ is the best in comparison to all

others found in the publications. A similar definition can only be

found in Tadeusz Czezowski’s works: “A relation of a means to an

and is a relation related to causative relation; a means is a cause; or

a part of a cause, an and, which in order to be achieved reached.
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"3 1

makes one use a given means partly or completely, is a result”.

It should be clearly emphasized that in this case Czezowski

formulated his definition under the influence of Elzenberg.

Sometimes it happens that instrumental value (derived from

perfect value) is taken for utilitarian value. This results from the

fact that an instrumentally valuable object, like an object that is

valuable due to its utility, can be treated like one which derives its

value from the fact of serving a certain purpose. The difference

consists in the fact that an instrumentally valuable object is a means

to realize a certain perfect value, for example, a brush used by an

artist who paints a picture, whereas an object valuable due to its

utility serves to satisfy a certain need, for example tobacco which

serves to satisfy a desire to smoke is valuable because the state of

affairs it makes possible is the satisfaction of someone’s need. The

next characteristic differentiating these two values is that “utilitarian

value itself can be either ultimate or instrumental. What is desired,

needed or pleasant, either itself or indirectly because of itself, has

an ultimate utilitarian value; without this ultimate utility a utilitarian

value has instrumental value. The last source of sometimes

mistaken identification of instrumental value (derived from perfect

value) with utilitarian value is that “a given ‘utilitarily’ valuable object

can-thanks to its utilitarian value-acquire instrumental value directly

from perfect value. Thus, for example generally we tend to consider

a human being as such an object endowed with a certain perfect

value. It follows that everything that serves to satisfy its basic needs-

everything that is a condition of existence-as related to a means

towards a end is the same as a perfectly valuable object, equipped

with certain perfect value. (For example all food keeping human

beings alive). However, one should not surrender to confusion. On

the one hand, food is valuable in a utilitarian sense, whereas, on the

other hand, it has instrumental value. These two things should not

be identified.

In his 1934 article of On a Difference between 'Beauty'

and ‘Goodness ’Elzenberg wrote: ’Then ‘ultimate’ or ‘proper’ value

does not have part ofthe reason it is such in any other object.”^^ This

is value would be inherent in an object if it were the only one existing

in the whole world. In this conception perfect ultimate value is

absolute and objective value. It depends neither on a subject nor on

a relation between a subject and an object. A significant issue

concerning ultimate value, discussed by Elzenberg, is the possibility

ofjustifying it. He distinguishes two kinds ofpropositions concerning
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ultimate values, corresponding to the following formulas:

1 . An object A has ultimate value.

2. A property c is connected in a necessary way with a property

of ultimate value.

Elzenberg believes that the propositions ofthe first type can

be proved and he justifies his belief in the following way. “it is stated

that an object A has a property c. Then we have two premises: (a)

an object A has a property c, (b) a property c is necessarily connected

w ith a property of ultimate value and the conclusion is that an object

A has ultimate value. In a pluralistic variant A has one or several

properties cl, c2, c3... cn and each of them is accompanied by a

property of ultimate value, therefore an object A is ultimately

valuable.”^^

Elzenberg doubts that it is possible to justify propositions of

the second type. He claims that it is not possible to justify them if

we apply the popular modes of justification, i.e. deduction and

induction.

Derived value as well as ultimate value constitute an object

of research for another section of axiology. Derived value always

depends on certain ultimate value and on actual states (on an object

being a means, cause, constituent etc. of another object), because

ofwhich it isjust an object of substantial axiology, whereas ultimate

values belong to the range of the interests of formal axiology and in

connection with it one can distinguish two phases in axiological

thinking:

1 . Statement that an object A and B and C ...and N are valuable

with ultimate value

2. Search for a property, which apart from a property of value

was common to objects A and B and C... and N.

This property is searched for in the following way: “by

touching, guessing on the basis of comparing valuable objects we
are familiar with.” The recognition of this property takes place,

according to him, “not on the basis of a statement that all valuable

objects 1 am familiar with have it, but on the basis of some
illumination: this property cannot be unconnected with value; a

relationship between them is necessary.”^^

In Elzenberg’s considerations presented here, the essential
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thing is the introduction of differentiation between objects as they

should be, that is as valuable objects. Some objects are valuable as

if by themselves, their value is ultimate value, others are valuable

inasmuch as they ensure perfect value to the first ones. Thus their

value is instrumental as derivative. As already mentioned there can

arise reservations from the justifications of the propositions on

ultimate values. At the same time it should be remembered that

Elzenberg did not settle these problems as is established by the fact

that Elzenberg left in manuscript the notes on the propositions

concerning the solutions of the problems of ultimate value.

VARIANTS OF PERFECT VALUE

Within the framework of “the architectonics of value”

Elzenberg indicates the need to distinguish various kinds (variants)

of perfect value. Formulating a proposition: “The state of affairs r

is valuable” he expresses a judgement “The state of affairs r is as

it should be”. This evaluation is only an evaluation stating the value

of a given state of affairs; it is a pure evaluation. In practice,

however, we do not deal with such pure evaluations but with their

concretization. One does not state simply that “The state of affairs

r is valuable” but one says that it is either beautiful or good or sacred,

etc. What criterion one should use if one wants to make such a

differentiation? Elzenberg claims that this criterion cannot be

constituted by any objective properties of perfectly valuable objects.

The differentiation between respective types of perfect value can

be made only on the basis ofthe processes of mental changes taking

place in a subject who adopts an evaluating attitude. I consider an

object I’ beautiful; when considering it valuable I also contemplate

it subjectively or experience it contemplatively. I consider an object

P good; when considering it valuable I also subjectively want it to

be a reasonable individual with a free will. However, here it should

be asked whether beauty and goodness as perfect values occupy

the same place in the hierarchy. Only once does Elzenberg writes

about it expressis verbis
, but he formulates his thesis in a way

which leaves no room for doubts: “there exists in the world value of

a higher order than goodness, it is beauty; considering goodness an

ultimate measure on any occasion is disloyalty to an ideal.” Later

he adds that “independently of beauty I have always had an intuition

of some value higher than ethical value, some greatness, buoyancy,

divinity of spirit that could walk hand in hand with extreme immorality.
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and in relation to which applying a measure of ‘evil’, ‘good’ seems

to be a despicable narrow-mindedness.”^^

Does Elzenberg think that beauty and goodness are the only

kinds of perfect value? They are definitely the kinds which absorbed

his attention most frequently, but were they the only ones? In this

case Elzenberg avoids univocal settlements. He believed that

sanctity could be considered a variant of perfect value, but he did

not settle this problem definitely. ‘‘Sanctity? A very unclear issue, to

be considered later. He moved economic values outside the range

of perfect values. “An economic value? 1 deny categorically.

A.xiological ‘value’ and economic ‘value’ are only pure homonyms
with different meanings.”^*^

There is still one more problem to be explained. What status

did he intend for truth? Is truth a variant of perfect value? According

to Elzenberg truth is not a variant of value, it is not value at all.

Truth is defined as the correspondence of a judgement to reality;

value is defined as a state of affairs as it should be. As the meaning

of these two terms is dilTerent, truth is not value. Truthfulness as a

property of judgements is of a value creative character, one can

say about true judgements that they are as they should be. Thus

Elzenberg thinks that by its truthfulness a judgement becomes

something beautiful or good; that is, he reduces truth to one of these

two variants of value.

Finally we can say with him “that only good and beautiful

things arc objects of absolute approval. Good and beautiful things

are the only valuable objects; expressed in words: goodness and

beauty are the only kinds of value.

Having analyzed the notion of “perfect value”; we should

ask a question: does value conceived as (primary, absolute, autotelic

and independent) in this way, fulfill the conditions which, according

to Elzenberg, value in an axiological sense has to fulfill?

The first condition, assuming that value should be identical

with intellectual approval, is fulfilled with such an approach to perfect

value. Perfect values, being absolute values, that is the ones which

cannot be reduced to anyone’s desires or interests, are ultimate

aims in themselves. The second condition is also fulfilled as perfect

values provide a subject with instructions regarding one’s behaviour.

This is possible thanks to the fact that perfect values are always

defined by obligation determined by the autonomous will of an

absolutely instructive character. Although obligation is always

theoretical, obligation can still be derived from it, namely, the
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obligation that it be been done I shall discuss this in more detail

when considering the problem of an axiological choice. Finally,

perfect value fulfils the third and fourth conditions as beauty and

goodness are its variants ; it also has its opposite (negative value).

Thus perfect values are values in an axiological sense and therefore

they are the values we look for.

There have been presented here-according to Elzenberg-

two fundamental types of values: values in an utilitarian sense and

values in a perfect sense. In Elzenberg’s system perfect values are

more significant than utilitarian values and this in at least a double

sense. Firstly, contrary to utilitarian values, they are absolute by

definition. A thing does not become valuable, noble, perfect depending

on who evaluates it. It is simply valuable, irrespective of whether

somebody considers it valuable or not. Secondly, utilitarian values,

consisting in the capability of satisfying desires or needs cannot

justify obligation. They do not lead and they cannot lead to a formula:

‘it is needed so it should be, whereas the propositions on perfect

value constitute a satisfactory justification that it ‘should be like

that’. The order to realize it is as if inherent in perfect value. The

superiority of perfect values to utilitarian values consists simply in

the fact that they exist and are in force. According to Elzenberg

this superiority of perfect values entitles us perhaps even to call

them values in a strict sense of this word.

SUBSTANTIAL AXIOLOGY: THE FIELD OF CULTURE

The problem of culture is a significant issue directly

connected with the philosophy of value. Elzenberg did not approach

culture as a certain sociological phenomenon. For him culture is “a

sum of things, the creation of which is within the range of man’s

possibilities, and these things are valuable”. Values exist in an

objective way and are independent of man and independent of any

relations between man and an object. Value is something which is

inherent in an object objectively and independently ofany conditions,

even-Elzenberg believes - “if it were the only one existing in the

whole world”’. One of the most significant functions to be fulfilled

by culture is to build and establish the systems and the hierarchies

of values. A fundamental offence against culture and humanity is

an attitude of indifference towards values. The major task of

substantial axiology is not the problem of goodness, but goodness to

be realized. The realization of goodness and values is humanity’s
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obligation and nothing can free humans from fulfilling it.

Adopting the objectivist theory of value in ethics Elzenberg

became a declared enemy of hedonism, utilitarianism and practical

realism. Opposing hedonism, he maintained that a thinking person

cannot follow a desire to attain the greatest possible pleasure in

evaluating other people and even events. For human being, in a

moral task which one has to fulfill, self-improvement should be the

guiding principle. ’The only task of person is to rise above one’s

current human status”. He called such an attitude perfectionism.

Apart from this, one of the fundamental ethical issues for Elzenberg

was that of salvation. This term cannot be conceived of in a religious

or religio-metaphysical sense, but only in an ethical sense, namely,

as a salvation from moral evil. This ideal is to be realized by a certain

type of a person, called by him homo elhicus. Persons realize

themselves as a meliorist and as soteric. The meliorist’s attitude is

characterized by the fact that working towards becoming better

persons, considering goodness as one’s aim, they notice that certain

things inherent in them interfere with their aspirations. What
distinguishes a meliorist’s attitude is their approach to evil. The
meliorist has no particular problems with e.xpressing a positive moral

judgement, but expresses it as if ‘directly’. Due to the fact that

their axiological attention is directed towards positive values, they

as if loses the ability to evaluate directly what is evil. As a result of

this attitude a meliorist does not feel a threat from what is evil,

because they are deprived of intuitive directness in evaluating evil.

On the one hand, a soteric person aims at absolute liberation from

evil, that is as in Elzenberg’s approach - a soteric person aims at

salvation. Although a meliorist aims at absolute goodness, which

cannot be really attained, they are happy even with a small

improvement of it, whereas a soteric person cannot think about a

partial disposal of evil. The soteric person has to be a maximalist,

one cannot talk about partial salvation: either we get rid of evil and

attain salvation or we shall remain at the starting point of this path,

fhus in a soteric attitude attention should be focused mainly on evil

and the obstacles one notices in oneself Such an attitude is very

rare and it seems less natural than a meliorist attitude. Following

Elzenberg we should ask a question: is salvation an attainable aim?

There are no a priori evidences to contradict it. However our

experience seems to contradict a positive answer as it is difficult to

expect that such a human nature exists which will be always and

everywhere guided by a principle of loving goodness. Even if we
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assume that somebody attains salvation, still we cannot say that

they will attain it, as future wishes are difficult to foresee.

Just as in ethics, also in aesthetics, Elzenberg was a declared

enemy of relativism and formalism. His theory of beauty is a

maximalist theory, characterized by objectivism, absolutism,

aestheticism, and axiological and aesthetic monism. In aesthetics

his attitude was that of perfectionism, assuming that every human

being is obliged to create and perceive beauty. Following the

suggestions of Kiilpe, Scheler and Ingarden, he demonstrated that

such emotional qualities of a landscape, human faces, pieces of

music, works of architecture, etc., like ‘sad’ or ‘happy’, ‘gloomy’

or ‘cheerful’ are perceived by us directly in these objects and we

do not reach them by inference. Elzenberg supported axiological

and normative aesthetics, claiming that only such aesthetics is worth

practicing.

THE PLACE OF ELZENBERG IN POLISH PHILOSOPHY

Elzenberg was a recluse. He was a philosopher for whom
one of the most significant tasks he set for himself was to maintain

his intellectual and political independence. In 1960, when the Minister

of Science did not approve of his lecturing plans, he wrote a letter

to Irma Radoska: “1 do not know how much time is left, but if it

were only ten days there is one thing I would have: I shall not die as

a dog on a chain.” Not to become ‘a dog on a chain’, to remain

faithful to himself and his ideals-was Elzenberg’s life motto. He

was faithful to it and applied it consistently, many a time entering

into open conflicts. He never took the side of those who were

supported by the authorities and who, in his opinion, did not act

properly. But he never hesitated, putting his own life in danger, to

support a cause which he considered valuable. As a volunteer he

joined Pilsudski’s Legions in the World War 1 and took part in the

Polish-Soviet war in 1 929.

These features of character exerted undoubtedly a

tremendous influence on the shape of Elzenberg’s philosophy, so

much isolated against the background of Polish philosophy before

and after the Second World War. What determines this isolated

position? The simplest answer would be that it resulted from his

different views and the different problems he dealt with. But such a

statement would be too general and it would not explain anything.
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Therefore it is necessary to look at this problem in a more detailed

way.

Elzenberg wanted to build a philosophical system in which

the central place was to be occupied by the philosophy of value It

is true that many distinguished philosophers like Ingarden,

Tatarkiewicz, Wallis, Czezowski, and S.I. Witkiewicz were

concerned with the problems of value at that time. But none of

them aimed at building a system of axiology grounded on perfect

ethics None of them restricted philosophy to general axiology, with

formal axiology (the philosophy of value) and substantial axiology,

aesthetics and ethics as its main domains. For Elzenberg, philosophy

de facto started and finished with value. In order to define

philosophy, approached in this way, he was probably the first to

introduce the term ‘axiology’. The term ‘value’ was for Elzenberg

a fundamental and primary concept, to the analysis of which he

devoted most of his attention. It was characteristic for his attitude

that he examined not the conditions but the very essence of the

phenomenon of getting to know and realizing ‘Service in the world

of values’, as the only acts worthy of man. The world in which no

proper care is taken of values is a barbarian world. Therefore one

should revolt against such a world, one should start ‘arranging the

tables of value.’ This w'ork should start from oneself, according to

an instruction: “To care less for how we shall be and more for what

we shall be”.

Elzenberg’s attitude is distinguished by his extraordinary

emotional engagement in his views and his belief in their rightness.

This was to be proved by Elzenberg’s own original axiological

system. In spite of the unquestionably distinctive character of this

system, it is not dilTicult to notice certain similanties w ith the solutions

offered by other philosophers at that time. This is particularly evident

with respect to aesthetic values. Like Ingarden, Czezowski and

Tatarkiewicz he was a supporter of axiological objectivism, initiated

in Antiquity by the Pylhagoreans and Plato, continued and developed

by the stoics, Plotinus, St. Augustine, Albert, Hegel, Hartmann, and

Scheler. As in the case of the dispute on the way in which values

exist so in the second fundamental problem of value theory, namely

in the dispute between absolutism and relativism, Elzenberg supports,

as do Ingarden or Tatarkiewicz, the thesis that aesthetic and ethical

values are independent of the individual predilections presented by

individual people, as well as class or cultural predilections. Elzenberg

does not accept the solution according to which the divergence of
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judegements concerning values can be accounted for by external

circumstances. He maintains that in spite of these circumstances

one can and has to reach these judgements.

One should not confine Elzenberg’s affiliations only to Polish

philosophy of the interwar period. There are much more evident

connections with the twentieth century Western European philosophy

and also, to some extent, with Platonism, stoicism. Buddhism and

Christianity. This does not mean that because of its references to

other philosophical orientations his conception is less original or that

it is eclectic. Elzenberg found particularly familiar the trend in

philosophy which recognized the objective existence of values. It

resulted in connections with the philosophy of Scheler, Nicolai

Hartmann or even the British Analytical School (especially Moore

and Russell). These connections were also a consequence of a

similar approach to an issue ofthe recognition of values. Like Scheler

and the British philosophers he believed that values were recognized

directly and intuitively. The sense of incommensurability between

an intellect, discursive thinking and reality is present in the philosophy

of Bergson (Elzenberg listened to his lectures at the College de

France). He shared with German phenomenologists the conception

of value as an obligation of being (Seinsollen). This conception

constituted one of the foundations of Elzenberg’s general theory of

value, but at the same time it brought about his theoretical crisis in

the forties.

What elements of Elzenberg’s theory of value constitute a

positive contribution to the heritage of the philosophy of value,

aesthetics, ethics and on the other hand, when does Elzenberg get

caught by the difficulties he cannot really overcome? The answer

to the second question should not be difficult, whereas the answer

to the first cannot be fully univocal. I shall start with what in

Elzenberg’s theory, in my opinion, was never finally settled. The

most unclear and understated places can be found in formal axiology,

that is in the part of Elzenberg’s system, which was to constitute

the foundations of the general theory of value. What are the reasons

for the lack of clarity? Probably the main reason consists in his

problematic approach to perfect ethics connected with a concept of

obligation. This connection brought about two theoretical crises, one

in the early thirties and the other in the late forties. He was never

fully decided as to whether value was to be explained by obligation

or obligation by value. At that time he stopped within a step of

solving the problem, that is withdrawing from defining value by
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obligation or obligation by value and recognizing their relationship

as an axiom referring to these two primary notions at the same

time. But he did not take this step.

The best evidence of the doubts that Elzenberg faced is the

fact that he did not decide to publish all the materials dealing with a

system of formal axiology, because he thought that there were too

many gaps in his considerations. The situation looked much better

in ethics and aesthetics where his propositions are mature and

elaborated. Of course, one can discuss them, but on another plane.

We should ask: does Elzenberg’s theory of ethics and aesthetics

provide us with the possibilities, if we may say so, of ‘arranging’

and ‘describing’ the world of beauty and goodness? The answer to

this question may seem obvious and its obviousness should have

been proved by the analysis presented above.

When positivist philosophy dominated the scene, Elzenberg

proposed the defence of absolute and objective values conceived in

an almost Platonic manner. This modern supporter of Plato’s

philosophy was a representative of radical, ontic, axiological

objectivism in an idealistic form. In this respect he was an

extraordinary, even unique, thinker, not only in the Polish twentieth

century philosophy, but on the European scale. He was a supporter

of the view that aesthetic value can be cognisable and that it takes

place in the course of contemplative experience and by expression.

In the realm of ethics he was a supporter of perfectionism,

originating from stoicism. He did not recognize setting partial aims

and solutions, but was an ethical maximalist. “If you want people to

follow you, make the greatest possible demand’’. These ‘greatest

possible demands’ he made in relation to himself One cannot leave

the path of inner perfection, one cannot stop aspiring towards

salvation, meaning ethical salvation. One has to try to be always

and everywhere homo ethicus, aiming at the cognition and realization

of values. Elzenberg was such an ‘ethical man’, while at the same

time he estimated realistically that it is difficult to get rid of the

undoubted inconsistency between the ideal he proposed and life.

Therefore he wrote in 1942: “only aspiration towards value is

‘justified’ and objectively ‘right’ and in a way ‘rational’ and

‘reasonable’. However, aspiration towards happiness is a fact and

this aspiration is justified, there is no evil as such in it. It is difficult

or hardly possible to demand from man the whole of behaviour which,

in his view, would not be directed towards happiness; only happiness

(for the whole of behaviour) has, as an aim, a satisfactory motivating
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power. To demand from person to act only an axiological motive, a

desire of realization and nothing else (as in Kant’s ‘obligation’) is a

utopia”.^
^

Elzenberg’s attitude is extraordinary due to one more reason.

He was a rare example ofcombining two very fundamental elements.

He attempted, very successfully, to realize his theoretical postulates

in practice. In aesthetics his practice consisted mainly in essays

and critical works on literature. In his essays and critical works he

was able to realize his youthful dreams of becoming a writer. His

essays, simple in form, were truly beautiful works, filled with delicate

lyricism, bordering on philosophy, literature and literary criticism.

Elzenberg tried to write poetry, which played an enormous role in

his life. Unfortunately in this case the dreams and concrete attempts

differ considerably. Whereas the standard of Elzenberg’s

achievements in the area ofphilosophy is very high, his poetry proves

that creative aspirations are not always realized in their most sublime

forms.

translated by Malgorzata Sady
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CHAPTER IX

CRUCIAL PROBLEMS OF ROMAN
INGARDEN’S AXIOLOGY

ZOFIA MAJEWSKA

Roman Witold Ingarden ( 1 893- 1 970) is considered to be an

initiator of a second objectivistic and realistic phenomenology. ' His

research in the area of aesthetics is highly regarded by world

philosophy. It is not surprising that he developed a theoiy of the

work of art and aesthetic experience since he emphasised that his

way to philosophy led through literature, which fascinated him in his

youth. Ingarden was born in Cracow and he died there. He studied

philosophy, first in Lvov with Professor Kazimierz Twardowski for

a short time. With the advice of Twardowski he continued his

academic education in Ghent (29.04.1912-14.10.1914 and

6.05.1915-17.04.1916); Vienna {23.10.1914-5,05.1915) and

Freiburg (13.03.1916-18.10.1917). The encounter with

phenomenology- with Edmund Husserl and a group of his disciples

from Ghent and Freiburg-became a turning point in his philosophical

development. He particularly treasured the lectures ofAdolf Reinach,

a phenomenologist killed during the First World War. Ingarden had

a chance to study with Max Scheler in two series of private lectures

in Ghent. He also attended the lectures of psychologist Georg E.

Muller, mathematician David Hilbert, and philosophers Heinrich

Maier and Leonard Nelson. While studying in Freiburg he made

friends with Edith Stein. In January 1918 he defended his doctoral

dissertation entitled Intuition und Intellckt bei Henri Bergson.

Dartslellung und Versuch einer Kritik. Apart from philosophy he

passed exams in mathematics and physics.

Returning to Poland, he taught at secondary' schools in Lublin,

Warsaw, Torun and Lvov. Having defended his thesis Essentiale

Fnif'en: Ein Beintrag :um Problem des Wesens to qualify as an

assistant lecturer in 1925, he began lecturing at the Jan Kazimierz

University of Lvov and in December 1933 was nominated assistant

professor of the Chair of Philosophy.

During the Second World War he was professor at the

German Department of the Ivan Franko State University in Lvov.
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He read German literature and the theory' of literature. From January

1942 to June 1944 Ingarden taught mathematics at a technical

college. He was involved in secret university teaching and at that

time wrote two volumes of his most important work, Sporo istnienie

swiatU' Dispute on the Existence of the World, to prove that “the

Polish resistance movement was also alive in the area of scientific

research”.*- Helen Michejda made the following commentary; “It

would be difficult to find in the chronicles of modern philosophy

anything comparable.”^

After the Second World War he was philosophy lecturer at

the Jagiellonian University in Cracow from March 1945 to June

1950 and from March 1957 to his retirement in 1963. In 1961 he

founded the Aesthetics Section at the Cracow Division of the Pol-

ish Philosophical Society and was active in it until his death.

Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz wrote of Ingarden “...in Lvov he formed

himself and in Cracow he formed a school, the Polish school of

phenomenology.”^

Ingarden participated in numerous congresses of philoso-

phy and aesthetics. He often lectured at various universities and

scientific societies abroad. It w'ould be difficult to enumerate his

lectures as their number is too great. He made two longer visits, to

the USA (September 1959- January 1960) and Norway (Septem-

ber-November 1 967) and was actively engaged in the international

phenomenological movement. He was a member of the Interna-

tional Phenomenological Society and the American Aesthetic Soci-

ety. He was awarded the Jurzykowski Prize in the USA in 1966,

and the Gottried-von-Herder-Preis in Austria in 1968.

THE PLACE OF AXIOLOGY IN THE PHILOSOPHY OF
ROMAN INGARDEN

There were no spectacular turning points in Ingarden’s ver-

satile research, which however was continuously enriched with new
reflections. Many a time the philosopher would return to subject

matters already discussed and illuminate them from another angle.

New editions of his works were often revised. Ingarden’s inven-

tiveness in perceiving new aspects of the issues in question seems

inexhaustible. Apart from adding new dimensions to the issues

around which his interests centered, he continued to explore new
areas. His interests were situated within three fields of philosophy:

ontology (which he separated from metaphysics), a theory of cog-
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nition, and aesthetics. Many of Ingarden’s commentators empha-

size that his extraordinary analytical talent was linked with a spe-

cial ability of approaching problems synthetically.

The most ambitious attempt at insight into the structure of

Ingarden’s achievements was that of Danuta Gierulanka, his stu-

dent and an expert on his philosophy.^ She differentiated nine

spheres in the works of the phenomenologist: ontology, a theory of

cognition, methodology, logic, the philosophy of language, aesthet-

ics and a theory of art, axiology, the philosophy of man, and critical

studies. Gierulanka’s study includes a graphic illustration showing

which of Ingarden’s works belong to these respective spheres and

how these spheres relate to one another. In spite of the vast field of

research, claims Gierulanka, Ingarden managed to maintain an ex-

traordinary coherence and consistency in his research. Not only did

this result from his conception of philosophy and the phenomeno-

logical method, but also from his continuous systematisation ofprob-

lems and establishment of this logical interdependence, from focus-

ing on the issue of an argument between idealism and realism with

reference to the manner of existence of the real world, and finally

from his perception of numerous aspects of the issues in question.

Ontology, approached as a science and exploring possible

ways of existing, occupies a special position in Ingarden’s research.

It does not contain any existential judgements but only explores the

contents of ideas and necessary connections between ideal quali-

ties. In the sphere of facts nothing can exist that would contradict

pure possibilities. Thus ontology constitutes a filter eliminating prob-

lems and conclusions incoherent with an idea of the issues in ques-

tion. Ingarden paid special attention to ontological considerations;

they should constitute a starting point of any philosophical research.

Theoretically they come first and are more general than the state-

ments of detailed sciences. Ontology uses a priori analysis of the

content of ideas, but it does not lose connection with experience

approached in a broader sense. Ingarden treats a priori cognition

intuitively, not in a deductive way; thereby he allows ontology a

wide area of research. Since every object can be approached with

respect to its way of existence, its formal structure (for example:

object, property, process, relation and state of affairs) and the quali-

ties that belong to it, ontological research includes existential and

formal, as well as material and ontological, issues.^

According to Gierulanka ontological conceptual categories

applied in various spheres of interests play the role of a binding
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agent, organising all philosophical research and making it coherent.

It should be mentioned that Ingarden’s philosophy is not generally

considered coherent. Some commentators of his works point to in-

ner tensions in his philosophy. 1 shall try to present them while dis-

cussing axiology.

However, first of all some attention should be paid to where

axiology is situated in the structure of Ingarden’s philosophy. Al-

though some philosophers tr^' to apply one, an axiological criterion

is useless in differentiating philosophy from detailed sciences.^

Defining philosophy as a science of values would be narrow, for it

is concerned not only with values; on the other hand, it would be too

broad, for not all problems connected with values are considered by

philosophy. Philosophy is not interested in actually existing values,

but in what values are at all possible. In order to separate philoso-

phy from other sciences it is not enough to formulate a definition.

Philosophy’s problems (ontological, metaphysical and epistemologi-

cal) have to be identified and specific non-dogmatic methods indi-

cated for a priori and immanent cognition.

Beyond any doubts Ingarden’s reflection was not focused

on axiology. His first strictly axiological work l/wagi o wzglednosa

wuriosci/ Remarks on Relativity of Values was published as late

as 1948.8

Other works worth mentioning here are:

- iVartosc estetyezna i zagaJmenie jej ugruntowaniU'

Aesthetic Value and the Problem of Its Objective Ground-

ing, 1956.^

- Uvagi o estetycznym sadzie wurtosciujacym Remarks

on Aesthetic Evaluating Judgement, 1958.'^

- Artistic and Aesthetic Values, 1964. *

'

- Zagadnienie systemu Jakosci estelycznie donioslych

t he Issue of the System of Aesthetically Significant

Qualities, 1965.'^

- Czego nie wiemy o wurtosciach? What We Do Not Know
About Values?, 1966.'^

- Z rozwazan nad wartosciami moralnymi An Analysis

of Moral Values, 1969.'*^

- liber die Verantworiung. Ihre onlischen Eundamente,

1970. '5
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Some axiological problems were marginally discussed in the follow-

ing works: Das Literarische Kumtwerk(\9'i\),^^ Czlowiek ijego

rzeczywistosc/ Man and His Reality (1935);^^ O poznawaniu

dziela literackiego/ The Cognition oj the Literary Work of Art

(1937).*^ We should also mention his lectures on ethics in Lvov

(1930-31, 1937-38) and in Cracow (1961-62);*^ and on aesthetics

in Cracow (1960) and discussions in the Aesthetic Section of the

Polish Philosophical Society,“^

Man as a realiser of values was presented in the study Man
and His Reality.

He first attains to his genuine stature as a human
being because, and only because, he creates a real-

ity which manifests or embodies in itself the values

of goodness, beauty, truth and law; because in his

life, or at least in that of it which is of sole impor-

tance, he remains in the service of realising values

within the reality he has created; only thus does he

attain to the mission that tells of his humanity: he

becomes a man who mediates between what is

merely ‘nature’ and what he can divide only crudely,

as if in a reflection, through the values he has dis-

closed and embodied.^'

In his paper Czlowiek i przyroda/ Man and Nature we
come across an analogous statement: “with his endeavours-through

his victories, even defeats-one realises the values ofgood and beauty,

which, to be sure, appear in merely intentional works, but which at

bottom have for him a higher reality than the world of sheer nature.

He remains in the service of realising these values. When he has

not live in

Axiology is connected with ontology, epistemology, aesthet-

ics, ethics, anthropology and-what Gierulanka did not take into ac-

count-philosophy of culture. The last area was not researched by

Ingarden separately, but many problems inherent in his work lead in

this direction. He did not separate the respective areas of phi-

losophy from one another. He approached different aspects of the

same problem: individual themes are linked and open new perspec-

tives into relevant.

Ingarden’s axiological reflection can be arranged from the
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point of view of the generality of his considerations and it is pos-

sible to distinguish a general axiological plan and detailed plans (the

latter being restricted mainly to the considerations of aesthetic and

moral values). This is the order I shall adopt when presenting

Ingarden’s axiology.

THEORETICAL DIFFICULTIES OF GENERAL
AXIOLOGY

According to Ingarden the fundamental problems that

axiology face are:

- the typology of values;

- the formal structure of values and its relation to a carrier,

- the way in which values exist;

- the rank of values and their hierarchy;

- the existence of autonomous values; and

- the objectivity of values.

Since Ingarden advocated axiological pluralism, his philoso-

phy exemplifies a clear tendency not to solve problems generally--

with reference to all values-but partially, with reference to respec-

tive groups of values. He differentiates between various fields of

values and is aware of the fact that there may exist essential differ-

ences between their types. He realises numerous difficulties axiology

has to overcome, but he is far from scepticism. He presented his

doubts in search of ways of overcoming them. Ingarden’s most

important argument was to show the mistakes made in the process

of the cognition of material things. The awareness of making these

mistakes does not usually lead to radical agnosticism. Therefore

axiological illusions, occurring in the actual recognition of values or

the historical changeabliness ofviews concerning them-often stimu-

lated by non-cognitive factors do not prove that there is no chance

to build adequate axiological knowledge. What is more, at least we
have at our disposal some obscure intuition concerning values and

certain attempts at theoretical formulation. “We can realise what is

missing only when there are some flashes of knowledge in a given

area. When we know nothing, when we do not have any significant

experiences, or even any attempts at general statements or hypoth-

eses then as a matter of fact neither can we realise what is miss-

ing”^^ This entitles one to quarrel with the belief that Ingarden
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was concerned only with so-called “negative axiology”. Wegrzecki’s

statement^^ in treating the key problem of Ingarden’s axiology,

namely that concerning the relation between ontology and axiological

experience, that only negative axiology is being treated has been

taken out of context and understood in a literal sense by some of

Ingarden’s critics.

Ingarden looks for the objective conditioning of values. He

does not agree with subjectivism and relativism. Originally he de-

clared himself a determined objectivist and absolutist. His approach

underwent some modifications, presented in the articles he wrote in

the sixties, in which he put restrictions on absolutism, but this did

not mean a change leading towards a relativist attitude

Ingarden’s partition of values is not based on precisely de-

fined criteria. The philosopher states explicitly: “The performance

of this task is very difficult in the present ( 1 947) state of inquiry into

values, since thus far the very principle for the partition of values

remains unknown to us. Therefore, we can today do no more than

point to certain groups of values which are empirically familiar, on

the basis of our contact with them, without being able to define

them rigorously.

Ingarden enumerates the following types of values:

- ‘vital’ (the values of food, efficiency of organs), a special

variant of the economic type of value (significance of life);

- cultural-aesthetic, cognitive; and

- moral (ethical).

In the treatise IVhat We Do Not Know About Values?, Ingarden

proposes a similar typology:

- vital values, to which utilitarian and pleasure values are

related;

- cultural values-cognitive, aesthetic, social; and

- moral values in a narrow sense.

The above quoted classification of values triggers reserva-

tions. Without applying external criteria to the philosophical approach,

in the light of Ingarden’s other statements this typology cannot be

maintained, as it does not take into account all groups of values

such as the personal or artistic. Cultural values are approached here

in a narrow sense. In the case of a selective attitude towards cul-
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ture, it would be acceptable to exclude some vital values as well as

useful or economic values. But it is difficult to understand why

Ingarden does not include moral values in cultural values. It is true

that they are found in a different way in the objects to which they

are attributed. There are no products analogous to works of art or

science that would embody moral values, they are manifest in the

actions of conscious subjects. But it seems that a lack of moral

‘products’ is not an argument in favour of a thesis that morality

exists beyond culture. If Ingarden states that culture is a sphere of

the realisation of absolute values,-^ he considers moral values to

be such values. They are even of a more absolute character than

aesthetic values since they demand realisation.

Ingarden’s axiology is a material theory. The philosopher

believes that it is not enough to state formal requirements for the

appearance of values. It is necessary to take into the account quali-

tative aspects of objects on which values are founded. The differ-

entiation of one kind of value from another is determined by qual-

ity-determinations which are difficult to articulate conceptuallly.

Ingarden pays special attention to the intuitive cognition of values.

A qualitative relation of objects is much easier to grasp in direct

contact with them than through acts of discursive thinking. An addi-

tional complication is caused by the fact that values of the same

type manifest qualitative differences. There are many kinds of beauty,

there are many kinds of goodness. What is more, negative values

are also determined qualitatively.

Making typology dependent upon the attitudes of a subject

and dealing with them leads to falsification, because there are too

many experiences of which a definite value is one. All that results

is the fact that it is not easy to get a clear picture of the fundamen-

tal types of values and to characterise them conceptually. How-
ever, Ingarden does not think that reaching intellectual recognition

of axiological matters is not at all possible, that no value is defin-

able: “This would be true only if every value were determined in its

matter [Mcilene] by a simple, original quality”^^ Obviously not all

values are of this kind, but the philosopher admits the possibility of

the existence of such strange values. “We should not forget, how-

ever, that values may exist whose matter is so peculiar, original and

unrepeatable, that they cannot be ordered into any group or class of

values.”-^

In Ingarden’s statements on the form of value, there are

more negative decisions than positive settlements. In relation to
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values. Ingarden excludes the form of object, relation and property.

Values are not objects since “a value is never something that exists

for itself, but it is always the value of something, there is no value

whatever which would exist without that something ofwhich it is a

value.”^® If we remember that the philosopher does not assume

the identity of the way of existence of a value and the object in

which it is grounded, it becomes understandable why he opposes

attributing a form of the property to values. A property cannot exist

in a radically different way from an object, which is a subject of

property. Ingarden does not even agree to recognise values as sec-

ondary properties. He also opposes treating values as relations, due

to the danger of relativism.

Ingarden believes that a value constitutes a specific super-

structure. “The circumstance that a value is always a certain kind

of superstructure built upon the basis of that whose value it is,

plays a special role in its form. This superstructure, however, if the

value is a genuine one, is not something alien in relation to the

valued object. It is not thrust upon or added onto it from without, but

emanates out of its very essence.”^' If it is a positive value, then

“it confers upon the object a particular dignity, a certain wholly new

aspect, which this object could never manage to attain without this

value. It elevates the object above all objectivities that are devoid

ofvalue; the latter merely are, exist, but do not ‘signify’ anything.

Values are so versatile and so specifically grounded in the objects

to which they are attributed, that it is necessary to take into account

various ways of existence in relation to various groups of values.

“It also seems that in the diverse modes of being we encounter in

the domain of values we have to do with new modes of existence in

comparison with those 1 have tried to circumscribe in volume 1 [#33]

of Streit."^^

Ingarden does not accept axiological idealism. He engages

in polemics with Plato and Scheler. He would incline towards ac-

cepting the existence of ideas of values, the contents of which can

be investigated, and thus acquire eidetic knowledge on values. How-

ever, he does not attribute ideal existence to values as such. They

are not general beings, but individual ones. “For I was at all times

concerned with those peculiar non-self-sufficient entities that ap-

pear as bound up with individual, real objects, entities which are just

as individual as those objects.”^^ In connection with an individual

and non-independent character of value we have to take into ac-

count, while discussing the way value exists, of the way a carrier of
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a value exists and the way value is grounded in its carrier. Due to

these two aspects of the problem, there is no identity of the way a

value exists and the way the object, to which the value is attributed,

exists. The same object can have various values grounded in it in

different ways.

A lack of independence and derivation in relation to its car-

rier does not characterize satisfactorily the way value exists, be-

cause there are moments that can be found in non-value spheres of

existence. Referring to ‘significance’ (Gellung) or ‘oughtness’

{Seinsollen) of value is not extremely helpful. “That is not, how-

ever, a satisfactory solution. For, something can ‘hold sway’, ‘be in

force’ or have ‘significance’, ifand only if it exists in some manner.

Non-existence makes Gellung together impossible. ‘Oughtness’

can be conceived of in two ways: when value has not yet been

realised, or when its realisation has been already carried out. In the

first case we draw ‘obligation’ from the contents of an idea of a

given value. We learn that it requires substantiation in an individual

object or act. In the second situation ‘oughtness’ already has been

realised effectively. Ingarden enters into polemics with Scheler who
maintains that the fulfilment itself of a positive value constitutes a

new positive value. Ingarden rejects such a statement as a mani-

festation of axiological formalism, which carries the danger of a

regressus in infinitum. “It is not that a new value emerges in this

situation, but that the valueableness of the realised value somehow
encompasses the existence of the value, or better put, it has one of

its foundations in this existence. Hence, it stems not only from the

matter itself of the value, but also from the effectiveness of its

realisation. In this case, not the Sollen alone characterises the ex-

istence of values of this type, but indeed also the fulfilmeni of this

Sollen."^^

Ingarden wonders in what way definite types of values can

exist. He neglects here a problem of the way of existence and a

satisfactory grounding for a certain individual value. This new issue

leads to more detailed axiological questions and is connected with

the problems of criteria on the basis of which we attribute values to

objects, and with the problems of the adequacy of evaluating propo-

sitions. He discusses this issue on the basis of aesthetics.

Sometimes we are forced to choose between values be-

cause the realisation of one value excludes the realisation of an-

other one. It makes us face the problem of the ‘ranking’ of value or

its hierarchy. We have to compare values not only within one type.
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but also values of different types. According to Ingarden we lack

the theoretical premises to settle possible axiological conflicts, as

we do not know what the rank of a value is. “Nor do we know what

it is that stipulates this rank, whether it is the value-matter, its mode
of being, ‘impact’ [Kraft], or finally ‘the oughtness of its exist-

ence .

Ingarden presents the opposition between absolutist and rela-

tivist theories of values. He considers unsatisfactory the attempts

at establishing criteria for the ranking of values that have been made

so far, in particular Scheler’s axiology.^^

“In the everyday practice of comportment with values of

this or that type, in the struggles waged for their realisation or elimi-

nation from human life, there occurs sometimes a certain /a/.v/y/ca-

tion ofthe very experience of values. This influences our theo-

retical investigations on values and creates additional complications

in solving many problems.

All values are existentially dependent in relation to the ob-

ject to which they are attributed. What connections are possible

between values themselves? “The question arises whether there

are values that can appear in an object without the simultaneous

and necessary concomitant appearance in that self-same object of

some other values of the same or another basic type."^® Ingarden

calls such values autonomous. The problem ofvalue autonomy should

not be mixed with the dependence of values on other values ap-

pearing in the same object or only in the same phenomenal field or

time sequence. As a result of this co-occurrence, the matter of

value sometimes undergoes specific modifications which are func-

tionally dependent or interdependent. In his treaty. What We Do
Not Know About Values?, Ingarden does not settle a question of

autonomous values, although we know that in other works he spoke,

at least, in favour of the autonomy of aesthetic and moral values.

The problem of founding a value in an object or the problem

of the objectivity of a value looks differently in relation to various

types of values and has to be solved piece by piece. “In the sort of

general considerations set forth here it can be a question only of the

possible way in which particular types of values can be founded in

the objects to which they appear to accrue. But the exploration of

the question whether in some individual case a particular value is

really founded in this or that way in the object for which it is a value

cannot be confined to the results of those general investigations. It

must consider the factual attributes of the given object and take
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account of all the circumstances in which the value appears in the

given concrete instance,”"^* Appearance of a value sometimes can

be an illusion. Theoreticians of art and morality should solve a prob-

lem of the objective founding of a value in works, and Justify their

evaluations in concrete situations.

Ingarden’s considerations of value prove that the philoso-

pher did not apply in a mechanical way the ontological conceptual

apparatus he had elaborated. He admitted explicitly that the exis-

tential and formal-ontological concepts from Dispute on the Exist-

ence of the World turned out to be insufficient to define the es-

sence of value.

A THEORY OF AESTHETIC VALUES

Ingarden’s Das liieransche Kunstwerk aroused protests

as it neglected problems concerning the value of a work of art. It is

true that they were treated marginally, but this marginalization re-

sulted from the systematisation of the problems proposed by the

philosopher. In order to enter upon the axiological problems of lit-

erature one has to start with examining the structure of a work of

art. Ingarden states explicitly that although all research should be

started from the anatomy of a work of art, what makes a work of

literature a work of art are aesthetic qualities settled on respective

layers. Value qualities, constituted by various layers of a work of

art, form a polyphonic harmony. This harmony does not exist inde-

pendently from a work of art, and it is not itself a work of art. This

harmony is the moment which makes a work of art out of a struc-

tural skeleton and combines with other elements into a compact

whole.

At the same time this polyphony shows us in the best

way that the basis for the individual ‘voices’ of this

harmony is embedded in the individual layers of a

work of literature. On the other hand, the harmony

of aesthetically valuable qualities constitutes a new
bond connecting or binding even more closely the

individual layers of a work which, from their very

nature, are internally fused with each other, and it

shows again the homogeneity of a work of literature

in spite of heterogeneity of the elements character-

istic of it.*^-
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Aesthetically valuable qualities in a work of literature are potential;

they are fully expressed in a concrete realisation.

Besides, the masterpieces of literature allow us to contem-

plate metaphysical qualities. A hidden longing for metaphysical quali-

ties slumbers in human being. The metaphysical qualities are un-

veiled in complicated life situations or interpersonal contacts. They

appear suddenly, unexpectedly, causing the suspension of ordinary

experience; they create a special atmosphere as “what attribute

the value of ‘experience’ to our life.”^^ Metaphysical qualities al-

ways constitute some value (either positive or negative) in com-

parison with the expressionless routine of everyday life. They can-

not be subjected to rational comprehension. You can perceive them

only directly. Thanks to them, “’the deeper sense’ of life and being

in general is revealed to us. What is more, ... they constitute this

usually hidden ‘sense’ itself Ingarden enumerates the follow-

ing metaphysical values: nobleness, sanctity, sinfulness, ‘infemality’,

ecstasy of admiration, silence of consolation, grotesqueness, pom-

posity, celebration, charm and lightness, seriousness and heaviness;

what is shocking, incomprehensible and mysterious. They bring about

enchantment or shock. A normally hidden form of being, its mys-

tery, is revealed in them. We are not capable of evoking metaphysi-

cal values whenever we want to do so. When they come into be-

ing, they introduce radical changes into our life. The situations in

which metaphysical qualities appear in life are not frequent and

their realisation is a kind of euphoria or shock which makes their

contemplation impossible. When we want to feast on them in con-

solation, it turns out that they have already been hidden.

We long for this contemplative emergence in them-

for some reasons-and we are not able to cool this

longing which is a hidden source of a great number
of our actions. On the one hand, it is a source of

philosophical cognition and an urge to reach it; on

the other hand, it is a source of artistic creativity and

relish in art. Our two spiritual acts and activities, so

completely different from each other, finally convey

towards the same destination. Art, in particular, can

provide us as if in miniature and only in a distant re-

flection what we cannot obtain in real, everyday life:

the peaceful contemplation of metaphysical quali-

ties.^^
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In the references. Ingarden quotes Friedriech Hebbel: “Art

is not only something infinitely more, it is something completely dif-

ferent. It is the realised philosophy, This quotation deserves spe-

cial attention since Ingarden often pronounces his negative attitude

towards the presence of philosophy in literature. On the one hand, it

proves his unquestionable fascination with philosophy and art; on

the other hand, we can infer that where the intellectual competence

of philosophy fails, art reveals what is incomprehensible for the

intellect.

Since it is often said that Ingarden did not refer to the con-

cept of metaphysical qualities in his later works, it is worth quoting

a fragment from the German edition of Spor o isinienie swiaici

( 1965 ):

Creating a work of art is a form of giving vent to

spiritual creative forces as well as fulfilment of a

longing of a special kind, that is, for the embodiment

of what initially are only sensed valuable ae.sthetic

qualities and possibly also certain metaphysical quali-

ties, which are to be revealed in a work of art and its

concretisation. This constitutes humanity’s urge to

be able to escape from its lonely existence and the

loneliness of experience, to find a common world of

certain values, shared with others. A work of art ...

makes it possible to share one world with other people

in common aesthetic experience and common fasci-

nation.'^^

The basic ontological factors proposed by Ingarden in Das
literarische Kunstwerk were; the existential foundations of a work

of art; a work of art as a schematic creation (including in its con-

tents some understatements); and aesthetic concretisation (an aes-

thetic object). As a result of the communion between man and a

work of art, accomplished in an aesthetic attitude, an aesthetic ob-

ject is constituted. The differentiation between the artistic value (of

a work of art) and the aesthetic value (of an aesthetic object) is a

consequence of these conceptual distinctions.'*^

In the fifties and sixties Ingarden continued defining notions

more accurately and precisely, while looking for objective condi-

tioning of aesthetic value. In a work of art he differentiated

axiologically neutral qualities and axiologically valent qualities. The
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philosopher tried to overcome the difficulties with defining qualities

by relating them to other notions and referring to the experience in

which qualities are given/^^ Among axiologically significant values

there are: aesthetically neutral but artistically valuable moments;

aesthetically valuable (positively or negatively) moments

superstructured upon them; and aesthetic value itself

Artistic qualities are the constructive moments of a work,

fulfilling artistic functions: they undergird the synthetic artistic value

of the work of art; and they make it possible for aesthetically sig-

nificant qualities to appear in an aesthetic object. It should be em-

phasized that this operation is not purely existential conditioning, but

defines qualitatively superstructured moments and values. Basically

there are two types of artistic qualities:

(1) qualities which are manifestations of perfect perfor-

mance (artistry, mastery), and

(2) qualities which are capable of efficient impact on the

perceiver.

Artistically positive and negative moments present in the

work of art cannot be considered in isolation. Since they occur in

groups, they undergo mutual modifications. A certain negative qual-

ity in a given work of art can bring about the intended artistic effect

and, in association with other moments, it can determine the artistic

value of a higher order than is possible by a group of artistically

positive qualities only.^® In the case of masterpieces, every mo-

ment is valorised.

Ingarden pointed to the difficulties in separating artistic val-

ues from aesthetically valent qualities. It should be noted that theo-

retical criteria of this conceptual opposition are clear and have nu-

merous aspects. Artistic qualities belong to the neutral skeleton of a

work of art. Their being is derived from the creative activities of an

artist, and they are sufficiently founded in an artistic object. They

do not have to be given in an evident manner, we get to know them

indirectly. As the means that make aesthetic qualities evident they

are indirectly valuable. The criteria assumed here are of an onto-

logical (structural and genetic), epistemological and phenomenologi-

cal, as well as axiological (instrumental) nature.

Ingarden’s fundamental idea was the search for grounding

aesthetically significant qualities in artistic qualities. He distinguished

nine groups of aesthetic qualities:
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material (emotional, intellectual, pertaining to materials);

formal (purely objective, derivative-for a perceiver);

types of selectiveness or cheapness;

ways in which qualities occur (for example, mild, bitter);

types of novelty;

types of naturalness (for example, simple, artificial);

types of truthfulness (for example, responsible, sincere,

false),

types of reality (for example, real, illusory, fairytale-like);

ways of affecting a perceiver (for example, shocking, neu-

tral).

Ingarden approaches correlative types of artistic qualities

and aesthetic qualities as a theoretical hypothesis. He treats the

necessary and sufficient grounding of aesthetically valuable quali-

ties in artistic qualities as a theoretical boundary case. He admits

that aesthetic qualities are conditioned by a perceiver and the cul-

tural context. He does not maintain that artistic qualities determine

artistic value automatically. The variety of art with respect to types

and styles forces him to take into account the differentiated inter-

dependencies occurring between artistic qualities and the artistic

values founded by them, and aesthetically valent qualities. Aesthetic

qualities are given in an aesthetic experience on the ground of the

constituted aesthetic object. They support the synthetic aesthetic

value ofthis object. Ingarden assumes various qualities of aesthetic

values: beauty, loveliness, ugliness, charm, grace, maturity, and per-

fection.^'

Providing that artistic values are relational, because they

serve to constitute an aesthetic object, aesthetic values are non-

relational and absolute, because they do not serve anything. How-
ever, this text proves, contrary to what Ingarden declares, that

relationist motives do exist in his theory. It is worth quoting his state-

ment made during the meeting of the Aesthetic Section: “I am al-

ways talking about a work of art in concretisation, this work of art

has to be there in all the new attire which it is provided with when it

becomes appropriately concretised in the form of an aesthetic ob-

ject. An aesthetic object is not something else in relation to a work

of art, it is only something more than a work of art.”^^ This state-

ment dispels many doubts aroused by Ingarden’s conception of a

work of art and aesthetic concretisation.

Ontological solutions offered by the philosopher were not
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conducive to the radical isolation of a work of art and the subject

associated with it. It is true that in the beginning Ingarden would

distinguish as two sciences the philosophy of art and aesthetics (the

philosophy of aesthetic experience). But he reconsidered his atti-

tude later. Searching for such a definition of an object ofphilosophi-

cal aesthetics, which would guarantee its homogeneity and at the

same time avoid one-sidedness, he proposed reflection on the en-

counter of an artist or a perceiver with a work of art. This over-

comes the extremes of an objectivistic and subjectivist approach.

Not every contact with art constitutes a research object for philo-

sophical aesthetics. There are encounters taking place when we

adopt the aesthetic attitude, motivated by a desire to embody, co-

constitute and grasp the value. The philosopher is aware of the ac-

tual uniqueness of each individual encounter with a work of art, but

he is mainly concerned with what belongs to the essence of such an

encounter.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND THE STATUS OF
MORAL VALUES

Ingarden divided ethics into theoretical, normative and ap-

plied ethics. Theoretical ethics focuses on moral values. It has to

provide answers to the following questions: “What is a moral value?

What objects are equipped with moral values or can be equipped

with them?”^'^ Only on the ground of the conclusions reached by

theoretical ethics is it possible to formulate norms in the form of

propositions defining conditions that have to be fulfilled by a given

object in order to be valuable. Applied ethics (ethical technology)

aims at influencing people, motivating them to undertake moral ef-

forts.

Ingarden pays much attention to theoretical ethics, because

it is the foundation of other sections of ethics, but at the same time,

has not provided us with satisfactory solutions. He walks along two

paths here: on the one hand he refers to the experience and the

intuition present in it (although he admits that they are unclear and

that we can make mistakes in experience); on the other hand he

would like to make precise conceptual designations and carry out a

theoretical analysis. What is the status of theory and experience;

what plays a leading role here? 1 would incline towards interpreting

Ingarden’s approach as an attempt at the reconciliation of theoreti-

cal requirements and experience. These two areas are to control
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each other. If axiological experience does not confirm theoretical

conclusions, then the theory should be modified. But science can-

not stick to obscure intuitions; it has to undertake the burden of

research and define concepts accurately.

The philosopher presents himself as a supporter of material

ethics; he assumes the qualitative determination of values and situ-

ates his considerations on qualities on various levels of generality.

These can concentrate on:

- the quality of concrete moral values (for example ‘jus-

tice’);

- the quality which determines attributing the previous quali-

ties to moral values (‘morality’ as the quality of quality), or

- the quality which determines ‘valence’.

The theoretical order is clear here. General research into

values constitutes the ontological foundation of ethics. The difficul-

ties result from the fact that the definition ofthe most abstract quality,

i.e. ‘valuableness’, cannot be accepted in an arbitrary way and with-

out any connections with axiological experience, for there is no guar-

antee that we shall recognise concrete moral values adequately if

we have not reached theoretical conclusions. This is an intellectual

trap into which one is led when rejecting deduction as well as in-

duction in science. In his research on ethics. Ingarden oscillates

continuously between various planes of generality. He assumes theo-

retical hypotheses which he confronts with moral experience. The

experienced moral facts are supplemented by a question of the ontic

conditions determining their possibilities.

He starts from the analysis of such intuitively accepted

moral virtues asjustice, courage, responsibility, solidarity, compas-

sion, honesty, faithfulness, modesty, disinterestedness, inner con-

trol, nobility, and forgiveness. Then he confronts them with their

opposites, perceived as moral vices.

These analyses lead to the presentation of conditions that

have to be fulfilled to make possible the realisation of moral values.

They are:

participation of the conscious subject;

this subject’s conduct;

with respect to conduct, values (non-moral or moral) have

to be taken into consideration;
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the subject’s responsibility;

the subject’s freedom of decision and conduct;

a person has to be the source of decision and responsibility

in the course of performing some actions.^^

The problem of disinterestedness, as a condition of realising moral

values, remains unsettled. He holds that a carrier of moral value

can be a person as well as an act of will and his conduct.

Ingarden is inclined towards attributing to every positive

value moral nobility as a determining quality. Nobility assumes vari-

ous degrees of intensity, rising as high as dignity. Positive moral

values fulfil a transformative function in relation to a person, whom
they integrate internally. The main characteristic of morally valu-

able conduct is the motive of multiplying values in the world.

What attitude towards time should be attributed to values?

This problem is particularly significant in relation to moral values,

as it is connected with an issue of one’s responsibility for his own

deeds. Ingarden points to the fact that values appear in time; they

may be destroyed or not undergo any change. He emphasises that

value does not pass away with the deed which realises it, but it lasts

somehow if the identity of its carrier is maintained. “With regard to

this aspect, one would have to attribute to moral values not only the

capacity of outlasting the lapse of time, but also the capacity of not

succumbitig, within this flux of time, to any changes in their nature

or rank.’’^^

The challenge of the annihilation of values in time is not an

empty statement in the light of Ingarden’s treatise On Responsi-

bility. Apart from morally positive and negative values, the philoso-

pher enumerates in relation to them the values of indemnity, repen-

tance, award, etc.

The value of justice stands above all these other

values with their existential and material intercon-

nections. It can be realised by fulfilling the demands

which are imposed upon the agent by the responsi-

bility he bears. We can also say that justice sets up

the demand for all those ‘equalisations’ which are

supposed to come about between the negative val-

ues effected through the evil deed and the positive

values realised owing to the reparation required by

responsibility.^
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The ethical analyses carried out by Ingarden confirm the

connections between values, suggested in his general axiological

considerations The philosopher accepts original and superstructural

values, but he does not explain the direction of this dependence.

Probably it results from the unresolved problems, connected with

the ranking of value. The multi-levelled construction of a system of

values and their gradation^* supports the idea of an axiological or-

der. Ingarden does not exclude moral conflicts, because discover-

ing the axiological order we are enabled to make the necessary

changes in the world. However, being a human being demands con-

tinuous effort in ever undertaking new challenges.

PERSPECTIVES FOR THE CONTINIATION OF
INGARDEN’S AXIOLOGY

Ingarden’s axiological investigations gave rise to a wide

spectrum of opinions, ranging from apologetic to crushingly critical.

Some people consider it panaxiologism; ‘His whole philosophy is a

specific, perfectly constructed axiological system,"”*- while others

approach it as axiological minimalism. He is admired for his cour-

age in acknowledging his ignorance; at the same time, he is criticised

for his excessive reserve. The evaluation of Ingarden’s thinking

depends to a considerable extent upon the concept of philosophy

held by his interpreters. The results of his research are exposed to

the objections of extremist scientists and essayists.

One thing remains unquestionable. Without Roman Ingarden

the landscape of the Polish and world philosophy would be com-

pletely different and much more desolate. One cannot overestimate

the inspiration contributed by his thinking to philosophy^^ and the

humanities. In the area of the humanities in Poland, Ingarden’s aes-

thetic categories often are used without any reference to him. Not

only literary references, but also critical reflection prove his intel-

lectual influence.

Ingarden’s style of philosophy is based on his conviction in

the value of knowledge. Philosophizing was for him a way of life,

adding sense and dignity. It was an axiological choice, of which

Ingarden was fully aware and fully accepted, quoting a maxim:

primum philosopharl, deinde vivere. Having made this choice he

had the right to state that a theory is not as far from life as people

tend to think. The axiological horizon of Ingarden’s philosophy, situ-

ates it in the intellectual spirit of modern times.
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His belief in the possibility of constructing scientific phi-

losophy in the context ofthe most recent philosophical trends seems

to be an anachronism. However this optimism can constitute an

antidote for spreading disbelief Ingarden’s criticism ofaxiological

relativism can turn out to be a refuge for those who in the present

‘value crisis’ look for stable orientation.

Ingarden instilled in his pupils a strong belief in the need

and sense of practising philosophy. In the area of aesthetics Maria

Golaszewska,^^ in the area of ethics and anthropology Jan

Pawlica^^ and Adam Wegrzecki^^ develop and even ‘surpass’ the

ideas of their master. Jozef Lipiec^^ often refers to Ingarden’s con-

cept of purely intentional being in the philosophy of culture and

axiology. He considers this concept to be one of the most signifi-

cant categorical achievements of twentieth century philosophy and

at the same time he introduces terminological modifications. He
undertakes existential problems of values unsettled by Ingarden,

presenting an ingenious typology of values and employing various

criteria. JozefTischner^^ situates axiological issues in the perspec-

tive of the philosophy of meeting and dialogue. The centre of grav-

ity of his considerations moves on the basis of axiological experi-

ence. We can find a continuation of the classical concept of phi-

losophy and Ingardens’ axiology in Wladyslaw Strozewski’s work.^®

Karol Wojtyla’s anthropology is called a ‘Thomistic phenomenol-

ogy’.^^ Having rejected a transcendental and ontological dimen-

sion of phenomenology, Anna T. Tymieniecka turns towards its

cosmic dimension.^- The phenomenology of life, which she inves-

tigates, takes into account also the problems of moral acts and re-

flection on art as the area of spontaneous human creation.

In the last few years several penetrating metaphysical in-

terpretations of Ingarden’s philosophy have been published. The

philosopher did not build his own metaphysics, but outlined its con-

ception. It was to be a science of the whole of actually existing

being. Ingarden’s interpreters see in the axiological elements a path-

way to metaphysics and attempt to transcend Ingarden’s reflec-

tion. This they build upon his formulations of metaphysical qualities,

and approach the problem of metaphysical experience.

The so-called Polish school ofphenomenology, initiated by

Ingarden, is distinguished by its ability to benefit from various philo-

sophical traditions. The open character of Ingarden’s philosophy,

the fact that his hypotheses had many versions, allows us to carry

the investigations further. Ifwe see the inspiring power of philoso-
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phy in formulating problems and not in offering solutions, we can

say that Ingarden left enough ‘underdefined places’ for his follow-

ers to find. However, it would be a simplification to reduce the

achievements of Ingarden’s students and his followers only to the

‘concretisation’ of various dimensions of his considerations. While

admiring his contribution, they maintain a critical distance- some

are even courageous enough to question his way of philosophizing.

To be faithful to Ingarden does not mean to agree literally with his

propositions, but to transcend his refiection in a creative way.

Ingardcn stated: “Whoever wants to be a philosopher has to start to

live intellectually, and take responsibility in doing so; otherwise it

does not make any sense to begin to deal with philosophy.

The importance of Ingarden’s axiology is revealed in what

grows out of it. Ingarden says himself: “1 am not a faithful

phenomenologist.”^^ One should hope that his readers will be ‘un-

faithful’ Ingardenists, for they will find in his thought the stimuli to

do independent and creative philosophy.

translated by Malgorzata Sady
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CHAPTER X

GOD AND GOODNESS:
THE EVOLUTION OF LESZEK

KOLAKOWSKI’S ETHICAL VIEWS

CEZARY MORDKA

Leszek Kolakowski’s ethical views, like his other theoretical

views have undergone considerable change, evolving from the

Marxist approach to one that is religious. On the ground of his

language this change means the acknowedgement oftranscendental

options and a refutation of empiricism. In the conflict of these two

fundamental options, I believe, is inscribed Kolakowski’s whole

research work. *

Kolakowski defines the meaning of ‘empiricism’ and

‘transcendentalism’ in his article ‘Cultural Reproduction and

Forgetfulness.’^ The general tendency of empiricism consists in

interpreting the vadility of the rules of thinking as a linguistic

constraint. Hence, the significance of moral norms should be

considered a wrongly formulated issue, for these norms are not

universally valid, but (only) certain social facts.

Transcendental philosophy (Platonism, Kant, phenomenology

and theological and religious currents), on the other hand, tries to

demonstrate that in between random linguistic rules and observations

there is spread the area of intellectual and moral needs, which are

not analytical truths but create permanent spiritual values which

define us as human beings and regulate the development of

science.^ Such a general formulation obviously does not include all

the ethical propositions offered by Leszek Kolakowski; they merely

mark an axis determining the transformation of his views.

FROM MARXISM TO GENERIC SUBJECTIVISM

In his early works Kolakowski already anticipated a category

which he now defines as ‘religious perception’, combining an act of

comprehension with a validating moment. It was his view in the

fifties that Marxist doctrine is not and cannot be inferred from

empiricism by a theory or true description (even if constantly
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modified) of the reality which surrounds us. In Marxism, acts of

comprehension are combined with an imperative to fight for ‘the

right cause’, reflection walks hand in hand with a moral act and

will, and description is confused with a norm. In other words, one

who understands Marxism knows instantly what reality should be

like."'

Having accepted this point ofview the philosopher criticises

the Catholic Church, the major ideological enemy, from the ethical

point ofview. Christianity, maintained Kolakowski, has to be rejected

due to its morally suspicious genesis: its essence is constituted by

the belief that man is of no value, but is sinful and helpless in relation

to this fate. Kolakowski ’s stronges objection was the idea of man’s

total submission to God and his earthly representative - the Church.^

In 1955-57 Kolakowski carefully analyses dialectical

materialism which brought the major change in his views when he

rejected Marxism based on F. Engels’ works in favour of K. Marx’s

approach, defined by Kolakowski as a generic anthropologism

(subjectivism) as a consequence of empirical assumptions. This

approach assumes that the world, which was originally a kind of

chaos, is constituted by humankind. Its so-called ‘natual division

into inanimate objects, animals and people appears as an artifact

within the framework of anthropologism. Human activity organises

the world’s chaotic substance.^ Such an ontological solution has its

consequences for ethics. First of all, Kolakowski rejected all kinds

of conservatism, related to unchangeable reality and ‘the existing

character of values.^ A conservative way of thinking about codes,

capable of clearing all doubts and setting each situation. Such codes,

he thinks, are based on three fundamental assumptions: 1. a belief

in the symmetry of obligations and duties; 2. a belief in the

homogeneous character of value, 3. an acknowlegement of the

adequacy of goodness and obligation.

Ail such codes were subjected to his critical examination.

1 . The assumption ofthe symmetry of obligations and duties

has a destructive influence on ethical behaviour, since obligation

and duty exclude each other. Every compulsion-and obligation is

compulsion-destroys the essence of ethical activity as not subjected

to obligation.

2. Belief in an homogenous system of values, which allows

hierarchical order, is a myth for ethical decisions are conditioned by

the situation and are impossible to universalise.

3. The postulate of a code cannot be maintained for it is not
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true that goodness and obligation walk hand in hand as sometimes

one has to choose the lesser evil.

Finally, argues Kolakowski, conservatisms along with their

codes are a hidden escape from an open perspective; a fear of

realising one’s own freedom and the lonesomeness of humankind

in nature. They are expressions of a desire to live in an absolutely

safe, because programmed world.

Kolakowski confronts us with the pathos ofthe non-illusory

self-realisation of one’s own position in reality. Man, being inherent

in nature, at the same time transcends it and in this way loses his

positive natural place. ^ He is not only bom, he does not only work,

reproduce and die, but he also fills these moments with a non-natural

sense: love is something more than desire, death is not only the end

to the working of an organism, etc. Such cognitive activity brings

about a number of specifically human anxieties, concerning the

necessity of an ageing process, sense of dying, non-biological

meaning of love etc.

Kolakowski emphasises very strongly the fact that this

‘falling out’ ofthe mechanism of nature does not reveal an attachment

to an ‘other’ world-man as a species exists in a total isolation, having

no higher resorts. In particular the idea ofGod would deprive him

of what is the best and the most difficult- the absolute responsibility

for himself.^

Thus man’s position in the world leads to a paradoxical

situation. For it forces him to create additional, super biological

meanings, realising at the same time that he creates them.

Kolakowski defines this precisely: man has to live in the sphere of

myth. Value is one of the fundamental variants of myth. The
acknowledgement of ‘the heaven of values’ seems to lead to a

negation of freedom sinice it imposes a completed pattern of

behaviour. According to Kolakowski, nihilism originates from a

resolution not to undergo any pressure from an existing absolute

goodness and such norms. However, assuming an absolute freedom,

that is not being determined by anything, nihilists reject the mental

outfit of culture, falling again into the dependence upon biological

impulses. Nihilism negating values in the name of, freedom ends up

with even more dominant constraints. Trying to transcend the

alternative: absolutism-nihilism, Kolakowski draws an outline ofthe

solution, which is close to scepticism, in his fundamental work ‘Small

Elhics.-'»
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TOWARDS SCEPTICISM

Kolakowski believes that ethics in not restricted to the

analysis of the word ‘ethics,’ but is a search for answering the

question of what are goodness and evil, and how to justify the norms

of our behaviour.

He assumes the intrumental approach to goodness (in a

sense: penicillin is good as cure for tuberculosis) and goodness in

itself He also differentiates between rightness and goodness,

between moral and legal norms.

The fundamental ethical question about the Justification of

moral norms, originates from the clash of various ethical traditions

and the possibility ofbreaking ethical bans and orders without evident

and i mmediates consequences
*

* (as happens in the case of ignoring

the law of gravitation).

Before presenting his own solution Kolakowski offers a

critique of the empirical approach represented by emotivism,

utilitarianism and instinctivism, and the transcendental approach

represented by Kantian philosophy, the intuitionism and ethical

solutions in the spirit of Christianity.

a. Emotivism assumes groundlessly that evaluating

judgements are connected with emotions in a necessary way, whereas

there are no significant reasons to believe that whenever we
formulate a moral judgement we express emotions.

b. Utilitarianism, on the other hand, is based on a false

analogy used by Mill, who claimed that since being visible results

from being seen, then being desirable, that is being worthy of desire,

results from desiring something. It is wrong because being worthy

of seeing does not result from being seen, thus also being worthy of

desire does not result from desire. Utilitarianism assumes and

empirically disputable premise that people always desire happiness,

and has trouble with measuring ‘the concentration’ of this happiness.

c. Instinctivism interprets moral norms as special artificial

surrogates or substitutes of natural impulses determined by the laws

of self-preservation (and preservation of species). This is

contradicted by the idea of the infinite value of every individual or

a postulate of the universal force of ethical norms (not to mention

contempt for earthly goods).

d. In his critique of Kant, Kolakowski points to the weak

grounding of practical reason and the possibility of avoiding a

categorical imperative. For it seems possible to base one’s deeds
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on a motive of one’s own profit, while not accepting it in the case of

others. Kant’s norm, which requires approaching people as ends in

themselves, remains an elevated form of belief in the infinite value

of personality which however is only a belief

e. The beliefs of intuitionists related to the discovery of

norms as goodness, which are valid always and everywhere, soon

turned out to be uncritical attempt at universalising the patterns of

one’s own culture and environment.

f Kolakowski examines Christianity with a special attention.

He is particularly interested in religious perception which manifests

good and evil as properties of the world, different from pleasure

and suffering. However its character is exclusive and remains

inaccessible to those upon whom the grace of faith is not conferred.

Solutions of the problem of goodness and evil and

justification of the most general moral norms are, according to

Kolakowski, trapped in a vicious circle.

Nieither can transcendental conditions ofcognition and moral

norms be justified by empirical means, nor can empirical rules lay

claims to transcendental grounds. Each option assumes the kind of

legal validity which it later confirms. However, the lack of

unquestionable criteria does not, in Kolakowski’s view, determine

the acceptance of an ethical solution nor does it interfere with the

attempts to build a minimal code concerning the rights of a human

being and prohibitions which must not be violated.
“

In constructing such a code he assumes: a. a universal

character of moral norms; b. noninference of obligation from

goodness or goodness from obligation, c the existence of absolute

moral norms and actions which are evil under any circumstances

(for example torture, leaving others in danger); d. noninference of

moral norms from the history of philosophy. These assumptions

are usually made legal by the fact that they operate within a certain

tradition.'*^

The above statement points to Kolakowski’s involvement in

a fundamental problem consisting in the simultaneous

acknowlegement of the universality of moral norms and the

awareness of their local character. This problem is further discussed

by the philosopher in a way that starting with his Mala etyka/

Lillie lilhcs leads toward the transcendental option. It is confirmed

by his other publications Reprodukcja kuliuralna i zapominanie

Cuhural ReproducUon and Forgelfulness fl980), Kan! i

zagrozenie cywilizacji / Kani and Menace lo Civilisalion (1981 ),
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‘Jesli Boga nie maV ‘If There is no God’ (1982), ‘Horror

metaphysicus’ (1988),

GOODNESS AND HUMANITY

In Cultural Reproduction and Forgetfulness Kolakowski

investigates two different styles of the development and growth of

culture. In natural sciences and technology this development takes

place through a negative selection, which results in the fact that

only the most recent theories are considered significant. A physicist

does not have to bother with the history of his discipline. Whereas

in the case of philosophy, art and religion, we can talk about

enrichment and growth - Plato’s system is as important as Kant’s,

Goethe’s works cannot be described as ‘less advanced’ than modern

works, the Decalogue is not only a human creation of the remote

past. Kolakowski formulates a thesis that there are certain invariants

which generate an ‘enriching growth’. He recons among them, first

of all, the ability to differentiate between good and evil, searching

for super-biological sense in love, acknowledging values to be

autotelic. Kolakowski considers the ability to differentiate between

good and evil (that cannot be reduced to pleasure and displeasure)

as particularly significant. ‘Neither heaven nor the earth’ knows

it.'^

However, he realises that cultural variations can be subjected

to various interpretations. In the theories evolving from Darwinism

they constitute the answers, common to the whole animated world,

to the changeable living conditions.*^ In Kolakowski’s view, this

results from a w rong assumption, determining the organic character

of human being, its complete immersion in the world of nature.*^

Naturalism appears in two basic versions. For the first, culture is an

expression of man’s extraordinary adaptive abilities, w'hereas the

second, on the contrary, assumes that the whole culture, and in

particular ethical systems, are artificial limbs as the impotent instincts

of our species.

Kolakowski considers these two kinds of naturalism to be

totally inadequate as is a more theoretically sophisticated view

approaching culture as a product of man’s needs - autonomous in

relation to instincts, but after ail evolved from them. For they do not

explain how it happened that creatures, whose needs were confined

to getting food, copulation and protecting against the elements, and

who are said to invent art and religion in order to better satisfy
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these needs started to value these inventions for some unknown

reasons. Obviously, due to the essential and inevitable lack of

acquaintance with the origins of humanity, religion or ethics,

biologisms and functionalisms in general cannot be finally validated

as rejected.

Finally, Kolakowski admits that cultural invariants can

neither be defined in biological categories'^ nor inferred from the

empirical investigations of history or anthropology. They are certain

normatives defining the boundaries of history and anthropology,

resigning from which destroys the continuity of the history of

mankind, and introduces an insuperable distance between

civilisations, epochs or nations, eliminating a notion of humankind

as nonsense.'^ Kolakowski accepts the transbiological character

of invariants determinig the essential difference between men and

animals, although obviously the language in which they are expressed

has a historical form. He continues his arguments on mankind and

ethics in ‘Kant and the Menace to Civilisation’.

He engages in polemics with a view to rejecting the so-

called idea of abstract man in favour of a belief that there are only

concrete people or individuals defined biologically and historically.

Such a refutation arises the status of anthropology and psychology

to the position of norming the essence of humanity, the acts of

thinking or definition of value regarding its contents. An axiological

consequence for this attitude is the rejection of the differentiation

between good and evil, other than the acts of valuation performed

concretely by people. This makes values relative and leads to

nihilism.

According to Kolakowski, by affirming the idea of an

abstract man Kant resists nihilism. Humanity is not, in his view a

generealization of the properties of empirically defined individuals,

but a result of participation in the area of rational necessities and

moral imperatives, which cannot be established empirically.”® He

demnstrated the noninference of goodness from what people

consider to be good, and the noninference of obligation from actual

deeds. Kolakowski agrees with this, believing that the notion of

humankind is a moral notion which if rejected leaves no ground for

questioning, for instance, slavery or its ideology.”
^

However, Kolakowski agrees with Kant only partially, for

he acknowledges God as guarantor of both ethics and a theory of

cognition or metaphysics. This results from the fact that Kolakowski

belongs to the post-Cartesian model of philosophy for which the
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problem of ‘the bridge’ i.e. of moving from a subject to an object,

constitutes a fundamental philosophical issue. Kolakowski, like

Descartes, considers God a guarantor of being, truth and (he adds)

goodness. The absolute is a requirement ^allowing one to talk

resonably about being, truth and goodness.^^

1 shall try to produce the arguments in favour ofthe following

quasi-Cartesian thesis: Dostoyevsky’s famous saying: ‘If there is

no God everything is allowed’ is in force not only as a moral norm

[...] but also as an epistemological principle."^

GOD AND GOODNESS

This ethical dependence upon the Absolute requires a more

detailed formulation. First of all, investigating the religiousjustification

of ethics Kolakowski realises the specific character of this discipline,

for moral norms can be violated without immediate effects. In his

view, we accept them not in acts of intellectual acknowledgement

of the truth inherent in them, but trough the sense of guilt when we
violate them.“‘^ This guilt is not a simple fear of punishment, but is

“an act in which is questioned one’s own status in the cosmic order

(1 would say an ‘existential’ act if I did not feel aversion to this

adjective); it is not a fear of revenge but a sense of threat in the

face of one’s deed which violates the world’s harmony, a fear

originating from the violation of taboo, not law. It is not only me
who is endangered by the atrocity of my deed; the whole universe

is in danger of being plunged into chaos and uncertainty”"^

The guilt which results from the violation of a taboo is

connected with an ability to perceive the invisible, sacred face of

secular objects, qualities and event. It is an elementary instrument

which enables one to impose the rules of behaviour and give them

the form of orders and obligation
27

A sense of guilt, an ability of self-experience in the

categories of evil, are the primary elements in the cognitive order-

only when doing evil do I know what goodness is."^ Goodness, on

the other hand, remains primary ontologically and its foundation is

God (sacrum). The relationship between the sacral reality and

goodness is revelated in a special kind of perception: “in which

cognitive intuition, a sense of belonging to the universal order

established by the wisdom of providence and adoption of moral

commitment are one.”"^ Such experience is a result of initiation

and not rational agrumentation. Belonging is always proceed by an
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evidence (Jesus said; but you do not believe because you do not

belong to my sheep, John 10:23). Thus ethics has its foundation in

religion.

However, philosophers refused to accept a religious solution

and continued their search for a metaphysical sense of goodness.

Kolakowski points to the awkward consequences of this project in

his magnificent Horror metaphysicus. In the Neo-Platonic tradition,

he writes. Goodness was identified with the One, whereas the

contents of this goodness remained completely unknown. A similiar

vagueness occurs in traditional metaphysics, identifying Goodness

with Being (the Absolute which is a Person at the same time).

According to the scholastics God is good in a sense of taking care

of his creation, but this is not why He is good; His kindness is an

expression ofimmanent kindness, kindness in itself, for the Absolute

would be good even in nobody knew about it, even if He was the

only one to exist.

But what is kindness-in-itself? Flow should one approach

its meaning? Nobody knows.^® It is true that some people see divine

kindness manifested in His acts and events, but that does not indicate

kindness in itself There is no passage, believes Kolakaowski, from

the transcendental ‘existential kindness’, ‘kindness in itself’ to the

revelated kindness. Good as a property in itself does not account

for divine goodness and kindness or vice versa. But in Kolakowski’s

view the idea of God-Goodness does make sense and can be made
comprehensible in a mythological context. Goodness in mythologies

is associated with harmony and peace, whereas evil is associated

with chaos, war and destruction. Metaphysical speculations bring

about super sublimation of mythological intuition, making perfect

goodness and perfect harmony from goodness as order and harmony,

and finally the ultimate, absolute stillness which is the Unity that is

the Absolute. There appears the principle; the more goodness the

more unity, thus where there is the most goodness there is the most

unity, which is fulfilled in the most perfect way by the idea ofGood.

However, such being escapes all comprehension except from

the sublime minds of metapyscians.

And in this way the Absolute, which was to account

for an act of existence, reduces itself, as a result of

its own perfection, to non-existence and ceases to

have anything in common with anything. Due to its

highest reality it turns into unreality.^
*
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The most famous attempt at clarifying the Good-goodness

(evil) relation, undertaken by Leibniz, involves us in other problems.

In his view, God, choosing our world from an infinite number of

other possibilities, was guided by his fatherly care, whereas creating

the world free from necessity he was subjected to a metaphysical

compulsion. According to Kolakowski the differentiation between

knowledge and goodness bears serious consequences-for proving

the existence of God, acquiring knowledge about Him, one has to

produce separate evidence of God’s goodness. For Leibniz it was

obvious that goodness is a necessary attribute of the Creator’s

existence, whereas for Kolakowski it is not. Leinbniz simply continues

the ideas of St Thomas Aquinas who infers goodness from the divine

perfection, whereas Kolakowski thinks that the belief in goodness

of the most real is an arbitrary assumption, while moving from the

goodness of creation to the creator’s kindness is an unjustified

manipulation.^^ In order to justify it we need some knowledge on

the co-capacity ofgoodness and being-but that is just what remains

unknown.

Not only are the notions of goodness and the Absolute

beyond comprehension, but also the idea of God as the only creator

seems to negate man’s freedom as the absolute condition of a moral

subject’s self-constitution. Kolakowski writes:

If there is only one source of the existence of

goodness, one source ofenergy in all works of nature

and art - to maintain the notion of free will requires

many sophisticated endeavours.

While negating metaphysical speculations, yet Kolakowski

holds firmly to his thesis on the necessary religious justification of

ethics. However, God is deprived of the metaphysical ‘qualitics’-

simplicity, inllnity, eternity etc. The speculative knowledge of God,

he writes, is idle cognitively and useless in life.^'^

As guarantor of ethics, God is accessible in a completely

different way-in a myth. This cannot be conceived of as a doctrine,

as a set of statements, for myths cannot be rendered in theological

or secular language. The language of the Bible, in particular, is

not a revealed doctrine. The ultimate reality is best manifested in

rites, cults and art.

Why is divine cannot, in Kolakowski’s view, be given directly,

revealed in its completeness or approached theoretically. At the very'
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most it can be revealed in the just mentioned allusive way. Religious

and artistic acts are most suitable for awakening a sense of

comprehension, some kind of transitory fulfilment in which the

highest reality is given. Kolakowski repeats many a time that they

cannot be reforged into any theory.^^

He claims that the knowledge of God is not so much a

cognitive act as a function ofdevotion or artistic intuition. The Church

doctors, mystics and fathers of the Christian Churches always

associated cognition of the divine matters with piety, hope, faith,

obedience and righteousness. They knew that God is accessible to

the subjects of high moral standards.

Kolakowski continues this ways of thinking, producing the

arguments in favour of God's existence ‘from self-experience of

himself as a moral subject’. He formulates an assumption on the

creative character of moral acts, which is a consequence of the

thesis of the equal range of goodness and being. As a result, by

doing good a moral subject multiplies being, whereas by spreading

evil he draws the world into the chaotic nothingness. As God is not

separate from the world (Kolakowski gets close to emanationism)

by doing good one can claim His ‘growth’. What is more, an ethically

good activity has its cognitive side. Knowledge that: “acquaintance

with the Absolute is a certain face of our spiritual life as a whole,

especially the way in which we perceive good and evil as being our

own, is a part of the Buddhist, Judaistic, Christian and Platonic

heritages. That in this experience we not only get access, however

disturbed, to the kingdom of Being, but we either enrich or impoverish

this being [...] is dispersed through the whole history of civilisation,

in myths as well as in philosophical investigations”^^

In the language of myths this experience is expressed as a

belief that God rejoices or grieves at man’s behavour, by contrast in

metaphysical discourse, it is revealed with hope for absorbing the

world by God without destroying its diversity, with the firm conviction

that humankind leads all creation to the final reconciliation with the

Creator, that God becomes something out of nothing in a soul, etc.

The belief that it is possible to attain knowledge ofGod ‘when

the opportunity arrives’, as if a self-experience of oneself in the

categories of good and evil, is called by Kolakowski the idea of

‘practical reason,’ but it is neither Kantian nor pragmatic. This is

not a Kantian idea because it does not infer the rules of practical

reason from the universal norms of transcendental rationality, valid

for any possible reason, and it approaches the path leading toward
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God as direct in the practical experience ofgood and evil in oneself

It is not pragmatic because it does not make use of a criterion for

its justification.^^

Thus Kolakowski’s proposition for grounding ethics in God
has the character of a hermenutic circle: in order to experience

God one has to behave morally, but moral behaviour has no sense

(Justification) without experiencing God. What is more Kolakowski

seems to accept a certain pecular understanding of God, which

reveals a sense of evil at the same time. For God, according to

Kolakowski”

Gives birth to the world in order to as if fulfill

Himself in its body; He has to create something

which is strange to Him and see Himself in the

mirror of finite minds, and when He absorbs back

these alienated creations. He becomes richer; the

magnificent and dreadful world’s history is God’s

own history, perhaps His cosmic Golgoteha, a

preliminary condition for His ultimate glory.'^®

In such a perspective man and God share the same destiny,

the common goal and common guilt-the original perplexity ofGod
(his original sin) brings later recovery and reconciliation. Kolakowski

softens the pathos of this solution, by such questions, constantly

present in his reasoning, as: why should we believe in it?

There are no ulitiniate arguments, knowledge is always

proceed by belief But it is important what kind of belief it is.

Kolakowski’s belief is the interpenetration of ethics, moral acts

and religion. Ifwe reject them as phantasmagorias nothing protects

us against the ominous ‘everything is allowed’.
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CHAPTER XI

ASTONISHED BY MAN;
KAROL WOJTYLA’S THEORY OF VALUES

JADW/GA MIZINSKA

They write it in capital letters: “The Human
Person”. They set it on a throne and prostrate them-

selves before it, in the light of candles and spot-

lights, in the smoke of incense and its sacred odor:

a bombastic ceremonial of contemporary human-

ists.

If a speleologist gets stuck somewhere
among the rocks, the whole world is alarmed. They

will provide helicopters and mining equipment; they

will drill shafts and break their arms and legs. Not

so far away, in one of those world powers rich in

atomic bombs, thousands of people die of torture in

concentration camps. They die in silence, without

any notoriety, forgotten as if they were not Human
Persons.

And this happens because each child, indeed,

every single child knows now that Human Person,

spelt with capital letter, is an ordinary product of a

coincidence. That daddy had some free time in the

evening, that mummy decided not have an abortion;

that you were not killed by cerebral meningitis in

your childhood, or run over by a lorry as an

adolescent; that you were not wiped out by a stray

bullet on one ofthe fronts which, like meteorological

fronts, form over each area of our globe.

The Human Person, spelt with the capital

letters, can be trampled like an ant and crumpled

like a flower in the dispassionate world of great

numbers.

But were it not for this plaintive, hypocritical

liturgy of eggheads that invented The Human Person,

we may have bitten each other to death long ago, like
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rabid dogs, on this patch of matter called Earth.

— Tadeusz Konwicki, “A Pamphlet On
Myself, Warsaw 1995, p. 94.

A THREAT OF “MAN’S BECOMING ORDINARY”-OF
THE DEATH OF MAN

Karol Wojtyla’s philosophy is characterised by the same

fear of making the idea of “man” trivial and consequently of the

threat of a more or less spectacular genocide inherent in the words

of the distinguished Polish writer, Tadeusz Konwicki. The author of

the partly ironical and partly tragic “Pamphlet On Myself states

the shocking contrast in the contemporary world between, on the

one hand, the humanists’ appeals for respect for The Human Person

and, on the other hand, the common and omnipresent practice of

disrespect and degradation ofthe masses-with their silent acceptance

after all. In the end the writer states that even if appealing for respect

and protection of the Person were but plaintive and hypocritical it

still would be justified as a barrier against the ultimate savagery.

That expression of desperation by Tadeusz Konwicki, takes

the form of a theoretical compact and rationally argued lecture in

Karol Wojtyla The point of departure for both thinkers is the same:

the desire to rescue people from themselves. This is their common
search for man’s self-salvation, despite the apparent tendency to

self-de.struction.

This idea, dictated by the writer’s despair and the

philosopher-Pope’s hope, is based on their common belief in the

rightness of the personalist norm. Both think that the idea of“man”,

discredited as far as its meaning and value are concerned, can be

restored and suffused with a weighty sense in the form of a different

category that of “Person”.

Karol Wojtyla is an attentive observer of the contemporary-

world. He has been personally affected by the tragic experience of

inhumanity in the totalitarian epoch, as by the cannibalism and spiritual

self-mutilation of consumer communities. He is trying to find an

earthly way of resurrection, or rather an evangelic meianoki, after

these manifold deaths of man which he too declares theoretically.

The path of his thought could be enclosed between tw o landmarks:

“man is dead-the Person is born.”

This is not, however, just a statement of fact or a moralising
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Stipulation. Between the initial ascertainment and the final

declaration there is a logical reasoning. Indeed, it is preceded by an

explanation ofwhy humanist problems must be now be “translated”

into personalist ones. As it is decisive for the reading of the author

of The Acting Person, it is worth quoting in full:

The whole investigation and analyses of the

present work reflects first of all the enormous merit

of personalist problems. It can hardly be denied that

these issues are of basic importance for each man
and for the continuously growing human family.

Constant reflection on different directions in the

development of this family not only numerically, but

at the same time in terms of culture and civilisation-

with all its inequalities and dramas-brings about a

vivid need for a philosophy of the person. It is

difficult to resist the impression that the multitude

ofcognitive efforts aiming beyond man outdistances

the sum of the efforts and achievements focused

upon him. Perhaps this is not a problem of the

cognitive efforts and achievements, which obviously

are numerous and even more detailed. Perhaps man
still is expecting some new elaborate analysis, and

especially a still newer synthesis, which is not easy.

The discoverer of so many secrets of nature must

constantly be discovered anew. He still remains to

a certain extent “an unknown creature”, there is

still need for a new and more mature expression of

his essence.

Moreover, since man is the primary, nearest

and most frequent object of experience (...), this

brings about a threat of becoming ordinary. Man is

facing the danger of becoming too ordinary to

himself This danger must be overcome. The present

study is born out of a need to overcome this

temptation and out of astonishment at the human
being who has the initial cognitive impulse. Such

astonishment is not the same thing as admiration,

although it contains something of the latter, it can

be found at the beginning of this stage and as a

function of the mind it becomes just a system of
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questions, and then of answers or solutions. Due to

this not only does a thread of thinking about man

develop, but also a certain need ofhuman existence

is satisfied. Man must not lose his specific position

in this world which he himself has createdf

'

Astonishment with man, despite his growing tendency to

become ordinary, is a directly declared cognitive motive for focusing

Karol Wojtyla’s, attention. Yet from behind this declaration appears

another strongly perceptible, though not expressly so, motivation,

namely, the future Pope’s, care and love of people (the first edition

of The Acting Person, his basic philosophical work, dates back to

1969).

This extra-cognitive reason: fear, worry and love, means

that the astonishment with man is not in the least the same as

admiration for him. This can be read as a subtle distance of the

Author from the motto of Renaissance humanism: Homo sum,

humani nihil alienum a me esse puto. The Renaissance, in

propagating this, encouraged all to protect all aspects of human

nature; it believed that this would be a joyful knowledge,

strengthening their optimism and comfort. They thought that man,

created by God, also resembles God in his essence; he takes after

his Creator in the beauty of his tlesh and spirit, in nobility, dignity

and creativity which make him the ruler over all creation. They

believed that the fruit of self-knowledge would confirm man’s pride.

The Renaissance idea of humanism had in its background a trend to

deify man. Studying him in more detail and more deeply would only

strengthen the feeling of his e.xtraordinary character. The courage

inherent in the words Homo sum... resulted from a kind of simple-

mindedness: that man possesses mainly virtues which should be

only admired. The encouragement to do away with the regions of

“strangeness” was intended to multiply the reasons for this

admiration through multiplying the evidence for our “God-likeness”.

Modernity, including the history of the 20th century, has un-

masked this humanist illusion in a ver>' brutal way, indeed: genocide,

mass extermination: death factories made up and administered by

masses of people in a conscious effort to spread death and suffer-

ing to masses of other people this seems to be a final blow to the

humanist illusion and to the magic of the word “man”. Whereas the

humanist idea was a thesis that man is the highest value for another

man, the phenomenon of the contemporary genocide has denied
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that thesis in a fundamental as well as mocking manner. It turned

out that a man can be just a means for another man, or even an

obstacle-a disgusting, abominable thing which deserves not only

death, but extermination.

Mass genocide can be thus perceived as the ultimate witness

to the fact that inside man are dormant also inhuman (or even anti-

human) powers. An urge to humiliate, degrade and destroy others

treated as “submen”, which in “supermen” releases cruelty,

ruthlessness and evil to an extent which supersedes ordinary vices

and seems to indicate that they belong to the very nature or essence

of man.

Contemporary man, both as oppressor and as victim, has

therefore lost the basis for his pride in belonging to mankind. He
cannot deceive himself any longer that his name “sounds grand”.

Having discovered within himselfmounds of inhumanity, viciousness

and barbarity, he is often likely to fall into another extremity. He

does not believe in his godly character, but tries to accept and approve

his diabolic features. This is demonstrated mainly in degrading others,

but also in degrading ourselves, in bringing all individuals down to

objects or even simply to the position of “goods”. At the moment

there are two dominant models of interpersonal relationships: (1)

“submen” treated by “supermen” as a means and tools to extend

the latter’s power and wealth (oppressive totalitarianism), and (2)

mutually treatment of one “market man” by another “market man”
as a means of manipulation, calculation, as the goods (pervasive

totalitarianism of consumerism).

In such a situation any attempt to keep up, or revive.

Renaissance humanism would be hypocritical. Therefore some

philosophers announce the “death of man” and thus proclaim a

theoretical anti-humanism. This is the belief that the category of

“man” is empty, a pure abstraction, a meaningless sound. Karol

Wojtyla cannot disregard the historical state of matters or the state

of theory; but at the same time it is not his intention to give up his

concern that man not “lose his specific place in this world which he

has created himself. He sees that the solution to this impasse is

provided by personalism, which should be described from the very'

beginning as a specific type of humanism-critical and realistic, at

the same time. Obviously, this is on condition that the human
landscape is re-named and philosophically “re-cultivated”.

Giving up, at least initially, the idea of“man”(and thus as if

respecting the empirical knowledge about the ideological abuse done
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under the entry of “humanism”), Karol Wojtyla seems to accept

what postmodernists and structuralists mean as “death of man” and

“death of the subject”. Especially the latter death seems obvious in

mass culture and consumer civilisation. Only after depriving people

of the elements of free will and spirituality, of any link with the

transcendent (and thus of what used to be rudiments of the “old-

fashioned” soul) does it become possible to revoke the dictate of

treating man as a value in himself, and to substitute this by the

status of a tool, a means, an article. This is “man’s becoming

ordinary”, which is characteristic in recent social and political praxis,

and in the so-called studies about man. These treat him as one of

many objects of research and which-after recognition -can be

steered or repaired when broken down as in the psychotherapy that

is so common in these days.

THE ACTING PERSON

Without denying the need or the achievement ofthose studies

about man (which more and more frequently cease to describe

themselves as “humane studies”), Karol Wojtyla is trying to restore

the rank that should be given to mankind as subjects distinguished

sensu stncto from objects.

He does this through a renewal of the language. He wants to

find the lost, or degraded, subjectivity not in the abstract, generalised

“man”, but in the person. Since “man’s death” is not identical with

eradicating the class attributes of the “human family”, to locate

humanity in Persons has the advantage of endowing the theory with

the hallmark of realism. I'he personalism by Karol Wojtyla aims to

stay exclusively among real, substantial, individual beings and work-

ing out the knowledge about them from their own experience, from

the irreplaceable fact of being Persons.

This is exactly why the title of the Author’s main work is

double. A Person exists only through its acts; it realises and

demonstrates, and can be known exclusively through them. This is

not some exception, but according to Karol Wojtyla, all Existence

has “pronounced and revealed its mystery in the person”. This

sentence seems to contain a contradiction. If the Person is “the

mystery of existence”, then how is it possible to fathom the mystery

which, unlike a puzzle or a problem, is never to be revealed?

The difficulty seems even more complicated, especially as

Karol Wojtyla describes the Person using such phrases as: '’'Persona
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est alteri incommunicabilis" (p. 1 53) and “Persona esl ineffahilis"

(p. 181). Consequently: the person is incommunicable, irreplaceable

and inexpressible! Indeed, such an idea of the Person means that it

can’t be crammed into the language or the method of any science

and fulfil their conditions of inter-subjectivity and communicability

of results. Yet according to Karol Wojtyla, man cannot be reduced

to any specific science, or even to their synthesis because to be a

person means to experience oneself as a person. This moment of

most proper subjectivity does not constitute for Wojtyla an obstacle

but, on the contrary, gives access to the mystery, since it is of the

nature of mystery that it can be known but cannot (or must not) be

expressed.

The human person involves exactly this ambivalence: to be

a person as such one must remain until the end irreducible,

untranslatable, because its trait is uniqueness or inreplaceability.

Person X cannot be mistaken for or replaced by any Person Y or Z.

Karol Wojtyla makes this provision against any concepts in ideology,

and later in practice, which allow the statement: “there are no people

who cannot be replaced by somebody else”. To accept a

replaceability of people means to deny the fact of their uniqueness.

This leads directly to usurping by single people, and also by whole

systems, the right to decide without which people society can

continue to exist. . . .

The primary gift of existence is identical with the gift of

being a Person. However, a human being as Person becomes

immersed in a double sphere: that of actuality and obligation! This

means that while possessing the initial data of participating in

personal existence, they are only a presage, an embryo, of the task-

even the vocation- of developing that particular being. Everything

we do, whatever use results from the gift we were given, depends

on ourselves, like the biblical parable about the servants being given

talents, some people can hide them in the ground, while others

multiply them.

This ambiguity is a derivative offreedom which also belongs

to the heritage of being a Person, because we decide either only to

preserve what we have received gratuitously or make an effort to

extend and improve “nature’s gift”, since “human nature” manifests

the doubleness of, on the one hand being equipped with passio, and

on the other, with actio. Both on the bodily and the psychic levels

we are the subject of a number of different processes, and

consequently of different kinds of behaviour. Already in this respect
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we are subjects, or supposiia, which makes us different from other

objects. Still, this is only the necessary condition for being a Person,

which must be completed with the realisation of action understood

as causing.

With all his might, Wojtyla stresses the incommensurability

ofthe two spheres ofoccurring “in” the person and occurring “with”

the person; being experienced only passively (as pati), and acting

which has its source and drive in one’s consciousness with its own
motivation and which is the domain of affere. Personal being is

dynamic and remains in the state oifieri, that is in the process of

transforming from potenlia to actus. It is up to every individual

whether, and to what extent, they can put this potential in motion,

which direction it will take, and how far it will be realised. It is only

in this moment that experiencing causing takes place. This is much
different from passively experiencing what, coming from the outside

or inside, alone determines what is happening to us.

The discovery ofthe difference between occurring and acting

by Karol Wojtyla is very important for it can explain the paradox of

people, seemingly equipped identically “by nature”, who differ from

one another sometimes even as much as criminals from saints.

Besides, it also implies an explanation of the phenomenon of "the

mass man”, namely, a subject satisfied with just the ability to

experience and react to what “is happening with it and inside it”,

without being able to take up “acting”.

The person whose task is to carry out all the potential given

to him or her is one who realises, internalises and wants to rise to

the dictum “operari sequitur esse"-\ am acting and thus I exist. “I

am acting” assumes here the grammatical form of the first person

singular in the present tense. Each “I” says this (and possibly carries

it out) exclusively on their own behalf In this sense being Person is

an "irreplaceable” phenomenon, since from the very nature ofthings

it is impossible to cause something for somebody else, for the

constitutive moment for causing is that of \o\\\.\on-voluntarium~

which is intransitive.

The conclusive act for the Person’s maturity (which

expression is another proof that Karol Wojtyla formulates person in

terms of process) is its personal experiencing of “I want”. Obviously,

it is also necessary to know what you choose: voliium assumes

cop,nitum. However, even the most perfect knowledge of what is

good and right does not fulfill the Person, but at most only prepares

the conditions. Karol Wojtyla reproaches the Cartesian tradition for
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the illusion, or even the error, of identifying being human with thinking.

In his opinion fulfilling oneself absolutely requires the effort to

transform obligation into actuality, and potentiality into topicality,

which can take place only through causality becoming also specific

creativity-creating oneself

It could be said that a person as a work of nature and God’s

creature, remains unfinished. It is left with an area offreedom which

everyone must fill with their own text. Yet this freedom, whose

guarantee and tool remains free will, constitutes not so much an

area of causality as of responsibility. Consequently, the “I” must

take into account not only its willingness while acting, but also the

requirements of morality.

LOVE AND RESPONSIBILITY

Whereas the category of causality opens the area of freedom

for the Person, the category of responsibility restricts this freedom

This as yet another ambivalence contained the fact that Karol

Wojtyla’s philosophical anthropology is at the same time an axiology:

his theory of person is simultaneously a theory of values without

which Person cannot exist as Person.

Its existence, as was mentioned before, is actually being as

a process of occurring and acting. So it is not only Person in the

process, but also Person in the drama. Karol Wojtyla writes this

directly, literally, calling it Dramatis Persona. That drama has a

number of dimensions which take place on several stages at the

same time. This is the effect of the continual discrepancy between

external and internal experience, between “1 want to” and “1 have

to”, between “I will” and “1 should”. This implies possible

disintegration which in turn entails the need of integrating in the

name of self-fulfilment.

The question arises what we should do before the flow of

desires, impulses, duties, and often internally contradictory caprices

of will. Speaking most generally, that which can reduce, direct and

merge our actions into behaviour appropriate for a mature Person

is responsibility. One is sentenced to “an eternal quarrel” provided

one’s life is referred to good that transcends the Person. At this

point the trap of idealism, or even utopianism, appears as a way of

sliding easily into moralising. Karol Wojtyla avoids this through

reasoned arguments for rational causality. The phenomenon of

causality itself means transcending Person; either horizontally by
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crossing the border from subject to object, or vertically by willing

values.

This is also the point where the difference between “acts of

man” and “human acting” (using the old language) is solved, and

one sees the personalist difference between "‘persona in actiT’

and “actus personae”. A personal act (and not just: a person’s act)

is causative acting which leads ultimately to the Person’s fulfilment,

to making it “somebody” and not just “something”. The difference

between “being something” and “being somebody” (the basis for

distinguishing “a mass man” from “an individual man” or Person)

lies in the fact that the former is the subject and object of the

relationship of possessing, whereas the latter tends to self-

possession. The aim and symbol of rising from “individual” to

“personal” structure is the ability of self-possession, self-decision

and self-governance.

The moment “a person possesses itself it ceases to try to

possess others. Full of itself, it cares only about its own quality. Due

to this it can also turn towards others by means of the only

relationship that is worthy of interpersonal relationships-that of love.

For Karol Wojtyla love contradicts and excludes the relationship of

using people as means,or objects of lust. This is the only acceptable

basis upon which Persons should address one another. It also solves

the drama, or even tragedy, to which traditional humanism gave

way. It was not able to justify an actual equality of all people

because-being people they differed in all possible ways. This

provoked a renewal of the structure of "man” dominating “sub-

man”, similar to the relationship of Master-Slave in Hegel.

When causality is directed mainly at creating and handling

oneself (because this belongs to the definition of a mature person,

and moreover this is its own good) the circumstances favour the

suppression of selfishness, hatred and hostility. In contrast, they

encourage a relation of mutual love which is at the same time

profitable for both parties: the one loving and the one loved. Love is

the properly humane element since despite his autonomy, the mature

Person needs in full consciousness-to give and to receive love from

others^

.

This is why, matching the couple of Person and Act, there

is their another duet of l.ove and Responsibility, the title of a work

by Karol Wojtyla, written in 1960. Responsibility ceases to be a

weight thanks to this union with love which gives lightness and

meaning to the Person.
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Only through love can the Person’s need to be complemented

in another Person be realised-without the danger and threat of

turning it into an object of use. This is the only way to overcome

selfishness. “Love is a uniting of persons”, each of which “has an

interest” in altruism. Hence the logical commandment of love, which

Karol Wojtyla calls “a personalist norm’".

Certainly, it is important for the Author that the norm results

from man’s resemblance to his creator, God. God is Person, and is

at the same time the highest love and good.Thus the norm of people’s

mutual behaviour as His children must be the commandment of love:

love persons! “A person is such that the only adequate and fair

relationship to him is love.”

This is nothing new or original. But Karol Wojtyla’s aim is

not so much originality as reminding the teaching of the Bible and

filling it with contemporary meaning. This is why he endows the

fundamental moral problem with the following formula: loving as

opposite to use. Taking into account the realities of the consumer

culture and the deficiencies of Christian ethics, and especially of

sexual ethics, he sees the problem of today as specifically

“introducing love into love”. The word ‘love’ means in the first

case the essence of the most important commandment, and in the

second case everything that, on the basis of a sexual drive, arises

between a woman and a man. Following another direction it could

be said that there is a problem of bringing the latter type of love to

the former, which is the one meant by the Bible^

.

It is particularly striking that Love and Responsihility, which

is basically an analysis of the possibilities of creating a personalist

community in which two different “I’s” make “us” without violating

the dignity of any of its components, is devoted mainly to the

relationship between a man and a woman.

This is one more witness to the realism and antinominalism

of Karol Wojtyla’s approach. He accepts and, with great delicacy

and understanding, appreciates the element of sex and human
sexuality. "One body”, the common aim and common good obvious

in marital love, is for him also the model for all other types of love:

fancy, desire, kindness, friendship, liking-and in its highest degree

- that of lovers. This sort of love, between a man and a woman,

which could not be killed by the most sinister system (compare G.

Orwell, 1 984) is for Karol Wojtyla the foundation of faith. This natural

moral order is the personalist order based on love. Recalling Kant’s

moral imperative, the Author modifies it and states:
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Whenever a person is the object of acting in your

behaviour, always remember that you cannot treat

him or her only as a means leading to an end, as a

tool, but reckon that they themselves have, or at

least are supposed to have, their own purpose*.

Once more the need becomes evident to unite four categories:

person, action (causality), responsibility and love.

The commandment of love has been given here a meaning

that is far from sentimental, utopian or moralising one. Assuming

and appealing for participation, for creating a personalist community

of many “I” into one “us” does not exclude treating others as merely

subjects of action. The point is to assume even “in advance”-the

dignity of the Person. There is a Persona ineffablis present in

each of us, and it is nonreplaceable and irreducible-it is the

nonreplaceability of what is different which constitutes the

uniqueness of the “F or “you”.

TO CROSS THE THRESHOLD OF HOPE

Karol W'ojtyla, as his name enters the tradition of Christian

philosophy, is perfectly aware of the fact that he lives in the present

epoch, on the threshold between the Second Millennium full of

horrible proofs of man’s decline, and a Third Millennium that is

equally fearsome. He is undeniably a realist in respect to the

contemporary condition, especially since- as Pope-he started to

travel around the world in his continual pilgrimage. Surprisingly

enough, the sight of unprecedented sufferings and defeats, the sea

of injustice, corruption and degeneration, has not diminished his belief

in the Great Renewal of Man.

Whence does he draw his belief? Does he confirm it actively

despite realising that humanity still resembles “drifting sand” rather

than "rock”? The answer is in the work written in 1994, entitled

“Crossing the Threshold of Hope” where John Paul ITs answers

the questions posed by Vittoro Mesori.

He finds the strength and inspiration for his philosophy of

Person, for spreading “the personalist principle”, in the Bible, in the

words “Do not be afraid”, which he has made the motto and meaning

of his pontificate. He comments on this:

What should we be afraid of?” We should not fear
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the truth about ourselves. This truth was seen one

day by Peter, and he said to Jesus, “Depart from

me, for I am a sinful man, O Lord” (Lk 5, 8). It was

not Peter alone who noticed this truth; every

follower of Peter can notice it. And it is seen

particularly clearly by those who talk to the Lord.

Each of us is grateful to Peter for what he said that

day: “Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, O
Lord.” Christ replied to him, “Do not be afraid;

henceforth you will be catching men” (Lk 5, 10).

Do not be afraid of people! Man is always what he

is. The systems created by man will always be

imperfect, and they are even more deficient if man

is presumptuous. Where does this come from? It

comes from man’s heart. Our heart is restless. And
Christ himself knows best its restlessness. “He

knows what there is inside man (compare J 2, 25).*

This is an expression of that strength of love, which is love

in weakness. It is based, after all, on the knowledge-deprived of

self-illusion-about every thing that is inhuman in man. Note that the

commandment, or rather prohibition: “do not be afraid” refers,

according to the Pope, first of all to man’s knowledge about himself

However unflattering, showing us in the worst light, the truth is

better than its comforting appearances. From this it can be deduced

that any evil that crept out ofmen and spread in the form ofdestruction

and self-destruction all over the world can contribute to revealing

truth. Acting like poison, in the long run it can become a medicine.

Contrary to all those who, seeing the horrendous though banal evil

done by people to other people, fall into nihilism or desperation, the

philosophy of Karol Wojtyla without averting eye from the

phenomenon of evil, finds strength and foundations for the Great

Renewal. This is to take place not through defeating evil directly,

but rather through removing its source, which is fear and dread.

Being afraid of other people, man fears, half-consciously, to discover

in himself that the relation of fear among people is a derivative of

their relationship with God (Nature) as the omnipotent Lord and

severe Judge John Paul II draws from the Bible a picture of the

Creator not so much as Lord, but as Father:

Whenever Christ appeals. Do not be afraid, he
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always means both God and man. What he wants

to say is: Do not be afraid ofGod who, according to

philosophers, is a transcendent Absolute. Do not be

afraid of God, indeed, speak to Him, together with

me, ‘Our Father. .
.” (Mt 6,9). Do not be afraid to

say: Father! Crave to be perfect, like He is and

because He is perfect.’

The prohibition of being afraid is based apparently on

remembering the parental relationship between God and people.

Father, unlike Lord, or even Creator, is somebody who gave us life,

knows us thoroughly, and will not abandon us, even if we are evil,

prodigal children. In the epoch when people themselves wrote an

obituary for man and pronounced him dead as a kind of punishment

for not having complied with the requirements for deserving respect

and love, and when humanism itselfcommitted theoretical suicide,

there seems to be only one hope. Namely, the hope presaged by

Karol Wojtyla, John Paul 11, that there might come a time of Great

Renewal. But this will be not only man approaching God, but also

God approaching man. Recall God’s Fatherhood as well as Christ’s

Sonship. Christ’s Way of the Cross before the final Resurrection

meant effort, suffering and torment-both corporal and spiritual,

including the feeling of absolute loneliness. The temporary victory

of the evil, and its eruption in the contemporary world, can be

perceived from this perspective as a necessary threshold to pass,

as if with the last great effort: the threshold of hope. The hope for

this difficult hope can be founded only on love. This love is not

because we deserve it as good, intelligent and beautiful, strong and

perfect creatures, but because we are weak and far from perfection.

This is the kind of love that Fathers have for their lost, but nonetheless

beloved sons. It is love whose meaning is infinite compassion.

NOTES

1 Karol Wojtyla, Osoha i czyn ora: inne studia

aniropologiczne, Lublin 1994, pp. 69-70 (The Acling Person, tr.

A. Potocki, ed. A. T. Tymieniecka. D. Reidel Publishing Company,
1 979).

2 This is not just a postulate by personalists; it is also proved

by psychological research, for example done by Erich Fromm,
according to which the most universal need of love balances the
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equally major need of safety.

3 K. Wojtyla, Milosc i odpowiedzialnosc (Love and
Responsibility)

,
Lublin 1986, p.41.

4 Op. cit. Iniroduclion to the First Edition, p. 15.

5 K. Wojtyla, op. cit., p. 30.

6 John Paul II, Frzekroczyce prog nadziei (Crossing the

Threshold ofHope), Lublin, pp. 26-27.

7Ibid.,p.27.
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PURPOSE

Today there is urgent need to attend to the nature and dignity of

the person, to the quality of human life, to the purpose and goal ofthe

physical transformation of our environment, and to the relation of all

this to the development ofsocial and political life. This, in turn, requires

philosophic clarification of the base upon which freedom is exercised,

that is, of the values which provide stability and guidance to one’s

decisions.

Such studies must be able to reach deeply into the cultures of

one’s nation—and of other parts of the world by which they can be

strengthened and enriched—in order to uncover the roots ofthe dignity

of persons and of the societies built upon their relations one with

another. They must be able to identify the conceptual forms in terms

of which modern industrial and technological developments are

structured and how these impact human self-understanding. Above all,

they must be able to bring these elements together in the creative

understanding essential for setting our goals and determining our

modes of interaction. In the present complex circumstances this is a

condition for growing together with trust and justice, honest

dedication and mutual concern.

The Council for Studies in Values and Philosophy (RVP) is a

group of scholars who share the above concerns and are interested in

the application thereto ofexisting capabilities in the field ofphilosophy

and other disciplines. Its work is to identify areas in which study is

needed, the intellectual resources which can be brought to bear

thereupon, and the means for publication and interchange ofthe work

from the various regions of the world. In bringing these together its

goal is scientific discovery and publication which contributes to the

promotion of human kind in our times.

In sum, our times present both the need and the opportunity for

deeper and ever more progressive understanding ofthe person and of

the foundations of social life. The development of such understanding

is the goal ofthe RVP.

PROJECTS

A set of related research efforts is currently in process, some
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were developed initially by the RVP and others now are being carried

forward by it, either solely or conjointly.

1 . Cultural Heritage and Contemporary Change: Philosophical

Foundationsfor Social Life. Sets of focused and mutually coordinated

continuing seminars in university centers, each preparing a volume as

part of an integrated philosophic search for self-understanding differ-

entiated by continent. This work focuses upon evolving a more

adequate understanding of the person in society and looks to the

cultural heritage ofeach for the resources to respond to the challenges

of its own specific contemporary transformation.

2. Seminars on Culture and Contemporary !s.sues. This series of

10 week crosscultural and interdisciplinary seminars is being

coordinated by the RVP in Washington.

3. Jotnt-Colloquia with Institutes of Philosophy ofthe National

Academies of Science, university philosophy departments, and so-

cieties, which have been underway since 1976 in Eastern Europe and,

since 1987 in China, concern the person in contemporary society.

4. Foundations of Moral Education and Character

Development. A study in values and education which unites

philosophers, psycholo-gists, social scientists and scholars in

education in the elaboration ofways ofenriching the moral content of

education and character development. This work has been underway

since 1980 especially in the Americas.

The personnel for these projects consists ofestablished scholars

willing to contribute their time and research as part oftheir professional

commitment to life in our society. For resources to implement this

work the Council, as a non-profit organization incorporated in the

District of Colombia, looks to various private foundations, public

programs and enterprises.

PUBLICATIONSON CULTURAL HERITAGE
ANDCONTEMPORARYCHANGE

Series I. Culture and Values

Series II. Africa

Series Ila. Islam

Series III. Asia

Series IK IV. Europe and North America

Series IVa. Central and Eastern Europe

Series V. Latin America

Series VI. Foundations ofMoral Education
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CULTURAL HERITAGE
AND CONTEMPORARY CHANGE

VALI ESAND CONTEMPORARY LIFE

Series I. Culture and Values

Vol.I. I Research on Culture and Values: Intersection of

Universities, Churches and Nations,

George F. McLean, ed.

ISBN 0-8191-7352-5 (cloth); ISBN 0-8191-7353-3 (paper).

Vol.I. 2 The Knowledge of Values: A Methodological

Introduction to the Study of Values,

A. Lopez Quintas, ed,

ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -74 1 8-
1
(cloth); ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -74 1 9-x (paper).

Vol . 1 . 3 Reading Philosophy for the XXlst Century,

George F. .McLean, ed.

ISBN 0-8191 -74 1 4-9 (cloth); ISBN 0-8191 -74 1 5-7 9paper).

Vol . 1 . 4 Relations Between Cultures,

John Kromkowski, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18-009-7 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 18-008-9 (paper).

Vol.I. 5 Urbanization and Values,

John Kromkowski, ed,

ISBN 1 -565 1 8-0 1 1 -9 (cloth); ISBN 1 -565 1 8-0 1 0-0 (paper).

Vol. I. 6 The Place ofthe Person in Social Life,

Paul Peachey and John Kromkowski. eds.

ISBN 1 -565 1 8-0 1 3-5 (cloth), ISBN 1 -565 1 8-0 1 2-7 (paper).

Vol.I. 7 Abrahamic Faiths. Ethnicity and Ethnic Conflicts.

Paul Peachey, George F. McLean and John Kromkowski, eds.

ISBN 1-565 1 8- 1 04-2 (paper).

Vol.I. 8 Ancient IVestern Philosophy: The Hellenic Emergence,

George F. .McLean and Patrick J. Aspell, eds.

ISBN 1-5651 8- 100-X (paper).

Vol.I. 9 Medieval Western Philosophy: The European Emergence,

Patrick J. Aspell, ed,

ISBN 1-56518-094-1 (paper).

\^ol . 1 . 10 The Eihical Implications of Unity and the Divine in

Nicholas ofCusa

David L. De Leonardis

ISBN 1-56518-1 12-3 (paper).

Vol.I. II Ethics at the Crossroads: Vol. I . Normative Ethics and
Objective Reason,
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George F. McLean, ed.

ISBN I -565 18-022-4 (paper).

Vol.I. 12 Ethics at the Crossroads: Pol. 2. Personalist Ethics and

Human Subjectivity,

George F. McLean, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18-024-0 (paper).

Vol.I. 13 The Emancipative Theory ofJurgen Habermas and

Metaphysics,

Robert Badillo

ISBN 1-565 18-043-7 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 1 8-042-9 (paper).

Vol.I. 14 The Deficient Cause ofMoral Evil According to

Thomas Aquinas,

Edward Cook

ISBN 1-56518-070-4 paper (paper).

Vol.I. 15 Human Love: Its Meaning and Scope, a Phenomenology of

Gift and Encounter

Lopez Quintas, Alfonso

ISBN 1-5651 8-074-7 (paper).

Vol.I. 16 Civil Society and Social Reconstruction.

George F. McLean, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18-086-0 (paper).

Vol. I. 1 7 ITays to God, Personal and Social at the Turn ofMillennia

The Iqbal Lecture, Lahore

George F. McLean

ISBN 1-565 18- 12.3-9 (paper).

Vol. 1 . 1 8 The Role of the Sublime in Kant 's Moral Metaphysics

John R. Goodreau

ISBN 1-565 18- 124-7 (paper).

Vol.I. 19 Philosophical Challenges and Opportunities

of Globalization

Oliva Blanchette, Tomonobu Imamichi and

George F. Mcl.ean, eds.

ISBN I -565 18- 1298 (paper),

Vol.I. 20 Faith. Reason and Philosophy

Lectures at The al-Azhar. Qum. Tehran, Lahore and Beijing

Appendix: The Encyclical Letter: Fides et Ratio

George F. McLean

ISBN 1-56518-1301 (paper).

Vol.I. 2 1 Religion and the Relation between Civilizations:

Lectures on Cooperation between Islamic and

Christian Cultures in a Global Horizon
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George F. McLean

ISBN 1-565 1 8- 1 52-2 (paper).

Vol.I. 22 freedom, Cultural Traditions and Progress:

Phdosophy in Civil Society and Nation Pudding:

Tashkent Lectures, 1999

George F. McLean

ISBN l-56518-151-4(paper).

Vol.I. 23 ecology ofKnowledge

Jerzy A. Wojciechowski

Paper ISBN 1-56518-158-1 (paper).

Vol.I. 24 Ciod and the Challenge ofEvil: A Critical Examination of

Some Serious Objections to the Good and Omnipotent God
John L. Yardan

ISBN 1-565 18- 160-3 (paper).

Vol.I. 25 Reason, Ralionality and Reasonableness,

Vietnamese Philosophical Studies, I

Tran Van Doan

ISBN 1-565 1 8- 166-2 (paper).

Vol. I. 26 The Culture ofCitizenship: Inventing Postmodern

Civic ('ullure

Thomas Bridges

ISBN 1-565 18- 168-9 (paper).

V'ol . 1. 27 The Historicity of (Inderstanding and the Problem of

Relativism in Gadamer Is Philosophical Hermeneutics

Osman Bilen

ISBN 1-565 18- 167-0 (paper).

Vol . 1. 2 8 Speaking ofGod
Carlo Huber

ISBN 1-565 18- 169-7 (paper).

Vol.I. 29 Persons, Peoples and Cultures in a Global Age:

Metaphysical Rases for Peace between ('ivilizalions

George F. McLean

ISBN 1-565 18- 187-5 (paper).

Vol.I. 30 Hermeneutics, Tradition and Contemporary Change

Lectures In ( 'hennaPMadras, India

George F. McLean

ISBN I -565 1 8- 188-3 (paper).

Vol . 1. 3 1 Husserl andStem

Richard Feist and William Sweet, eds.

ISBN I -565 18- 194-8 (paper).
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Scries 1 1. Africa

Vol.II, 1 Person and Community: Ghanaian Philosophical

Studies: I,

Kwasi Wiredu and Kwame Gyeke, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18-005-4 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 18-004-6 (paper).

Vol. II. 2 The Foundations ofSocial Life:

Ugandan Philosophical Studies: I,

A.T. Dalfovo, ed.

ISBN 1-565 1 8-007-0 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 18-006-2 (paper).

Vol.II. 3 Identity and Change in Nigeria:

Nigerian Philosophical Studies, I,

Theophilus Okere, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18-068-2 (paper).

Vol .11.4 Social Reconstruction in Africa:

Ugandan Philosophical studies, II

E. Wamala, A.R. Byaruhanga, A.T. Dalfovo,

J.K. Kigongo, S.A. Mwanahewa and G. Tusabe, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-1 18-2(paper).

Vol.II. 5 Ghana: Changing Values Chaning Technologies:

(ihanaian Philosophical Studies, ll

Helen Lauer, ed.

ISBN 1-56518-1441 (paper).

Vol . 1 1 . 6 Sameness and Difference: Problems and Potentials

in South African Civil Society: South African Philosophical Studies, I

James R. Cochrane and Bastienne Klein, eds.

ISBNl-56518-155-7(paper).

Vol.II. 7 Protest and Engagement: Philosophy after Apartheid at

an Historically Black South African University,

South African Philosophical Studies, 1

1

Patrick Giddy, ed.

ISBN 1-56518-163-8 (paper)

Vol.II. 8 Ethics, Human Rights and Development in Africa:

Ugandan Philosophical Studies, III.

A.T. Dalfovo, J. K. Kigongo, J. Kisekka, G. Tusabe,

E. Wamala, R. Munyonyo, A. B. Rukooko,

A.B.T. BYaruhanga-akiiki, M. Mawa, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18- 172-7 (paper).
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Vol . 1 1 , 9 Reyond Cullures: Perceiving a C 'ommon Humanity:

Ghantan Philosophical Siudies, III

Kwame Gyekye

ISBN 1-56518-I93-X(paper).

Series 1 1A. Islam

Vol.llA. I Islam and ihe Poliiical Order,

Muhammad Said al-Ashmawy

ISBN 1-56518-046-1 (cloth); ISBN I -565 1 8-047-x (paper).

Vol . 1 1 A. 2 Al-GhazaU Deliverance from F.rrorand

Mysiica! Union wiih the Almighty: Al-munqidh Min Al-dalil

Critical edition ofEnglish translation with introduction by Muhammad
Abulaylah and NurshifAbdul-Rahim Rifat

Introduction and notes by George F. Mcl.ean

ISBN I -565 1 8-1 53-0 (.Vabic-English edition)

ISBN I -565 1 8-0828 (Arabic edition)

ISBN l-56518-081-X(Englishedirion)

Vol.llA. 3 Philosophy in Pakistan

Naeem Ahmad, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18- 108-5 (paper).

Vol.llA. 4 The Authenticity of the Text in Hermeneutics

Seyed Musa Dibadj

ISBN 1-565 1 8- 1 1 7-4 (paper).

V'ol.II A. 5 Interpretation and the Problem of

the Intention ofthe Author: H.-G. Gadamer vs F.IX Hirsch

Burhanettin Tatar

ISBN I -565 18-121 (paper).

Vol. 11.A. 6 Ways to God, Personal and Social at the Turn ofMillennia

The Iqbal Lecture, Lahore

George F, McLean

ISBN I -565 18- 1 23-9 (paper).

Vol.llA. 7 Faith, Reason and Philosophy

Lectures at The al-Azhar, Oum, Tehran, Lahore and Heijing

Appendix: The Fncyclical Letter: Fides et Ratio

George F. McLean

ISBN I -565 18- 1 30- 1 (paper).

Vol.llA. 8 Islamic and Christian Cultures: Conflict or Dialogue:

Rulgarian Philosophical Studies, III

Plament Makariev, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18-I62-X(paper).

Vol.lLA. 9 Values of Islamic culture and the experience ofhistory.
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Russian Philosophical Studies, I

Nut Kirabaev, Yuriy Pochta, eds.

ISBN I -565 1 8- 1 33-6 (paper).

Vol.IIA, 10 Chrislian-Islamic Preambles ofFaith

Joseph Kenny

ISBN 1-565 18- 1 38-7 (paper),

Vol . 1 1 A. 11 The Historicity of Understanding and the Problem of

Relativism in (Jadamer 's Philosophical Hermeneutics

Osman Bilcn

ISBN 1-56518-1 67-0 (paper).

Vol.IIA. 12 Religion and the Relation between Civilizations:

Lectures on Cooperation between Islamic and

Christian Cultures in a Global Horizon

George F. McLean

ISBN 1-565 18- 152-2 (paper).

Vol.IIA. 13 Modern Western Christian Theological Understandings

ofMuslims since the Second Vatican Council

Mahmut Aydin

ISBN 1-565 18-1 71 -9 (paper).

Vol.IIA. 14 Philosophy of the Muslim World: Authors and Principal

Themes

Joseph Kenny

ISBN 1-565 18- 1794 (paper).

Vol.IIA. 15 Islam and Its Questfor Peace: Jihad, Justice and

Education

Mustafa KOylii

ISBN 1-565 18- 180-8 (paper).

Vol.IIA. 16 Islamic Thought on the Existence ofGod

:

Contributions and Contrasts with Contemporary Western

Philosophy of Religion

CaferS, Yaran

ISBN 1-56518-192-1 (paper).

Vol.IIA. 17 Hermeneutics, Faith, and Relations between Cultures :

Lectures in Oom, Iran

George F. McLean
ISBN 1-565 18- 191-3 (paper).

Series III. Asia

Vol. 111. 1 Man and Nature: Chinese Philosophical Studies, 1,

Tang Yi-jie, Li Zhen, eds,

ISBN 0-8191 -74 1 2-2 (cloth); ISBN 0-8 191-7413-0 (paper).
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Vol.Ill. 2 Chinese Foundationsfor Moral Education and

Character Development, Chinese Philosophical Studies, II.

Tran van Doan, ed.

ISBN 1 -565 1 8-033-x (cloth); ISBN 1-56518-032-1 (paper).

Vol.Ill. 3 Confucianism, Buddhism, Taoism, Christianity and

Chinese Culture, Chine.se Philosophical Studies, III,

Tang Yijie

ISBN l-56518-035-6(cloth);ISBN I -565 1 8-034-8 (paper).

Vol.Ill. 4 Morality, Metaphysics and Chinese Culture

(Metaphysics, Culture and Morality, Vol. I)

Vincent Shen and Tran van Doan, eds.

ISBN l-56518-026-7(cloth);lSBN 1-565 18-027-5 (paper).

Vol.Ill. 5 Tradition, Harmony and Transcendence,

George F. McLean

ISBN 1-56518-030-5 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 18-03 1-3 (paper).

Vol.Ill. 6 P.sychology, Phenomenology and Chinese Philosophy:

( hinese Philosophical Studies, VI,

Vincent Shen, Richard Knowles and Tran Van Doan, eds,

ISBN 1-565 1 8-044-5 (cloth); 1-565 18-045-3 (paper).

Vol.Ill. 7 Values in Philippine Culture and Education:

Philippine Philosophical Studies, 1.

Manuel B. Dy,Jr.,ed.

ISBN I -565 18-040-2 (cloth); 1-565 18-04 1-2 (paper).

Vol.Ill, 7A The Human Person and Society: Chinese

Philosophical Studies, VIIA,

Zhii Dasheng, Jin Xiping and George F. McLean, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18-087-9 (library edition); 1-565 18-088-7 (paper).

Vol.Ill. 8 The Filipino Mind: Philippine Philosophical Studies H,

Leonardo N. Mercado

ISBN 1-56518-063-1 (cloth); ISBN l-56518-064-X(paper).

Vol.Ill. 9 Philo.sophy ofScience and Education:
( 'hinese Philo.sophical Studies IX,

Vincent Shen and Tran Van Doan, eds.

ISBN I -565 18-075-5 (cloth); 1-565 18-076-3 (paper).

Vol . 1 1 1 . 1 0 C 'hinese Cultural Traditions and Modernization:

Chinese Philosophical Studies, X,

Wang Miaoyang, Yu Xuanmeng and George F. McLean, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18-067-4 (library edition); I -565 1 8-068-2 (paper).

Vol . 111.1 1 The Humanization of Technology and ( 'hinese Culture:
( 'hinese Philosophical Studies XI,

Tomonobu Iniamichi, Wang Miaoyang and Liu Fangtong. eds.
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ISBN 1-56518-1 16-6 (paper).

Vol. III. 12 Beyond Modernization: Chinese Roots ofGlobal

Awareness: Chinese Philosophical Studies, XII,

Wang Miaoyang, Yu Xuanmeng and George F. McLean, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-089-5 (library edition); 1-565 18-090-9 (paper).

Vol . 111.13 Philosophy and Modernization in China:

Chinese Philosophical Studies XIII,

Liu Fangtong, Huang Songjie and George F. McLean, eds.

ISBN 1-5651 8-066-6 (paper).

Vol. III. 1 4 Economic Ethics and Chinese Culture:

Chinese Philosophical Studies, XIV,

Yu Xuanmeng, Lu Xiaohe, Liu Fangtong,

Zhang Rulun and Georges Enderle, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18-09 1-7 (library edition); 1-565 1 8-092-5 (paper).

Vol. 111.15 Civil Society in a Chinese Context:

Chinese Philosophical Studies XV,

Wang Miaoyang, Yu Xuanmeng and Manuel B. Dy, eds.

ISBN I -565 18-084-4 (paper).

Vol. III. 16 The Bases of Values in a Time ofChange:

Chinese and Western: Chinese Philosophical Studies, XVI

Kirti Bunchua. Liu Fangtong, Yu Xuanmeng, Yu Wujin, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-1 14-X (paper).

Vol. III. 1 7 Dialogue between Christian Philosophy and Chinese

Culture: Philosophical Perspectivesfor the Third Millennium:

( 'hinese Philosophical Studies, XVII

Paschal Ting, Marian Kao and Bernard Li, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18- 173-5 (paper).

Vol. III. 18 The Poverty ofIdeological Education:

Chinese Philosophical Studies, XVIII

Tran Van Doan

ISBN 1-565 18- 164-6 (paper).

Vol. HI. 19 Godandthe Discovery ofMan: Classical and Contemporary

Approaches: Lectures in Wuhan, China

George F. McLean

ISBN 1-56518-189-1 (paper).

Vol. III. 20 Cultural Impact on International Relations:

Chinese Philosophical Studies, XX
Yu Xintian, ed.

ISBN 1-56518-I76-X(paper).

V'ol .111.21 Cultural Factors in International Relations:

Chinese Philosophical Studies, XXI

Yu Xintian, ed.

ISBN I -565 1 8-204-9 (paper).
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Vol.III. 22 Vol.lll. 22 Wisdom in Chiiw and the West,

Chinese Philosophical Studies, XXII

V'incent Shen and Willard Oxtoby t

ISBN 1-565 18-205-7 (paper)

Vol .111.23 China i ( "ontemporary PhilosophicalJourney:

Western Philosophy and Marxism Chinese Philosophical Studies,

i 'hinese Philosophical Studies, XXIII

Liu Fangtong

ISBN 1-565 18-206-5 (paper).

Vol.lll. 24 Shanghai : Its Urbanization and Culture,

Chinese Philosophical Studies, XXIV
Yu Xuanmeng and He Xirong, eds.

ISBN I -565 18-207-3 (paper).

Vol.lllB. 1 Authentic Human Destiny: The Paths of Shankara and
Heidegger: Indian Philosophical Studies, I

Vcnsus A. George

ISBN 1-56518-1 l9-0(paper).

Vol . 1 1 1 B. 2 The Experience ofBeing as Goal ofHuman Existence:

The Heideggerian Approach: Indian Philosophical Studies, II

Vensus A. George

ISBN 1-565 18- 1 45-X (paper).

Vol.lllB. 3 Religious Dialogue as Hermeneutics: Bede Griffiths 's

Advaitic Approach Indian Philosophical Studies, III

Kuruvilla Pandikaitu

ISBN 1-565 18-1 395 (paper).

Vol.lllB. 4 Self-Realization jBrahmaanuhhavaf
The Advaitic Perspective ofShankara:

Indian Philosophical Studies, IV

Vensus .A. George

ISBN I -565 18- 1 54-9 (paper).

Vol.lllB. 5 Gandhi: The Meaning ofMahatmafor the Millennium

Indian Philosophical Studies, V

Kuruvilla Pandikattu, ed.

ISBN I -565 1 8- 1 56-5 (paper).

Vol . 1 1 1 B . 6 Civil Society in Indian ( 'ultures

Indian Philosophical Studies, VI

Asha Mukherjee, Sabujkali Sen (Mitra) and K. Bagchi, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18- 157-3 (paper).

Vol.lllB. 7 Hermeneutics, Tradition and Contemporary^ Change

Lectures In Chennai Madras, India

George F. .McLean
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ISBN 1-565 18- 188-3 (paper).

Vol.IIIB. 8 Plenitude and Participation: The Life ofGod in Man:

Lectures in Chennai Madras, India

George F. McLean

ISBN l-56518-199-9(paper).

Vol.IIIB. 9 Sufism andBhakti, a Comparative Study

Md. Sirajul Islam

ISBN 1-56518-198-0 (paper).

Vol.IIlC. 1 Spiritual Values and Social Progress

Uzbekistan Philosophical Studies, 1

Said Shermukhamedov and Victoriya Levinskaya, eds.

ISBNl-56518-143-3 (paper).

Vol.IIlC. 2 Kazakhstan: Cultural Inheritance and Social

Transformation: Kazakh Philosophical Studies, I

Abdumalik Nysanbayev

ISBN 1-565 18-203-0 (paper).

Vol.IlID. 1 Reason, Rationality and Reasonableness,

Vietnamese Philosophical Studies, I

Tran Van Doan

ISBN 1-565 1 8- 1 66-2 (paper).

Vol.IlID. 2 Hermeneutics for a Global Age:

Lectures in Shanghai and Hanoi

George F. McLean.

ISBN 1-565 18- 190-5 (paper).

Series IV'. Western Europe and North .America

Vol.IV. 1 Italy in Transition: The Long Roadfrom the First to

the Second Republic: The 1997 Fdmund D. Pellegrino Lecture

on Contemporary Italian Politics

Paolo Janni, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18- 120-4 (paper).

Vol.IV. 2 Italy and The European Monetary Union: The 1997 Edmund

D. Pellegrino Lecture on Contemporary Italian Politics

Paolo Janni, ed.

ISBN 1-5651 8- 128-X (paper).

Vol. I V. 3 Italy at the Millennium: Economy, Politics, Literature

and Journalism: The 1997 Edmund D. Pellegrino Lecture

on Contemporary Italian Politics

Paolo Janni, ed.

ISBN 1-56518-158-1 (paper).

Vol . IV . 4 Speaking ofGod
Carlo Huber
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ISBN l-56518-169-7(paper).

Vol. IV, 5 The Essence of Italian Culture and the Challenne of

a Global Age

Paulo Janni and George F. McLean, eds.

lSBBl-56518-177-8(paper).

Vol, IV. 6 Italic Identity in Pluralistic Contexts: Toward the

Development ofIntercultural Competencies

Piero Bassetti and Paolo Janni, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-144-1 (paper).

Series IVA. Central and Kastern Kurope

Vol.lVA. 1 The Philosophy ofPerson: Solidarity and Cultural

Creativity: Polish Philosophical Studies, /,

A. Tischner, J.M. Zycinski, eds.

ISBN 1-565 1 8-048-8 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 18-049-6 (paper).

Vol.lVA. 2 Public and Private Social Inventions in

Modern Societies: Polish Philosophical Studies. II,

L. Dyczewski, P. Peachey, J. Kromkowski, eds.

ISBN I -565 18-050-x(cloth). paper ISBN 1-565 18-05 1-8 (paper).

Vol. IVA. 3 Traditions and Present Problems ofCzech Political

Culture: Czechoslovak Philosophical Studies, I,

M. Bednar andM. Vejraka, eds.

ISBN I -565 18-056-9 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 18-057-7 (paper).

Vol.lVA. 4 Czech Philosophy in the XXth Century:

Czech Philosophical Studies, II,

LuboinirNovy and Jiri Gabriel, eds.

ISBN I -565 18-028-3 (cloth), ISBN 1-56518-029-1 (paper).

Vol.lVA. 5 Tanguage, Values and the Slovak Nation: Slovak

Philosophical Studies, /,

Tibor Pichler and Jana Gasparikova, eds.

ISBN I -565 1 8-036-4 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 18-037-2 (paper).

Vol . 1V A. 6 Morality and Public Life in a Time of( ’hange:

Bulgarian Philosophical Studies, /,

V. Prodanov and M. Stoyanova, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18-054-2 (cloth); ISBN I -565 18-055-0 (paper).

\'ol .IVA. 7 Knowledge and Morality:

Georgian PhilosophicalSiudies, /,

N. V. Chavchavadzc, G. Nodia and P. Peachey, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18-052-6 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 18-053-4 (paper).

Vol.lVA. 8 Cultural Heritage and Social Change:

Lithuanian Philosophical Studies, I.
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Bronius Kuzmickas and Aleksandr Dobrynin, eds,

ISBN 1-565 18-038-0 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 18-039-9 (paper).

Vol.IVA. 9 National, Cultural and Ethnic Identities: Harmony

beyond Conflict: Czech Philosophical Studies, IV

Jaroslav Hroch, David Hollan, George F. McLean, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-1 13-1 (paper).

Vol.IVA. 10 Models ofIdeniities in Postcommunist Societies:

Yugoslav Philosophical Studies, /

Zagorka Golubovic and George F. McLean, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-121-1 (paper).

Vol.IV A. 1 1 Interests and Values: The Spirit of Venture in

a Time ofChange: Slovak Philosophical Studies. II

Tibor Pichler and Jana Gasparikova, eds.

lSBNl-56518-125-5(paper).

Vol.IVA. 12 Creating Democratic Societies: Values and Norms;

Bulgarian Philosophical Studies, II

Plamen Makariev, Andrew M. Blasko and Asen Davidov, eds.

ISBN 1-565 1 8-1 3 1-X (paper).

Vol.IVA. 1 3 Vaittes of Islamic culture and the experience ofhistory,

Russian Philosophical Studies, I

Nur Kirabaev and Yuriy Pochta, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-133-6 (paper).

Vol.IVA. 14 Values and Education in Romania Today:

Romanian Philosophical Studies, I

Marin Calin and Magdalena Dumitrana, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-1 34-4 (paper).

Vol.IVA. 1 5 Between Words and Reality, Studies on the Politics

of Recognition and the Changes of Regime in

Contemporary Romania

Victor Neumann

ISBN 1-56518-161-1 (paper).

Vol.IVA. 16 Culture and Freedom:

Romanian Philosophical Studies, III

Marin Aiftinca, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18- 136-0 (paper).

Vol.IVA. 17 Lithuanian Philosophy: Persons and Ideas

Lithuanian Philosophical Studies, H
Jurate Baranova, ed.

ISBN I -565 18- 137-9 (paper).

Vol.IVA. 18 Human Dignity: Values and Justice;

Czech Philosophical Studies, HI

Miloslav Bednar, ed.
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ISBN 1-565 18- 1409 (paper).

Vol.IVA. 19 Values in the Polish Cultural Tradition:

Polish Philosophical Studies, 111

Leon Dyczewski, ed.

ISBNl-56518-142-5(paper).

Vol.IVA, 20 Liberalization and Transformation ofMorality in

Post-communist Countries: Polish Philosophical Studies, IV

Tadeusz Buksinski

ISBN 1-565 1 8- 178-6 (paper).

Vol.IVA. 2 1 Islamic and Christian Cultures: Conflict or Dialogue:

Hulgarian Philosophical Studies, HI

Plament Makariev, ed.

ISBN 1-5651 8- 162-X (paper).

Vol.IVA. 22 Moral, Legal and Political Values in Romanian Cultur,

Romanian Philosophical Studies, IV

Mihaela Czobor-Lupp and J. Stefan Lupp, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18- 170-0 (paper).

Vol . 1VA, 23 Social Philosophy: Paradigm ofContemporary Thinking

Jurate Morkuniene

ISBN 1-565 1 8-203-0 (paper).

Vol.IVA. 24 Romania: Cultural Identity and EducationforCivil

Society

Magdalena Dumitrana, ed.

ISBN l-565l8-209-X(paper).

Series V. Latin America

Vol. V. I The Social Context and Values: Perspectives of

the Americas,

O. Pcgoraro, ed.

ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -7354-
1
(cloth ); ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -7355-x (paper).

Vol.V. 2 Culture. Human Rights and Peace in Central America,

Raul Molina and Timothy Ready, eds.

ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -7356-8 (cloth ); ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -7357-6 (paper).

Vol.V. 3 El Cristianismo Aymara: Incidturacion o culturizacion?,

LuisJolicoeur

ISBN I -565 1 8- 1 04-2 (paper).

Vol.V. 4 Love as theToundaiion ofMoral Education and
( 'haracter Development

Luis Ugalde, Nicolas Barros and George F. McLean, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-080-1 (paper).
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Vol.V. 5 Human Rights, Solidarity and Subsidiarity:

Essays towards a Social Ontology

Carlos E. A. Maldonado

ISBN 1-565 18-1 10-7 (paper).

FOUNDATIONSOFMORALEDUCATION
ANDCHARACTERDEVELOPMENT

Series VI. Foundations ofMoral Education

Vol.Vl. 1 Philosophical Foundations for Moral Education and

Character Development: Act and Agent,

G. McLean and F. Ellrod, eds.

ISBN 1 -565 1 8-00 1 -
1
(cloth); ISBN I -565 1 8-000-3 (paper).

Vol.Vl. 2 Psychological Foundationsfor Moral Education and

Character Development: An Integrated Theory of

Moral Development,

R. Knowles, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18-003-8 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 1 8-002-x (paper).

Vol.Vl. 3 Character Development in Schools and Beyond,

Kevin Ryan and Thomas Lickona, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-058-5 (cloth); ISBN I -565 18-059-3 (paper).

Vol.Vl. 4 The Social Context and Values: Perspectives of

the Americas,

O. Pegoraro, ed.

ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -7354- 1 (cloth); ISBN 0-8191 -7355-x (paper).

Vol.Vl. 5 Chinese Foundationsfor Moral Education and

Character Development,

Tran van Doan, ed,

ISBN 1-565 1 8-033 (cloth), ISBN 1-565 18-032-1 (paper).

Vol.Vl. 6 Love as theFoundation ofMoral Education and

Character Development

Luis Ugalde, Nicolas Barros and George F. McLean, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-080-1 (paper).

Series VII. Seminars on Culture and Values

Vol.VIL 1 The Social Context and Values: Perspectives of

the Americas,

O, Pegoraro, ed.

ISBN 0-8191-7354-1 (cloth); ISBN 0-8191-7355-x(paper).
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Vol.VII. 2 Culture, Human Rights ami Peace in Central America,

Raul Molina and Timothy Ready, eds.

ISBN 0-8 1 91-7356-8 (cloth); ISBN 0-8 191-7357-6 (paper).

Vol. VII. 3 Relations Between Cultures,

John Kromkowski, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18-009-7 (cloth); ISBN 1-565 18-008-9 (paper).

Vol.VII. 4 Moral imagination and Character Development

Volume I, The Imagination

George F. McLean and John A. Kromkowski, eds.

SBN 1-56518-174-3 (paper).

Vol.VII. 5 Moral Imagination and Character Development

Volume II, Moral Imagination in Personal Formation and
( 'haracter Development

George F. McLean and Richard Knowles, eds.

SBN 1-56518-181-6 (paper).

Vol . V H . 6 Moral Imagination and C 'haracter Development

Volume II, Imagination in Religion and Social Life

George F. McLean and John K. White, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-182-4 (paper).

Vol.VII. 7 Hermeneutics and Inculturation

George F. McLean, Antonio Gallo, Robert Magliola, eds.

ISBN I -565 18- 184-0 (paper).

Vol.VII. 8 Culture, Evangelization, and Dialogue

Antonio Gallo and Robert Magliola, eds.

ISBN l-565l8-183-2(paper).

Vol .V II . 9 The Place ofthe Person in Social iAfe,

Paul Peachey and John Kromkowski, eds.

ISBN 1-565 1 8-0 1 3-5 (cloth); ISBN I -565 1 8-0 12-7 (paper).

Vol.VII. 10 Urbanization and Values,

John Kromkowski, ed.

ISBN 1 -565 18-011 -9 (cloth); ISBN 1 -565 1 8-0 1 0-0 (paper).

Vol.VII. II Freedom and Choice in a Democracy, Volume 1:

Meanings ofFreedom

Robert Magliola and John Farrelly, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18- 1 86-7 (paper).

Vol.VII. 12 Freedom and Choice in a Democracy, Volume H:

The Difficult Passage to Freedom

Robert Magliola and Richard Khuri. eds.

ISBN 1-565 18- 185-9 (paper).

Vol.VII. 1 4 Democracy: In the Throes ofLiberalism and Totalitarianism

George F. McLean, Robert Magliola, William Fox, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18- 195-6 (paper).
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Vol. VII. 1 5 Democracy and Values in Global Times: With Nigeria as

a Case Study

George F. McLean, Robert Magliola, Joseph Abah, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18- 195-6 (paper).

Vol.VI I. 16 Civil Society and Social Reconstruction,

George F. McLean, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18-086-0 (paper).

Vol. VII. 17 Civil Society: Who Belongs?

William A. Barbieri, Robert Magliola, Rosemary Winslow, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-197-2 (paper).

Vol. VII. 18 The Humanization ofSocial Life: Theory and Challenges

Christopher Wheatley, Robert P. Badillo, Rose B. Calabretta,

Robert Magliola, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18-200-6 (paper).

Vol.Vll. 19 The Humanization ofSocial Life: Cultural Resources

and Historical Responses

Ronald S. Calinger, Robert P. Badillo, Rose B. Calabretta,

Robert Magliola, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18-200-6 (paper).

Vol.Vll. 20 Religious Inspirationfor Public Life:

Religion in Public Life, Volume I

George F. McLean, John Kromkowski and Robert Magliola, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18-2 10-3 (paper).

Vol.Vll. 2 1 Religion and Political Structuresfrom Fundamentalism to

Public Service: Religion in Public Life, Volume II

George F. McLean, John Kromkowski and Robert Magliola, eds.

ISBN 1-56518-211-1 (paper).

The International Society for Metaphysics

Vol.l Person and Nature

George F. McLean and Hugo Meynell, eds.

ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -7025-9 (cloth); ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -7026-7 (paper).

Vol. 2 Person and Society

George F. McLean and Hugo Meynell, eds.

ISBN 0-8191 -6924-2 (cloth); ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -6925-0 ( paper).

Vol . 3 Person and God
George F. McLean and Hugo Meynell, eds.

ISBN 0-8191 -6937-4 (cloth); ISBN 0-8191 -6938-2 (paper).

Vol.4 The Nature ofMetaphysical Knowledge

George F. McLean and Hugo Meynell, eds.

ISBN 0-8 1 9 1 -6926-9 (cloth); ISBN 0-8191 -6927-7 (paper).
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Vol.5 Fhilosophhical Challenges and Opportunities

of Globalization

Obliva Blanchette, Tomonobu Imamichi and

George F. McLean, eds.

ISBN 1-565 1 8- 1298 (paper).

The series is published and distributed by: The Council for

Research in Values and Philosophy, Cardinal Station, P.O. Box 261,

Washington, D.C. 20064, Tel./Fax. 202/3 1 9-6089; e-mail: cua-rvp@cua.edu;

website: http://www.crvp.org

Prices: -- Europe and North America: cloth $45.00; paper $17.50;

plus shipping: surface, $3.50 first volume; $1.00 each additional; UPS,

$5.50 first copy; air, $7.20. — Latin American and Afro-Asian editions:

$4.00 per volume; plus shipping: sea, $1.75; air, Latin America $5.70; Afro-

Asia: $9.00.
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Series I. Culture and Values

Vol.I. 2 The Knowledge of Values: A Methodological

Introduction to the Study of Values,

A. Lopez Quintas, ed.

ISBN 0-8191 -74 1 8-1 (cloth); ISBN 0-8191 -74 1 9-x (paper).

Vol.I. 1 1 Ethics at the Crossroads: Vol. 1. Normative Ethics and
Objective Reason.

George F. McLean, ed.

ISBN I -565 1 8-022-4 ( paper).

\'ol.l. 12 Ethics at the Crossroads: Vol. 2. Persanalist Ethics and
Human Subjectivity,

George F. McLean, ed.

ISBN 1-565 18-024-0 (paper).

Series IVA. Central and Kastern Europe

Vol.lVA. 1 The Philosophy ofPerson: Solidarity and Cultural

Creativity: Polish Philosophical Studies, /,

A. Tischner, J.M. Zycinski, eds.

ISBN I -565 1 8-048-8 (cloth); ISBN I -565 18-049-6 (paper).

Vol. IV A. 4 Czech Philosophy in the XXth Century:

Czech Philosophical Studies, It.

l.uboniirNovy and Jiri Gabriel, eds.

ISBN 1-565 18-028-3 (cloth); ISBN 1-56518-029-1 (paper).

Vol.IV.A. II Interests and Values: The Spirit of Venture in

a Time ofChange: Slovak Philosophical Studies, II

Tibor Pichler and Jana Gasparikova, eds.

I.SBNI-56518-l25-5(paper).

Vol.lVA. 17 Lithuanian Philosophy: Persons and Ideas

Lithuanian Philosophical Studies, II

J urate Baranova, ed.

ISBNl-56518-137-9(paper).

Vol.I\’A. 19 Values in the Polish Cultural Tradition:

Polish Philosophical Studies, HI
Leon Dvczcwski, ed.

ISBN I -565 18- 1 42-5 (paper).

Series VI. Foundations of Moral Education

Vol. VI. 1 Philosophical Eoundationsfor Moral Education and
Character Development: Act and Agent,

G. McLean and F. Ellrod, eds.

ISBN I -565 1 8-00 1 - 1 (cloth ); ISBN 1 -565 1 8-000-3 (paper).

The scries is published and distributed by The Council for Research in Values

and Philosophy, Cardinal Station, P.O. Box 261, Washington, D C. 20064, Tel. Tax
202/319-6089; e-mail: cua-rvpfaeua.cdu, website http://www.crvp org

Prices; - Europe and North America: paper SI7.50; plus shipping surface,

$3. -SO first volume, $1.00 each additional, UPS, $5.30 first copy, air, $7.20. — Latin

American and Afro-Asian editions: $4.00 per volume, plus shipping: sea, $1.75, air,

Latin America $3.70, Afro-Asia $9.00.
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